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Over the last cuarter century, the Mark Levinson logo has graced some of the world's finest
preamplifiers. The highly acclaimed N2380 and N23808 are the most recent to wear the prestigious
morgue. Conspicuously absent, however, has been aReference preamplifier. Madrigal now fills that
void with the introduction of the Mark Levinson N232 Reference Preamplifier.
At Madrigal, the term Reference carries special meaning. In the literal sense, Mark Levinson Reference
products are used as benchmarks. Designed to be the best available in their category, regardless of
price, they feature amodular architecture. This approach allows owners to update Reference products,
keeping them at the leading edge of the art and validating the initial investment.
The N232 cprrpretes the Mark Levinson Reference system. It utilizes two-chassis construction,
but with anon-traditional separation of aLdio circuits from power and control devices.
Input switching and setup options allow for unprecedented system optimization. It is like having
adediccted preamplifier for every source. Optional phono modules (XLR or RCA) allow loading
and gain adjustme-ts by remote control.
Even single source system can benefit from the technology and performance of the N232. Analog
volume control - unchallenged as the superior me'hod for atteruation - is implemented at the highest
level of sophistication. Power supply regeneration assures audio circuits of premium AC power, while
numerous electrical and mechanical features preserve even the most complex musical detai s.
Mark Levilson's first Reference Preamplifier reveals the subtlety and nuance of your most cherished
recordings with an ease and grace that is truly amazing.
Vsit you- Mark Levinson dealer and experience it for yourself.

For Full details on Mark Levinson components please contact:Path Premier
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Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe. Bucks HP12 38G
Tel: 01494 44173é Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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*Next month:
afree CD
Free with all copies
of the November
issue (overseas
included!) will
be a superb
demonstration-quality
CD from Naim, put
together with
audiophiles in mind.
For more details on
the November issue
see page 153.
South Coast calls
We regret that the
address given for
South Coast
Speakers [Sept, p63]
was incorrect.
Correct deter are:
South Coast
Speakers, 58 Wilton
Roast, Shirley,
Southampton
SOIS 5SZ.
TeL 01703 703221
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swe go to press, Barry Fox
reports that the SDMI, the
Secure Digital Music Initiative,
has chosen the Ans MusiCode system
of audio watermarking for use with
music downloaded from the Internet on
to solid-state recording portables, like
the Diamond Multimedia Rio.
The decision,' Barry reports, ` was
taken after testing by 4C Entity, a
consortium of IBM, Intel, Matsushita
(Panasonic)
and
Toshiba.
The
watermark will be used to identify
copyright material and control its
playback and copying on future
generation audio equipment. Digital
code is embedded in the analogue
waveform. Ans claims the code is
sufficiently robust to withstand
conversion between analogue and digital
domains, indelible so that hackers
cannot strip it out, and inaudible. The
SDMI says 4C used panels of
"internationally recognised golden ears"
to check for audible artefacts.
'Ans (
www.musicode.com) says that
4C has also now recommended that the
same system be used to watermark
DVD-Audio. This should clear the way
for Panasonic and others to launch
DVD-Audio this autumn. But it looks
sure to trigger claims that nothing robust
and indelible can be truly inaudible on
192kHz/24-bit DVD-Audio.'
Barry will report fully next month.
Until now, music from the web has
tended to be of limited appeal or of
dubious legality (or both). The SDMI
agreement will help the music industry
to exploit the vast potential of this new
distribution channel for mainstream,
copyright music. Already asite called
Liquid Audio (
www.liquidaudio.com)
offers downloaders the means to 'be the
first to hear the new Tori Amos single'.
Users who install Liquid's decryption
software and pay the appropriate charges
can legally download material, licensed
from the copyright owners. The software
then allows copying to CD-R, though
the music remains at the (data-reduced)
MP3 quality level. The bad news? This
service is not available in the UK.
Meanwhile, Sony's SCD-1 Super
Audio CD player* comes with adigital
output which only outputs ' Red Book'
CD (44.1kH7J16-bit). It's been reported
that enthusiasts in Japan are feeding this
digital output to aDSD-capable dCS
samplingrate converter and Elgar DAC,
and finding that this sounds 'better' than
the SACD through its analogue outputs!
Sheer lunacy? Probably! But what is the
sound of one number crunching?
DIGITALLY SPEAKING
The NXT bandwaggon rolls on. The
corporation, which owns and licenses
what is now called SurfaceSound flatpanel speaker technology, now boasts

more than 100 licensees, additions this
year including Bang & Olufsen and
Kenwood.
Recently, NXT won a ' financially
substantial' SMART award from GOEast, the Government Office for the
East of England, to develop adigital
implementation of its flat-panel
technology. The award-winning NXT
project seeks to develop an array of
spatiallyseparated,
individuallyaddressable transducers, in which the
direct control of each element will allow
independent control of the directivity
and diffusivity of the resulting radiation.
NXT adds: `This medium also forms
the ideal platform on which to develop
the digital audio transducer, where a
digital input is directly converted into
an analogue audio signal without the
need for conventional digitalto analogue
conversion. The marriage of these
technologies to produce a digital
tranducer with programmable directivity
and diffusivity will form the basis of the
next generation of audio transducers.'
It is thought that much of NXT's
development effort is being concentrated
on the SoundView panel, which will
provide sound from aclear panel driven
near its edges.
Another digital speaker developer, Dr
Tony Hooley's 1... Ltd, started life with
aSMART award back in 1995. We last
reported on 1... Ltd's digital speaker,
which uses an array consisting of alarge
number of piezo elements driven by the
digital audio signal in unarycode form,
in 'News', Oct '98. The acoustic output
of any one of the several hundred tiny
pieza drivers is adigital pulse, but the
air-disturbing effect of the whole array
adds up to asound wave by the time it
reaches the listener's ear. The speaker
can be very much more efficient than
conventional speakers (and greatly
exceeding even the efficiency gain
already achieved by NXT panels), so a
small IC amp could produce enough
acoustic output for most applications.
Consumers can already buy NXT
technology in the shape of Mission's XSpace [reviewed in September], or
Wharfedale's Loudpanels, which exploit
the 'picture on the wall' possibilities of
the NXT principle. However, 1... Ltd's
technology looks to be coming nearer
to reality now, with a collaboration
under way between Dr Hooley's team
and alarge loudspeaker company.
We already know that NXT can be
very good. And the day probably will
come when we are able to go into ahifi shop and choose between a
see-through NXT panel and an ultracompact ' unary' digital speaker
consisting of hundreds of very tiny pieza
drive-units. It will be comforting to
know that as taxpayers, we helped to
put them both there.
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COVER STORY
Musical Fidelity aims at cost-conscious
buyers with the A3 amplifier: page 34
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Clockwise from left: Catie Curtis,
Shelby Lynne, Carlos Santana,
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Digital was founded adecade ago with amission
to put back the musical emotion many listeners found
lacking in Compact Disc player reproduction. Since the
Theta has grown afamily of outstanding digital products.
Casablanca proved fo be the most exciting home
entertainment product ever—showing the future of
audiophile audio/video. Modular design means
Casablanca can be anything you want: an audiophile
analogue preamp, ahigh performance digital preomp, a
home cinema processor, ohigh fidelity video swilcher or
surround sound processor. Buy just abasic system and
later add ' the works'. You won't have to worry about
trading in out-of-date home cinema kit, Casablanca lets
you add and expand, growing with your needs and new
standards. And from Theta you know build qualify is

THETA

exceptional. You pick the processing: Dolby Prologic -•',
Dolby Digital AC-3'^' or DIS Coherent Acoustic. Casablanca
can be configured to control up to nine sound channels
with balanced or single ended inputs. It can be chosen
with remote control and is programmed through either
its LEDs or via on-screen
display on your IV.
Casallova borrows the
processor heart of Casablanca
to produce aAV processor of
exceptional performance
"one fthe most rewarding AVprocessors we
beard to date for both music and movies alike ,
and comes with the strange,' reconumwdation"
(Home Entertainment April/May 1999). And what better
to partner the CasoNova than Theta's new Dreadnought
multichannel power amplifier. You start with the channels
you need and add later what you wont. Dreadnought is
Theta's answer to those underpowered and
sonically bare acceptable multichannel
amps foisted on videophiles. Theta call if
ABSOLUTE SOU DS
ME OEM
an amp that 'truly serves the music'.
sasse AC nao s
DaViD is Theta's DVD/CD transport.
f
R
0111 EEsposos

tome
i
Entertainment magazine was sufficiently impressed
to award the Editor's Choice and say "
turns in the Ire.i't performance we have yet seen
from aDVD player" (
Home Entertainment April/May 1999)
Voyager is aUniversal DVD/CD/LD transport that will play any digital disc out there and
some more when they became available. Its performance wcs described as: "
adefinitive
n1 in what separate, atrue high-end prod ..rorn the mainstream»
•
Jonathan Valin fi.Delify January 1999). •,
Pearl brings Theta qualify into Cs• wprice range. Pearl features the
,
i
itter reduction technology and multiple high quality power supplies that
made the early more expensive Theta transports perform so well.
Jade is Theta's new high-end CD transport which draws on technology
from the Pearl. To quote one reviewer "
it stretches the compact disc
mcdiinn about a., lizr as it will go imd along way further than
Imply not exihmed to thi, /eve/ of ability would credit "(Alvin bald,
tii-f i
Ne September 1998).
Mi sTheta's first integrated CD player and is available in both
balanced
ngle ended output forms. Alan Sircom was "
entranced with
the sheer sophid i‘v 1i' ,11 t' the onimd. Ewry time Iplayed adisc, Ihad to play
another" (
Hi-Es Choice March 1998),
We still feel the Theta Dojo Basic II and Pro Basic Illa make amagical combination,
providing atrue state- of-the art, high value CD player/DAC combination at under £ 5500.
High-value high- end prodsq from Theta include the Chrome D/A converter available
with or without 1-IDCD offering unbelievable
performance under £1000 and TLC limebase
Linque Conditioner'. is astaggering anti-jitter
bargain at just £199. Ibis tiny box reclocks the
optical output of aCD player or transport for a
jitter-free feed to aD/A converter. -The '
ILL'
will treat you, regardless of the
nc of .your playback system, to areduction
in glare and harshness" (Ken Kessle iiii-fi Newt April 1995).
Attracted? Contact Absolute Sounds for more information about Theta products and for
full details of dealers where you can hear " I
Attraction in action.

41f
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Absclute Sounds
58 fbrIsam Rood London MO OK
lel 020 8
0700 813501.111f
fox 020 8879 7962
frml info@obsolulesounds.com
Isflp://v,wabsolutesounds.com
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can bring
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upheaval?'
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THE SUPERFI DEBATE
Dear Sir, Finally ajournalist in the
hi-fi press takes ameasured,
counter-hype view of the range of
superfi digital formats [' Listening to
High- Resolution Audio', HFNIRR
September]. Ithought I'd raise afew
specific points for consideration as a
follow-up article:
1> In the July ' Comment', Steve
Harris described the initial
demonstrations that Tony Faulkner
gave HFNIRR, comparing CD with
DSD and 16-bit/176.4KHz (quadrate>. SH felt DSD was the audibly
superior format. TF seems to have
suggested, in the past, that many
recordings are already being made
with 1-bit A/D converters running at
aDSD-compatible rate, before being
converted into multi-bit: presumably
CD or some superfi rate, such as
2-1-bit/96kHz.
Further, he suggested that these
converters will work ideally with
DSID/SACD, giving it the advantage
of transparent mastering without any
sample rate or word-length
conversions. Since Martin Colloms's
article favours quad-rate, is there a
suggestion that TF will be
abandoning 1-bit AID converters?
Will TF be abandoning the array of
DSD-specific editing suites/software,
and relegating DSD to apostproduction option sdue to its overall
inferiority? Or is it simply the case
that DSD replay leads to the
shortfalls in performance that MC
reported — and that DSDcompatible (
je, 1-bit/2.8224mHz)
AiD converters are perfectly capable
of capturing music with the full
fidelity that quad-rate supports?
2) It seems mildly remiss that no
'reference' analogue recordings of
any of the material used in these
comparisons were available. We are
left with the 'hearsay' that, finally,
digital is approaching the absolute
fidelity of the best analogue
reconkngs. Any chance of adeeper
investigation in this direction?
3) Ta put things in perspective, it
is apity that MC didn't use his
scoring system to identify the scale
OCTOBER 1999

of differences. We've seen scores at
the 55 mark for the absolute best
available (reviewed by MC) CD
replay, and in the mid- 1970s for the
best replay of any digital medium.
Scores would have helped some of
us understand the margins of
improvement that MC observed,
especially with reference to the
historical scores MC has given CD
replay (though Ishould admit many
people are confused by MC's openended scoring system, and many
people don't keep track of the
history of scores he's assigned — a
potted history would, in itself, be
immensely useful).
4) How well will superfi translate
to apressed disc? Many observers,
when talking about absolute
performance, seem to imply that the
CD medium itself (and necessarily
the type of equipment used to
extract the music, eg, the fact that
the master clock often lives some
distance from the D/A converter)
affects the quality of reproduction.
Further evidence seems to exist in
the varying qualities ascribed to
digital master tapes, DAT and UK
radio with its digital transmission
network to the masts (not Digital
Radio). Surely the medium and its
replay equipment, in combination, is
the next big question: which of the
superfi digital standards best
survives pressed discs spun at high
speed below alaser? Can we avoid a
repeat of the vagaries of jitter
impressed into our CDs, or at least
end up with astandard that reduces
the physical ills?
5) Since all of the tests were
conducted with music ' most suited'
(solely my assertion) to the benefits
that superfi can show, in terms of
subtlety, tonality, sweetness, natural
dynamics and ambient information,
is there any likelihood that the
benefits of superfi will be felt with
so-called ` non-serious' music? Since
'serious music' seems to be in
decline in terms of sales, will the rest
of the music industry see any point
in superfi — except as achance to
re-market the music we already own
as 'new and improved'?
Despite my questions, Ishould
summarise by saying that MC's
article is highly welcome and a
genuine step in arealistic direction.
Maybe the real question is, are the
improvements that superfi
recording can bring worth the
expected costs and upheaval, for
what may only be asmall or
negligible improvement in the
perceptions of the vast majority?
MC's experiments in the past
seem to have shown the benefits to
CD of recordings made with far
higher digital bandwidth than CD
can accept, so maybe this is where

reality lies. Apparently there are wild
quality variations in CD replay
purely dependent on the
manufacturer/mastering engineer.
Surely these factors are ultimately
more important than consumer
superfi, unless superfi of itself
obviates these factors. DVD-Audio
may turn out to be amedium solely
for those who want multi-channel
music, or music with pictures, or
text or cash-prize quizzes, etc.
Jawed Ashraf, London NVV3
EPIC STANDARDS
Dear Sir, Your cable test was
described as ' epic'; yet the standard
of the text and the way in which this
was edited in the three parts is way
below the standard that an 'epic
test', for amagazine catering for a
mass audience, deserves. In short,
the articles were very difficult to
understand, the graphics poor and
the tables confusing. Iam making
these comments as an audiophile
and professional engineer. For
myself Ihave no wish to spend the
amount of time and effort which I
would devote to atechnical paper,
the contents and the presentation of
which are invariably peer-reviewed.
Iwould like to make two other
observations: 4mm plugs of different
types were used in your test as well
as others, and Ibelieve that this
introduces an additional variable in
the sound quality assessments. My
own experience points to expanding
plugs sounding considerably better
than 4mm ones (removes HF
edginess). Also, for an ` epic test',
surely some cables of the highest
quality should have been included —
your authors seemed to have
concentrated on mid-priced
products only.
Fred Mak, North London
Plugs used were those supplied by the
manufacturer/distributor; to use acommon
plug for all cable would be misleading for
potential buyers, as some brands insist on
supplying cable with their own plugs ready
fitted. Regarding the limitation of price
and quality, the test group was kept
relatively 'real world', with an option to
test seriously expensive wire at alater
date. In the meantime, see Aug '98, where
MC tested Transparent cables and
'budget' starts at ‘89Imetre - Tech Ed.
DYNAMIC RANGE
Dear Sir, John Crabbe has
unfortunately confused the matter
somewhat in his attempt to clarify
some misconceptions relating to
dynamic range [' Sidelines', June].
The fact thatsoric events may be
masked by background noise does
not change the dynamic range of the
programme material (which indeed
on large-scale symphonic works may
7
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approach 120dBA) but rather its
signal-to-noise ratio. The difference
between these two figures is that
dynamic range expresses the
difference between the amplitude
(loudness) of the lowest and highest
episodes produced in aperformance,
irrespective of the noise floor, while
the S/N ratio is ameasure of the
difference between the noise floor
and the highest amplitude produced.
Very weak episodes may or may not
be completely masked by the noise
floor, which is why we have these
two different parameters.
But even if one overlooks the
difference and accepts Mr Crabbe's
assertion that we only need to
reproduce sonic events which rise
above the noise floor, the figure of
30dBA for aconcert hall given by
him is too high: 20dBA would be a
better approximation, with an even
lower figure for recordings made
without attending audience. Also, in
the recording studio we may expect
afigure approaching 10dBA. That
the typical home listening
environment suffers about 40dBA of
noise may be true but should be
regarded a 'worst case' figure, and
certainly does not do justice to the
few people who have invested in
dedicated, acoustically isolated
listening rooms, or simply have the
fortune of living in very quiet
surroundings.
Iam not suggesting that we need
recordings with a120dB dynamic
range, and in fact Mr Crabbe is
quite right in saying that the
dynamic range afforded by CD is
sufficient for the majority of
situations; however the sad fact is
that most CDs are mastered to
convey adynamic range of not more
than 70 to 80dB in order to make
them ' comfortable sounding' in
various situations quite removed
from realistic playback, including
late-hour listening, in-car use and
replay on cheap portable players.
The ideal solution would neither
be to use no compression at all nor
to use an excessive amount of it —
what we should have had are
recordings with the full dynamic
range allowed by the medium (and
recording equipment) and auser
adjustable control for setting the
level of compression, which, in the
digital domain, can be executed
without adegradation in sound
quality.
This is too late for CD replay
equipment, but it should, be a
mandatory feature on DVD-A and
SACD players if we do not wish to
see new recordings possessing a
70dB dynamic range being released
on amedium capable of a
120-140dB figure.
Yuval Goldstein, Israel
8

TECHNOLOGY HAS MOVED ON
Dear Sir, Interesting to read Andrew
Harrison's article on CD recording
via the Mac [
HFNIRR, August, page
30] but Ithought it apity you chose
not to use amore current sample of
any of the technologies represented.
The Traxdata unit reviewed is
very much old technology, and while
Iappreciate the cost has dropped
substantially since CD writers first
appeared, the latest generation
doesn't cost significantly more — I
use aTEAC 8-speed writer, which
cost only £299, again complete with
SCSI cable and the latest version of
Toast (3.5.7). For another hundred
pounds, the option to write disks
four times faster seems apretty good
deal to me. In short, Ifind it hard to
understand why anyone would pay
several hundred pounds for ahi-fi
CD recorder and a (superfluous)
premium for discs when an iMac,
Sony 2x speed USB Writer and
Toast can be purchased for under a
thousand pounds — and may have
one or two other uses as well!
MA Cruickshank, Dundee
The CD writer review has prompted many
letters, asking us to give the subject more
coverage. Since most CD writers will now
record at 4x, 6x and even 8x, look out for
areview of some of these products soon! Tech Ed.
FELIX CAN COME - NOT FIDO
Dear Sir, The whereabouts of John
Nelson's alleged correspondence to
Classic FM is atotal mystery
['Radio', September], but this we are
happy to confirm: the current DAB
broadcasts we are running in
London are exactly what they say
they are on every digital radio —
'Test Transmissions'.
When Digital One launches later
this year, Classic FM will be
configured to provide the quality of
service that will continue to make it
the most listened-to classical music
service in the UK — and the most
successful commercial radio station
in the world. In the meantime,
Classic FM is happy to invite Mr
Nelson to visit its new London
studios to learn more about digital
radio and classical music
broadcasting on the condition that
he leaves his mother-in-law and
smelly terrier at home. Virgil put it
well: '
Felix qui potuit rerum cognoscere
causa'. Unlike Mr Nelson's, Virgil's
Latin was word-perfect!
John Sullivan, Head of Facilities
& Engineering, Classic FM

their digital-to-digital converter.
Thus there is strong evidence that
the 16-bit/44kHz CD format has
captured the stereo information
desired, but it is only now that this
information can be converted
accurately back to an analogue signal
to drive loudspeakers, by avoiding
the excessive interference from lowpass filters.
A vinyl freak in Stereophile found
that using this digital system with
CDs gave asound quality that for
the first time exceeded that of his
reference LP system, and that the
additional gains from using 24-bit/
96kHz DVDs were small. Thus
there is apotential for ahuge
improvement in the sound quality
that can be obtained from the CD
collections of millions of music
lovers worldwide.
As most of us with these CD
collections cannot afford to buy the
dCS Elgar+Purcell combination, can
Itherefore put in plea, and enlist
support from your readers, for a
consumer product — from dCS? —
that: (i) accepts all digital inputs
(say four inputs to cover CD, DAT,
DAB, DVD etc);
(ii) upsamples all inputs to 192kHz
(ie, interpolates not oversamples);
(iii) converts from 192kHz to
analogue; (iv) controls the output
level of the analogue signal.
If dCS is interested, it might like
to consider ` Britten' as the product
name — much of his music distils
the best of his English predecessors.
David Lovell, Basingstoke

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

REVOX NOTEWORTHY TOO
Dear Sir, Iread in KK's 'All Time
Greats' [September] that the B&O
parallel tracker seems to have been
the only reliable one back afew years
ago. This follows an earlier article by
another of your writers which carried
the same opinion.
Iown aRevox B790 turntable
which has been working since
1978... to my extreme pleasure, as
have the two or three others which I
know of. Ithink it would be only fair
to acknowledge the fact that this too
was agood parallel tracker. Thanks
to Revox!
JP Taillard, e-mail

BRIM WANTED
Dear Sir, Subjective reports in
HFNIRR and Stereophile have
indicated the excellence of the dCS
192kHz DAC and upsampling via

The Revox B790,
turntable, with its
parallel-tracking arm
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AVC-AID Home Cinema Amplifier - The first to master movies and surround music
The first amp to provide optimised surround-sound for both movie action and multi-channel music. Powered by two
of the latest hi-speed dual 32-bit processors. Includes dts, Dolby Digital and Lucasfilm's THX 5.1 processing
entirely in the digital domain - the first surround amp with this capability.
Massive output of 5x140 Watts per channel!

TO GREAT
PICTURES

DVD-5000 DVD video player with high definition sound
Features four of the latest 24bit, 96kHz DACs, plus HDCD decoder. As ahigh specification DVD video player it is compatible
with both dts (digital theatre system) and Dolby Digital standards. Also features three transformers for audio, video and control
circuits. Heavy duly 15mm faceplate and quadruple layer chassis makes the complete unit weigh in at 17.5 kilos!
To Find out more contact 01234 741200 write to: Denon Freepost SL 781, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Gerrards Cross, Bucks. SL9 9BS.
http://www.denon.co.jp

The next generation from

DENoN

Contact your Denon Gold
Dealer:
AVON
Radfor ds
0122.5 446245 ( Bath)
01179 441010 ( Bristol)
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
01179 743727
BERKS
B&B Hi Fi
01631; 32474
Frasers Hi Fi and Video
0175:t 520244
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
0118 9 597768
BUCKS
Nortilwood Audio II
2 01296 428790
CAMBS
The fit Fi Company
0173:1 341755
CUMBRIA
Practic al Hi Fi
01228 44792
DERBYS
Audicscene
0124n 204005
DEVON
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
01752 226001
DORSET
Suttons
01202 555512
ESSEX
Rayleigh Hi Fi
01245 265245 ( Chelmsfoed)
01708 680551 (West Thut rack)
HERTS
Darby's of SfAlbans
01727 851596
The Audio File
01279 506576
KENT
Musical Images
0181 663 3777
Home Media Ltd
01622 676703 ( Maidstone)
01892 822288 (Tunbridge- We)ls)
LANCS
Practical Hi Fi
0161 839 8869 ( Manchestet)
01772 883958 ( Preston)
LONDON
Audiovisual Interiors
0171 352 5399
Hi-Spek Electronic s
0181 349 1166
KJ West One
0171 486 8262
Musical Images
0181 952 5535 ( Edgware')
0171 497 1346 (Covent Garden)
PRC Hi Fi & Video
0181 470 3499
Spatictl Audio & Video
0171 637 8702
The Listening Rooms Ltd
0171 244 7750
MIDLANDS
Music Matters
0121 429 2811 ( Birmingham)
0121 742 0254 ( Solihull)
MIDDLESEX
Pounds
0181 804 3000
Musito) Images
0181 569 5802
Prestige Audio
0181 868 3300
NORFOLK
Martins Hi Fi
01603 627010 (Norwich)
01553 761683 ( Kings Lynn)
NORTHERN IRELAND 8. EIRE
Lyric Hi-Fi/Sepa)
01232 202333
NOTTS
Chaney Audto
01777 870372
Forum Hi Fi
01159 622150
OXON
/I
Audio T
01865 742044
SALOP
Shropshire Hi Fi
01743 232317
SCOTLAND
Loud and Clear (Glasgow)
0141 221 0221
Holburn Hi Fi (Aberdeen)
01224 585713
SUFFOLK
Sevenooks Sound & Vision
01473 286977
SURREY
Linde0181 942 9567
SUSSEX
LC Down Ltd
01293 520150
Phase' 3Hi Fi
019C3 507077
TYNE & WEAR
Global Hi Fi Centre
0191 230 3600
WALES
Audio Excellence
01222 228565
YORKS
Halifax Hi Fi Centre
014'; 2366832
Huddersfield Hi-fi
01484 554668
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Resolution Audio

Immomuirr
...and other fine nummiraimien products
SEVENOAKS HI-FI 2Reindeer Court. The Shambles,
Worcester WR1 2DS Tel: 01905 612 929

THE AUDIO CONSULTANTS Camden Town, London NW1

Fax: 01905 613 353

E-mail: stephen(u audiodieeserve.co.uk

Tel: 020 7380 0866 Fax: 020 7383 5028

AcousTecb • Audiostatic • Avalon Acoustics • Benz Micro • eardas • conradjohnson • Esopotter • Expressive technologies • finite elemente • Golden Ibbe Audio
Harmonix • kuzma • Magnum Dynalab

11cCormack • Muse Electronics • Resolution Audio • Shun . book • Sonograpbe • Sound Lab • Triplanar

DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY

AILODIOPREAKS
Distributors offine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701. Tel: 020 8948 4153 Fax: 020 8948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

news
T+A ELECTROAKUSTIK COMES TO UK
DEMONSTRATING that you can design and produce serious high- end audio
equipment and keep a sense of humour, German manufacturer T+A is now
ready to make its presence felt in the UK. Well-known in the German-speaking
countries of Europe, this established company has committed itself to quality
of design and manufacture, starting with loudspeakers, through amplifers and
digital electronics, and now including lifestyle products in its range.
But T+A is also known in Germany for
its award-winning advertising campaigns,
multibit converters for the bass range. The
which poke fun at some of the
flagship CD3000 R uses the last supply of
conventions of audio marketing. T+A
Philips
CDM9
Pro
mechanisms,
even applies irony thickly when observing
encapsulated and free-floating in a threepoint suspension. A Reverse Clock is T+A's
the high relative cost of its own products.
T+A derives its name from Theory and
solution to minimise jitter, with the
Application in Electroacoustics (Theorie
converter feeding aclock signal back to the
und Anwentung), and was founded in
mechanism.
1978 when university graduate Siegfried
Other T+A technologies include digital
Amft, with guidance from mic and
loudspeakers that include crossover and
headphone wizard Professor Sennheiser,
room equalisation control in the digital
started building speakers commercially.
domain, before feeding two-way hybrid
This developed into a whole range of converters and discrete linear power
high-end components after T+A began
amplifiers. The leading loudspeaker (yet
utilising active electronic crossovers for
grossly misnamed!) A2D costs £ 400 per
its speakers. Now, T+A has secured itself pair and benefits from custom matching to
as an innovator in linear and digital
a room's acoustics when dealer-installed
electronic design, boldly creating such
using a laboratory-grade microphone and
techniques as user-selectable digital filters
T+A's software on alaptop computer.
— over ayear, T+A claims, before Sony
For the style- or size-conscious customer
offered asimilar feature in its better CD
there is the M-system, using most of the
players. All T+A's main R-system CD
components of the main R-system series
players offer a choice of interpolation
but carefully packed into midi-sized
filters: 'we are not so arrogant to dictate
casework. T+A says it is is proud that its
how our customers should enjoy their
diminutive hi-fi is 'the most expensive small
music' quips Technical Director Lothar
system by quite a margin'. Unlike British
Wiemann, an electronics designer with
equivalents, a matching cassette player is
the company since 1982 — excepting a available to complete the small system. For
spell at the Patents Office, where he
more details, call UK distributor Richard
decided that 'more than eight hours sleep
Hirschmann Electronics, 01234 345999
during the day was too much for me'.
This said with awry smile and asparkle
in the eye. Of the four integrated players,
ranging in price from £780 to £5,750 in
the UK, the top three also sport hybrid
DA converters, made up with delta-sigma
chips for the midband and treble —
where this technology is generally
accepted to excel — and Burr- Brown

TECHNICS 'SETS
MD STANDARD'

Technics says its new SJ-MD100 sets a new
reference standard for MiniDisc player/
recorder performance. Fitted with the latest
Adaptive transform Acoustic Coding (ATRAC)
data reduction technology, and 'high grade
audiophile 20-bit AID and DIA converters'
the SJ-MD100 provides full facilities to title
discs and tracks. A fascia-mounted jog-dialoperated Text entry system is used to key- in
the titles. All signal manipulation in the digital
domain is at 24-bit precision, and the SJMD100 is equipped with two digital inputs
and an optical digital output. For more details
call Panasonic UK Ltd, 0990 357357.
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CD ARCHIVING SOFTWARE
MACMILLAN
Computer Publishing
has launched its
Digital CD Recording
Studio software
package, which allows
digital and analogue
music sources to be
manipulated and
transfered for storage
on CD. Audio
restoration tools
include background
noise reduction plugins such as DeClick,
DeHiss and DirectX.
Compatibility ranges
from MP3, MIDI and
wave files to CD,
DAT, vinyl (33, 45 and

78rpm), radio,
cassette and reeel-toreel tape. A 486 DX2
processor, or better,
Windows 95/98/NT OS,
Windows-compatible
16-bit sound card,
16Mb RAM, 2x CD
ROM Drive, 1.2GB
disk space and SCGI
or EIDE or CD-RW
drive are required.
The software supports
SCSI, BIDE, CDROM, CD-R and
CD-RW. Suggested
retail price is £49.95.
Further details from
MediaGold (UK) Ltd,
0171 372 9762.

SNELL'S CENTRE
CHANNEL
Snell Acoustics has launched a centre
channel XA55 loudspeaker, to
complement the XA 75 and XA90
Towers, the idea being to create
seamlessly integrated five-channel movie
or music reproduction systems. The
three-way XA55 features a 25mm black
anodised aluminium-dome tweeter
flanked by two 60mns midrange drivers
and two 150mm bass units, integrated
to achieve precise tonal matching with
the two Tower loudspeakers. Each
XA55 retails for .0000. Further details
from UK distributor See-Hear,
01233 813111.
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BRITAINS

LEADING

Beaut

HI-FI

RETAILERS PRESENT

SP NI 1200C Power Amplifier

and the best

The finest names in British audio Chord Electronics amplification and
B&W loudspeakers - together and
on permanent demonstration.

Come and discover the perfect audio
pairing in beautiful harmony.
Nautilus 802

B&W
LISTEN

titHORD o
AND

Phase 3Hi Fi
Worthing
Tel: 01903 245577
Fax: 01903 505824

YOU'LL

SEE

North

Midlands

Doug Brady Hi Fi
Warrington
Tel: 01925 828009

Leicester Hi- Fi Company
Leicester
Tel: 0116 253 9753
Fax: 0116 262 6097

Fax: 01925 825773
Website www.dougbradyhi-fi.corn

West Midlands
Sound Academy
Walsall
Tel: 01922 493499
Fax: 01922 493499
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PHILIPS PUSHES CD-RW IN
FACE OF
EU THREAT
DETERMINED that CD-RW (recordable/
rewritable CD) should represent the future
of audio, Philips launches its latest
'dubbing' dual- deck CD-RW machine, the
HCD-R775, in September.
Preceding the dual-deck are two, new single
deck players, the mini-sized HCD-R570 and

material without first obtaining the consent of
the copyright holder. Despite its optimism for
CD-RW, Philips currently finds itself on the
back foot, fighting the European Union tooth
and nail to prevent the onward passage of pro-

full-width HCD-R770, each retailing at £250.
The

features

one

CD

It's this power that drives
the speakers, not the signal.
So corrupt power in gives
corrupt sound out.

CorrupÉ_

illegal for consumers to record copyrighted

copyright protection legislation. Philips reckons
that the legislation, already at an advanced

CD- R775

Mains quality is crucial.

player

stage would, in its current form, outlaw en

mechanism, plus a CD-RW deck, an analogue

masse not only these CD-RW machines, but

internal link ensuring SCMS compliance, in
accordance with the decade- old Athens

a whole raft of other recordable hardware
products. More details from Philips Consumer

agreement. Philips also points out that it is

Electronics UK Ltd, 0181 689 4444.

• To be able to read CD-RW discs successfully, the next generation of CD players will have to adjust RF gain
from the laser, since the relative reflectivity of rewniable discs is much less than conventional glass-mastered or
even write-once discs. Philips Semiconductors has launched anew CD audio chipset to deal with all new CD
optical media, particularly CD-RW, which will be available for budget consumer equipment. The CDIO chipset
consists of two chips: a TZAI024 variable-gain data amplifier and laser supply circuit; and the SAA7324 digital
servo processor. The latter is acustom DSP-based digital servo controller, CD decoder, and bitstream DAC, and
includes the necessary software to decode CD-RW discs. Three versions will be made available: CD 10 is suitable
for 2x writing speed, CD1OLC for budget single-speed applications and CD I0Auto for in-car use.

MINIDISCS LINKED BY IXOS 'BUD' FRIED AND IMF
IXOS has lined up a set of optical
interconnects intended to optimise
MiniDisc performance. With the
108 Optix, Ixos provides a ' tough'
and ' transportable' Toslink-toMiniToslink terminated lead for
CD-to- MD use, retailing at £ 30.
With the 1010 Optix, Ixos offers
a £ 30 Mini-Toslink to MiniToslink interconnect designed for
MD-to-MD dubbing. Finally, for
£20, the Ixos 109 is a 3.5m cable
with 3.5mm Mini jack and phono plug stereo pair
terminations designed to connect high quality personals
such as a Sony Walkman Pro to hi-fi systems. Further
details from Path Group plc, 01494 441 736.

FOLLOWING our item on the late John
Wright [page 15, August], we should point
out that IMF (
GB) Ltd was set up in 1968 as a
joint venture by Irving ('Bud') Fried, who was
already the owner of the American company
that bore his name, and already associated
with transmission- line speaker designs. Mr
Fried was apartner in the British company
until a 1976 court decree in the US District
Court, which separated the two parties and
permitted the British company to license Mr
Fried's trademark 'while they remain in the
loudspeaker business'. Mr Fried has continued
as aprominent figure in the American hi-fi
scene, and as he puts it 'continues to improve
the art'. A new position paper is available to
those who are interested. Send £2.50 to cover
postage etc to 'IMF' c/o Irving Fried, 300 East
Lancaster Avenue, Wynnewood, PA 19096,
USA. Tel/fax + 1 ( 610) 896 9913.

ZENTEK SHOW S ITS ADVANTAGE
THE Scaninavian-built Advantage CD1S integrated CD player from
distributor Zentek Music features multi-stage regulated power supply,
split into three sections fed from olarge toroidal transformer. More
than 18 active stages and several passive stages supply Four Kgrade
Burr Brown DACs. A precision master clock slaves transport to DAC
for jitter specified at 1
Ops. A pure class A, DC-coupled, discrete
component, analogue output stage, simple low pass LC filtering, and
analogue volume control. Priced at £3995, the CD1S is styled to
match the Advantage I200 integrated amplifier, which sells typically
for £1795. Further details from Zentek Music Ltd, 01892 539595.

power
Anything done to improve the
mains will give your whole system
more CLARITY AND AMBIENCE.
MAINS CABLES make a huge
difference by screening and filtering
the last link. We offer DNM,
Nordost and Yamamura Churchill,
to suit systems at all levels.
Probably the ultimate source is an
Accuphase PS- 500 or -1200 CLEAN
POWER SUPPLY which re-creates
pure 50Hz mains, interference-free.
A PS-500 will upgrade every item in
a medium size system, with HUGE
IMPROVEMENTS. Mains quality
affects your whole system, so get it
right from the ground up.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST

LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, dCS ELGAR AND P
URCELL,
MERACUS, P
ASS, S
UGDEN, WADIA. VINYL: BASIS, CROWN
J
EWEL, DNM, GRAHAM, L
EHMANN, MICHELL, S
TRATOSPHERE,
S
UMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.
AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT,DNM, LUMLEY, NAGRA, P
ASS,
S
IEMEL, S
IRIUS, S
ONNETEER, S
UGDEN, XTC .
LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, HALES,
HARBETH, L
UMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE, NEAT, TOTEM.
TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, FANFARE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM, NORDOST,
S
ONIK LINK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC
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10-13 SEPTEMBER Salon Hi-Fi/Home

HFN/RR 123rd and 24th are trade-only

Cinema, Palais des Congres, Paris, organised

days). Contact Janet Belton, 0181-774 0847.

by SPAT. Tel: +33 145 573 048.

67 NOVEMBER The Dublin Hi Fi Show,

10-13 SEPTEMBER TOP Audio show,

Burlington Hotel. Contact 01 288 9449 or

Quark Hotel, Milan, Italy. Organised by

e-mail info@cloneyaudio.com

APAF. Tel: +39 02 480 14111

12-14 NOVEMBER Audio 99 Show, Jan

23-26 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show ' 99,

Ill Sobieski and Sheraton Hotels, Warsaw,

Novotel, London West, sponsored by

Poland. Call +48 22 602 268620.
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01225 874728
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Give your music a
New Dimension.

A new NAD for anew millennium
A stunning new range of true audiophile components
'Sell your soul to buy this, or suffer in eternity.

which set new standards - even for NAD.

The best Hi-fi we've heard this year'.
13 June 1999

The SilverLine remains faithful to the traditional NAD philosophy
of high performance ard sound quality combined with excellent

'I have to applaud NAD for doing such anice job wei SilverLine'.

value for money and ease of use.

HI-fl 0101CO April 1999
'Gorgeous build quality and alush, smooth but close-detailed sound'.

Contact us at the address below for more information.

What HI-117 May 1999

NAD

Audis:Club
Dept WHF, 15 Faraday Road
Aylesbury HP19 3RY
Tel 0700 00 AUDIO
0700 00 2E346

New Acoustic Dimension

web: www.nad.op.uk

news

M ERIDIAN REFERENCE DVD
WILL MEET FUTURE NEEDS
NOW in production, Meridian's new 800
Reference DVD/CD player is designed for
unrivalled CD sound quality and state-ofthe-art picture definition.
The DVD-ROM based design allows for
`exact data requirements' and the player's
downloadable software enables retrospective
upgrading. Other features include asecond drive
bay for future use, aproprietary Meridian High
Resolution (MHR) link for connection to
Meridian's 861 Surround Controller or 961cHz
DSP loudspeakers. PC set-up makes for
straightforward installation, and the 800
Reference 800 is equipped with Composite, SVideo, and Component video outputs, five coax
and two Toslink inputs. An alternative to the
digital output option enables analogue output
to a stereo amplifier or active loudspeakers.

Retail price is £ 8945. Alternatively the 800
Reference may he specified as a DVD/CD
transport, retailing for £8410. Further details
from Meridian Audio, 01480 52144.

DOLBY DIGITAL is now recognised by the Digital Video

Broadcast Project, comprising 240 member organisations
spanning 30 countries across Europe, both Americas,
Africa, Asia and Australasia.
DVB broadcasters now have the option to odd Dolby
Digital to their applications and to transmit exclusively in
Dolby Digital in new applications where all receivers are

guaranteed to be equipped with Dolby Digital decoders.
Three set-top box manufacturers, Lemon, Panasonic and
Radix have chosen the Berlin IFA show for the launch of
their Dolby Digital DVB receivers. This news comes in the
wake of an announcement by ProSieben Media AG, the
German broadcasting company, to encode Dolby Digital
broadcasts. German retailers now plan to be able to
demonstrate Dolby Digital 5.1 channel surround via Astro
satellite transmissions. MPEG/Dolby Digital 'Simulcast-type'
transmissions, as exemplified by those of the ProSieben
broadcasts, are now being seen by Dolby as aserious,
affordable, short- medium term prospect in MPEG territories,
notably across Europe. Further details from Dolby
Laboratories, 01793 842100.

TECHNICS RECEIVERS' FAST
RESPONSE' h
4
Each model in the
new Technics receiver
range uses aClass
H+ amplifier circuit
said to give fast transient response, which is considered

particularly suitable for home cinema operation. For the
SA-AX7 flagship Dolby Pro-Logic receiver, aVariable
Gain Control Amplifier (VGCA) is fitted, the aim being
to future-proof it by banishing noise to such alow level
that even 24-bit resolution DVD-Audio discs will not be
compromised. Rated at 100W x6th (DIN at 6ohms),
it features 30-preset AM/FM RDS EON tuner, inputs
for S-Video and SVHS and avariable high level output
to apassive subwoofer. The SA-DX930, rated at 100W
x5ch and equipped with Dolby Digital and DTS
decoders is another key model. For more budgetconcious buyers, Technics has the SA-AX730 rated
respectively at 100W per channel in Dolby Pro Logic
mode, and SA-AX530 models with its 60W x5th rated
output. For details call Panasonic UK, 0990 357357.
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Not satisfied by what many manufacturers
would put into ablack box, we understand
what it takes to make great audio products.
Such as DAX Decade.

DVB PROJECT ENDORSES
DOLBY DIGITAL

Ile NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

REDEFINING THE
BOUNDARIES
OF SOUND
REPRODUCTION

Driven by our quest for absolute perfection
we recently introduced the TRANSCEND
Decade CD drive, specifically to partner
DAX converters.

THOMSON DVD
ZOOMS IN

DIS sound and adigital zoom
control are two of the new playback
functions Thomson Multimedia has
fitted to its latest pair of DVD-Video
players_ Zoom options of x2 and
x4 are selected using a 'zoom
frame', easily positioned over the
desired screen point. Supplied with
aNovilight remote control able to
operate 58 TV brands and 30 VCR
models, the DTH 3300 and DTH
3600 feature Dolby Digital and
MPEG-2 surround sound, two
SCART outputs and six- language
display. The DTH 3600 has, in
addition, asecond Dolby Digital
decode, multi-speed slow/fast
motion, and headphone jack; also,
its Novilight remote control is
fluorescent. Prices are £330 for the
DTH3300 and £400 for the DTH
3600. Further details from Thomson
multimedia, 0181 344 4444.

Or you may prefer the convenience of our
new 300 disc jukebox CD transport.
For the purest form of input selection and
attenuation on the planet, look no further
than the highly acclaimed PASSION.

Complete the range with DESIRE Decade.
A superb power amplifier and the ideal
partner for DAX or PASSION.

CHORD CARNIVAL
Carnival Bi-Wire, rite latest speaker cable from
The Chord Company, available in pur colours
for easy identification. futures two twisted pairs
of multi-strand Oxygen Free Copper conductors,
apolyethelene dielectric and flexible PVC
jacket. Pri‘e per metre is,C.5.49. Further details
from The Chord Company, 01722 331674.

nt
DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING

P.O. Box 50, Nottingham NG9 1DZ
Tel: 0115 922 4138, +44 1159 224138
Fax: 0115 922 9701, +44 1159 229701

audiosynthesis.co.uk
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OPEN YOUR EARS AND SUCCUMB
TO THE SOUND OF ARMONIA.
THEN OPEN YOUR EYES AND SURRENDER
TO ITS TRULY ITALIAN ELEGANCE,
SMOOTH CURVES IN PRECIOUS WOODS,
A SHAPE DISTINCTLY ARMONIA.
ARMONIA BY NIGHTINGALE.
THOSE WITH GOOD EARS
CHOOSE WITH OPEN EYES.

NIGHTINGALE IS MANUFACTURED BY SIMETEL

PIEVE TORINA 42 - 00156 ROMA - I
TALY

TEL. (+ 39) 0641 10546 FAX (+ 39) 0641 10557 E-MAIL: nightingale@simetel.it
http://www.simetelit

news

CHORD'S UPGRADABLE DAC
FOR its new 24-bit 96kHz flagship DSC 1500E
model digital- to- analogue converter, Chord
Electronics has developed an open, fully
upgradable architecture with modules for
192kHz, 384kHz and DSD/SACD processing.
The DSC 1500E provides a choice of multibit or delta- sigma conversion, selectable by
remote control. Two AES, an S-DIF2, AT&T
Glass and two Toslink digital inputs are fitted,
alongside S-DIF2, Toslink digital outputs.
Analogue outputs provided are Neutrik balanced
XLR and gold-plated RCA unbalanced. Volume
adjustment is in the analogue domain, says

MORE SAMSUNG
DVD MODELS

LA T
eKsici

Further

details

from

idceutetice

Chord

Electronics Ltd, 01622 721 444.

SILVERADO'S SEALED
AND STYLISH BOXES
AN exotically- styled

Avante Garde RX20 - a
mere 36" tall and 12" x
12" at the base - Absolute
Sound review - "a true
torture test with a bass
line that's big, super fast
and continuous - the
Gershman's handled it
beautifully, servo driven

Samsung confirms its status among leading DVD
player producers with the launch of two new models,
the DVD709 retailing typically for £279, and, for an
additional £100, the higher spec DVD909 featuring

three-way sealed box
loudspeaker, the new
Silverado Ryder features
36mm MDF front, top,
side and base panels,
and is sold in an array
of alternative liveries,
from Lapis Lazuli
Marble effect to
Pearlescent or Metallic
lacquer. The 28mm
tweeter and 150mm woofer combination,
identical to the driver line-up of Silverado's
Raider model, is supplemented in the Ryder by a
200mm woofer fitted with 75mm voice coil
wound with aluminium hexatech copper wire.
Internal wiring is silver-plated Teflon insulated
oxygen free copper, and bi-wirable gold-plated
sockets complete the package. Price ranges from
£1395 to £ 1545 according to choice of finish.
Further details from Silverado, 0181 5670260.

eaeaa Sittazi• in

AC-2 Power cable - Silver
clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
eliminates interferences
from RF and EMI sources.
2ft £49, 3ft £59, 4ft £69, 6ft
£89. 4, 6 and 8 way all
steel distribution boxes also
available. Analogue
Interconnects, IC- 50, IC80, IC- 100, IC-200.
Speaker cables - SS800,
BIWIRE, SS1000

Chord, to preclude problems associated with
digital signal attenuation. The DSC 1500E retails
for £ 4835.

INTERNATIONAL

Dolby Digital decoder. Both models are compatible
with MPEG2, DTS and Dolby Digital, an electrical
coax digital output feeding encoded audio to an
appropriate external processor. Both play Video CD
and CD Audio discs, both enable letterbox, pan-scan
or 16:9 widescreen picture. A range of slow speed
options, a zoom function and many other controsl are
fitted to both models. The DVD909 is fitted with two
pairs of PCM stereo outputs and two composite video
outputs. Further details from Samsung Electronics
(UK) Ltd, 0181 391 8299.

Infinity RS1 towers have more power but are way
too slow. The Magnepan MG3.5/R's, can't match
the low bass impact of the Avant Gardes, only the
Thiel 3.6 can handle this track with aplomb and
even they don't sound quite as fast.
Unquestionably, the Avant Gardes are a
tremendously musical loudspeakers".
X-1 Specter, Enigma 500-X, GAP-520X

NHT AIMS HIGH
NHT has developed asubstantial four-way
Tower reference loudspeaker, Model 3.3,
featuring side-firing 12 inch polypropylene
subwoofers, discrete internal chambers, and a
one- inch thick, heavily braced MDF cabinet.
Each loudspeaker stands 3ft 6in tall, weighs a
whopping 1231bs and £3000 to £3300
according to finish, Black being most basic,
Sycamore most exclusive. Further details From
Recoton, 02392 240287

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AFFORDABLE amplifiers from The

Affordable Valve Company include a
30W EL34 amp (£600), an 18W
parallel 300B model (£900), and an
845 amplifier at £ 1175. Key to these
low prices is direct selling, cutting out
dealer margins. Call 01634 373410.
FREEPLAY Energy has launched its third
generation wind-up radio, the S360 ( right),
priced at £60, a seventh the size and half the
weight of its predecessor, and said to play for 15
hours without requiring batteries or mains
electricity, 0800 731 3052.
JOB 200, a new, compact ( 5 x8 x4 in),
250W monoblock amplifier retailing for
£10,000, operates from DC to 1MHz, using the
same JOB circuit that has been a hallmark of
previous Goldmund amplifiers. www.jobsys.com
or e
mail job@jobsys.com
MEMOREX 80- minute CD- Rblanks from
Memtek Corporation, now available at £ 1.99,
are said to be intended to help enthusiasts copy
their LP collections on to CD.
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PACIFIC MICROSONICS HDCD

processors are to be installed in all
stereo mastering rooms at the famous
Bernie Grundman Mastering facility.
PHILIPS' high spec' mini audio
system, the FW545C, with three-tray
CD (capable of CD-RW playback), dual cassette
deck and three- band RDS tuner, is available
from Comet at £ 200. Call 0181 689 4444.
RECOTON has c
reated a distinctive CD,
Computer CD, Game CD, DVD and MiniDiiic
disc- storage line, the wallets, visor mounts and
backpacks each carrying the distinctive Rolling
Stone magazine logo. Call 0161 702 5000.
ROKSAN AUD•0 LTD has moved to Unit 6,
Northfield Industrial Estate, Beresford Avenue,
Alperton, Middlesex HAO 1NW is the firm's
new address. Tel: 0181 9006801/2.
SONY now offers 80- minute recording time on
its £3.49 Extra Long Play MiniDisc blanks.
YBA, the high end French electronics brand, is
now represented . nthe UK alongside JM LAB,
by Sound Image JK Ltd, 0181 255 6868.

•
Sunfire Corporation
-from the mind and soul of Bob Carver
TUBE PRE AMP, POWER AMPS 300 8 600 wpc
FIVE CHANNEL AMP 200 wpc x5TRUE SUBWOOFER 11 INCH CUBE 18 Hz
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418 Biwire
What Hi Fi
also 420, 212, 215, 218, 222

4 Arundel Road, Kingston Upon Thames
Surrey KT1 3RZ
Tel: 44 (0) 181 241 9826
Mobile: 0956 230056
Fax: 44 (0) 181 241 0999
E- Mail: cweere @ mcmail.com
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WIN!

Parasound's AVC2500 processor/pre-amp worth £ 3000
'High end home theatre that's easy to use'
PARASOUND of the USA has
launched its assault on the high- end
home theatre market with the
AVC2500, ahigh- end home theatre
processor with an unprecedented
combination of features, outstanding
ease of use, fully automated system
set-up, and state-of-the-art sound
quality. We're delighted to be able to
offer this stunning unit as the star
prize in this month's free- entry
competition.
Now available in the UK through
distributor CSE, the AVC2500 dual-zone
A/V tuner/pre-amplifier delivers nocompromise sound quality from Dolby
Digital, Dolby Pro-Logic and DTS
sources, and it incorporates THX Ultra
processing. During the development of the
AVC2500, Parasound worked with the
legendary sound designer Dr Matti Otala
and his team, hired by Lucasfilm to refine
the specification for electronics in THX
theatres worldwide.
The AVC2500's processing engine
employs three powerful 24-bit Motorola
56000 Series DSPs with 130 MIPS of
processing power. Separate DSPs are
dedicated to the Dolby Digital and DTS
processing, and the third handles the THX
processing and other functions. To further
nurture sound quality, the AVC2500 uses
high performance discrete analogue line
stages.
The AVC2500 has afully automatic setup and calibration system, plus source
sensing that optimises control settings to
suit whatever media is played. The user
can, of course, override these settings
manually. Initial set-up is simplified by the
use of acalibration microphone to
automatically set both level and time-delay
for each speaker, including the subwoofer.
The AVC2500 automatically memorises
How to enter: Don't miss your chance to
win this superb prize. Complete the entry form
and send it to: Parasound Competition, Hi Fi
News & Record Review, PO Box 531, Croydon
CR9 2ZA. Entries to arrive no later than Friday,
15 October, 1999.

each setting for each speaker, for each
source and processing mode. The user can
assign names for each input from amenu
of possible names. This allows the user to
select IDVD player' instead of having to
remember `Video 2'. The AVC2500 has
six AN inputs with composite and SVideo connections, two component video
inputs, six audio-only stereo inputs, a5.1
analogue input for forward compatibility
with DVD-Audio, eight digital inputs,
four Coax, two Toslink, one AES/EBU,
and RF demodulator. There are two
digital record outputs, Coax and Toslink,
the usual 5.1 channel line outputs, two
subwoofer outputs, audio and video
record outputs, monitor outputs and a

THE QUESTIONS
1.

How many A/V inputs does the AVC2500 provide?

a) Four

b) Six

c) Five

d) Eight

2. Which special feature helps the initial set-up with automatic level and time delay setting
for each speaker?
a) source sensing
b) on- screen displays
d) discrete analogue line stages

c) built-in calibration mic

3. Which input gives forward compatibility with DVD-Audio?
a) RF demodulator

RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry forms are acceptable, but only one
set of entries per reader is allowed (multiple entrants will be
disqualified). No other correspondence should be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other
alternatives to the prizes offered. Winner(s) will be the first
correct entries opened. 3) Employees of ¡PC Magazines,
Parasound, CSE or their agents, will not be eligible to enter.
4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday, 15
October 1999. The Editor's decision will be final and binding.
No correspondence will be entered into regarding the
competition. 5) Prizewinners will be notified by post; the
results will be published in HFN/RR, January 2000. 6) Entry
forms received become the property of ¡PC Magazines Ltd.

component video output.
The AVC2500 is adual-zone preamplifier with audio and video
connections for asecond zone. It has
assignable ' Main' and ' Zone' 12V DC
triggers, two external IR connectors, an
RS232 data port and afixed L+R audio
trigger out. The tuner is ahigh quality
AM/FM tuner with 20 pre-sets.
An advanced on-screen display makes
the AVC2500 intuitively easy to use and
all functions may be accessed and
programmed with aback-lit learning
remote control. The AVC2500 normally
retails at £2999.99 — you could win it
just by answering the three simple
questions below!

Parasound

b) 5.1 analogue input

Address

THE ANSWERS
1

H

2 111

d) AES/EBU

Name

Competition

If you would prefer NOT te recetve further
,hrect mail, please tick this box 0

c) Toslink

3

D

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

Full 4 way system • 5th generation Uni Q' technology • 15" dual suspension LF driver

REFERENCE SERIES M ODEL 109

individually selected crossover components • 3 dedicated separate enclosures • 25mm

THE M AIDSTONE

braced MDF construction • bespoke gold plated hardware • fine veneer and lacquer finish

Designed on computer • fine tuned by ear • hand built by music lovers

KENT

ENGINEERING

&

FOUNDRY

For detads on KEF Reference Series please contai tKEF AUDIO ( UK) LIMITED, DEPT HFN27. FREEPOST MA 1332. EGGLESTON ROAD, TOV1L, MAIDSTONE. KENT ME IS 6BR. FREEPHONE 0800 7315620
KEF and Unl-Q are registered trademarks. Um- 0 h protected under GB Patent 2 236929. U.S. Pat. No. 5.548.657. Worldwide patents pending.

www.kef.com

TOP PRESS... STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS...
NEW venue, new audio formats, and ahost of exciting product
launches... the 17th annual HiFi Show has everything.
With this year's move to aprestigious central London venue, the
Hi Fi Show is ready to showcase the latest developments in hi-fi,
home cinema and audio technology.
During its long history, the Show has played host to every
technical development. But this year,we prepare for the arrival of
high- resolution audio, with not one but two new rival systems
dedicated to the future of high-quality sound. IF you're intrigued by
other new developments, such as Digital Radio, internet audio, CD
recording... you name it, you'll find it at the Show.

THE

HI+FI SHOW

Here are afew snippets of late news, plus acurrent exhibitors list:
full details will be provided in the Show Guide, available at the
Show. We hope to see you there.

Best of British from ATC
ONE of the most exciting loudspeaker

public address drive unit. Complete

launches at this year's show will be
the unveiling of a long-awaited new

speaker systems followed: the massive

active monitor from ATC. The
SCM70 is of course the latest
development of ATC's longestablished professional monitor
range, and also a celebration of the
company's 25 years in the business —
regular readers will know that the

SM300A active studio monitor, and its
more moderate-sized passive brethren, the
SCM50 and SCM100, both introduced in
1986.
Active versions of the ' 50 and ' 100 were
launched the following year, and the ' 50
became ATC's most famous model More
recently, ATC's smaller ' domestic'

SCM70 active monitors, plus an SCA2

models have been successful, but the

control unit, formed the awesome
£10,000 prize in our three-part

SCM50 remained perhaps the company's
most famous and long-lived design, a

summer competition. We'll be
presenting the winner with his prize

reference product which really has found
favour with audiophiles as well as studio

during the Show.
ATC founder Billy Woodman arrived in

users.

the UK from his native Australia in 1970,
aqualified engineer and an accomplished
jazz pianist.
Founding ATC in 1974, his first
product was ahigh-power 12in PA75-314

Now, in the new SCM70, ATC
combines well-established precepts with
high-tech materials and construction in
an ultra-modern, radical design, to
produce aworthy development of a
classic design.

Alpha 7SE
APART from its championing of Digital Radio,
with the world's first DAB tuner, Arcam brings
its latest CD offering to the show: costconscious buyers will get the chance to see and
hear the brand-new Alpha 75E at the Show.
...
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As the HiFi Show's Official Internet Partner, Audiocafe.com will feature
exclusive online reports, covering the latest in the consumer electronics industry live
from the Novotel Hotel. In addition to its Internet coverage, Audiocafe will feature
an exhibit area at the Show where visitors can participate in new product
demonstrations, while learning about the largest and most impressive site for audio
equipment on the Internet. Don't forget w visit Audiocafe at www.audiocafe.com.
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WIN Acoustic Energy speakers
DON'T miss the launching of
anew flagship product from
Acoustic Energy — visitors to
the AE demonstration will
have achance to win it! The
Aegis Three is apowerful
three-way slimline floorstanding speaker that uses the
25mm silk fabric dome
tweeter and 130mm metal
alloy mid/bass driver from the
Aegis One, with the addition
of anew 180mm vented
polymer chassis with a
polypropylene cone for the
bass drive unit.
The Aegis Three will sell at
£349.95 per pair, but visitors
to the Acoustic Energy stand
will have achance to win a
pair in AE's special show
competition.

Au naturel
The appeal of natural materials is
unsurpassed... with the introduction of
'Special Edition' cabinets in real wcod
veneers, AE's multi-award winning
100 Series loudspeakers are now more
attractive than ever!
Thanks to their superb quality, stunning
performance and outstanding value,
their beauty is more than skin deep.
And the further assurance of AE's
world-wide reputation, backed by years
of experience in hi-fi and pro- audio
loudspeaker design, adds body and soul.

1005E Series loudspeakers from £ 230 to £ 600

Telephone: 01285 654432
www.acoustic-energy.co.uk.
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY

OP PRESS•••STOP PRESS•••STOP PRESS

Hot and glowing
IF you're alover of big, glowing valve amplifiers, you'll find
many treats in store, from Tim de Paravicini's EAR designs to
the spectacular new Quad II 40 power amplifier, claimed to
bring the original Quad II design up-to-date, with enough
power for the next millennium. Tron Electric (GT Audio) will be
showing its Type 300B valve monoblocks producing 18W of
single-ended power; and also the new Retro pre-amplifier, and the
recently reviewed Nucleus Phono and Line amplifier, Type 300B and Type PX25 stereo amplifiers.

Wet
chario®

Sugden returns
RETURNING to the show after an absence of many years, famous

British electronics maker JESugden are expected to have arange
of exciting new amplification products, including the new, noholds- barred Masterclass amplifier. We're told the aesthetics of
Masterclass have been developed since the model shown here, so
look out for something truly stunning when you visit!

loudspeakers

AI>

Lumley loudspeakers
JOHN JEFFRIES of Zentek made his first foray
into hi-fi in 1975, when (with engineer Peter
Loader) he launched Nightingale speakers.
Since then, apart from activities as an
importer, he has made Diamond Acoustics
speakers and ( having bought the name From
Ray Lumley), Lumley Loudspeakers. All
speakers have drivers mounted in free air and
'room tuning ability', since Jeffries believes it's
virtually impossible to drop aspeaker into a
room and get instant good results. Now, with
acknowledgement to Omar
Skinner & Sons for cabinet
and crossover
design/manufacture, Jeffries
has unveiled anew line-up
of Lumley loudspeakers,
including three-way LMS
150 and LMS 250 (£950
and £ 1850 respectively);
the four-way LMS 500 and
LMS 1000 (£3500 and
£6500); and the five-way
Monarch 2000 (£ 16,000).
High-end potential? Visit
Zentek at the Show and
judge for yourself.

DVD-Audio and SACD

D
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WITH DVD-Video firmly established, many
of Japan's audio brands are looking forward to
the launch of DVD-•Audio. At the Hi -Fi Show,
both Pioneer and Technics will be
demonstrating how dreams can at last become

.
REVOX

reality with DVD-Audio, offering highresolution pure audio in multi- channel as well
as two- channel stereo formats.
Meanwhile, Sony will be demonstrating
Super Audio CD through a range of products,
designed to unlock the potential of the format.
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This is the BBC...
...or more accurately, it's the BBC along with
commercial counterpart Digital One, bringing you
areal taste of what can be done with Digital Audio
Broadcasting. Look out for the special Digital

o

Radio presentations, given by broadcasting experts,
in the Bourgogne Suite.

EXHIBITORS LIST:
APN Publishers, A & R Cambridge (Arcam), Absolute Sounds Ltd, Acotetic Energy Ltd, Acoustic
Solutions Ltd, Alema UK Ltd, ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd, ATD SAS, Atma-sphere UK Ltd,
ATV, Audio Group International, Audio Illusion, Audio Reference, audioc-afe.com, Audiofreaks,
Audioscript BV, Avid, B&W Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd, BBC DAB, BBG Distribution Ltd (Nakamichi),
Beauhorn, Cable Talk, Catfrae Horn Loudspeakers, Castle Acoustics, Celef Audio InternationallProAc,
Celestion, Cemac Ltd, Chesky Records, Chord Electronics Lui, CR Developments Lui, Crimson Products
Ltd, Cymbol Electronics, Definitive Audio, Densen Audio Technologies, DNA Marketing Ltd,
EARIYoshino, Electrocompaniet AS, Fase SNC, Fun Time Gifts, G Force UK, GT Audio, Gamma
Acoustics, Glaive Ltd, Harbeth Audio, In-Store Logistics Ltd, Inside HiFi, Ixos, JE Sugden & Co Ltd,
KEF, Kenwood Electronics UK Ltd, Linn Products Ltd, Loth-X Audio, Marantz HiFi UK Ltd, Meridian
Audio Ltd, Metropolitan Music, Monitor Audio Ltd, Moth Group, Musical Fidelity Ltd, Musical
Technology, Naim Audio Ltd, Nordost (UK) Ltd, Nottingham Analogue Engineering, Omni-Digital UK
Orelle HiFi, Panasonic UK Ltd, Path Premier, Piega, Pioneer HiFi (GB) Ltd, PM Components,
PMC Ltd, QED Audio Products Ltd, Quad, RT Services, REL Acoustics Lui, Roksan Audio Ltd, Russ
Andrews Accessories Ltd, SIEA, SAP Strumenti Acustici di Precisione, Sennheiser UK Lui, Shadow Sound,
Simetel, Smartcroc Ltd, Sonic Link, Sonus Systems Ltd, Sony Consumer Products Co UK, Soundstyle,

Visit our web site at

www.mdc-hifi.co.uk

Southo, Talk Electronics Ltd, Target Audio Products plc, TDL Electronics Ltd, Technics, The Audiophile
Club, The Chord Company Ltd, The Direct Disc, Totem Acoustics, UKD, Ultimate Sonics, van den Hul,
Ventas Horn Systems, Virtual Reality, Vivante London, WBT-Distribution GmbH, Zentek Music Ltd.
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Tel; 01992 573030,
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Fax; 01992 574330
e-mail; mdc.hifi@virgin.net

High- end loudspeakers
now have a great
Future.
The revolutionary new Future One
and Future Two from ProAc.

• Asymmetric bass chamber.
• Dipole midrange.
• Ribbon tweeter.
Quite unlike anything you've ever
heard. There's no time like the
present to listen to the Future.

Hear them ire the Blaye Room
at the Novotel Show Septrmber 23rd-26th

ad Industrial Estate, Brackley, Northamptonshire NN13 7BE
48

Website: www.proac-loudspeakers.com
HFNIO 99

brief encounters
Canary Audio CA- 608
AS the model name hints, Canary Audio is a
Californian company specialising in
tube amps, like this integrated line- level
unit. At 58 pounds, the CA-608 is no
lightweight. Inside the fully-enclosed
case are two pairs of E134 valves,
working in push-pull to supply a
nominal 40 watts/channel.
The fascia of the 480x140x440mm
(whd) case is a9mm-thick piece of alloy,
anodised dark blue- black with matching
volume and source selector knobs. A solitary
blue LED sits top centre to show switch-on. On
the rear are robust speaker binding posts —
three aside — wired with common ground
and then four or eight ohm taps from each
output transformer.
Wiring inside the sturdy folded- steel chassis
is exceptionally neat, with all valves and
components sited on the large blue PCB.
Quality here is good, including MIT Multicap
capacitors, making the whole ensemble seem
well- specified for £ 1200. Importer Audio
Connoisseurs says it has deliberately tried to
keep the price competitive, setting the CA- 608
as a ' loss leader' to help establish the brand
in the UK. So how does this integrated sound?
After alittle warm- through ( necessary
procedure even in July) the 608 established
itself as asolid and capable amplifier for
music. Its big, warm sound should not be too
closely confused with valve mollycoddling — it
spans agood compass from deep firm bass to

an extended yet natural treble, without putting
all its eggs in the midrange basket as some
valve amps are wont. Warm and inviting, with
that valve purity that makes the next encounter
with many asolid-state amp seem grained
and 'electric' in comparison, the CA- 608 is
not at all dispassionate about its work. It steps
in with sleeves rolled up, involving the listener
with it. For example, Pictures
at an Exhibition [
EMI
CDC 747099,
Philadelphia/Muti]
sounded firm and
confident, with brass
instruments enjoying
the amp's dynamic
capabilities as they
punctuated
unravelling
pictures. Iwas
impressed with the
way the amp
played louder
pieces, too, like

Stupid Girl [ Garbage, Garbage] — some
slight rounding of guitar and cymbal
edges making awelcome alternative to
an underpowered solid- state's rendition;
hard and fatiguing. Timing and rhythmic
flow was good, preserving the snap of
more upbeat tracks, if not as precisely as
costlier transistor amplifiers.
Within its power band the CA- 608
was clean and natural, with some smear and
congestion only creeping in at higher volumes
than you may expect for atwo-valve power
amp stage. Itried it with several two-way
speakers, including Harbeth LS3/5As which,
with their kinder higher impedance load,
worked splendidly in spite of low sensitivity.
So, one of the old school here — sturdy and
very solid with asound to match. There may
be ashortage of features
like remote control and
endless inputs, but that isn't
what this unit is about.
Without the by-products of
the vacuum- state era, like
intrusive noise and hum,
amps like the CA- 608
should carry the flame for
valve amplification
beyond the 1990s.
Andrew Harrison
• Audio Connoisseurs,
0151 343 0007

Pontis MPlayer 3
LIKE the Schneider MPMan reviewed in
September, the Pontis Mplayer 3, also from
Germany, is ashirt- pocket portable for
MP3 audio — 104x75x18mm (whd).
What initially differentiates the Pontis
player is its exclusive use of Multimedia
cards for memory storage lie, no onboard
memory), and its compatibility with Apple
Macintosh, as well as PC, systems.
At $ 195 complete, by mail order From
Pontis, the MPlayer 3is around the same
price as the Diamond Multimedia Rio and
Schneider units; additional 16MB cards are
available for $49. The Pontis unit can take
two cards, beneath asliding translucent
plastic hatch, with atheoretical maximum of
64MB on each. This would translate into about
2hours of so-called 'CD quality' 128 kilobits/s
stereo music. In fact, MP3 at this data rate is
only superficially CD quality, so I
also tried
higher data rates.
The software for uploading to the unit,
enclosed on aCD-ROM, does not include any
MP3 encoder: Iused Sound Jam 1.0 and
MPecker Encoder, available freely in beta form
at the time of writing, and usefully able to offer
avariety of encoding qualities — including
MPEG 1layer 2.
Even using MP3 at 128kb/s, the Pontis was
found to sound noticeably better than the
Schneider unit — in fact this Pontis is the best
hardware application of MP3 Ihave heard to
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date. It had more attack and punch in the
sound, as heard on aweb download of ' Hey
You' [ Pink Floyd, The Wall], found on an f-tp ( file
transfer protocol) site the route to much dubious
and illegal software — if you can get into the
server. This particular file, despite dubious
provenance, sounded clear and open with
commendable bass attack through the Pontis,
using Sony MDR- 51 headphones, which went a
little louder than on the Schneider, too.
Out of curiosity, Itried encoding aCD track
into MPEG layer 2 ('MP2'), acodec used by
professionals (Musicam), and in DAB radio, but
one also requiring ahigher data rote than MP3
to be wor-hwhile. At 320 kilobits/s, an MP2 file
of 'Ode to Billie Joe' was uploaded, consuming
9.6MB of the 16MB on the card for a4minute

track. The data allocation may not be very
practical, but the sound! This was abig
improvement on 128kb/s MP3, sounding
like there was more flesh on the bones of the
MPEG skeleton, more full-bodied with better
ambience. Not asensible option for
carrying music, unless you can afford the
£30-odd for each card!
Aword about uploading: the Pontis
player uses the serial port — not the fastest
link at the best of times. With the supplied
software (v1.0.21transfers from computer to
player were painfully slow, around
5kilobytes ( 40 kilobits) per second. This
meant that uploading afive minute song
was taking 15 minutes, longer than most would
care to wait. But there is some good news here.
First, abeta update (v1 .0.9b) became available
that Idownloaded from the website which has
shaved athird off that time, to about
10kbytes/s. Plus, Pontis are working on aUSB
port connection, across- platform solution
promised to speed things up further.
In all, an exciting, if costly, look at afuture
for portable audio. Compared to the
competition, the MPlayer 3comes
recommended for its inherent sound quality.
Andrew Harrison
• Pontis, 0049 9435 54070. Websites:
www. mplayer3.com; www.soundjam.com;
www.anime.net/-go/mpeckers.html
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technology
hearing aid, when its fullpage
historical claims are so obviously
shaky. The episode does no favours
to Tom Stockham, either.

HOIST AND TOMITA

Claims on
invention of
CC.; why
To -nita can
now legally
synthesise
Hoist and
a new CD
coPY
'speller'

It is now 20 years since, on apress
trip to Japan, we used our free time
to visit Tokyo's record shops in search
of anew LP by Isao Tomita. We all
wanted the same thing; acopy of The
Planets, played on Moog synthesisers,
unavailable in the UK.
I was reminded of this when
Tomita hooked up with Pioneer to
play at London's Royal Festival Hall
recently, to perform his new work The
Tale of Genii, with afull orchestra and
everal readers have pointed out
the full-page advertise-ments
Japanese instruments as well as
run in the national press by
synthesisers. But for the concert's first
British company Digital Hearing Ltd.
half, dressed in awhite space jump
The Advertising Standards Authority
suit, he sat alone on the huge stage,
is already considering complaints,
surrounded by acollection of synths
from me and others. The ads
and hard-disk recorders. Looking
promoted the ' Sonic Natura' hearing
every bit like anaughty schoolboy in
aid and proclaimed that ` Dr Tom
his bedroom playing with computer
Stockham invented the CD and digital
toys, Tomita performed his Future
recording... he and his team have now
Space Fantasy, variations on The
come up with adigital hearing aid'.
Planets suite to accompany highHow well the aid works is not at
definition video from the space shuttle
issue; what offends is the historical
and shown on agiant screen array.
pedigree claimed for the inventor. I
It is unlikely that many of the
asked the company to comment, but
audience realised the full signficance
all Igot was astandard letter offering
of what they were hearing and seeing.
me a hearing consultation and
Although Tomita could doubtless have
claiming ihat the hearing aid delivers
any Japanese synthesiser he wanted,
'fantastic CD quality'.
he told me afterwards that he still uses
`Thomas Stockham Jr ScD is best
the 30-year-old units made for him by
known for inventing digital recording',
American Bob Moog (pronounced
claims a brochure from Sonic
Mogue). And it is only now that he
Innovations of Denmark which Digital
can legally play his Fantasy in Britain.
Hearing sends out.
In 1977 Tomita's version of The
Setting aside the fact that the
Planets shot to Number One in the
original telegraph punched tapes and
US Classical music charts. But the
piano player rolls were ` digital
composer's daughter Imogen Hoist
recordings', what Stockham did, was
and the Hoist estate in Britain hated
use a digital recorder, previously
the idea of electronic tampering with
developed elsewhere for computer
Gustav's orginal, and won a court
data storage, for audio recording.
injunction to ban release in the UK.
Nippon- Columbia in Japan, and
The composer died in 1934, so
Derca in the UK, were using modified
under the UK's 50 year rule, his
video recorders for the same job.
music all went out of copyright in
The CD system was developed by
1984. Then in 1995 new European
Philips in Eindhoven, and Philips and
legislation extended copyright to 70
Sony later joined forces to set the Red
years after death, putting The Planets
Book standard. Tom Stockham was a back under cover until 2004!
pioneer in digital audio recording, but
Music industry lawyers looked at
it's anonsense to say he invented the
the fine print of the new laws and
CD and digital recordings.
Since the ASA started to investigate,
Digital Hearing has been toning down
its claims. The first change was to
`Stockham the founder of CDs and
digital recoadings' and ` CD miracle
man sends hearing quality soaring'.
So Icomplained again. Now the ads
claim that Stockham 'launched the
first digital recordings which pioneered
the making of CDs'. Iawait the ASA's
formal judgement with interest. In the
meantime, Digital Hearing could ask
itseli how seriously we are expected
to take its performance claims for the
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decided that the injunction was not
automatically revived along with the
copyright. Imogen Holst has died. So
Tomita is free to do whatever he likes
with Gustav's music.

ANEW ANTI-COPY SYSTEM
The record industry has been chasing
the idea of aspoiler anti-copy system
for 30 years since the Beatles claimed
that their LP Sergeant Pepper could be
played but not copied. Like the many
systems that followed, Pepper was as
easily copied as played.
Now they have finally got what they
want, it may be too late.
Peter Newman founded British CDilla in 1991 and invented SafeDisc,
which stops people copying computer
CD-ROMs. Now Newman has found
away of doing the same with music
CDs. 'AudioLok' takes advantage of
the fact that the Red Book standard
for music CDs was set by Philips and
Sony before the Yellow Book standard
for CD-ROMs.
The ROM standard provides more
powerful error correction for data than
is needed for music. ROM drives are
designed to handle either music or
data discs. AudioLok adds false error
correction code to amusic disc. An
ordinary music CD player simply
ignores this extra code and plays the
disc as normal. But a ROM drive
reads the false code and rejects the
disc as unplayable. This stops the
owner sending the music over the
Internet or copying it to ablank disc.
C-Dilla loaned me a prototype
AudioLok disc, and sure enough it
played on a CD music player but
refused to play or copy on aPC. Peter
Newman says he is confident that he
can also stop aconsumer music CDrecorder making acopy, because these
devices are already designed not to
copy CD-ROMs. His disc already
fools adual-deck music recorder. The
toughest challenge is to stop a CD
player delivering copyable code
through an SPDIF output. But
Newman reckons it can be done and
expects AudioLok to be ready for
commercial launch in ayear.
This presents anice dilemma. At
the end of June, the music industry's
Secure Digital Music Initiative group
agreed to allow owners of CDs to 'rip'
copies into aPC [see waitv. sdmi. ore
There had previously seemed no
foolproof way to stop copying
altogether. But now there is, and it
prevents what SDMI allows.
Also in June, C-Dilla was bought
by Macrovision of the USA, for
around $ 18m. Macrovision developed
the systems which film and TV
companies already use to stop people
copying videos. You can be sure the
company will now offer the same
option to the music industry.
Barry Fox
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uch phrases as ' long awaited',
'eagerly anticipated' and
'critically acclaimed' usually
belong in an advertiser's puff rather
than in aproduct review. But in the
case of Sony's SCD-1, they are all
true. Just as we were looking
forward to the prospect of betterthan-CD sound from DVD-Audio
(which we can in fact already enjoy
up to apoint with ' 24/96' on DVDVideo discs), Sony and Philips
proposed their rival system, Super
Audio CD, and the audio world
was facing another format war. It's
a war in which commercial and
marketing issues — whether to do
with patent royalties, copy
protection, global hardware/
software alliances or even just
corporate pride — will count more
than any technical arguments. For
now, after what already seems to
have been an interminable war of
words, the salient point is that
Sony, with the launch of the SCD-1
SACD player in Japan in May this
year, fired the first shot.
The £3000 SCD-1 is avery large
unit, 430x436x149mm (whd), and
when you go to pick it up, it seems
about twice as heavy as you'd
expect. It actually weighs 26.5kg

Just as we were
looking forward
to the prospect
of better-thanCD sound from
DVD-Audio
(which we can
in fact already
enjoy up to a
point with
'24/96' on
DVD-Video
discs), Sony
and Philips
proposed their
rival system,
Super Audio
CD, and the
audio world
was facing
another format
war

(about 581b). It's a tremendously
impressive machine that smacks of
the test lab or astudio rather than a
domestic environment. From this,
and the internal complexity, it is
clear that this is very much a first
generation machine. It is hard not to
conclude that the unit's whole mien
reflects Sony's urgent need to get
SACD on the market. Although it is
expensive for an audio player, the
material content is substantial, and
its production can hardly be a
profitable exercise. It's my guess that
this unit will become acollectable!
By the end of this year, Sony will be
ready to unleash more mainstream
CD players with aSuper Audio CD
function. So our review of the SCD-1
is inevitably as much areview of the
format as of this particular machine
— with the caveat, of course, that
these are early days. Here's what our
team thought...
Steve Harris

The Sony SCD-1
finally arrived at HFNIRR:
we all wanted to listen to the world's
first domestic SACD player

CONVINCING DEMOS
Part of me was predisposed toward
SACD,
having
heard
such
convincing demonstrations at the
Stereophtle show. The other part of
me? Wholly opposed, but on
political grounds: Ifear another
format war. Still, Iam pleased to
state that even the three demo CDs
which SH played during our brief
session were enough to prove that
SACD massacres conventional CD.
Having heard first the CD
versions via both conventional
players and the SCD-1 in CD
mode, then the SACD versions, it
was instantly apparent to all that
SACD is more open, ' largersounding', faster, sweeter and with
vastly more convincing bass. It was
— categorically — not subtle, and
anyone who states otherwise needs
aquick visit to ahearing specialist.
Miles Davis's solo, while exhibiting
exquisitely rapid punch in both CD
and SACD forms, seemed clearer
and sharper via SACD, with far
more detail. For those of you who
cherish hearing the sounds of
musicians' lips, breathing and (as
I'm pretty sure it will happen with
acoustic stringed instruments)
fingering, SACD delivers the
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goods. As for stage depth,
demonstrated vividly by the Telarc
disc with Kunzel larging it, SACD
made CD seem as if the playing
area had collapsed to near- 2D
proportion. Iimplore those who
attend our hi-fi show to hear
SACD, whatever it takes, so you'll
know I'm not imagining the above.
But the brief session raised three
questions. The first, and most
assuredly the easiest to deal with, is
the painfully long procedure
through which the player goes
before letting you hear either a CD
or an SACD. I'm certain that postSCD-1 players won't suffer this.
The second is a problem which
haunts DVD, which is the SCD-1's
conventional CD playback. While
the SCD-1 sounded fine with CDs,
it was bettered substantially by (in
my system) the Ken Ishiwatamodified Marantz CD- 12. As one
of the listeners pointed out, the
playback pecking order was SACD,
then CD12, then SCD-1 in CD
mode. Don't get me wrong: the
SCD-1 sounded fine with normal
CDs, but not like what we know is
possible from a £ 5000 CD player.
It will be interesting to see if future
makers of affordable SACD players
find a way not to compromise the
CD playback, or — putting it more
kindly — find away to optimise it,
as do DVD players with two lasers.
But the third question raised is
the most important: how does
SACD sound in comparison with
DVD-A? This remains the great
imponderable, and the verdict will
have to wait until at least one disc is
released in CD, SACD and DVDA forms. But for the time being, it's
2-0, SACD versus DVD-A. And,
having heard that the dual layer
disc works so well, I'm kinda
hoping that the Sony/Philips/
Marantz axis crushes the rest. But,
as abetting man...
Ken Kessler

HIGH RESOLUTION
Sony's Super Bit Mapped CD
reissue of Kind of Blue already
displays excellent mastering, thanks
to numerical jittery-pokery that
tries to extend the 16-bit resolution.
Played on the SCD-1, I could
appreciate the clear and transparent
yet musical rendering that holds
one's attention focused.
Iload the SACD transcription of
the same album and wait for any
difference. And wait some more, as
the display narrates a slow passage
through the disc, from ' loading' to
'reading TOC' to the album title.
Finally, 25-plus seconds later, the
ears are subjected to an instantly
believable and wholesome stage of
sound, with an instant of hushed
atmosphere
preceding
the
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performance. Before a note is
even struck you can picture the
master tape's ferrous particles
excitedly shaking to produce a
gentle backdrop of tape-hiss.
As the opening bars of ' So
What' roll along, Isee that
we certainly are not in
Kansas any more. The
ambience of the studio
feels
palpable.
A
familiar bass riff gets
going, and from here
on we just sit back
and enjoy a great
song. Davis and
company's horns
soar in and out
of the backing,
the
trumpet's
punchy staccato
phrasing — then
extended
and
drawn — sounds
totally right.
It's the way the sound
fills the space, formerly sentried by
the speakers that will impress the
stereo freaks. Instruments now
appear in various planes behind and
around the left and right speakers,
making you realize that for many
the need for multi- channel
surround in music replay will
remain superfluous, so long as a
single pair of speakers can conjure

above: inside the
heavyweight Sony
SCD-1 player

this tangible nebula of sound. Every
instrument remains locked in its
space, ripe for cherry-picking. And
dynamic range is subjectively vast,
the noise floor dropping to
nothingness (excepting older tape
recordings) and instrument peaks
rising to ' real' levels.
Obvious health
Using Chord Electronics CPA
3200/SPM 1200C amplification I warnings
apply with
tried switching the LPF setting
from ' Standard' to ' Custom'. This
comparisons
access to the full spectrum of audio
off this type
from the conversion process, warts
where the
and all, didn't seem to trouble the
provenance
amps unduly. There was a of the CD
and SACD
fractional increase in ' sheen' across
recordings
the sound though, just enough to
leave me with a preference for the
we listened
filter left on.
tc was
This is undoubtedly the least
unknown
'digital' sounding consumer format
and in
to date. The sample discs provided
same cases
unknowable
were a mix of the usual intimate
acoustic jazz fare that show off airy
spaciousness with light tinkling
effects, plus some more familiar
pieces like the Miles Davis album.
A compilation of Broadway hits
from Philips' optical di>c lab in
Eindhoven showed the bigger band
picture, with impressive dynamics
and huge scale.
A final testament to the
naturalness of the sound is the
quality of reproduction heard
anywhere in the room — and even

outside the room. With asource at
this high level of resolution, without
audible
artefacts,
you
can
appreciate the integrity of sound
even outside the famous single
sweet spot. It is very smooth,
almost to the point of soft focus
compared to familiar PCM digital.
For some who have learnt to enjoy
the synthetic crispness of CD, even
heard on very expensive machinery,
this may be too ' natural' and
boring. Musical timing may be
mistakenly thought lacking when
really it is just an absence of CD's
mechanical inflections. Without
access to known recordings,
however, it remains difficult to
judge the format's, and the player's,
true ability.
If the sound Iheard with this
machine and these discs is matched
by the more affordable players that
follow —
using
the
final
watermarked and copy- protected
hybrid discs — then it will be one
answer to genuine music lovers' as
well as audiophiles' prayers.
Andrew Harrison

ASUPERIOR MEDIUM
Obvious health warnings apply with
comparisons of this type, where the
provenance of the CD and SACD
recordings we listened to was
unknown and in some cases
unknowable; but for the sake of
argument,
let's
set
aside
reservations and assume a level
playing field, and let's also overlook
the highly variable quality of the
SACD recordings available at this
early stage. The best without
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SACD PLAYERS
question was Piazolla's Concierto para
Quinteto from aSony sampler, which
was better than the CD layer on the
same disc in every meaningful sense.
Not bolder, shinier or more glossy,
but more subtle, detailed and
engaging; and it allowed access to
individual instruments, memorably a
piano and bass playing in unison near
the beginning. They simply merged
into an amorphous whole in the Red
Book CD version, but were perfectly
resolved by SACD.
How big are the differences
between CD and SACD? At the start
of the sessions, and worn out after a
long day, I managed to get the
ranking order wrong for one track,
but in general it wasn't hard to latch
on to the superiority of the SACD
medium.
SACD gave better
instrument separation and better
defined leading- edge transients,
though the sound was no sharper or
brighter than ordinary CD — just the
opposite, on the whole. To say it was
more analogue- like ( a standard
putdown of Red Book CD) would be
quite wrong: SACD has the
discipline and range of CD, but with
much greater refinement, focus and
transparency. The caricatured quality
of CD — all leading edges, and little
low level detail — plays no part in the
best SACD recordings, though the
worst could easily have been very
ordinary CDs.
Switching the 50kHz filter off made
abig difference, especially in the bass,
which became fuller, more solid and
better shaped. This rather paradoxical
result — improve the treble, and reap
better bass — presumably arises
because it is the harmonic overtone
structure that plays the greatest part in
defining bass.
Alvin Gold

NOT NIGHT AND DAY?
It's not night and day, but Iwas
impressed by the extra space and
clarity introduced when switching
from CD to SACD settings on the
Sony SACD player. Iwas always
able to identify the SACD mode on

blind tests. Better still was the
'Custom' setting, which removes
the high frequency roll- off over
50kHz. Does this prove SACD
superior to CD? We auditioned the
same CD tracks on the ultraexpensive Linn CD12. If the
SACD sounded good because the
CD performance of the Sony was
suspect, this test should have
revealed that. But in fact I
preferred the Sony as a CD
player on at least half the tracks.
While it was not quite as
refined and spacious as the
Linn, in most cases the Sony
walked all over the Linn in
terms of excitement — closer
to, but not reaching the
attack Itreasure in my own
Krell 300cd.
Now forget the comparisons,
which may be flawed by differences
in the mastering of the CD and
SACD tracks on the same duallayer disk. Ienjoyed the sound of
the SACD on the best tracks we
heard. Not vinyl-like — no vinyl I
know has that kind of bass
performance. But a very fast
transient response, and astrong 3D
image. When two instruments
played together, Icould hear each
instrument separately in space and
when one player played fractionally
before another; the sound was
spacious and detailed, and not at all
tiring. However, this only applies to
the best of the tracks, Piazolla's
Concierto para Quinteto. On most of
the tracks Iheard, Ican recall many
better- sounding CDs of similar
music.
Philip Gold

FUTURE CONCERNS
Decidedly uninspiring musically,
the hybrid discs to hand at least
seconded the criticisms voiced of
conventional CDs: that they are a
relatively crude reduction from the
masters. The obvious analogy is
with bit- mapped images on a
computer screen. You do get more
of everything with the finer

resolution of SACD —
although surely no-one would
mistake it for analogue? With a
Telarc sampler the differences
between the CD and SACD layers
were far less marked than with
some varied tracks on aJapanese
hybrid; even so Icannot honestly
say (using the ' Standard' setting on
the SCD-1)
I would have
recognised the material as anything
out of the ordinary. The SCD-1,
incidentally, overrides the manual
setting for both types of single-layer
compact disc.
A rather thin-sounding piano, on
a Bach track, had more body and
focus when switched from CD to
SACD; on the same disc aPiazolla
track lost its coarseness and the
resolution of colours and separation
intensified.
Generally it seemed that, unlike
the CD transfers, the SACD ones
always remained comfortable as the
dynamic levels increased. Kind Of
Blue was single-layer only, and this
highlighted two areas for future
concern: the packaging doesn't
indicate incompatibility; and

How big are
the differences
between CD
and SACD? At
the start of the
sessions, and
worn out after
a long day, I
managed to
get the
ranking order
wrong on one
track, but in
general it
wasn't hard to
latch on to the
superiority of
the SACD
medium

STEREO NOW, MULTI- CHANNEL LATER?
ALTHOUGH the SACD players and discs to be launched this year
are strictly two- channel stereo, plans have been laid for multichannel music releases later. Sony and Philips have been working
together to promote the DSD ( Direct Stream Digital) recording
technology in Europe, in preparation for the Autumn European
launch of the Super Audio Compact Disc.
In May, at the AES Convention, held in Munich, an SACD workshop
attended by 200 delegates dealt with issues such as editing, mastering,
authoring, copy protection and replication. A couple of months earlier,
in Budapest, Polyhymnia International made aparallel multi- channel
and two- channel DSD recording of The Budapest Festival 0-chestra
conducted by Ivan Fischer in works by Dvorak, including Legends
Op.57 and Slavonic Dances. Optimised arrays of microphones for the
multi- channel and two- channel recordings fed separate control rooms.
As Erdo Groot from Polyhymnia International pointed out, ' It's
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interesting to note that in the early years of stereo, there were also two
control rooms; one for stereo and one for mono.' Other DSD
recordings by Polyhymnia International, for Philips Classics, include
Bartok piano works by Zoltan Kocsis, Mitsuko Uchida's Schubert Piano
Sonatas, Beethoven Symphony No 6/Overture Leonore 3 [ Saito
Kinen/Seiji Ozawa], Mozart Symphonies No 29, 33 and 34 [ Vienna
Philharmonic/Muti], alive piano recital of Schubert and Mozart piano
sonatas by Alfred Brendel, and Schumann Lieder Op 25, 35, 37
[Holzmair/Cooper]. Notwithstanding Polyhymnia International's
Budapest multi- channel recording experiments, Everett Porter told
HFN/RR in early August that the first five SACD hybrid DSD masters
have now been delivered to Philips Classics. Fully operational multichannel editing systems were not available at the time, so all five
masters were in two- channel stereo.
Jonathan Kettle

SACD transfer of a classic
recording
evidently
doesn't
guarantee more enjoyment. Except
that the string-bass is cleaned up,
the ( doubtless much costlier)
'Super' version isn't as cohesively
mixed as Sony's midpriced SBM
reissue [
AH and CB are clearly at
odds here! — Ed.]; and of course it
won't reproduce at all on a
conventional player.
As to the machine itself, it's
impressive to look at — Ishall
certainly remember its bank-vault
like slide-and-drop door, comically
slow however ( it takes 24-30
seconds from 'play' before you hear
anything
other
than
the
mechanics!) — but needs a full
three hours to settle. Before that it
can sound thin and even edgy, eg,
the string quartet on our May
cover-mount.
Soundstages are wide, but
instruments are not as finely
pinpointed as with, say, the Linn
CD12. The sound remains lean,
'squeaky- clean' but quite fluent.
Ultimately though, Ifound the
SCD-1 rather bland in dealing with
the drama of music.
Christopher Breunig

FAIR COMPARISONS/
This is one of the heaviest CD
players ever, at 56Ib rivalling the
machined- from- solid monsters
from Wadia. Under a motorised
cover plate there is a powerful
direct- drive hub motor for the
discs, which sit under a drop- on
gold-plated brass clamp. Over an
all -too-brief weekend, and armed

with aridiculously limited selection
of discs, single-layered and hybrid,
Iwas asked to try to make sense of
the sound quality and to check
some technical aspects which might
illuminate the listening results.
On the well-founded assumption
that the analogue output stages of the
player were a common aspect,
different formats could be compared
directly. The hybrid discs could also
be compared on other reference CD
players, eg, the Naim CDS2and the
Krell KPS25S, in order to find out
how good the Sony player itself was
with CD.
Iallowed the player to settle in
before making comparisons;
conventional CDs started with the
five-option digital filter setting on
'0'. Ifelt that the SCD-1 was afine
middle-rank player scoring around
30 or so, when rated on my usual
subjective scoring system, a little
lean in tonal balance and with more
than a hint of brittleness and
brilliance in the treble.
Stage width was really good;
image depth was also impressive
and the sound was clearly of high
resolution. Not much 16bit detail
escaped this replay. Dynamics were
satisfying, conveying space and air
around the musicians.
Rhythm and timing would
probably satisfy many listeners
though it was not really to the
involvement standard of the
Marantz CD7 or Naim CDS2.
Trying out the filter options 1-4,
there was a progressive sweetening
of the treble which ultimately lent a
sense of increased perspective and

Potentially the
most
interesting
supplied disc
was the Miles
Davis Kind of
Blue. This was
not a hybrid,
so did not
have the CD
layer on board.
Ieagerly laid
hands on the
gold SBM
reissue for
comparison

SUPER AUDIO COMPACT DISCS
Here is arundown of the SACDs which were made available to us and were used in this review.
Vol 1: Classic &Jazz
[Sony Music Entertainment (Japan) Inc, TDZD
90015]. Sample disc September 1998 - not for sale.
SACDICD hybrid disc
[notable tracks: 2Bach: Partita No 2in C minor BWV
826; 6Beethoven: Piano Sonata No 23 in F minor,
Appassionata (1st mvt); 7Piazolla: Concierto para Quintero]
Vol 2: Omnibus
[Sony Music Entertainment (japan), TDZD 90013].
Sample disc September 1998 - not for sale.
SACDICD hybrid disc
Super Audio CD Sampler
[Telarc SACDP-99-1] Various artists, 1999
SACDICD hybrid disc.
[notable tracks: 2September in the Rain (Erich
KunzellCincinnati Pops Orchestra); 8Caravan (Oscar
PetersonlMiltjacksonlRay Brown); 13 Dvorak: Stabat
Mater (Atlanta SO and Chorus/Robert Shaw) I
Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
[Sony Music Entertainment (Japan) Inc, SRGS4501].
This reissue 1999 (original recording by Columbia, NY,
March/April 1959). SACD single layer disc

MILES 4VIS

WIICH

All

In)
—À

.SAMiett
elA

LIMP

DSH

DMP does DSD [
DMP SACD 2]
Various artists, 1999 SACD single layer disc
Blues Quest [
Audioquest AQ-SACD052]r
Various artists, 1999. SACDICD hybrid disc

SUPER AUDIO Cl)

restraint to the sound — lights out,
low-level stuff if you like.
On some test tracks only the ' 0'
filter put percussion together
convincingly; other settings were
occasionally useful for more
extreme recordings showing
excessive grain and brightness.
Indeed Filter 1almost corrected the
tinge of brightness characteristic of
the player on CD material and was
generally preferred. [
The handb000k
suggests 4, for example, as suitable for
Classical material, but CB obtained poor
results with this setting — Ed.]
Potentially the most interesting
supplied disc was the Miles Davis
Kind Of Blue. This was not ahybrid
so did not have the CD layer on
board. Ieagerly laid hands on the
gold SBM reissue for comparison.
The SACD was marvellously
better: more immediate, clearer,
with better ambience, a wider
soundstage, more tuneplaying in
the bass, greater depth and power
— just what you might hope from a
higher definition format.
It was almost too good to be true;
it was too good to be true. It
sounded like a new master, which
of course it was!
Peak spectrum analysis of the
SACD and CD transfers indicated
that the SACD version represented
a substantial remix, so no reliable
conclusions could be drawn. The
spectrum graphs show that both the
presence band and the high treble
have been lifted by several dB, the
energy balance smoothed out, and
the bass balance sharpened, very
much in line with the listening
result. ( Indeed, to get a similar
subjective level with the SBM CD
in the Krell player Ihad to lift the
volume by nearly 2dB.)
For ' accurate' format comparison
Ihad one last chance. In addition
to the DMP and Telarc samplers,
generally very middle-of-the-road
stuff, there was an Audioquest issue
with a number of their blues
specials. Frantically Isearched
through my collection trying to find
matching tracks. Alas only one
track was possible, namely Mighty
Sam McClain's downbeat number
'Too Proud', but it was of good
recorded and musical quality,
augmented by lowjitter mastering
on my JVC XRCD issue of this
disc. At least the spectrum analysis
here suggested there hadn't been a
remix for the SACD!
Fortunately for Sony, and despite
the foregoing setbacks, SACD did
sound better than CD, but only
after additional alarm when it
began to mistrack badly. The player
or aweakness in the disc?
Incidentally, as it arrived the
SACD disc was found to be filthy;
OCTOBER 1999
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so while a 16-bit CD would have
played through this level of muck, it
was clear that SACD is not so
forgiving a medium due to the
much finer data pits.
Qualifying the SACD advantage,
as portrayed by this player, Iwas
reminded of the DCS Elgar
experience [Feb '98] where a fine,
if not absolutely first-rank sound on
16-bit material was shifted up to a
state-of-the-art level by the higher
definition format, in that case
24bit/96kHz.
So here, the SCD-1 player, if a
little restrained rhythmically in the
Japanese tradition, moves up
perhaps two gears to the front rank,
sounding more up- beat, more
dynamic, more expressive, more
delicately revealing in the treble,
better founded in the bass. Superior
ambience was heard, together with
sharper focus and wider stereo
imaging. The score was now of
reference quality, perhaps 52 overall.
Iwent a step further. On the
back is a switch locked in a
'Standard' position by a screw-on

SONY SCD-1
LAB REPORT
Ispectrum analysed the McClain
track for both SACD and CD [Fig 2]
and found consistently more energy
near to and beyond 20 kHz. The
latter frequency was about 2dB up for
SACD while the band beyond, up to
44 kHz, was now present, instead of
a I6- bit brick wall at 20kHz.
In the range to 40kHz there was
little difference between the standard
and wide filter settings for SACD
[Fig 3], but when analysed over a
500kHz range the differences were
clear. There are graphs for CD [Fig
SACD std [Fig 5], and SACD
wide [Fig 6]. For example, the
marker at 154kHz is 89.2 dB down
for CD [Fig 4] with the brick wall
evident from the first vertical
division. Incidentally SACD output
on this player (wide) has apretty
powerful noise peak at about 58kHz
while the over-sampling noise
spectrum extends out to 200kHz. For
the std filter [Fig 5] SACD is
approximately 70dB down by 154
kHz. Compare this with the wide
band result [Fig 6] where the noise
level has increased substantially,
extending to 350kHz for my
measurement baseline, while that 154
kHz point is now suppressed by only
57 dB in these comparisons.
But beware that some amplifiers of
older design, particularly with alow
open-loop frequency and slower output
transistors, may well become nonlinear, lock up and overheat when
faced with signals from the wideband
SACD setting.
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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cover plate. The suggested
setting is believed to restrict
the bandwidth to 50kHz on
grounds of compatibility,
rather than providing the
100kHz wide band touted
for this high- definition
format.
It is rumoured that during
one public presentation of
the SACD format, the full
bandwidth signal nearly
wiped out some very costly
US high-end amplification.
Nevertheless,
I tried
listening with the switch in the
alternative ' Custom' position,
having first checked at moderate
levels that my gear would not
misbehave or overheat.
Poor Sony! The sound is just
heaps better without that unwished
for band-limiting filter (which will
be necessary until amplifiers have
been checked for compatibility).
'Live' was the word which sprang
to mind. It was like being at the
studio and monitoring the session
in real time at the mixing desk.

That added- on filter
somewhat cripples the
high potential of the
format. Now I could
really hear the full
performance, which I
had
occasionally
experienced from DSD
recordings in controlled
studio conditions. Idid
not have 176kHz PCM
material to compare

SUPPLIER
Sony UK Ltd,
The Heights,
Brooklands,
Weybridge,
Surrey
KT13 OXW
Tel: 01932
816000

with, but will freely
acknowledge that SACD
represents
a great
advance over CD when all is
correctly in place. The Sony player
had now reached a score of 60
subjective marks, something of a
record for domestic replay.
Playing aselection from the other
SACD sampler discs, there was a
common quality of liveness and a
natural tactile effect, nearer to
`mastertape' sound than previously
experienced from the silver disc.
Generally SACD was preferred to
the CD alternative.
Martin °Atoms
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A

fter abit of afallow period,
Musical
Fidelity
has
bounced back in the last
year or so with arange of products
with an oval cross-section which
have earned commercial, critical
and musical success.
This left the company with a
problem, pithily summed up by one
dealer with whom Iwas discussing
exactly this. He pointed out that
the oval shape tended to polarise
opinion: some were attracted by the
oddball looks, but as many
dismissed them out of hand.
Obvious really, and so was the
solution: a range of components

that look a little less eccentric.
Welcome, ladies, to the Musical
Fidelity A3 integrated remotecontrol amplifier, which comes (at
£849) in a rather fetching but
determinedly rectilinear suit of
armour. The aims, however, were
not just aesthetic. Make of this
what you will, but Musical Fidelity
has gone on record to state that the
A3 has been benchmarked against
the Krell KA-300i, a much more
costly integrated amp.
One
particular
area
of
improvement for Musical Fidelity
in the last few years has been
construction quality, and the A3

Musical Fidelity takes a new direction and
looks set to open up a whole new market with the
strikingly-presented A3 integrated amplifier

by ALVIN GOLD

THE

413

Considerable
efforts have
been expended
on the front
panel with its
brushed
aluminium
leavened with
fine detailing

provides ample evidence of this.
The case, which is made from fairly
thick steel panels, is solid, and on
the whole well damped, the solitary
exception being the lid which was
rattly on the test sample (though I
was told that this is to be addressed
in production with the addition of
internal damping). The rear panel
feels solid and workmanlike, with
well- anchored socketry, though
there is nothing special about the
sockets themselves. On the other
hand, considerable efforts have
been expended on the front panel
with its brushed aluminium
leavened with fine detailing; and
whether or not the use of small
Allen- key fixings around the
volume control, gold on brass
bezel, is aesthetically successful is a
moot point. I'm not being
indecisive about this: Ijust can't
make up my mind!
There's nothing particularly
extravagant about the A3 visually,
but the company long ago learned
that many of its most important

IK)UTE

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 DUAL MONO INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
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markets, in the Far East especially,
would not tolerate less than high
standards of spit and polish. Ergo,
everything fits, the controls are
machined nicely from aluminium
and damped with latex pads for the
desired tactile feel, then mounted in
milled-out holes in the fascia, which
is free of sharp edges. In short,
physically at least, the A3 works.
Let's do the quick guided tour —
and pay attention now: there'll be
questions after. Ouput socketry is
provided for just a single pair of
speakers. The input section
includes a phono circuit, with
moving- magnet and moving- coil
settings, using a switch adjacent to
the input, and there are four line
inputs and a tape circuit. You also
get a pre- amplifier output. All
Musical Fidelity power amplifiers
have an identical input sensitivity,
which means that the A3 could be
teamed with any model from the
range to operate as a bi-amped
system.
The way that Musical Fidelity
sums up the A3 for external
consumption is that it has a cheap
box and expensive innards. The
main circuit board is a doublesided, plated- through component
with an integral ground plane. All
switching is by quality vacuum
relays with gold-plated contacts,
and this includes the tape monitor
circuit. The audio circuit itself is
dual mono. Each channel has its

(Dyer the years
there has been
something of a
Musical
fidelity house
sound, though
II think it is fair
to say that this
characteristic
has been
gradually
rolled back
over the years.
When
described to
them, people
tend to put
somewhat
different
interpretations
on what they
!hear

own transformer and ( of course)
power supplies, though symmetry is
broken by the other circuits: one
transformer feeds aregulated power
supply dedicated to the remote
control gubbins ( excuse the
technical phraseology), while the
other supplies the pre- amplifier
circuit.

For those who remember the
A-1000, which had something of a
giant- killer reputation in its day
(indeed, this remains true even for
those who don't remember), it
managed with a single mains
transformer; an inferior configuration in principle; and the preamplifier feed was indirectly
derived from the power amp's
power supply.
Power output of the A3 is about
par for the course in an amplifier at
this price level, at around 85
watts/channel on paper, though
production
amplifiers
yield
somewhat more in practice. This is
said to double into four ohms, and
climb to around the 300 watt level
into two ohms, which suggests that
loads of 4 ohms ( nominal) or
greater are about optimum: but see
Test Results. Peak current yield is
SUPPLIER
said to hover around 12-13 amps,
Musical Fidelity
Ltd, 15-17
which is adequate rather than
Olympic Trading
startling. Power bandwidth extends
Estate, Fulton
to well above 100kHz in one
Road, Wembley,
Middlesex HA9 - direction and virtually to DC in the
VTF. Tel: 0181 I other, and the distortion residual is
900 2866
claimed to be little higher at 10kHz
than at lkHz, and only
slightly higher still at
20kHz, with low ( but
unspecified) levels of
feedback.
Read
DE's prognosis
and
see for
yourself.
Over the
years

there has been something of a
Musical Fidelity house sound,
though Ithink it is fair to say that
this characteristic has been
gradually rolled back over the years.
When described to them, people
tend to put somewhat different
interpretations on what they hear.
One quite commonly held view, for
example, is that Musical Fidelity
amplifiers tend to lack a quality
best described as drama, and it is
interesting that DB uses precisely
this word — see his listening
impressions. In addition, the tonal
balance tends to be weighted
slightly ( and Istress slightly) in
favour of the bass and away from
the treble. This is no bad thing by
the way, as long as it is not
accompanied by losses of clarity or
definition. The opposing view is
that MF amplifiers sound as they
do because their distortion
products are largely free of high
order
residuals,
and
more
importantly because distortion
remains consistent with level over a
wide volume range. There is some
fairly
compelling
anecdotal
evidence, at least, that these
qualities really do tend to go hand
in hand.
The reality is the two views don't
really contradict each other as the
differences
are
largely
of
interpretation
rather
than
observation. In any case, the
slightly relaxed patina of earlier
generations of Musical Fidelity
amplification has largely, though
certainly not fully, been relegated to
the past. Indeed there were
indications of a mild upper
midband prominence with the A3,
a suggestion of presence band
boost, and this was confirmed by its
highly explicit, almost pin- sharp
stereo imagery, though there are
other reasons that can be adduced
for this, such as the independent
power supply arrangements for the
two power amps and the preamplifier. The first and most
general point noticed about the A3,
however, was that it was well
behaved. The general feel was of a
clean, well-disciplined sound, with
an articulate presentation that
remained so as the complexity of
the music changed from the
sparseness of chamber music to the
multi-layered complexity of much
high octane choral and orchestral
material. Recordings that usually
sound coarse or sibilant remained
the right side of the ropes, but this
is not an amplifier that smothers
fine detail, or that readily allows
background instruments and voices
to disappear. Definitely a good
start.
Another point that became
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Isis.The latest performance.
lnnersound launches Isis a hybrid electrostatic speaker with transmission
line base which is seamlessly integrated with the electrostatic element.
Isis is a smaller, less costly version of its bigger brother Eros designed to
compliment smaller rooms while still retaining the " Magical" electrostatic
sound of its bigger brother.

INNEIZA5UND
InnerSound Inc., 1700 Highway 16, Whitesburg, GA 30185 USA. Tel: ( 770) 838 1400. Fax: ( 770) 838 0111
InnerSound ( UK), International House, Horsecroft Road, Harlow, Essex CM19 5SX. Tel: 441279 442700. Fax: 44 1279 442701

www.InnerSound.Net

apparent over the course of the
review period was the consistency
LAB REPORT
Generally
speaking, this is a
very fine set of test
the test period, including Tannoy
results, especially
R2s, which represents something
for amediumapproaching an optimum match in
priced amplifier.
many ways; but even when driving
Maximum power
ultra- fussy, high -res high- end
output
loudspeakers like the Wilson
substantially
Benesch ACT2 ( a hard ACT to
exceeded the
follow, dare I say...), the A3
manufacturer's
retained its poise and savoir faire.
rating. The A3
Without the benefit of a Krell
achieved 112Wfor
KAV-300i to hand, it is impossible
one channel into 8
to make firm assertions about how
ohms at 1kHz, for
it compares, but from memory, I 1% THD, and did
strongly suspect that the two are
not drop
measurably when
really rather different, the Krell
both channels were
being sharper, leaner and more
driven. For 4
obviously analytical — though in
ohms, the output
the final analysis perhaps a little
(one channel
less soothing and euphonic, despite
driven) increased
a sonic balance with the A3 that is
to 152Wjust prior
closer to Krell territory than
to clipping. At this
previous models. Of all the
power, distortion
amplifiers Ihave tested lately, the
was just 0.0068%,
YBA Intégré aDT, which has just
with abit more
been reintroduced to the UK, is
power to go before
arguably the closest to the Krell,
clipping. All one
though in a rather refined, Gallic
can say is that
and lower power form.
Musical Fidelity is
The A3 is detectably plusher and
highly conservative
sounds somehow more lived-in,
with its power
and its charms, though less
rating!
obvious, grow with time, to the
Overall,
point where it almost starts to
harmonic and
intermodukition
make other amplifiers sound
distortions were
wrong. Certainly the A3 tells avery
low at all
credible story.
measured powers
As always with this kind of
and frequencies.
product, the real difficulty lies not
The 1W distortion
in hearing what it sounds like, but
tests showed second
in trying to come to a conclusion
harmonic as
that also takes account of other
dominant, while
relevant factors, such as the
both second and
competition and the price. What
third harmonic
can be said is that the A3 is easily
distortion rose only
the most complete, balanced and
gradually towards
best
sounding
middle- price
high frequencies.
integrated amplifier so far from this
Measured
marque, and among the best from
frequency response
any source at this price.
extends to beyond
100kHz and is just
under 0.1dB down
of the amplifier's performance
when driving different speakers.
Several models were available over
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Fig I. Musical Fidelity A3 Spectrogram for
IkHz at 85

mate.

Mainly 3rd harmonic with

second totalling 0.0045%

at 20Hz, while
channel balance
(volume at 10
o'clock) was out by
just 1c113. Signalto-noise ratios were
excellent via both
the CD and the mmlm-c input, as
were overload
margins as
measured via the
m-m input. RIAA
equalisation
accuracy was fine,
with agentle slope
to just -0.6dB at
20kHz. Below
50Hz, the response
was within ¡dB of
the original RIAA
replay curve, down
to 10Hz, ie, not
including the
additional 7950ps
low-frequency
replay roll-off In
plain English this
means you hear
the full deep bass
on the record,
rather than the
weaker lowfrequency replay
from the amended
curve.
Subjectively, the
A3 made an
immediate good
impression via its
aux input for its
mid and treble
purity. Vocals,
which are so
difficult to
reproduce well,
were really pure
and sweet, without
the hardness so
often heard and
not surprisingly,
Antony
Michaelson 'sown
instrument, the
clarinet, was also
reproduced with
clarity and purity.
String tone was
excellent, with
plenty of inner

Fig 2. Musical Fidelity A3 intermodulation
spectra for driving tones at 19+20kHz at the
equivalent peak value offal power (
equates to
85117). This is mainly the 18kHz ¡MD

detail combined
product of -68.6dI3 and the ¡ kHz difference
with lack of
tone at just -77.4dB totalling 0.037%
harshness or grain.
The overall
sound was lush
and clean, with a
lovely sense of
spaciousness and
acoustics. The
phono input (using
the Pro-ject
Perspective
turntable with
Ortofon MC30
Fig 3Musical Fidelity A3 distortion spectra
Supreme) proved
for 20Hz tone at IW. Mainly third and sixth
equally good. This
harmonics totalling only 0.06% and showing
is no afterthought,
little intennodulation with 50Hz multiples.
with low noise and
Mains second harmonic is at only -9IdB
afull yet richly
detailed sound,
firm deep bass and
sweet treble; highly
recommendable! In
general, there was
plenty of clean,
&tenable power on
tap. Bass was firm
and tuneful via
either input. It is
Fig 4. Musical Fidelity A3 stereo separation
rare to find an
measured 81dB at 20Hz, 51dB at 1kHz and
amplifier this
28c1B at 20kHz
natural and easy
to listen to at under
,C1k. However,
those wanting a
Test results
Musical Fidelity A3
beaty, driving,
Rated power 8 ohms
85W; 19.3c113W.
'impressive' sound Measured power (dBW*)20Fiz lkHz 20kHz
may not find quite Continuous 8ohms 1ch
20.2 20.4
20.8
Continuous 8ohms 2ch
20.2
20.2
20.8
what they want
Conbnuous 4ohms 1ch
22 here. Quite why, I
Output impedance(ohms)0.046 0.046 0.09
wouldn't know.
Perhaps because
Harmonic distortion (
dB)
Rated power 8 ohms
-89 -88
reproduction is so
At OclBW ( 1W) 8 ohms -87 -90
clean and
At - 10dBW (0.1W) 8 ohms -82 -85
controlled, it
Channel separation (dB)
81
51
28
doesn't create any
intermodulation distortion (
19+20kHz, dB/%)
'character' of its
0.5W RMS, 8 ohms
-78 (0.013%)
own. The A3 is
half rated power, 8 ohms
-69 (0.035%))
certainly no drama
signakto-noise
(
full gain) rel omW tel *A bevel
queen. It just goes
20Hz-20kHz
-78dB -97dB
with the flow,
excl hum
-104dB -123dB
dealing with
Channel balance (
dB)
1.0 ( aux)/
everything in its
0.64 (phono)
stride, so that you
Input sensitivity
23mV ( IHF, OdBW)
can listen to music
255mV (for rated output)
0
-0.2
for hours on end. I Frequency response§ (dB) -0.09
Dimensions (wha)
435x135x350mm
can't think of a
Typical price (inc VAT)
£ 350
better
where OdBW = 2.83V, or 1W into 8 ohms
recommendation.
§ high-frequency -3dB point, 100kHz
David Berriman
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Magic, Sourcery and

W

hether it's caution or
numerous
obstinacy,
high- end brands are
studiously avoiding DVD. Some
argue that it's the dearth of half-way
decent OEM transports, others that
they're waiting until the dust settles in
the forthcoming DVD-A vs SACD
vs. 96/24 format war. Then there's
the fact that CD is the 'last format to
eschew data reduction or data
compression', that there are the tens
of thousands of readily-available CD
titles, and that CD has ahuge owner
base. Whatever the justification, Bow
has joined Linn and others in seeing
out this century with a CD player.
But not just any CD player.
Although the Wizard — designed
to match the Wazoo integrated
amplifier — costs arelative pittance
compared to the top machines offered
by Krell, Linn, Wadia, Mark
Levinson, etc, at no point does its
physical presence suggest anything
less than afive-figure purchase. This
is atrue luxury device oozing class in
both its styling and its fit and finish.
Given that its designer, former
architect Bo Christensen has a
spotless
track
record
which
38
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Bo Christiensen's latest creation is
his most magical to date. Here's what
happens when you wave the wand

by KEN KESSLER
Ican assure
you that no
customer for
the Wizard
would be
able to resist
the Ward
after a mere
moment's
use

commenced with the radical Primare
'cubes' of the early 1980s, it's no
accident that the Wizard calls to
mind other 'natural metal' sculptures
which marry the aesthetic and the
functional.
The Wizard is adelight to behold
and to operate. And, as Bo has always
demonstrated a novel approach to
ergonomics, I'm pleased to tell you
that one of the Wizard's main party
tricks is its remote control, dubbed
the Wand. Geddit? Wizard... wand.
Although my more salacious side
can't help likening the Wand to a
certain battery-operated cylindrical
device beloved of women with a
penchant for DIY, it is possible to
savour Bow's remote for its sheer
elegance, its jewel-like construction
and its too-clever-for-mere-mortals

layout. Machined from a billet of
aluminium, the Wand sports 14
buttons controlling every command,
as well as operating the Wazoo's
volume. Press one of the buttons and
atiny green LED flashes, telling you
that you've put the Wand into
numerical mode for direct- track
access.
In addition to the Wand are
buttons running across the top
surface to control the main transport
functions; the Wand deals with the
basics plus the programming modes.
Because the Wizard is atop-loader,
Bo was able to grace its front panel
with a funky, finned display which
isn't hindered by aCD tray aperture.
The detail makes it look like some
steam-punk prop, calling to mind the
designs seen in 1930s SF serials like
Flash Gordon. The central display is
shaped like aDaniel Roth watch case,
with large green numerals indicating
track and time; two slim subsidiary
displays fanning out to the sides
reveal legends such as ' stand-by',
'pause' and repeat'.
Bow has addressed the problem of
dust entering through the selfcentring spoked disc stabilizer by
OCTOBER 19/11
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supplying apadded disc to leave in
place when the player is not in use.
Its underside is covered with leather
to protect the exposed laser lens. This
'open-well construction' is also said
to eliminate static build-up. Despite
the minor inconvenience of placing
the lens protector in place after use, I
have to admit that the thing looks so
damned clean and cool that Icould
easily learn to live with aplayer which
doesn't open at the front.
Cleanliness rules at the back, too,
the player arriving as standard with
single- ended phono and balanced
XLR analogue outputs and three
digital outputs ( 75 ohm BNC, 75
ohm phono and 110 ohm balanced
AES/EBU). Also at the back are the
primary on/off rocker, an IEC mains
input and aspace for an upgrade I'll
get to shortly.
Precision- engineered mechanical
parts and components are selected by
Bow for 'their electrical performance,
long-term thermal stability and
audiophile-grade sound quality'. The
company also boasts — ' Bow-sts'? —
that its assembly procedures are
'based on techniques used in the
manufacture of the most critical
medical and military equipment'.
The heart of the Wizard is aheavily
modified diecast Philips CDM12 Pro
CD transport mechanism ` stripped of
all sonically degrading capacitors'.
Bow also employed the Inter ICSound (I2S) transfer bus, believed to
isolate audio data, word clock and bit
clock, to eliminate amajor source of
jitter. And, again in keeping with an
isolationist policy, the transport and
the digital, analogue, display and
microprocessor circuitry are fed by
seven separate, regulated power
supplies. Add to it the kind of bankvault construction seen in the likes of
the Linn CD- 12 and the Mark
Levinson transports, and you have a
device which evokes stability and
solidity throughout. Measuring
434x1 10x 360mm and weighing a
chunky 1lkg, the Wizard demands
pride of place, as do all top-loaders.
Despite its plethora of outputs, the
Wizard should be judged primarily as
asingle-chassis CD player. Whether
or not Bow Technologies plans to
issue a stand-alone DAC I'm not
sure, but, in stressing the Wizard's
worth as a long-term investment,
Bow has endowed the Wizard with
'modular mainframe construction' to
make it amenable to upgrades and
on-going design improvements. The
Wizard's ' continuous calibration
Bitstream' D/A converter can be
upgraded
to
24-bit/96kHz
oversampling, the upgrade including
installation of a digital input (the
aforementioned space cited above) to
accept the output from aDVD player
or other source. And, should Bow
HI-Fl NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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ever find aworthy DVD transport, I
wouldn't be surprised to find it
housed in this chassis.
Fed into the Nu-Vista pre-amp and
Nu-Vista 300 power amp driving
Sonus Faber Guarneris, the Wizard
was compared to the almost
identically-priced Krell KAV300cd,
the Musical Fidelity X-RAY and the
sadly
discontinued
Marantz
CD12/DA12 with full Ken Ishiwata
benediction. Wiring throughout was
Kimber, with a brief bout of MIT
interconnect. Mains wiring, too, was
Kimber or Transparent, the Bow not
finding favour with the all- silver
Siltech AC wire.
Run-in and warm-up are crucial to
the Bow, so these were addressed
before any listening commenced. And
I'm glad I managed to resist
temptation because the Wizard is as
finely-tuned as any CD player I've
tried. It demands top-class ancillaries,
clean mains, rigid siting and carefully

chosen wiring, or it will misbehave,
its naughtiness coming in the form of
slight sibilance.
When Imentioned this to the
importer, the phone lines between
High Wycombe and Ringe started
smokin'. So convinced were the
Danes that Iwas hearing something
not there that they sent a second
machine over post-haste to determine
whether or not Ireceived adud. Idid
not. And, to convince myself that I
was not imagining these occasional
traces of sibilance, Ieven underwent
a hearing test during the last week
that Ihad possession of the Wizard: I
was told that my hearing was
'normal' for a47-year-old. In other
words, sensitivity to sibilance is
probably the last thing which should
trouble me. But hear it Idid.
What baffled me was that Iheard it
in comparison to the KAV300cd,
Krell products not being noted for
upper frequency shyness. It was thus
that Ilearned how critical is the setup for this player. Eventually, I
settled
on
Kimber's
best
interconnects, a heavily-weighted
rack and a diet of anything but
modern C&W recordings. So free is

Top: the Wand
Above: The open well
and disc stabilizer for
this top-loader.
At the 3and 9
o'clock positions are
grooves which allow
the user to remove a
CD with ease

SUPPLIER
PATH Premier,
Unit 2,
Desborough
Industrial Park,
Deskrough Park
Road_
High Wycombe,
Buck:.
HP12 3BG
Tel: C1494
441736

the Bow with detail, so crystal-clear
the delivery and so precisely cut the
transients that the Wizard will let you
know exactly what CDs you own that
were recorded, mastered or pressed
without due care.
Once that matter was out of the
way, Iwas able to revel in everything
else, that slight but discernible
sibilance the only area of concern.
But let me reassure the mildly
paranoid that my pointing out the
Wizard's antagonism to lesser
ancillaries is like berating a Lotus
Elise because it lets you feel every
bump in the road. This is not
criticism; it is recognition of aspecific
state of affairs which demands abit of
extra care in system- matching,
nothing more and nothing less. And
when you hear how elegantly the
Wizard performs when set up ' just
so', you'll regard Bow's concern for
my remarks in the way you'd treat
Mick Jagger for worrying about
getting shot of both a wife and a
mistress for amere £ 15 million.
This is certainly aplayer for those
who cherish vocals, Mesdames
Wynette, Parton, Twain and the like
aside. Although the Wizard leans
toward the clean and cool — more
Krell than Musical Fidelity or
Marantz — it exhibits enough air and
atmosphere to cosset acoustic
Instruments. Ihave no idea what
Bow's design team uses for reference
material, but someone in Denmark
certainly must adore singers like Lou
Rawls, Barry White and others whose
voices possess richness, texture and
depth. The Wizard presents them
with just the right amount of body
and scale to convince you that you're
hearing a human voice, not a
remastered facsimile. And if you can't
help analysing as you listen, the Bow
also lets you know when the
recording was too closely miked.
Exceptional detail retrieval
provides the little clues, like throat
and teeth sounds. When it comes to
musical instruments, this can
manifest itself by revealing the
mechanics: dig out those old Wilson
Audio ragtime recordings followed by
asolo, mint-condition baby grand to
tell you what a piano's hammers
contribute to the sound as they strike.
Fingers on frets, mouth on reed
this player hides nothing. Better still,
it's a, uh, wizard with spatial
concerns, especially with live
recordings in which you can confirm
the placement of the performers.
The Wizard costs £3495 including
the Wand. On pride-of- ownership
grounds alone, it's worth every
penny. And the sonics, once you've
addressed that minor sizzle, are
rewarding enough to
justify
comparison with far costlier
hardware. A real thoroughbred.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
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&W's transformation of the
last few years is practically
complete. The company has a
strong technology base developed by
its high power Steyning R&D
facility, to which it has been
systematically adding through the
years: most recently with the
Nautilus programme, many of whose
lessons were applied to the new 800
series, which now wear the Nautilus
prefix as part of the range name.
Now it is the turn of the mainstream
600 range, most of which look much
like their predecessors, but which
have
been
enhanced
using
technology trickled down from the
800, along with other changes which
are more pragmatic in nature. The
abandonment of the ABR (Auxiliary
Bass Radiator, drone cone or
flapping baffle as it is often known)
used on the original 603 in favour of
an actively driven unit is the most
obvious example.
This is the most compact floorstander in the range, costing
£549.95 apair, and standing at just
850mm tall; but it is surprisingly
wide at 236mm and 306mm deep,
and weighs in at 19kilos apiece. It is
a two-way 4th- order vented box
system, with two 180mm bass
drivers, the lower one using aKevlar
reinforced paper mix cone (replacing
Cobex) and a large diameter
'mushroom' dustcap to reduce cavity
type response changes to the

adjacent midrange unit's output.
This unit operates in tandem with
the main unit over the bottom part
of the passband, up to approximately
150Hz, and the main driver, which
features the yellow woven Kevlar
cone that has become synonymous
with the marque, takes over at higher
frequencies then handing over to the
26mm metal dome tweeter at 4kHz.

RANDOM REFLECTION
The woven structure of Kevlar
has a key role in the middle
4
0let C
frequencies. Its structure Ato
imposes an asymmetry on
travelling wave resonances g
en route to different parts
of the suspension, with the
result that the reflections are
largely randomised, and bell
mode resonances suppressed.
The Kevlar driver has also been
enhanced for this model with a
stiffer suspension spider and bulletshaped dust caps which resist
deformation better than the usual
wide radius domes.
One novelty is the bass loading.
The main unit and the second bass
unit have their own internal cavities
and are both port-loaded, one on the
front panel and the other on the
back. Both ports are flared at each
end and have adimpled golf-ball-like
`Flowpore finish to enhance laminar
air flow and reduce wind noise.
B&W supplies different grades of

B&W has re- invented the 603 loudspeaker
using aspects of Nautilus technology, with new
drivers and new ports to create a new sound

by
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foam blocks to plug the ports which
affect the Q of the port tuning. One
is a very open reticulated foam
which provides a mild degree of
extra control, as compared to leaving
the port unblocked; the other is a
denser foam which provides much
greater control. In combination they
provide a welcome means of finetuning the system to the room and
personal tastes. For the record, I
eventually settled on using the
denser foam blocks in the rear ports,
and leaving the front ones open, but
there are no absolutes here.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
overall than its predecessor, the
upper midband and treble are now
much smoother and more refined;
and for the first time the whole effect
is one of amodel that speaks with a
single, consistent voice.
It was some of the least promising
recordings that made some of the
best noises. One example is the
eponymous Cheryl Crow album
which often sounds hard and cold,
and, for me, rarely lasts more than a
track or three on the digital
roundabout before making way for
something
more
palatable.
Something in this struck a chord
from the B&W which extracted a
more personable sound, and indeed
a much more consistent one,
especially at the elevated replay
levels that work best with this disc
and many other good rock
recordings.
This underlines one of the main
improvements incorporated into the
DM603 S2 ( also apparent in other
models in the range), namely its
ability to play deceptively loud
without obvious distortion or
changes in sound balance. At times
only the difficulty of talking over the
B&Ws gives the game away about
just how loud they are being played,
and the slightly saucer- shaped
response of the DM603 S2 — the
speaker appears to have a broad,
shallow midband suckout —
provides a loudness-like effect that
makes listening at high levels even
easier on the ear.

For those who take any notice of
such things, the 603 S2's response
limits are set at 48Hz and 20kHz
+/-3dB on axis, which seems well in
touch with reality. Sensitivity of this
8 ohm system (4.3 ohm minimum)
is a healthy 90dB/watt, and power
handling is given as 150 watts
continuous, which implies rather
more than this with typical
programme material, and which is
also quite believable, given the use of
two active bass drivers which are
unusually large for this class of
speaker, and an obvious area where
the new models provides aclean pair
of heels to the original speaker with
its single active bass driver.

NAUTILUS TECHNOLOGY
The technology input is impressive,
though it will be familiar stuff to
those who have followed HFNIRR's
coverage of the Nautilus 801 and
802, from which this speaker takes
its cue. A version of the Nautilus
tapered tube, a kind of closed- off
transmission line, is used behind the
tweeter ( here hidden within the
recesses of the box) as a way of
absorbing unwanted energy from the
back of the tweeter dome, before it
can be reflected back through the
dome, muddling the tweeter's
output. The tapered tube also
provides a much larger rear cavity
which helps acoustically damp as
well as reduce the normal
impedance rise at the tweeter's
fundamental LF resonance and,
claims B&W, critically lowers
coloration in the crossover region.
The usual roll tweeter surround has
been replaced by the Flat Ring
suspension pioneered in the Nautilus
models, again said to reduce
distortion and coloration. The new
tweeter has higher sensitivity, which
eliminates the need for the phasering which was used in the original
model to direct the output forward
and improve on- axis sensitivity at
the expense of off-axis output.
Other changes to the S2 range
include new air-core inductors, and
plastic film capacitors in the tweeter
networks, for both of which sonic
improvements are claimed. The
system
is
bi-wirable
and
magnetically shielded, and you'll not
be surprised to discover that
matching centre and surround
speakers are available for home
cinema applications.
Let's be frank. The DM603 S2 is
no
beauty.
The
shape
is
uncompromisingly rectangular in a
way that will alienate those who
prefer furniture in their homes to
upended coffins. The very un aerodynamic 602 is relatively short
for afloor-stander, but broad with it
to accommodate the 180mm drive
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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units' baskets. It is true that the
front panel has been carefully
designed with appsopriate trim rings
and other detailing, and the press-fit
covers have probably been through a
3D CAD programme which has
given them alittle depth and shape;
but basically the 603 is afairly blunt
instrument, and not exactly
enhanced by the anonymous cherry
vinyl side wrap in an area of the
market that has gone a long way
towards switching to real wood
veneers. It is hard to imagine that
the Black Ash alternative would look
any better in the flesh.
Musically the DM603 S2 has alot
more going for it, though on first
hearing it is hard to hear what
distinguishes this model from the
crowd. The rather dry, almost sterile
balance favoured at Steyning for
their middle- ranking and budget
speakers has not changed a lot over
the years, and it has changed tittle
for this design thanks to atypically
dry system balance which verges on
brightness, and abass that tends to
lack air and space, though it is well
extended and controlled.
But the improvements are there in
abundance for anyone familiar with
the original models. There is now
much more shape and substance to
the previously rather antiseptically
flat character, and although the
system is probably no more neutral

CLASSICAL TONES

SUPPLIER
B&W
Loudspeakers
Ltd,
Marlborough
Road,
Churchill
Industrial Estate,
Lancing,
West Sussex
BN15 8TR.
Tel: 01903
750750

If this is a great speaker with well
recorded rock music, a slightly
uneven response makes it marginally
less comfortable with material that
trades on its tonal accuracy.
Orchestral woodwind and brass
sections can sound alittle brittle and
even edgy at times, and the basses
and cellos tend to sound alittle thin.
At the same time, the DM603 is
adept at reproducing the wealth of
fine detail captured on good
recordings; and orchestral dynamics
are allowed full rein, which can
make for exciting listening with
large-scale works.
Overall, B&W's Series 2 springcleaning operation is rather more
thorough than usual, and it is hard
to see what has been retained from
the original apart from the overall
dimensions, the Kevlar bass/
midrange cone and the consistency
of their voicing. The limitations of
the design are entirely in line with
the attractive pricing, and whilst the
unimaginative exterior treatment of
the DM602 S2 won't enhance many
listening rooms, the improved
resolution and listenability make it a
front-runner at the price.
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ust what is it about vinyl,
which refuses to lie down and
submit? Well, if you don't
know, you're probably not reading
this — or perhaps you are, but are
also querying the relevance of
turntable reviews today. Not
unreasonably, given the widespread
acceptance of CD and the prospect
of DVD-A, 24-bit/96kHz, SACD,
et al. The argument for a good
turntable, though, is as strong as
ever. After all is said and done, you
might as well get the best possible
reproduction from those old vinyl
LPs, even if they do represent an
outmoded system.
Anyway, Pro-ject has made quite
a success out of selling these
supposedly-obsolete replay devices
(based on dragging a bit of the
hardest materials known to man
over one of the softest) so they
must be fulfilling a need.
Something to do with pure aural
gratification, probably.
All Pro-ject turntables are
designed in Austria and Britain,
and manufactured at Litovel in the
Czech Republic. You could say the
Perspective pays homage to the
great turntables of John Michell, in
its lavish usage of Perspex (or avery
similar material). Like these, the
Perspective is based on the welltested
three-point
sprung
subchassis principle. Here, the
subchassis is fabricated from heavy
gauge black- anodised aluminium,
with three large adjusting screws

which sensibly enable quick and
easy levelling from above. There is
even a built-in circular spirit level
to help. The bearing cup is bolted
more or less equidistant from the
springs, and the arm base is fixed to
the subchassis. Underneath is a
small pot of silicone damping fluid
in ahollow drilled into the chunky
Perspex base plate. A brass paddle,
threaded and cross-cut at one end,
with afixing nut, may be fitted into
the bass plate so that it dips into the
bath, for added mechanical
damping [
see box, over the page].
At the left rear, a black plastics
housing contains the motor, pulley
and an on/off switch. Power comes
from a wall- plug adaptor. This
whole motor assembly (not just the
pulley) must be removed and
replaced with another to change
speed. There's a finger screw
underneath to allow this procedure.
It's not difficult, but it's not
something you'd want to do often.
The brochure states that this
arrangement ' increases speed
stability and reduces motor
resonance'. However, which
resonance, and how it is reduced is
not specified.
Fortunately, the quality of
materials and construction is far
better than the manual and
supporting technical information,
which were rather inadequate.
(They are being improved). Indeed,
the deck looks stunningly
good
and
shouts

Henley sells
this lot at
£1000, which
is a
substantial
saving over the
individual
parts (the
cartridge
effectively
costing just
£250), made
possible only
because
Henley is
distributor for
both Pro-ject
and Ortofon

quality from every angle. The
acrylic shines and the black parts
have a very fine finish: some are
turned metal and some are plastics
mouldings, no doubt to keep costs
down. It looks much more
expensive than it is — and that
makes achange these days.
The platter is heavy, of cast metal
alloy with a machined vinyl layer
for record support. Indeed, this is
not just ' any' vinyl, but layers of recycled records glued on and
machined flat with a lathe. The
ultimate matched interface?
Holding the record to this surface
is a record clamp, which engages
with a screw thread on the centre
spindle. The manual wisely advises
against over-tightening. Just a little
tension is enough. Topping the
whole thing off is a very smart
hinged Perspex lid, resting on two
turned black plastics-covered pillars
at the front (which also penetrate
the acrylic base to couple with two
inverted turned metal cone feet). A
third foot at rear centre ensures
stability; the base may be levelled
by adjusting any or all of them.
There's little information about
the Pro-ject 9 arm [ see Aug ' 99,
page 55], but it appears to be very
well made, with quite a largediameter aluminium alloy arm tube,
chunky
headshell,

With more than a nod to Michell,
the Czech- made Pro-Ject
Perspective turntable looks
a lot more expensive than it is,
especially if you go for the
whole package
by DAVID BERRIMAN
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relatively conventional calibrated
counterweight with thread- andweight bias compensation, and a
damped finger lift/lower device.
Lead-out wires exit down through a
hole below the lower gimbal and
are terminated underneath the
Perspex base, exiting at the rear via
a screening box and two goldplated phono sockets. This
intelligent arrangement neatly
avoids the unavoidable tension and
mechanical short-circuiting of the
suspension which can occur via a
conventional (stiff) arm lead. The
horizontal and vertical gimbal
bearings are Swiss made and
claimed to be of very high quality.
Arm performance, says Henley, is
aimed towards the top end: above
Rega RB300 and below SME, but
at an affordable price.
On its own, the arm costs £350
(the turntable is not priced without
arm) while the turntable with arm
and no cartridge is priced at £750.
The Ortofon MC30 Supreme is the
top model in the Supreme range of
moving-coils, with an aluminium
cantilever and Super fine-li
stylus. Priced separately, it
costs £ 549.95. Neodymium
magnets have enabled Ortofon
to increase the output of this
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The platter is
quite heavy,
made from
cast metal
alloy with a
machined vinyl
layer for
record
support.
Indeed, this is
not just ' any'
vinyl, but
layers of recycled records
glued on and
machined flat
with a lathe:
the ultimate
matched
interface?

moving- coil to 500µV for 5cm/s,
thus improving the signal-to-noise
ratio, without increasing the
moving mass, thus avoiding any
compromise
to
tracking
performance. Initially Iset the
tracking weight to 1.8 grammes,
which was fine; but on the advice of
Henley I increased it to the
optimum specified 2g (the range is
given as 1.8-2.2g) and it tracked
virtually everything cleanly at this
weight. My review brief was not to
try to analyse each individual part
but to assess them as a working
whole — particularly in view of the
special package price. Henley sells
this lot at £ 1000, which is a
substantial saving over the
individual parts ( the cartridge
effectively costing just £250), made
possible only because Henley is
distributor for both Pro-ject and
Ortofon. Buying it as a package
seems like areally good deal to me.

SOUND QUALITY
The Perspective was placed on a
Sound Organisation turntable
table and music was replayed
via a Henley Designs movingcoil step-up amplifier: no
longer
available

through Henley, Iunderstand!
The sound of this vinyl-playing
system is best described as big,
expansive, tuneful and dynamic.
There was a weight and depth to
the sound which is quite rare. Bass
was deep, generous and warm. I
don't mean warm in a derogatory
sense, but warm in a comfortable,
musically- analytical sense. There
was no blurring of notes and I
could hear exactly what was going
on. With a good recording, the
stereo was wide and deep, with
convincing soundstaging. Treble
was clean, well-defined and quite
neutral, though it could show up
brighter recordings for what they
were. Certainly this is not a dull
sound, but it lacks CD's tendency
to digital ' glare'. Music had alovely
sense of flow and there was plenty
of detail at all levels.
Yes, there was surface noise, and
yes, it sounded mechanical at times
and was not always pleasant to the
ear with
brasher,
rougher,
recordings, but it also sounded like
real musicians. Okay, so perhaps
I'm beginning to sound like a 1970s
hairshirt hi-fi journo here, but
much as Iadmire vinyl, it usually
stays in the cupboard and it's the
CDs which are played on aday-today basis — more for convenience
than anything else. The Perspective
was an object lesson in just how
good vinyl can
be —
at
a
sensible price —
and reminded me not
to get too carried away
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TURNTABLES
DAMPING THE ENTHUSIASM?
AFTER much listening to the turntable as

originally set-up, Ithought Ireally should try
the optional suspension damper. The
suspension is fairly springy but well
behaved, with aclean vertical bounce, and
without the complex jelly-like oscillations so
visible with some turntables when prodded
by an investigating finger.
I
was also loath to disturb the system, as if
the Perspective's phenomenal music-making
magic might somehow be frightened off,
never to return! Anyway, with screwdriver in
hand and, having bitten the bullet of mixed
metaphor, Iproceeded to mount (ahem —
affix) the damping paddle.
The instruction booklet suggests using the
minimum, or no damping, without further
elaboration. To fix the paddle, the belt cover,
belt, platter and plastic sub-platter with
spindle must first be removed. The paddle
was mounted as instructed with the minimum
dipping in (with platter on to depress the
springs and plunge the paddle into the bath).
Unfortunately, in this position, the top of the
paddle screw fouled the ribs underneath the

with ' new technology'. Needless to
say, lots of vinyl found its way on to
the Perspective.
Take Vaughan Williams's Job,
LSO/Boult [EMI ASD 2673]. This
majestic work sounds wonderfully
powerful with the Perspective,
emotional, evocative and sinister.
The Perspective copes with the
changes in dynamics and the mood
swings superbly. Copland's Fanfare
for the Common Man from The Best
of Aaron Copland, Philadelphia
Orchestra/Ormandy [ CBS 61431]
was astonishingly vibrant, with
those familiar powerful drums
shaking the room with their volume
and impact, yet dying away clearly,
while the horns rang out with
clarity and precision from a deep
resonant acoustic. Not a perfect
recording, but brilliantly handled.

plastic sub-platter. To compound the problem
the hole in the sub-platter ( presumably to
allow adjustment to the paddle from above,
without having to remove the sub- platter, but
not explained in the instructions) was at the
wrong diameter and so did not line up. So off
it all had to come again for re-adjustment with the screw down alot further and the
paddle consequently deeper in the trough, to
avoid the aforesaid fouling!
Eventually the plunger was in position,
dipping in as little as physically possible, all
the various bits were back on and the stylus
was lowered. Bass may have been abit
tighter - perhaps - but everything else was
worse and the musical bass quality was
actually inferior.
Playing Stevie Ray Vaughan's 'Voodoo
Chile' from Couldn't Stand The Weather
[Absolute Analogue repressing of Epic
25940], the 'paddled' sound was hard and
compressed. Bass was now heavy. The
previously superb separation was reversed
and it was now more difficult to
differentiate between the

Much more old vinyl
than I've listed here
was played ( too busy
enjoying it to write it all
down). There was some
relatively new stuff too.
Stevie Ray Vaughan's
Couldn't Stand The Weather
[Absolute
Analogue
pressing] really conveyed the
feeling of tap musicians in high
gear playing well — and seemingly
enjoying themselves. Miles Davis's
Kind of Blue [
also
Absolute
Analogue's re- press] was just
brilliant. Britten's Young Person's
Guide to the Orchestra, with the
composer conducting the ECO,
and also Hindemith's
quirky
Symphonic
Metamorphosis
on
Themes of Weber [
from

bass guitar and the drummer's interwoven
and pulsating rhythms. Stevie Ray's voice was
squashed and hardened and the wonderful
flow of this piece was lost. It was as though I
had substituted acheap interconnect cable,
or abelow-average CD player.
Anxiously, Iremoved the paddle and ( sighs
of relief) the magic returned. I
would have
liked to have tried less damping but this was
of course not possible (ashorter paddle
would be agood idea). More was not an
attractive option.
Thus was my short encounter with damping
the Perspective's subchassis. It was not (and
will not be) repeated. Some turntables benefit
from abit of extra damping, but silicone does
create amechanical short-circuit. Great in the
old Townshend Rock, where unwanted
movement between headshell and platter was
reduced, but not so good when airborne
vibrations are conducted up through the base
plate past the springs and into the subchassis.
IF damping is needed it should be minimal;
as, indeed, is correctly suggested by Pro-ject
in the Perspective manual.

the Practical Hi-Fi/Nimbus
Supercuts
of
Decca
SXL6450 and Decca
SXL6398 respectively]
were both superb, as
were very many ordinary
non- audiophile
pressings. If those shiny
new digital sources turn
out to be as musically enjoyable
as these, I'll be very happy.
Anyway, there was nothing
wrong with the Perspective's sound
in the review situation that needed
'fixing' by damping. Indeed, it's a
remarkable performance from a
package that retails for £ 1000. At
this price there's nothing — apart
from that instruction book and
some set-up niggles — to criticise
and everything to praise. The
turntable is beautifully built, the
arm asuperb bit of engineering and
the Ortofon MC 30 is outstanding,
particularly considering its
cost within the package.
You'd have to go quite a
long way to better the
performance of this
vinyl player, and
find rather more

e

of the folding
stuff too. A
great
disc player and highly
recommended. +

Henley Designs Ltd,
The Old Coach House,
The Street,
Crowmarsh Gifford,
Wallingford
0X10 8EH.
Tel: 01491 834700
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ith Cyrus now described
as an independent
identity now separated
from the Mission loudspeaker
operation, never mind the overarching Verity conglomerate, what
has in the past been simply abrand
and electronic product development group within Mission, is now
becoming an operating company in
its own right, currently of some
£3m turnover.
As the head of Cyrus, Peter
Bartlett inherits a distinctive highfidelity brand and image, originally
the brainchild of Mission founder
Farad Azima and successfully
developed by Henry Azima over the
past 15 years or so. Key designers
such as amplifier wizard Steve Sells
remain on board while a new
headquarters is being prepared to
go with the name of Cyrus
Electronics Ltd. The new company
plans to reinforce its bid for
audiophile- quality, well- priced
products, perhaps setting its sights
even higher than before.
A first indication of this new
Cyrus strategy is reviewed here, a
genuinely
high- end- category
monoblock power amplifier of
150W-plus per channel, costing
close on £2000 a pair. Some tasty
and novel aspects include zero
feedback circuitry and local error
correction control of the unity gain
output stage.
An astonishing continuous rating
of up to 250W/4 ohms is specified,
and yet the amplifier channels are

constructed in those still-appealing,
compact diecast cases: classic
Cyrus practice.
There's no trick used here to
solve the expected heat and packing
problems, no move to an ultra-high
efficiency form of operation such as
Class D or even Class G. Simply,
there's a low-noise fan onboard,
microprocessor-controlled,
so it remains relatively
unobtrusive in
operation and
with its air flow
rate
actively
controlled, and
fully programmed
for both thermal
history and dynamic
programme demand
For anyone still
unfamiliar with the
Cyrus brand, all the
electronics have been
packed half- width slim
enclosure, in recent years made
from a non-magnetic, alloy
diecasting. The integral heatsink
fins are as much afeature of style
as function. These cases
measures just 73mm
high by 215mm
wide by 360mm
deep. However,
a side- by- side
pair are too wide
for a standard
equipment stand
(designed for 430mm
units). Cyrus does
offer a matching pillar-

Cyrus offers a high-performance
power amp which can boast the benefits
of zero negative feedback:
the aPA 7rrzonoblock
by MARTIN COLLOMS
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AMPLIFIERS
THE LISTENING SYSTEM
FOR this test, comparison power amplifiers for reference included Naim
NAP250, XTC POW- 2, DNM-Reson PA3s, Cary 300SE LX20, Krell 300i, Krell
FPB300. Pre- amplifiers used were the Conrad- Johnson ART, XTC PRE, Cyrus
PRE aCA7/PSX-R, Audio Synthesis Passion passive control unit; and the Krell
KPS25S pre- amplifier section, used for both bclanced and unbalanced working.
Loudspeakers used included the Wilson WITT II, Quad ESL63, B&W Nautilus
803 and Audio Physic Libra. Cables were van den Hul First, van den Hul the
Second ( balanced) and van den Hul CS] 22 Hybrid speaker cable, Transparent
XL interconnect, and Transparent Musicwave Plus series interconnect and
loudspeaker cable. Sources used included the Krell KPS25S CD player section,
and Nairn CDS ll and Marantz CD7 CD players.

type stand called the
`I-lark'; given its
ergonomic
construction and
its known sonic
performance, this
unit is a valuable
accessory.
So
where
does the new
aPA7 power
amplifier fit in
the range? Top-ofthe- line,
certainly,
though there is an existing
Cyrus product route, which via an
upgrade path, approaches this
upper price/performance point.
That route begins with the
established ',CPA' 50+50W stereo
amplifier (£488), augmented
by a PSX-R regulated
supply (£ 328). Then
you upgrade by addng a
second PSX-R and
XPA, and convert the
amplifiers to mono
operation, reaching a
total of £ 1652 for
what
has
now
become
a four
module amplifier
system, running at
100W/ch
with
regulated supplies.
Now, for a still higher
current output, zero feedback
technologiew and 150W/channnel,
you can move straight to ' go' with
the ,aPA7, avoiding the upgrade
route entirely, but paying the full
£1896 for the privilege.
As regards facilities, the review
monoblocks had both single-ended
and balanced signal inputs, a feed
through connection (single-ended)
for additional power amplifiers (for
example, for bi-amping) and a
Cyrus Bus connection to chain all
the unit microprocessors for
synchronised working. Power input
is via adetachable two pin IEC and
the amplifier is supply floating,
double insulated, avoiding possible
system ground loops.
Two sets of high current speaker
terminals are provided for biwiring, to the BFA format. Spare

N
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plugs are provided. There is no
headphone facility, this any case
awkward
to
provide
on
momoblocks. If you have a
matching Cyrus PRE CA7 remote
controlled pre-amplifier you will
find a dedicated auto- muting
headphone facility on board.
A microprocessor manages the
thermal issues — protection, DC
sensing
and
temperature
monitoring — and it also controls
the standby mode and soft start
features. If driven hard at full
power the cooling fans are essential
but their speed is so controlled that
it's hardly ever likely that they'd be
audible — I didn't hear them
during extended listening.

SOUND QUALITY
Cyrus had warned that the system
would take some time to settle
down once installed, and was right.
In particular, the power amplifier,
though notably pleasant from the
outset, seemed clouded in a light
mist. or asoft veil if you prefer.
With continued use, clarity
improved, and while that pleasant
character remained, a more
convincing level of dynamic interest
was also revealed.
Compared with run-of-the-mill
solid-state amplification, the aPA7
seemed significantly laid back,
almost to the point of selfeffacement. Initially worrying for
our test listeners, it turned out that
the extreme lack of hardness or
aggression in this Cyrus sound was
sufficiently unfamiliar to require
some acclimatisation.
Such
a situation
is
not
uncommon when reviewing some
of the more wayward valve/tube
amplifiers, especially of the zero
feedback variety, a point of design
similarity with these Cyrus
monoblocks. In the case of the
valve
amplifiers
the
accommodation is also due to the
interaction of a finite amplifier
impedance with the loudspeaker
used for test, while in the case of
the Cyrus that particular question
does not arise. Instead, the gentle
tonal quality is a characteristic of
49
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DIGITAL
No.39
integrated cd processor
£4,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor
£3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £ 6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION •
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier
Arriving...
No.334
dual mono 125w power amplifier £ 5,495.00
No.335
dual mono 250w power amplifier £7,495.00
No.336
dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00

PROCEED'
Proceed AVP audio video processor £ 4,700.00
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS
Proceed AMP5 five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL
Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker

Opal designs Ltd
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5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex
UB6 OAA

telephone 0181 930 7972
www.opalco.uk
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AMPLIFIERS

the amplifier design. Indeed,
several listeners might regard this
as one of its more endearing
aspects.
This amplifier has undeniable
clout, by far the best yet for Cyrus,
and with it great load tolerance and
a complete sense of security and
control at and beyond full power.
A little more dynamic punch oz
transients would be welcome in the
mid and treble. In the bass it was.
tight and clean, but in a rather
measured way — still more kick
would fully secure the listeners'
attention.
Subjectively, its tempi tended to
be mildly ' downbeat'. That
steadiness lent satisfying weight to
classical material and allowed an
extended composition to develop

without being hurried. Initially in
the listening sessions it was felt
faster- paced rock was rendered
more politely than it should,
reducing the quality of rhythmic
involvement. This criticism was
then laid at the door of the ConradJohnson ART pre-amp, obviously
below par when driving the low 19k
ohm input impedance of the Cyrus.
Ishould have known better!
This matter disposed of, we
moved on to other aspects of this
Cyrus amplifier which caused far

There was no
significant
coloration, and
this aspect put
the aPA7 up
with the top
amplifier
references

less disagreement.
Once on song, 50 hours in, the
clarity improved to a high level,
moreover notably fine resolution
was maintained over the entire
frequency range. In fact all aspects
of quality were found to be very

constant regardless of range.
Nothing ever stood out of the mix
or gave unpleasant surprises, no
matter what volume level or load.
Bass was rated as very well
extended, neutral and informative
as to tune playing. The mid was
very neutral indeed, complemented
by the sweet, airy treble, again
highly neutral and well balanced.
There was no significant
coloration, and this aspect put the
aPA7 up with the top amplifier
references. In addition some of the
best aspects of triode neutrality
were successfully expressed in this
friendly- sounding
solid-state
design.
Orchestral brass was most
faithfully reproduced, rendered
without glare and with a proper
tonality. Orchestral strings were
silky smooth, no excess steel or
wire, and no false shriek at higher
levels. It provided a big, easy
sound, very low in listener fatigue,
and also gave a fine sense of scale
and good reverberant replay. Image
focus was also rated highly. There
was a singular lack of the usual
unwanted sounds; no glare or
harshness, grain or boom.
Moving on to the reference grade
Krell player, the Cyrus monoblocks
gave almost as good as they got,
sounding for all the world like a
distinguished full-scale reference
than a comparatively cost-effective
design. In many areas, indeed, it
could take on amplifiers selling at
twice the price.
Noting that you need a
controlled source capable of
happily driving the input, you'll
then unleash this amplifier's

SOLID-STATE, BUT ZERO FEEDBACK
DESIGNER Steve Sells broke new ground with
this power amplifier, taking up the zero
feedback gauntlet and finding new
expression for it in a 'solid state' idiom.
There's no loop or local negative feedback
in the usual sense of the word. To achieve this,
rNPUT
BUFFER
aset of linear circuit blocks were cascaded,
each block necessarily of exceptionally high
>-linearity since there would be no feedback to
come to the rescue. Denis Morecroft's patented
T network reservoir capacitors [as reviewed
in HEN/RR] are used, here called 'TPower',
where the four-terminal construction of these
devices improves isolation from the mains and
rectification noise products. Power is to the
rectifiers by acompact 330V toroidal
transformer with phase balanced windings.
A further regulated supply feeds the critical voltage amplifier stage.
Following the SE/balanced input buffer comes the precision Class A
voltage amplifier acomplex zero-Feedback transistor array of such
inner balance that distortion levels better than 100dB down are
achieved at full output level. Acomplementary Class A buffer leads to
the unity, gain bi-polar, emitter follower output. This final stage cannot
be perfectly linear as of right, and employs anovel concept which has
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'T POWER'

REGULATOR +

PRECISION
LINEAR
COMPLEMENTARY
VOLTAGE
AMPLIFIER

BUFFER x1

BI-POLAR
COMPLEMENTARY
CURRENT
GAIN
OUTPUT STAGE

LOUDSPEAKER

'OP UP'-.
SIGNAL
ERROR
ORRECTOR

REGULATOR -

'T POWER'

proved hard to classify. It applies as sort of top-up signal via an
auxilliary stage, helping the follower to accurately follow the voltage
amplifier information. On music transients, up to 80A peak-to-peak is
claimed from this diminutive unit, with up to IkW momentarily
available into below 1ohm loading , the safe operation monitored
and controlled by amusic and load sensing microprocessor. Clearly, a
high level of sophistication has been applied to an old principle.

Please come and see our new EAR
at the Hi-Fi News Show, Room 3028
23-26 September 1999
EAR customers include: Pink Floyd, Ry Cooder, Bob Ludwig, Water Lily Acoustics,
Alta rus Records, Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, The Exchange,
E.A.R./Yoshino Ltd
Rectory Farm, Cambridge Road, Godmanchester, HUNTINGDON, Cambs. PE18 8BP
Te1+44 1480 453791 Fax+44 1480 432006 E- Mail: earyoshinoCdaol.com
Web: www.ear-yoshino.com

AMPLIFIERS
potential; awell deserved 24 points
on my usual listening-test scale was
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CONCLUSION

LAB REPORT
Generally, the
Cyrus sailed

Icouldn't help be impressed by this

through the lab

fine new Cyrus powerhouse. Until
you try it for yourself, you can't

tests, including
load-tolerance,
although it missed
the 40A peak

ultimately achieved.

imagine how dynamically-capable
these compact devices are.
They reach far beyond traditional

the tiniest deviation
around 90kHz.) I
can't for the
moment imagine a
better way to drive
an electrostatic;
and yes, it really

current target by a

Cyrus expectations, presumably

few dB for my two-

showing the direction the new
owners intend taking the brand.
They were indomitable in the lab,

cycles-on 10-off
toneburst signals
driving resistive

very powerful, load tolerant and
essentially neutral in frequency
response as well as distortion

loads. The actual
result is surety
creditable, 25A

characteristics. The excellent
overload
behaviour
was
complemented by the low output

peak. The usual
criteria for loaddriving ability may

impedance and speaker loading

be further
suspended, due to
two further factors
in this design's

impedance, churning out some
200W per channel on programme.
All the protection and control
circuits worked perfectly while both
finish and build quality were first
rate. You should also factor in the
system bus linkage, the balanced
and unbalanced input capability
and multiple output terminals to
appreciate its versatility.
On sound quality, it was not

clipping;: no crash,
no ringing, no DC

push-pull design
such as this, evenorder components
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distortion spectrum,

0.0IW at »Hz, 8ohms

were naturally
surpassed.
Ichecked the
Cyrus claim for
continued low
distortion at lower
powers with an

111111

0.0IW
measurement using

capacity. It met the
150W/ch ratedpower specification,
with frill power

spectrum analysis.
Hum and distortion

output 'wading
I86W mid-band
into my '8ohm'

were both very low,
with third
harmonic just

load, 26 7
. W into 4
ohms. There was

visible at -95dB.
This was 130dB

thus aloss in
output level of only
-1.25dB when
engaging 4ohms.

below peak level, in
digital terms
equivalent to almost

Excellent power

..

•U

I

Fig 2. Cyrus aPA7: frequency response, Xohms

Fig 3. Cyrus aPA7: high-frequency
intermodulation, 19kHz and 20kHz tones

23 bits resolution
[Fig 11. Good

(700mVfor rated
power). The input

that channel
separation

bandwidth was

resistance to radio

impedance was a

demonstrated; even
into 4ohms the

frequency signals
was shown, and

moderate 18.5k

approached
infinity. Noise

power fell only
0.05dB at 20Hz,
0.15dB at 20kHz.
On programme

supply frequency
breakthrough was

ohms at ¡ kHz,
close to spec,
although regular

levels were fine, if
not outstanding, for
example, -82dB

readers will know
that Iprefer higher
values as arule.

CCIR (1kHzi for
1W. At fitll level

duty, the effective

Mechanical noise
was low, mainly

unconditional

power was still
higher, over 200W

mild fan noise at
the very highest

Some care is needed
regarding the choice

stability. With no

into 8ohms, and

power levels,

of matching source

convincing

overload range.
Then there's the

and

In asymmetrical

dynamic distortion.

loud; you hardly
notice entering the

depth

monotonically
decrementing to
higher frequencies.

offset or related

business: on test it offered very
good focus and transparency,
range

but the cruellest
speaker loads tofu!!

driven beyond

This confirms the
ability of this
amplifier to play

perspective. The treble was subtle
and expressive, the mid creamy and
the bass both powerful and tuneful.

factors mean that a
PA7 will drive all

favour. First,
there's the superb
stability when

category, it is one of the most
neutral power amplifiers in the

prone to exaggeration. In its price

did work well with
the Quads.
Together, these

API

negligible.

the unweighted
results were - 100dB
for all noise
(-1I2.2dB, A

Pace, rhythm and dynamics were all

loop feedback, it is

300W into 4ohms.

sometimes 'reading'

or pre-amp if the

weighted). These

good when a load capable source
was engaged ( not a valve pre-

essentially load
independent. It

No wonder it

the duty cycle

best is to be made of

played loud!

frequency of the

this design.

figures were fine
and although not

amplifier!).
When all is considered, the high

shrugged off apure

lab test and listening test ratings
have together assured an easy, solid
recommendation for this product.
The Cyrus aPA7 power amplifier
has all the hallmarks of a design
which will endure.

2µF capacitative
loading with barely

intermodulation
were squashed by
the test results (full

the distortion at
20kHz was
typically 0.06%,

power) an excellent
-102dB Fig
[ 3] .

falling to 0.01% or

protection proved

ohm load for the

-80dB at lower

wideband

frequencies. Quite
simply with falling

effective for short
circuit, temperature
and gross overload.

output level and
current, the

For the subtle 0.5dB points the

distortion got better
and better with no

frequency response
was sensitively

trace of crossover
artefacts. At 1W,

tailored, 14Hz to
25kHz, the -3dB

distortion was in
the measurement
noise floor at
-90dB. The
signature was

points at less than
5Hz and at

an

8

frequency
response, just
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circuitry.
Any concerns
about two-tone

capacitance to
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expected higher
than usual
distortion from a

unbelievably
minute disturbance

Channel balance

PP7M fan drive

zero feedback
design, but not this
rime. At rated level,

atrace of
overshoot. (In Fig
2you can see the

resulting from the
addition of 2µF

Cyrus Electronics,
Huntingdon
PE18 6ED
Tel: 01480
451777

One might have

The electronic

68kHz. DC offset
was quite negligible,

dominated by
lower-order

while just 58mV
was required for 1
watt, with 785mV

components,

for full power

was better than
0.1dB, while the
floating monoblock
constriction means

state-of-the-art,
they don't prejudice
the very good
overall lab
performance rating.
Cyrus aPA7

Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms

150W;21.8dBW.

4 ohms

240W;20.8dBW

Measured power (
dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
22.3 22.5
22.4
Continuous 4ohms both
21.2 21.2
21.1
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
23.4
4 ohms
22.8
2 ohms
21.5
Output impedance(ohms)0.024 0.081 0.052
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -80 -81 -65
At OdBW 8 ohms >-90 >-90 >-79
Channel separation
infinite
IntemrodulatIon distortion (
dB)
(19k/20kHz 1:1) rated >- 78 OdBW >- 102
Peak current via 1 ohm, 2.2uF
2m sec pulse
+ 25A -25A
Signal-to-noise (
full gain) rai OdBIN tel full level
22Hz-22kHz
78dB
100dB
wtd
91dB
112dB
Channel balance
>0.1dB
18.5k ohm 0.2nF
input impedance
58mV IHF, OdBW
input sensitivity
0.785V for programme clip
<3mV/<3mV
DC offset, L/R
-0.5dB, 14Hz to 25kHz;
Frequency response
-3dB < 5Hz to 68kHz
Dimensions (
whd)
215x73x360mm
£1896 ( pair)
Typical price (
inc VAT)
*where Odilv .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms
•
-•••
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hree of the latest compact
disc players to hit the UK
market,
these
players
represent respective manufacturers'
widely- differing approaches at
around the key price- point of
£1000.
In
terms
of sonic
performance they already face stiff
competition from recent players by,
for example, Arcam, Meridian and
Naim; these makes all have
comparable models which rate as
among the finest players of compact
disc at around this price.
Additionally, Audio Analogue and

Here is a trio of new CD players,
all at around £1000, to whet the
appetites of digital music lovers:
the Audio Analogue Maestro,
Linn Genki and
NAD S500 Silverline
by ANDREW HARRISON

Linn already have players which
(for difference reasons) can be used
as points of reference to compare
with their own newer models, and
these companies kindly lent them
for the purposes of the review.
At this price — amonth's pay for
many in the UK — we now expect
not just agood-sounding and wellmade CD player, but one that
sounds fantastic, is built to last, and
looks like a £ 1000 too. What is
perhaps more often found at this
price is a CD player that looks
stylish enough, is suitably well-

BILIPTLIC
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CD PLAYERS
made, but sounds like abudget CD
player dressed up sonically to
impress.
In these cases, a
combination of the limitations of
the format itself and me- too reworkings of a mid- priced design
combine to make a so-so piece of
hi-fi that is unlikely to
make you race home
to play music in the
evenings.
Some
manufacturers are
candid enough to
concede the point, and
explain that the product
exists only to satisfy a
consumer need for amodel
at that price. Others offer
hype that would have you
believe that they are the only company to understand digital
electronics, or to realise the
importance of an ' anti-resonance'
mechanism or casework, or to
provide the golden converter chip
that will turn a 16-bit source into a
24- bit master- tape... So you can
see why finding a player that
warrants the asking price can be so
difficult. And of course it isn't
possible to make aperfect player to
sell for £ 1000. But Ihave found
that there is a commonality of
sound from audiophile CD players
at around this price. To stand out,
they have to really work hard to
sound musical, more than just
'impressive'.
So with some of these thoughts in
mind Itook a look and listen to
these three recent offerings. They
were used with a variety of
amplifiers and speakers, including a
system made from some of the best
British amplification available, a
Chord Electronics combination,
powering the classic LS3/5A
speakers, and another system
comprising an old favourite
amplifier combination, the Linn
Kairn/Klout, powering a more
recent mid-priced Brit-box, the AVI
Biggatron. Interconnects used
included van den Hul The Second,
Chord Chorus, DNM Reson,
Ecosse Monocrystal (balanced).
Fed with a very good digital
source, or better yet a good
turntable, either of these systems is
capable of magical results. Given a
mediocre source, the system will
reveal it, and provide aclear trail to
the offending aspect of the source
component.

AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO
Italian
manufacturer
Audio
Analogue was for a long time best
known for its range of amplifiers
like the Puccini and Donnizetti/
Bellini. But last year saw the
introduction of the company's first
CD player, the Paganini, fitted with
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Audio Anologue Maestro:
compact Italian engineering

a 24-hit converter to entice buyers
with in potentially improved
resolution. This £795 model is now
joined by the £ 1100 Maestro,
externally almost identical save the
red silk-screened legends on the
fascia, and the facility for plugging
in adigital source on the rear panel
through an RCA S/PDIF input.
The player is afull-size component
at 443 x80 x32Orrun (whd).
The button layout of the
Maestro, like the Paganini, is quite
unmistakable — push-button
dimples are situated together in a
circular array, reminiscent of a
revolver bullet chambee. This was
not
the
most
ergonomic
arrangement for intuitive access to
the player's functions. Even after
some extended time using this
panel I had to check before
pressing, as it just didn't feel
logical.
Inside, three transformers
provide independent supplies for
different sections of the player,
against the Paganini's two; and
larger reservoir capacitors are used
along with more stages of voltage
regulation.
For conversion, the Maestro
sports two Crystal CS8414 input
receivers: presumably to deal with
both on-board data and that from
the external input. The converter
itself is an Analog Devices AD18155
surface- mount
component,
replacing the Crystal CS4390
(through-hole mount) used in the
Paganini.
An
unusual
but

The button
layout of the
Maestro, like
the Paganini,
is quite
unmistakable
— pushbutton dimples
are situated
together in
a circular
array,
reminiscent
a revolver
ballet chamber

e

promising sight, adjacent to the
audio output sockets, is the alldiscrete output stage with its 0.1%
tolerance resistors and Elna Starget
capacitors.
Transport mechanism is courtesy
of Sony, as with the Paganini, and
this time it again undergoes the
Audio Analogue treatment, with a
solid metal strengthening plate
across the top of the mechanism
bearing the company logo. The
RCA digital output, unlike the
Paganini's, does not carry a switch
to disconnect. But the digital input
is a more attractive proposition.
There is no switch to make this
active — simply start playback from
a connected CD or DVD player
and it will automatically override
the
player's
onboard
CD
mechanism, dropping the orange
backlight display in the process to
leave the Maestro to its DAC
duties.
As a weighty reminder of the
Audio Analogue way of building
electronics, both the Paganini and
Maestro are built around a very
heavy gauge steel chassis to imbue
the company's CD players with the
feel of sturdy quality.

SOUND QUALITY
The Maestro is avery smooth and
refined-sounding player. It has a
light touch with cymbals and the
subtle acoustic space of arecording,
as Ifound in the Dave Brubeck
Quartet's Time Out [
Columbia, CK
65122], where ride cymbal and
brushed snare were reproduced
with convincing zest while also
showing the subtle finesse of
ringing metal. Stage width was
respectable too, giving a pleasant,
open feel to the sound here. Timing
was not so good. In fact I
sometimes felt that this Italian
prima donna was so focused on
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CD PLAYERS
sounding tonally accurate and
sophisticated, it forgot it was
playing music produced by
musicians. If classical music is your
exclusive preference, then its
mastery of timbre can be seen as a
definite advantage over the
competition.
Playing Pink Floyd's ' Fearless'
[Meddle, EMI CDP 746034], the
Maestro showed it was far from
living up to its name. The straightfour rhythm with its snap in the
fourth bar, a quite straightforward
pattern, was lost on the Maestro; it
carried the song on a dynamic
plateau that was nevertheless rich
with airy detail but devoid of life.
Further on in the same album, the
LP-side-long track ' Echoes' really
started to show up some differences
in approach of the three players. By
comparison with the other two, the
Maestro was somewhat slower and
laboured here. Wright and Gilmour
vocals were less a part of the song
and were harder yet to differentiate.
The strong rhythm break before the
halfway lull in the song was very
wide, with bass and drums panned
hard left and right, but was
comparatively loose and lacking in
pace.
Against Audio Analogue's own
Paganini there were clear benefits in
transparency, although Ifound
myself enjoying the Paganini, with
its slightly better feel for rhythm;
and it could seem marginally more
'musical'.

LINN GENKI
When Linn finally relented and
manufactured aCD player in 1991,
it was a carefully engineered twobox affair. The Karik and Numerik
was a transport- and- converter
combination, using adigital link for
disc data from the transport to
DAC, and a clock link from DAC
to transport to synchronise boxes
and thereby reduce data-induced
timing errors. Following soon after,
in 1993, was a one-box entry-level
player, the Mimik, using the then
newly- fashionable delta- sigma
conversion technology, and a
cheaper transport mechanism than
that of the metal- based Karik.
These models are now being
phased out in favour of the
obscurely-named Ikemi and Genki,
extending the Linn propensity for
foreign- sounding
model
designations to new Far Eastern
heights.
At £995 the Genki can be seen as
aregeneration of the Mimik. It is a
midi-sized unit, to match anything
else in the Linn Products line-up,
measuring
315x 74 x325mm
(whd). Linn has developed its
digital know-how even further of
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late with the statement CD12,
fanfared to the public last year; with
some CD12 lessons in mind the
Genki could be considered awholly
new product.
Unlike the conventionallypowered Mimik, the Genki
uses a switch- mode
power supply, a
technology
previously
exploited by Linn
solely
in
its
costlier source and
control products.
The CD mechanism is a
Sanyo-sourced unit similar
to the Mimik's. Conversion
electronics are quite different
though: where the Mimik used a
Crystal CS4328, the Genki is fitted
with a brand-new Burr- Brown
PCM1732, a 24/96- capable chip
that comes ready fitted with an
HDCD filter licensed by Pacific
Microsonics. And most of the
printed circuit board of the Genki is
now populated by surface- mount
technology, against the original
Mimik's through-hole construction.
Volume control is afeature of the
Genki not seen on any other player
in this review. Linn has added this
facility — executed in the analogue
domain with a switched resistor
network
to
overcome
the
resolution-reducing limitations of
digital gain control — to allow users
to bypass the pre- amp in a pre/power system. It could also be used
creatively to feed two or more
different rooms with independent
control of volume, or bi-amp,
thanks to a total of two fixed and
two variable outputs. For the main
listening tests the fixed output was
used.

SOUND QUALITY
The Linn Genki's take on the
Brubeck album was very good but
for entirely different reasons.
Compared to Linn's own Mimik,
the Genki also has more refinement
and class. Where the Mimik has a
fair grasp of rhythm and drama,
sometimes at the expense of
smoothness, the Genki was a kind
of quiet artisan, tripping out notes
at a believable metre, but with far
more restraint than the Mimik. It
even sounded understated at times
— particularly in depth of bass
where alittle more authority would
not have gone amiss. But the more
sophisticated digital hardware
inside certainly seems to pay
dividends in the revelation of detail
that the Genki offers. Compared
with the Mimik it has an altogether
smoother, wider sound, closer in
fact to that of the Karik III.
For the Meddle track ` Fearless',

Inside the Linn Genki

Unlike the
conventionallypowered
Mimik, the
Genki uses a
switch- mode
power supply,
a technology
previously
exploited by
Linn solely in
its costlier
source and
control
products

the Linn Genki struck a
good compromise between
the approach of the other two
players. It certainly was no stranger
to the concept of good timing, yet it
also offered asmoother balance and
better apparent resolution than the
NAD. On 'Echoes', the Genki split
up the voices alittle better, showing
up individual sibilants and fricatives
in the lush, treated, lyrical verses.
The instrumental riff was handled
tightly, if lightly. The Maestro
showed deeper and smoother bass
here, but it was undamped and
wayward in comparison. The Genki
had a much tighter rein on the
pattern, possibly to a fault as its
bass quality was less fulsome and
perhaps too superficial. To make an
added comparison, an Arcam Alpha
9, while not holding the world title
for best bass, showed depth and
precision were possible. And width
too — none of the three players on
test could compete in terms of
imaging with the Alpha 9. In the
vocal passagé, for example, it could
dredge out not just the character of
similar voices but, simultaneously,
more of the ethereal atmosphere
that reverberates all around.

NAD S500 SILVERLINE
Moving
upmarket
from
its
established position of simple and
affordable separates, NAD has
created a system with style and
high- end ambition — the NAD
Silverline system.
The £ 1100 S500 CD player is
certainly aslim and modern looking
unit at 445 x62 x285mm (whd), its
white metal finish making a
modernistic change from the usual
black or silver.
A Philips
mechanism feeds a Crystal 24-bit
CS4390 converter, leading to a
five-pole filter and Class A output
stage using Burr- Brown op-amps.
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CD PLAYERS
Digital and analogue circuitry are
mounted on separate PC boards,
with attention paid to ground
planes on the double-sided PCB.
NAD literature tells us that the
S500 is easy to use thanks to a
complete absence of frivolous
features. The front panel is
certainly quite spartan: four buttons
means
that
stop/open
and
play/pause buttons are doubled-up.
The remote handset is compact,
but in scaling down, some features
such as Repeat track/disc have bken
left out. However, an optional S70
Silverline system remote gives back
some of these features. Closing the
drawer requires button pushing, as
the usual trick of gently pushing the
drawer does not work here.
A notable omission is any display
dimming or ' off' option. The
display is clear and friendly to look
at, but it would be more relaxing to
be able to kill the lights sometimes
— a feature absent on all three
players but more obtrusive with this
machine.
To my eye the NAD is the most
utilitarian yet still visually appealing
of the three models. With its
platinum- coloured finish (which
does finger mark rather easily,
incidentally, so perhaps not ideal
for a young family home), clear
bright-blue fluorescent dot display
and generally ' pro' appearance, it
certainly looks the part. Adding to
the professional image are the
connectors on the rear: while the
Maestro offers sturdy RCA phono
sockets firmly bolted to the Audio
Analogue casework, and the Linn
uses PCB- mounted analogue
outputs joined by a professional
BNC S/PDIF, it is only the NAD
that has BNC and an AES/EBU
balanced digital output, plus
balanced
analogue
XLR
connectors.

SOUND QUALITY
This Silverline had a full sound,
providing agood attack and body to
acoustic guitar, for example, and
deep, firm bass. It could sound a
little hard in the treble register in
harmonically complex passages,
and when faced with layers of
cymbals and percussion in tracks
like ' Original' from Leftfield
[Leftism, Columbia, HANDCD2] it
could lose the struggle for clear and
accurate reproduction. Where it did
excel was in rock and pop generally,
where it had afair grasp of pace and
timing, if not as convincing as with,
say, a Naim CD3.5. Through the
balanced output, it sounded more
expressive and dynamic; a typical
benefit worth noting if apartnering
amplifier offers the facility. Given
this chance, it could provide even
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Inside the NAD S500
Silverline

more substance to the sound,
particularly in the bass, without
sounding unduly coloured or heavyhanded.
Turning
to
the first Meddle
track,
NAD's
S500 carried it off
better than Audio
Analogue, a little
boisterous
in
comparison
but
certainly
more
entertaining
and
interesting to listen to.
On ` Echoes', the close
vocal harmony from Rick
Wright
and
David
Gilmour could be heard
squeezed up together in a
mono mass, with no clear
indication of who was taking
which part. The NAD was
further felt to be too 'pushy' in
its presentation, even though it
did keep the beat convincing.
The drawback with the NAD
seemed to be its tendency to
harden up on electric instruments,
bringing the soundstage a step
further forward and exaggerating
midband presence. Some systems
may bring this out as just alittle too
intrusive.

CONCLUSION
In summary, Iregret to have to say
that none of the three players here
could quite match the ease and
naturalness that some of the very
best players at around this price, or
perhaps at a little more. For
example, a smoother and more
integrated ` analogue' sound could
be had from a Meridian 506
(£1200), which in turn bested the
Alpha 9 (£799), at the expense of
some lost spaciousness and
revelation of low-level details.
Coming back to the players on
test, Ipersonally found the Maestro
to be too 'pretty'-sounding without
really holding a tune. The NAD's
sound was alittle rough around the
edges and overly- forward in
character, making it tiring to listen
to for long periods. And the Linn
was unusually lightweight and
constricted in the bass. Positive
attributes there are though; and if
the sound is to your liking these
extras must be worth bearing in
mind.
The NAD S500 has sturdy
construction and comprehensive
connection facilities, and asimilarly
robust and forthright sound that
will bring life to many discs.
The Audio Analogue Maestro
may lure with its Italian crafting,
and afine open sound that will suit
classical tastes especially. And
adding a 24/96 digital input here is
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a useful bonus for anyone wanting
to experiment with the sound of a
DVD player. This option was tried
with a 16/44.1 CD source and
found to offer that same smooth
and extended character heard from
the Maestro alone.
Balancing the technical and
musical abilities, the Linn Genki
showed itself to be an excellent
player, and by over £ 100 the least
expensive of the three. It also adds
HDCD playback of suitable discs,
and acomprehensive system remote
handset. And if you decide to make
use of its in-built volume control,
the Genki makes it possible to
forsake a pre-amplifier and further
reduce the overall cost of a CDonly system.
If these three players were on
demonstration at adealer, Iwould
probably be initially impressed by
the upfront NAD S500, then
seduced by the Audio Analogue
Maestro's silky finery, until Iheard
the Linn Genki and decided that
this was asafe middle ground. But if
Ialready had, say, an Arcam Alpha
9or Meridian 506 at home...
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LOUDSPEAKERS

W

hat is it that on a good
day can make reviewing
such a deeply satisfying
experience? First and foremost, or
this is how Inaïvely thought of it at
the beginning of my career, is the
pleasure of listening to music and
getting paid for the privilege. Then
comes the frisson of excitement
when anew, much anticipated piece
of equipment arrives on the
doorstep.
. This product has appeal on both
counts. The Wilson Benesch name
carries real cachet, and even if it
didn't, the £9000 asking price for a
not excessively large two-way would
be quite sufficient to whip up a bit
of interest. But its reputation did
precede it, and the prospect of
exploring my CD collection though
•such a promising loudspeaker held
considerable appeal.
The ACT Two has a rather
peculiar relationship with the firstever Wilson Benesch loudspeaker,
the ACT One. It looks very similar,
except that the Two is about
100mm taller. Additionally, the bass
and mid/bass drivers in the new
models are a newly- designed inhouse type called the Tactic,
replacing the ACT One's Scan
units, though the Scan top-of-theline Super Revelator tweeter is
retained. In many ways, the ACT
Two seems rather like asecond stab
at the market addressed by the ACT
One, but just to confuse matters, the
latter can be upgraded with the new
drivers, though not of course the
taller box, and the result is said to
be well on the way to ACT Two
performance standards. As Ihave
yet to hear an ACT One, Iam in no
position to comment on the
effectiveness of the upgrade.
Sorting out, from the acres of

hyperbole in the paperwork
supplied, just what makes the ACT
Two special is no easy matter; but it
is avery exacting, and in many ways
ahighly original design. Most of the
woodwork, for example, consists of
solid CNC-machined hardwood,
which is employed almost as akind
of exoskeleton to support ( and
provide mutual damping for) the
curved side panels which are made
from carbon fibre composites. The
result is that the first bending modes
for the ultra- stiff side walls are
claimed to be above 30kHz: well
outside what is normally accepted as
the audio frequency band. The front
sub-baffle, on which the drivers are
mounted, is an aluminium panel
with stainless steel inserts to provide
a proper purchase for the driver
mounting screws. Another benefit of
the elaborate enclosure shape is that
it virtually eliminates parallel
internal surfaces ( even the top is
angled downwards, so you'll have to
find somewhere else for the flower
pot), and it provides a smoothly
rounded exterior surface to help
dispersion.
Other elements of the ACT Two
are also surprisingly complex. The
base, for example, is in three
separate layers: acentral steel plate,
cut away to allow for airflow from
the downward-facing port (there is a
second port on the top rear), is
sandwiched between two machined
MDF sections. Large turned alloy
structures support four massive
14mm stainless steel spiked feet.
The speaker terminals are only
accessible from below, but there is
no pretence of meeting industry
standards.
Instead,
massive
downward- facing screw terminals
are fitted allowing single, bi- or even
tri -wiring, using shorting plates.

Not such amonster as the top-of- the-line Bishop,
the Wilson Benesch ACT Two nonetheless includes
WB's new Tactic drive units and much else besides
by ALVIN GOLD

Sheffield
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The Wilson
Benesch name
carries real
cachet, and
even if it
didn't, the
£9000 asking
price for a not
excessively
large two-way
would be quite
sufficient to
whip up a bit
of interest

Speaker terminals that are only
accessible when the speaker is laid
out flat are a well known cause of
hair- loss among the reviewing
fraternity, but make perfectly good
sense in the fit-and-forget situation
of normal domestic surroundings.
Though the two-way driver
complement
is
conventional
enough,
there
is
nothing
straightforward
about
the
implementation. Pride of place goes
to the proprietary Tactic dualpurpose bass and bass/mid unit. The
basket is no ordinary alloy
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LOUDSPEAKERS
diecasting, but is fully machined
from asolid aluminium billet, which
allows the gap to be defined to
much greater than the usual levels of
accuracy. Special attention has also
been paid to air- flow. The
metalwork behind the cone has a
very small reflecting area facing the
cone, though it is built up in the
depth plane to preserve strength.
The magnet is an axially magnetised
and vented neodymium iron and
boron type, which is claimed to have
some 50% greater field strength
than the ferrite magnet on its
predecessor, as well as being only
half the size. This too helps reduce
the acoustic loading on the back of
the cone.
Ah yes, the cone. With Wilson
Benesch's
love
of
obscure
terminology, this is described as
being based on an isotactic polymer.
This term of course does have a
specific technical meaning, but
roughly translates in this application
to a multi-layer woven construction
which is ' consolidated' by melting
neighbouring fibres into each other.
The result is a stiff, light structure
with some of the characteristics of
Kevlar, but which is said to have a
less ordered resonant behaviour.
The crossover frequencies are not
given in the specification, but the
slopes are, at ' primarily' 6dB octave,
defined by simple networks using
air- core inductors and quality
polypropylene capacitors.
The numbers tell the story of a
design that is comparatively easy to
drive. The 90dB/W sensitivity is
further flattered by the 6 ohm
nominal ( 4.5 ohm minimum)
impedance. Power handling is
230W peak programme by the
maker's figures, and certainly the
ACT Two is capable of sinking
considerable quantities of power
without the telltale signs of
compression or changes in timbre,
though the rather contrived tonal
balance ( see later) becomes
progressively less sustainable at
elevated listening levels, even with
massive
and
absolutely
imperturbable power amps like the
Pass Labs X350 in charge.
The
ACT
Two
measures
1100x230x370mm ( hwd), has an
internal volume of approximately 44
litres, and weight is 48kg apiece.
Finally, bass alignment is 4th-order
using the two differentially tuned
vents described earlier.
From the outset the ACT Two
was immensely impressive in many
respects, but there were also some
rather obvious problems. Tackling
the negatives first, this is not an
entirely neutral loudspeaker. Indeed,
as first received it sounded decidedly
lean, and the balance was clearly
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tilted in favour of the treble. A
loudspeaker
that
can
be
characterised as bright and thin
really doesn't sound like such ahotshot idea, but because the response
tilt was agentle, progressive affair it
was more a characteristic than a
problem, abias that in principle may
have implications for system
synergy, but which was not enough
to spoil the music, any more than
moving afew rows in aconcert hall
would be likely to do. In any case,
the ACT Two changed during the
course of the test. The once rather
reticent bass developed wings during
the later weeks of the test, becoming
more than a little fuller and much
deeper, though it never lost its
control, which is a hallmark of the
design as awhole.
The other problem is harder to
come to terms with. The ACT Two
has an excellent tweeter which
reproduces the harmonic structure
of most instruments, and voices with
remarkable precision, vitality and
subtlety, but it is also clearly alittle
edgy, and in the long term is quite
likely to be afatigue factor. There is
no real solution to this other than
listening from off- axis, which
removes the sting but also slightly
dilutes the magic that the ACT Two
undoubtedly possesses.
The tweeter resonance, and it is
clearly that, didn't respond to
running- in over the period of the
test, and was acknowledged by the
maker when the speaker was
collected at the end of the test
period. It is a known problem
(apparently around 15kHz) that is
currently being investigated, but
which was felt acceptable in the light
of
the
otherwise
excellent
performance. And so say all of us.
Otherwise, all was pretty much
sweetness and light. The ACT Two
fulfils one of my key ideals, by
having much of the midband
integrity and sheer quality of afullrange open panel (the Martin-Logan
CLSIIz remains the Gold standard
here), to whit: it is remarkably open,
detailed and unboxy, though it
doesn't have quite the soundstage
presence and consistency from
different listening angles of, say, the
better bipolar Definitive Technology
models. Where it really parts
company with full- range panels
however, is that it doesn't just do it
in the midband, but also seamlessly
across the whole audio frequency
band, including the deep bass. This
is certainly a trick the CLSIIz can't
manage, and although hybrid
electrostatic/dynamic models often
can, they have problems of their
own, for example related to the
differences in dispersion of the two
sections around the crossover.

However, the reality is that the
ACT Two is not always the sweetest
and easiest transducer to get along
with, and that it poses some very
particular problems when system
building. In particular, it is
incredibly responsive to amplifier
differences. Iused the ACT Two to
help in the assessment of anumber
of amplifiers, and was rewarded by
crystal clear differentiation thanks to
the unusually ` open window' quality
it brought to the party. But it
seemed quite happy even with
relatively inexpensive amplifiers if
they were at least moderately
powerful
and
sufficiently
transparent, with the emphasis on
the second.
Curiously, however, although
tonally tilted towards the treble end
of the spectrum, the ACT Two
didn't respond well to being
matched to partnering electronics
with complementary characteristics.
It general}, came into its own with
amplifiers and CD players that
played to its very special resolving
ability, even if this meant effectively
underlining its departure from
neutrality. To give an example from
CD players that Ihave reviewed
recently in HFNIRR, the ACT Two
was clearly happier with the lively
Copland CDA289 than the slightly
more taciturn Primare D.30.2.
So the Wilson Benesch ACT Two
is sharp and analytical almost to a
fault, but the control and definition,
and virtual complete absence of boxlike artefacts and overhang place it in
a class of its own. Paradoxically
perhaps, stereo soundstaging is
curiously distant, though it is well
defined, and stable off- axis.
Additionally, despite the tilted overall
response shape, the ACT Two is free
of identifiable coloration artefacts,
and is totally unfazed by complex
orchestral and massed vocal textures
that commonly cause congestion and
loss. £8999 is truly aking's ransom,
but in the final analysis the ACT is a
classic of its type, aloudspeaker with
the bandwidth of aboxed movingcoil design and the lightning reflexes
and definition of atop class panel. +
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ithout question, Denon's
DVD-5000 [March ' 99]
is one of the most
pleasurable- to- use DVD spinners
I've ever fondled: spare me the
whining when Istate that its £ 1599
tag seems somehow too little to pay
for such luxury. So what would you
think of a 'poor man's DVD-5000'?
Denon's new beauty is the DVD2500, at £499.99 less than athird of
the cost of the ' 5000. That's still
considered a large wedge by those
who know that the US entry-level is
under £200, or that wise shoppers
here can acquire bottom-end Region
2 machinery for £ 250 in clear- out
sales. But the DVD-2500 is aimed at
users who want more than the
minimum; £ 500 is a fair price for
any model which rises above baselevel dross.
Denon used the truly ` high- end'
DVD-5000 as the reference for its
more humble effort, particularly in
terms of componentry. Inside, the
audio circuit board has been specially
treated to reduce vibration and
improve heat dissipation. The DVD2500's audio and power supply
sections are blessed with better-thanstandard electrolytic and film
capacitors which ' have passed a
stringent selection process to ensure
superior sound'. And superior sound
is the only reason why anyone
shopping for aDVD player steps up
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to a higher price point; the video
performance of even today's cheapest
players is very good indeed.
While the '2500 is nowhere near as
swanky as the ' 5000, it does sport a
rigid metal front panel to reduce
chassis resonance. Amusingly, one of
the reasons the ' 5000 screams
'luxury' is its gold finish; gold is an
option on the '2500. But compare
this Denon to some of its
featherweight rivals: the solid fascia,
the pleasing-to-operate controls and
reasonably rugged construction —
you have to conclude that it exudes a
level of quality quite evidently above
the stamped-out norm.
In contrast to run-of-the-mill swill,
this is aDVD player good enough to
replace a CD player in a serious
system — not just serve as an A/V
add-on. And that is as it should be
because, as with all DVD players, it
plays movie DVDs, 24-bit/96kHz
stereo DVDs ( but without a 24bit/96kHz digital output) and audio
CDs [
see box]. Like every player on

In contrast to
run-of-the-mill
swill, this is a
DVD player
good enough
to replace a
CD player in a
serious
system — not
just serve as
an A/V add-on

Most of what you got with the '5000,
but at a third of the price: that's
the promise of Denon's DVD-2500
by

KEN KESSLER

sale even in this benighted region,
the ' 2500 handles Dolby Digital and
provides MPEG II and PCM data
streams, plus DTS processing.
Physically, it seems like aless wellendowed ' 5000, lacking the ' feel'
which makes using the dearer
machine seem like operating aLeica
instead of aNikon. Its disc orifice is
centrally-mounted above the display,
with the transport controls grouped
to the right. And, before Iforget, this
Denon is one of the fastest-acting
DVD players I've used so far,
navigating around the discs with a
speed I'd thought was not available
from DVD. To the left is a
headphone socket and volume
control, as per the ' 5000 — not
much use if you happen to be
involved in a surround- sound
session, but aconsiderate gesture on
the part of Denon to allow private
listening for stereo.
For those craving surround when
they only have astereo system, there
is afacility called Virtual Surround
Sound ( VSS), which purports to
provide a 3-D effect. As one who
loathes all forms of surrogate
atmospherics, Iwon't comment,
other than to say that anyone
considering any DVD player without
investing in five channels' worth of
amplification and speakers shouldn't
bother. Would you buy astereo amp
if you only had one speaker? But VSS
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AND CAN IT
PLAY CD- R?
LIKE most DVD players (other than
Pioneer's), the Denon would not
play any of the CD- Rs Itried.
Now, this is not adebilitating
fault, because CD- Rrecordable discs
are still not exactly in common use
for audio playback unless you're a
reviewer, or the sort of low- life who
copies mates' CDs. As Barry Fox has
discussed in the past, CD- R — audio
or computing — can be a
wilderness, where standards vary.
I've heard horror stories about
differences down to the choice of
blank disc and about how CD- Rs
made in one drive won't play in
another make's drive. Consider this
aspect only if you must use CD- Rs.

is there if you need it.
Based on a Panasonic drive, the
Denon uses Advanced Digital Servo
technology for laser pickup control to
improve data retrieval and overall
performance. In all other respects,
the Denon is a standard, facilityladen player, the nature of the DVD
beast requiring a graphical user
interface, to control the myriad
properties, accessible through the
comprehensive hand-held remote
and visible through an on- screen
display. The litany includes picture
ratio adjustment, subtitles, repeat
and memory functions, a cinema
voice mode to raise ' the volume of
the dialogue to enhance centrechannel clarity' and other assorted
tasks. Also on the video side, the
Denon employs a 24MHz 10- bit
Video
D/A Converter while
supplying S-Video, two SCARTs
(one with RGB) and two coaxial
video output. For sound there are
two pairs of analogue audio outputs
and optical and coaxial digital
outputs. The Denon is ready
straight-out-of-the-box to feed any
array of sockets it might face.
Iconnected the Denon to the
Lexicon MC- 1processor/pre-amp
via Kimber cables, using S-Video for
the visuals and Toslink for digital
audio. The SCART connectors are
fine, but only the S-Video or coax
work with the Lexicon (and Iprefer
S-Video to SCART), so S-Video it
was. The Lexicon fed a 29in
Panasonic direct- view TV and
Acurus and Marantz multi-channel
power amps driving three Apogee
LCRs and two Apogee Ribbon
Monitors. Once you get over the loss
of the ' 5000's sybaritic luxury, you
can imagine the ' 2500 stealing asale
or two away from its dearer sibling.
I'll be the first to admit that it's hard
not being influenced by the ' 5000-'s
feel and finish; again, you don't
ISM NEW aRECORD REVIEW
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dump Leica for Nikon. But physical
interaction aside, there's nothing
about the ' 2500 to suggest that
you're enjoying anything less than
the ' 5000.
Its sound is deliciously solid, with
lower registers so well-defined that
you'll wonder who ' voiced' it: the
audio guys or the film freaks? It
obviously loves a touch of the
Amies, but, for crediting the

Like previous Denon
models, this one is
designed around
Technics DVD
mechanism

former, Istarted with some
R&B. The opening track on
Terry Evans' Puttin' It Down
[AudioQuest/JVC XRCD]
provides both aheavily textured
voice and bass lines which — while
powerful — possess much subtlety.
While the Tjoeb Marantz CD- 38
blessed it with slightly more warmth
and the back-in-use Vimak exhibited
more detail, the Denon provided
greater overall consistency and
coherence: no lumps nor artificial
thwack. You are led less toward
analytical dissection than with the
Vimak, while you hear more lower
level info than through the Marantz.

Compare this
Denon to some
of its
featherweight
But this is as it should be: the Vimak
rivals: the
acts like asurgical tool and the Tjoeb
solid fascia,
a funky audiophile hot- rod. The
the pleasingDenon rests in-between, so it's easier
to- operate
to match to awide variety of systems.
controls and
What also emerged is atrait which
reasonably
will endear it to both music lovers
rugged
and cineastes: this machine works
construction
wonders with voice. Even without
— you have to
using anything to enhance centreconclude that
channel dialogue (Iset the Lexicon
on ' neutral'), voices possessed a it exudes a
level of quality
pleasant clarity without any added
quite evidently
sibilance. With pure music, the
above the
worth is obvious: all manner of
stamped- out
voices — from Eva Cassidy to Louis
norm
Prima — were more lifelike, if less
touchy-feely-cuddly than through the
Tjoeb.
When it came to video viewing,
the benefit of this super- natural
midband was greater intelligibility,
especially important to a Yank
watching Lock Stock & Two Smoking
Barrels. But the overriding sensation
— beyond deep bass, clear midband
and smooth treble aside — was one
of scale coupled to its surround
sound coherence. In other words, the
Denon sounded big when it needed
to, especially during massive set
pieces ranging from symphonic
bombast to audience applause to, uh,
explosions, all the while preserving
an absolutely seamless 360°
soundfield. What does that have to
do with music? Just try afew DTS
music-only CDs.
DTS is important here because it's
one of the selling points made for the
'2500 by Denon. Alas, there's only
one DTS DVD which will play
legally in Region 2 machines, asad
dose of prog-rock excess from King
Crimson. But, heh-heh, as we've
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learned to our
continual delight,
there are discs which
seem to ignore the
number-in- the- globe
printed on their boxes, so I
was able to assess the DVD2500's DTS capabilities without
having to suffer more Fripp than is
advisable. (No, Iwon't help the proregional-coding scum by identifying
these discs. Let them do their own
dirty work.) Believe me: it is with no
sense of sadism that Itell you the
'2500 excelled with DTS discs. I
only wish that DTS was common
currency, because it showed just how
fine adevice the ' 2500 really is, for
its DTS playback borders on the
dazzling. But this isn't Region 1, so
the format's presence on the UK
DVD-2500 is more a source of
frustration than benefit. Ditto for
every other DTS-ready Region 2
player, unless you look to DTS audio
CDs.
Vince Gill, the Eagles, Clapton,
Mama, Boys LI Men — if you need
proof that multi-channel applies to
music-only material as viably as to
movies, Ibeg that you audition this
player with a an CD as well as
your fave DVD. Even if you aren't
concerned with surround sound, just
wallow in the tonal rather than
spatial coherence, the speed, the
precision evident throughout.
Which leads us to a couple more
doses of paradox:
1} The Denan's biggest selling
point, its most convincing argument
of its worth is, for me, its stunning
DTS playback, but this is aformat
with little support.
2) Its all-too-clever disfflay, which
shows an icon to indicate the number
of channels, works correctly with
DTS DVDs, but shows DTS CDs as
two-channel.
So it's another great machine from
Denon, one to cherish. But Icould
do without the message at switch-on:
'Welcome to DVD World'. When it
comes to Region 2, it should read
something more Dantean.
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CASSETTE DECKS

midst

DR- 10

T

here was a time when the
equipment connected to the
Tape sockets on an amplifier
could only be a reel-to-reel
machine, perhaps aGrundig TK, or
for the better off, a Tandberg or
even a Revox. At the end of the
1960s cassette recorders began to
catch on, and by the early 1970s
Tandberg and others were making
very good machines, which
introduced the Compact Cassette
into the world of hi-fi. Then anew
name entered the market, and
quickly established itself as the
purveyor of the best cassette players
available. Iam talking of course
about Nakamichi.
This Japantoe company turned
what Philips had originally developed
as an office dictation medium into a
true audio delight. A reference to
ZX1000, Golden Dragon and CR7
needs no further explanation to most
hi-fi enthusiasts; these names stand
as benchmark terms. More recently,
however, the advent of MiniDisc has,
especially through aparticularly
intense advertising campaign, led to
the decline of yet another analogue
source before the all- conquering
digit. The contraction in demand for
cassette decks was such that
Nakamichi withdrew a couple of
years ago — accompanied by much
wailing and gnashing of the odd
molar from distraught `Nak-people'
everywhere.
As MD continued to fall in price
whilst improving in performance,
and CD-R become widely available,
the secondhand market became the
hunting ground for those wishing to
extract the best from their
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Though Nakamichi's current
product lines range from in- car to
lifestyle systems to DVD, the company
still plays to its original strength
with this (almost) brand new, high
quality three- head cassette deck

by TONY BOLTON
recordings. However, all was not
lost. Nakamichi has relented, and
dug deep into its parts bins to
produce two new decks, the twohead DR8, and the Discrete Head
DRIO. These are, in fact, reissues of
the DR2 and DR3, and, according
to the manufacturers will only be
available for a limited period of
time, and in limited numbers.
They retail at £ 550 and £ 800
respectively, and so face intense
competition from MD. A Pioneer
MJ-D508 MiniDisc recorder was
borrowed to compare to the DRIO,
to find out whether the new format
had truly ousted the old, or whether
media
coverage,
and
the
conveniences of digital media, such
as instant track selection, had
swayed the public, despite any sonic
deficiencies.
The two new Nakamichi cassette
decks differ little visually, apart from
the addition of amonitor button on
the fascia of the DR10, to enable
switching between the recording

This Japanese
company
turned what
Philips had
originally
developed as
an office
dictation
medium into a
true audio
delight. A
reference tc
M1000,
Golden Dragon
and CR7 needs
no further
explanation to
most hi-fi
enthusiasts...

being made, and the source, for
instant comparison. Otherwise both
are well- presented, with black
brushed
aluminium
fascias
containing the traditional Nak door
and control buttons. Bias, recording
level and balance are controlled by
rotary knobs which have a smooth
and solid feel; above them runs a
clear, orange- coloured display of
levels, tape types, Dolby setting and
counter.
As is usual with this make, the
level indicators are the same colour
all of the way up the scale; achange
at the OdB point would make life
just that little bit easier. The minor
switchgear for the equalisation,
Dolby and MPX filter are in the
form of small round buttons, which
lack the substantial feel of those on
my old BX300, for example.
Internally, both of the new models
sport Crystalloy heads, DC Servo
capstan motors, and on the DRIO,
an asymmetrical dual capstan
diffused-resonance transport, which
will be asight familiar to owners of
other three-head Naks.
The DRIO proved the superiority
of the separate record/playback
heads over its two-headed sibling,
and after 24 hours of running in, I
settled down to an evening of
surprises. The first came when I
tried out the headphone socket,
which is mounted low on the lefthand side of the front. Iplugged in
during a quiet part of Beethoven's
Fifth, and was just relaxing into the
sound when a crescendo arrived
that nearly caused instant deafness.
The dynamics are vivid, especially
through headphones! The only
67

In the beginning there was darkness
Then God created Music and it was good
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Composer series loudspeakers from Vienna Acoustics
Somehow the world seems a better place
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problem is that no output level
control is provided, which seriously
affects the choice of headphones
used, if bleeding ears are to be
avoided. Apart from that, the sound
was very involving. The soundstage
was clearly defined and extended
(apparently) for several feet either
side of my head.
A pair of Chord-Company's Cobra
2 interconnects were then plugged
into the phono sockets at the back
and connected to my Quad 33/biamped 303/Kelly KT3 system, and it
was given a few more days of use
before serious listening commenced.
Sources included aThorens TD160
Mk II/Pro-Ject 9.2" DNM Mica, and
TEAC
VRDS
IOSE
CD
player/Musical Fidelity X-1PSU and
X-24K DAC, connected by QED
Qnect and DiMarzio.
The next surprise occurred when
comparing the BX300 with its
descendant. Ihad thought the BX to
be in good shape (and compared to
most decks it still sounds good), but
compared to the DR10 it sounded
grainy and really rather tired. The
younger machine has a clarity and
depth which draws the listener into
the music, rather than just
performing it in front of them.
Pre-recorded tapes had a sparkle
that is often lacking on lesser
machines, Nirvana's Nevermind
album [ Geffen GEC 24425]
revealing the raw layers of Kurt
Cobain's voice, without any added
harshness. It didn't smooth sounds
off, but neither was there any of the
edginess that can make this
recording a trial on some other
machines (have you ever heard it on
a
cheap
Walkman?
Not
recommended). Bass lines were foottappingly tuneful and easy to follow.
Unfortunately, there was also a
tendency to pick out dropouts
equaây clearly on more worn tapes.
Music recorded on other decks was
reproduced with no problem_ A brief
comparison with aNakamir:hi CR4
confirmed these characteristics —
and my machine's need for aservice.
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This is where equipment of this
pedigree has a major advantage.
B&W, although no longer the
distributors, still provide service
facilities for most Nakamichi decks
up to around 20 years old, and can
be contacted on 01903 264141.
Having consoled myself with this
thought, I busied myself with
recording.
A variety of tapes were tried
including TDK D, Maxell XLII and
Sony
Metal-XR.
The
bias
calibration seemed to favour TDK
tapes and produced excellent results
with all three tape types. The Type
IV setting seemed most sensitive to
the variations in coating between
various brands, producing a
somewhat muted feeling to the
sound with Maxell CD90, despite
tweaking the bias control, and a
fuller, more solid sound with the
Sony brand. Signal levels peaking at
up to + 8dB proved possible before
there was noticeable signal
degradation. The balance control
seemed a bit superfluous since the
only signal input is via the phono
sockets, and that signal is usually set
at the source or pre-amplification
stage. The Dolby B circuit worked
effectively enough, and the C type
reduced hiss to virtually negligible
levels without obvious reduction in
the upper registers, or a loss of
spaciousness around the performers.
Since the DR10 had acquitted
itself so well (and Ism aNak-fan, in
case you hadn't guessed) Iwas very
curious to see how well the Pioneer
MD compared. A playlist was
chosen, some digitally sourced and
some on record. The recorders were
plugged directly into the DAC
output for CD recordings and into
the Quad 33 for the vinyl.
It was close, MiniDisc is getting
good, but there are still obvious
differences in the sound. The
cassette, even using TDK Ferric
tapes, had a more threedimensional sound, and had
apparently greater frequency
response. This was certainly
true when using chrome cr
metal tapes, where the
lower noise floor of the
superior formulations allow

A Pioneer M1 D508 MiniDisc
recorder was
borrowed to
compare with
the DR10, to
find out
whether the
new format
had truly
ousted the old
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the ambient detail to be heard more
clearly. Vivaldi's Concerto in G
Major 'Alta Rustica' [ DG 439 4222]
conducted by Herbert Von Karajan,
showed the late Maestro in good
light, the Berlin Philharmonic
performing with a light precise
touch which suits this baroque
bagatelle.
Switching to vinyl, Nina Simone's
vocals and driving piano playing in
Mood Indigo [
Charlie Records
CR30217], whilst again being well
presented by the Pioneer, had just
that extra layer of detail, that extra
blend of texture and colour that
made
for
a more
lifelike
performance from the analogue
gear. This is not to decry the
performance of the Pioneer. It is a
very good piece of equipment,
capable of producing high quality
recordings, it just found itself
outclassed abit in this competition.
The DR10 is good. It is not
perfect, but it has avery good go at
trying to achieve perfection. It is
musical, easy to use and, given the
right choice of tape, makes superb
copies of whatever is fed into it.
Criticisms are few. There can be a
slight hardness to certain sounds,
cymbals for instance, seeming to
have a vaguely sheeny feel. It can
also be somewhat unforgiving with
elderly recordings, a penalty of the
overall open presentation. It can at
times be alittle too open and reveal
the deficiencies of the material, but
even then, it still is an involving listen.
The fixed-level ' phones output is a
definite negative point from the
ergonomic point of view.
Overall though, if you are looking
for apedigree cassette recorder and
want something that is not only built
to last, but has excellent service
backup, then look no further. £800 is
alot of money, but then quality has
never been acheap commodity.
+

I

know
that
the
popular
conception of ahi-fi reviewer is
that he has a certain base of
knowledge that gives him or her a
head start over the general reader.
You might even say that this is a
necessary precondition for the
transaction that is about to take
place. Well sorry, folks, my
sheltered life has meant that
Zingali is just one of those names
that Ifound to my surprise Icould
spell better than my computer's
spell- checker, but for whom
contact was otherwise limited to an
occasional intriguing glimpse from
a crowded hi-fi show corridor.
These glimpses were enough to tell
me that Zingali is a manufacturer
of horn speakers, and the mere
thought of yet another horribly
coloured horn to add to the
plethora already out there would
have been more than enough to
warn me off under normal
circumstances, the abnormal
circumstances in question being
that apair of Zingali's Overture Si
arrived on my doorstep from the
direction of Croydon without my
bidding.
My prejudices have had to be
confronted for this test, as its
subject turns out to be stunning to
look at and endlessly enjoyable to
listen to, though as promised, it is
definitely coloured. Despite the

An intriguing Italian
design that actually
does live up
to its musical name
by ALVIN GOLD
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best efforts of horn apologists, the
evidence of my ears is clear
enough: coloration goes with the
territory, but happily this is not the
whole story in this case, in stark
contrast to a number of horns I
could name but won't.
The Overture 1S is a Zingali's
entry-level model, a member of
what is described as a ' new
generation' of the well established
Overture range. The S series
introduces the latest iteration of
Zingali's Omniray tweeter horn,
which now has the mouth diameter
of the matching bass driver, and
whose outer section echoes the
curves of said main woofer —
though whether these facts are
relevant is left unanswered in
Zingali's otherwise voluminous
notes. Other innovations for the
new series include an inverted
construction, with the bass driver
above the mid/tweeter at the focus
of the Omniray horn. Other
changes introduced with the new S
models include simpler crossovers,
better enclosures and improved
value for money.

A QUESTION OF DISPERSION
That's Zingali's story of course: as
a Zingali virgin, I could not
possibly comment. I can only
repeat
what
the
company
biography relates — Zingali
Loudspeakers Srl was founded in
1989 by Giuseppe Zingali ( a
coincidence, obviously), initially as
a supplier of horn loudspeakers to
the studio world, and only later as
a high- end audio supplier.
Omniray technology followed in
1995, and is billed as the
company's distinctive approach to
overcoming the limitations of
conventional mid/treble horns:
principally their nasal colorations
and limited dispersion.
Essentially a wooden horn
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carved from a single piece of
American Poplar, Omniray is
designed to, quote, ' irradiate' all
frequencies within its operating
range uniformly over a 360° arc
with an angle of dispersion of up to
140°. Make of that what you will,
but the message that Omniray has
wider dispersion than conventional
horns is the one you're meant to
take away. Its operating range is
500Hz-20kHz +/- 1.5dB, though
the crossover point is set rather
more conservatively at 1.5kHz, at
which point a direct-radiating bass
driver takes over the reins. I
pursued this promise of wide, even
dispersion by testing the speaker
with white noise and music, and
discovered that the horn does
radiate over a fairly wide angle,
justifying the claims for dispersion,
but that the treble output varies
greatly and in aquite complex way
— certainly much more so than
with typical direct radiating
transducers — with quite small
changes of incident angle.
Ican vouch for the superb build
quality, though this too goes with
the territory. One look at the
gorgeous wooden overcoat and you
just know that Zingali has to be
Italian. Italian hi-fi usually means
fine- furniture standard woodwork
and the kind of stylishness that
makes a mockery of most others,
and Zingali is one of the very best
with its combination of subtle
curves, fine woodwork and
textured Nextel-like sides and top.
The speaker is supplied with apair
of pedestal stands which are styled
in the same way. It is hard to think
of many rooms that this system
won't complement, and there is
little danger of them overwhelming
their surroundings. The speakers
measure 470 x 230 x 340mm
(hwd), and the stands increase the
overall height to 1050mm.
As an electrical load, the
Overture IS presents few obvious
problems. Impedance is nominally
8 ohms, sensitivity perhaps slightly
optimistically
specified
at
90dB/W/m, which is only 1to 3dB
higher than a non- horn loaded
design of the same size on paper,
and probably less than this in
practice. Power handling is quoted
as 100 watts.
The last is a figure I'd definitely
take issue with, as the Overture
clearly suffers indigestion if pushed
hard with wide-ranging material,
producing burbling orchestral
noises at only moderately high
volume levels. This was when
driven by a Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power amp, which is
powerful enough to push mountain
goats uphill, but which was clearly
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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only just getting into its stride
within the volume range of the
Overture Si.
Does the bass behave? Not
entirely. There is a touch — more
than a touch sometimes — of
boom, and what might be
described as pitch ' pulling', the
tendency of notes near a resonant
frequency ( namely the port
resonance) to be shifted towards
that frequency, though this was
noticed more with rock than with
classical material.
The first thought on running the
speaker was to wonder where the
treble had gone. One visitor put
the Zingali's bandwidth at about
5kHz. Let's be generous and say
that this may be a tad pessimistic,
but there certainly appears to be a
slow, progressive loss of output in
the middle to upper registers, to
judge by the Zingali's warm and
self-contained balance, a not quite
marginal
loss
of air
and,
incidentally, abass that errs on the
side of lush. Tonally, the Zingali
was slightly, though not excessively
on the dull side, and overall it is
hardly the sharpest or most explicit
loudspeaker in creation.
Objectively the Zingali is no
detail demon, and its dynamic
range would be limited by the fact
that it bottles out of any serious
hell-raising well before any damage
to the window panes is a real
possibility. It isn't a very dynamic
loudspeaker, even when it isn't
running into the buffers.

AGAINST ALL ODDS...
So what does this all add up to?
Strangely, the musical verdict on the
Overture 1S is nothing like as
negative as my rather downbeat
description implies. Just the
opposite. Against all the odds, the
Overture is an enjoyable, engaging
loudspeaker: one whose reach is
never exceeded by its grasp, unlike
certain more analytical designs when
used with less then perfect
ancillaries, or recordings that aren't
quite up to the mark. But it is
choosy about the types of music it
likes to play.
By no stretch of the imagination is
this the kind of speaker that makes
much sense with rock. All kinds of
middle-ranking acoustic material
certainly; and the human voice was
clearly at or near the top of the
designer's agenda. In fact the
Overture 1S has a lovely ' singing'
quality, with a smoothness, grace
and freedom from box-type artefacts
that suit this kind of material. It just
lacks the muscularity and sheer
bloody-mindedness to convince with
full-bore rock.
There is a place in the

Zingali's Omniray concept is embodied in ahorn carved from
asingle piece of American Poplar horn

Against all
the odds, the
Overture is
an enjoyable,
engaging
loudspeaker:
one whose
reach is never
exceeded by
its grasp,
unlike
certain more
analytical
designs when
used with
less then
perfect
or recordings
that aren't
qiite up to
the mark
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instructions that warns that knots
and other such flaws in the wood of
the Omniray horn are not faults,
but features. Man has spent years
developing flaw-free homogenous
materials as Zingali points out.
This is right of course: we call such
materials plastic. Somehow this
thought is agood metaphor for the
Overture Si itself, which is far
from flaw-free, but which certainly
doesn't homogenise the music,
which is rich, varied and full of
flavour.
Somehow the word often
associated with Italian products
takes its bow here, namely
'romantic'. There is a warmth
grace and ease about the sound of
the Overture. It's not right; it won't
play particularly loud; but it is
certainly enjoyable, and always
musical, even when the music itself
isn't.
Would Ibuy a pair for myself?
Well no, Iprefer something more
warts-and-all literal, a speaker that
doesn't try to steam- roller
recordings into sounding musical.
But there is something so engaging
and
seductive
about
this
loudspeaker that I can at least
appreciate where Zingali's buyers
are coming from, and would not
attempt to convince them to
change their minds.
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CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Audio Philosophy continues with arange
of amazing single-ended triode amplifiers, which will
take your breath away and give you goose buinps.
Unequalled performance in the single-ended domain,
from the 5watts 2A3 monoblock to the 100 watts
double decker, with prices from around £2000. And
we have 4ranges of speakers to match
The Earmax Pro Headphone Amplifier continues as
the reference single-ended all valve model for all
available dynamic headphones, head and shoulders
above the competition.
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smoothing capacitance and four
ooks shouldn't even enter into
it. This butt- ugly spud of a 'ultra- rugged' output devices.
subwoofer is saved by its ration
Indeed, peak performance is stated at
d'être: size. Almost avisual facsimile
400W, which makes you wonder why
of the far costlier Sunfire cube,
there's going to be an even wilder
REL's tiniest model is small enough
version of the Q200E boasting more
to hide out of sight. And hide it you
power.
will, because it looks as grimly
But aah, the drive unit. The
functional as one of those miniature
company is staying hush-hush about
fan heaters they sell in the colour
this US-sourced unit although it's
supplements. Maybe they should
there for all to see; there's no grille
paint a REL logo or even ahappy
available for this basic edition,
face on the driver surface, or rename
though agrille will accompany the
it ' Medusa'. It's no surprise that its
forthcoming deluxe model. What
Spinal Tap black finish — ideal for,
faces you, naked to the elements, is a
say, an industrial pizza oven or a fat doughnut of asurround and aflat
jack- hammer — is actually called
dust-cap over the diaphragm which
Grittex. But, no matter where you
suggest exceptional durability. I'm
banish it, the Q200E will provide
guessing that it's some sort of
bass you probably never knew
polypropylene, but don't hold me to
existed.
it. The woofer is fitted
As it should. The wizards at
411
`
with a massive 7.6kg
REL have crammed a 250mm /
magnet, contributing
driver into a box measuring
to the Q200E's total
only 298mm per dimension, i
s
weight of 17kg, and
the long-throw unit filling one
surface. REL calls the Q200E
'a revolutionary bass engine',
and you'll pinch yourself the first ‘
time you hear what it can do.
Remember: we're talking just under
a cubic foot; hell, you could stick it
in an LP rack.
REL has also wedged asubstantial
amplifier into this wee cabinet.
Direct- driving the bass unit is a
200W, fully discrete, DC-coupled
MOSFET amplifier featuring a
balanced-bridge power supply, an
`audio grade' toroidal transformer,
25A bridge rectifier, 20,000µF total

REL's Q200E may not
be the first sub in
a one-foot cube format,
but it must be the
best value

by

KEN

KESSLER

cube to
-41
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Maybe they
should paint
a REL logo or
even a happy
face on the
driver surface,
or rename it
'Medusa'. It's
no surprise
that its Spinal
Tap black
finish — ideal
for, say, an
¡Industrial pizza
oven or
ajack- hammer
— is actually
called Grittex

it uses a four- layer, edge- wound
voice-coil.
Given the magnet size, this baby is
unshielded; there's no room to fit an
opposing magnet. But — unlike that
total yutz Matthew in EastEnders —
we all know about keeping speakers
away from tapes, TVs, etc, and the
Q200E's size encourages distancing
the unit away from sensitive items.
REL fits a dynamic electronic
protection circuit called Set- Safe
which maximises bass delivery and
minimises distortion by employing its
own brand of soft clipping. Even
when accidentally hammering the
REL during set-up using the Lexicon
MC- 1's internal test tones, the sub
never sounded like it was going to
break. And yet it was delivering
signal loud and deep enough in
torment mode which would have
caused other speakers to, well,
expire. Quite obviously, then, the
active innards match the driver to
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perfection. Because the smallest REL
must serve in both audiophile
systems as well as A/V surround
installations, the back of the unit is
filled with enough controls and
sockets to ensure that the Q200E can
match whatever form of connection
is on offer. It was thus possible to try
the unit in purist mode, in which
case REL recommends a pair of
Q200Es for true stereo performance,
as well as in AN mode driven by the
subwoofer line output from a 5.1
channel surround processor, with
plenty of scope for fine-tuning.
Because both high and low level
inputs are provided, separate rotary
controls are fitted to adjust level for
either type of connection. Another
rotary controls roll-off, while afourth
allows the user to select modes which
invert polarity, again catering for
both the high or low level inputs, or
to bypass the company's Active Bass
Control crossover circuitry when
using the low level input.
The crossover bears 1% nitrogenfilled polystyrene capacitors, and is
fitted to a double-sided glass-fibre
board with plated- through holes.
Connection to the Q200E is through
gold-plated, panel- mounted phono
connectors for the low level inputs,
while agas-tight Neutrik connector is
used for the high level connection.
Also found on the back panel are a
heat sink, an IEC input socket, and
(just where you can't see it if you
have the speaker facing into the room
as you should) a green power- on
LED. To that Ican only say, 'Doh!'
Supplied with the Q200E are 8mm
spikes and nylon feet, a5m length of
phono interconnect and a 10m cable
terminated for the Neutrik connector. Proudly hand- built in Great
Britain, the REL boasts athree-year
worldwide warranty. Oh, and an
owner's manual which is amodel of
clarity. So, please, read it first.
There is aphilosophical problem
here, which made this review a
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struggle: in either of my listening
rooms, Ihave absolutely no doubt

un
Richard Lord was
always ahi-fi
enthusiast. Home
theatre ..ame later!

Quite clearly,
lie Q200E is so
neutral and so
dean that it
inflicts little
influe ice on
lie scnic
character of
tie primary
pealçer...
heyond
adding bass

REL Acoustics
Vorth Road,
Bridgend
!ndusmial Estate,
Mid-Glamorgan
CF3I 3TP.
Tel: 01656
768777

that Ienjoy ample bass without subbass
augmentation.
Certain
colleagues, specifically a closet
headbanger named Simon who
happens to handle Lexicon and
Runco for the UK, insist that too
much is never enough.
So, whether used to augment
Apogee LCRs ( each with two 6in
woofers) or Sonus Faber Guarneris,
in a room built like a bunker, the
REL could only enhance to a slight
degree. Instead, Ihad to turn to
speakers in obvious need: LS3/5As,
Genexxa LX Pro 5s, Tannoy Rls
and the like. All of which were, uh,
transformed.
Please believe me: I haven't
suddenly ' gotten in touch with my
macho side'. Istill think that bass,
like government, is something which
should be applied judiciously and in
small doses. But the Q200E
accomplishes something so rare
amongst even the more pedigreed
subwoofers that it deserves extra
attention in the Land of the Small
Two-Way.
Quite clearly, the Q200E is so
neutral and so clean that it inflicts
little influence on the sonic character
of the primary speaker... beyond
adding bass. Those who prefer small
speakers but who want more bass
without reverting to a larger model
have always been aware of the
anticipated discontinuities between
main and sub, especially when
mixing brands. The REL blends
seamlessly with so many speaker
types that it's almost uncanny.
But, no, it's not a universal
speaker add-on. The LS3/5As and
the Genexxas appear to have cut-off
points too high to merge perfectly
with the Q200Es, however much
they quite audibly benefited from
lower octave reinforcement.
But, no, it's not a universal
speaker add-on. The LS3/5As and
the Genexxas appear to have cut-off
points too high to merge perfectly
with the Q200Es, however much
they quite audibly benefited from
lower octave reinforcement. But the
next stage up — wow! Bursts with
the old Quad ESLs, the Quad 7710Ls, Sonus Faber Concertinos and
the Apogee hybrids in my A/V set-up
found near-instant synergy.
With the exception of the old
Quads, which were limited by
absolute maximum output levels, it
quickly emerged that a successful
mating had less to do with tonal
character or ( as in the case of the
tinier speakers) usable cut-off points
than it did with speed. The REL is
one fast little sucker, a trait better
revealed in AN mode than with pure
music to the right of hip- hop. In

every case, the speakers it worked
best with were those with intrinsically
snappy bass — whatever their lowest
usable frequencies.
But then we get into the problem
of role-playing, more than ever an
issue when components such as the
Q200E have to wear two hats: audio
and video. REL supplied abrace of
Q200Es for the review, because they
argue quite rightly that you need two
for convincing stereo bass. But it
begs a question: who in his or her
right mind would spend £ 1200 on
subwoofers, when that amount
added to the sort of speakers which
justify augmentation by a lone
subwoofer costing £600 must cost at
least £ 1000? You don't add a £600
sub to apair of £ 00 speakers; you
buy a £ 00 full- range pair at the
outset. Hence, Iwould rather have a
£2200 pair of speakers than a £ 1000
pair plus two sub-woofers.
Which leads me to the Q200E's
real purpose — indeed, the true
rationale behind all subwoofers:
home theatre. Ifound greater worth
in the REL's presence when playing
DVD films than when listening to
two-channel, pure music program
material. OK, so this may be a
personal quirk, and everyone has the
right to switch on their subs whether
they're listening to cinematic events
or straight music; Ijust happened to
prefer the audio- only sessions
without the subs, while Ikept them
thumping away during DVD video
playback.
Naturally, the first thing Itried
was the sandworm summoner in
Dune, which took on more weight,
greater impact and — certainly —
tighter transient control with the
REL in place. As for the volcanic
rumblings in Dante's Peak (
the DTS
version), they seemed deeper and
more thunderous. But the moment
which sold me on the REL for AN
use was the buffalo stampede in
Dances With Wolves: a room-filling
wash of bass signal that crawled
across the floor and rattled
everything in its wake. Switching off
the REL mid- stampede proved a
point Simon has been beating me
over the head with for adecade: you
don't know how much a subwoofer
contributes until you switch it off.
This teensy cube is a minor
miracle. I'll be the first to say that
one should, if buying fresh, add the
£600 to the primary speaker,
because a good biggun' always
hammers a small one. But if you
have an existing system, or you're
creating a 5.1 channel installation
and you wouldn't mind saving some
space, the Q200E is a no-brainer.
You just buy one or two or even five.
It's that easy.
But try not to look at it.
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Audio Synergy
rescuing music from technology
Amplifiers
Loudspeakers
Compact Disc players
Cable technology

TOTEM ACOUSTIC

FURUKA WA

SUGDEN

ART
SUGDEN - The A21a is aclassic and possibly one of the most
successful specialist audio products currently available.
To
improve flexibility, the A21a1 it is now available with a pre-amp
out facility to enable customers to bi-amp. If you already own an
A21a1 yours can be upgraded so please call for details. The
matching A21aP Power amp is still only £649.00, so you can
now have apure class A bi-amp system for less than £ 1450.00.
NEW- Sugden produced their first digital product over twelve
years ago and the latest design is aCD player to match the A21
series. The new CD-21 offers asuperb sound with aclass A
output stage. A great combination with any amplifier, but perfect
with the A21a. If anybody has heard the audio offerings of DVD,
adedicated CD player is still the only choice for music lovers.
HEADPHONE AMP/PRE-AMP - How's this for abrilliant idea'? A
class A headphone amp you can use as aclass A pre-amp.
Three inputs, atape output, Alps volume control, relay switched
and aregulated power supply. This must be the bargain of the
year. Put your name down for one now as this baby is going to
be in high demand, especially at such areasonable price.
BALANCED MONOBLOCKS - 180VVatt class A beasts (that's
right 180VVatts per chan.). The best amplifiers we have ever
heard. SUGDEN have really pulled the stops out to create
something very special. Priced at £6000 apair you can forget
anything else at twice the price. No other amplifier has so much
grip and control, totally awesome!!

TOTEM ACOUSTIC These loudspeakers have been areal eye
opener for us. After reading several stunning reviews in
Stereophile we new they must be good.
When our order
arrived we were completely blown away! The legendary Model
One is possibly the best small loudspeaker in the world at
sensible money. A recent review in the BBC Music Magazine
would certainly fuel that argument as it came top in the group
test. TOTEM ARRO - The ARRO is a tiny floor standing
design that offers an incredible sound stage and realism.
Combined with high quality amplification this speaker will simply
disappear in your room.
The slim design is aesthetically
pleasing and prices start at under £ 900.00.
FURUKAWA CABLES - Not just another interconnect, this is
real cable technology. Rewiring your system with Furukawa
might just be the biggest upgrade you make. Tighter, faster,
cleaner they really make adifference and cost the right money.
ART - A new heavy weight contender in the high- end
loudspeaker arena. The flagship active digital system is unique
and worth every penny of £ 18k! Set up by professional
acoustic software your listening room will turn into concert hall.
If funds don't quite reach mega buck status, two other models
are available employing the same cabinet technology. No other
speaker looks as good or sounds so realistic. The use of focal
tweeters and Pro drivers catapult ART into top slot. Supplied in
piano black (from apiano company) they come with aselection
of solid wood baffles. WARNING! Audition with your eyes
closed, they sell on looks alone. Very very sexy.

Audio Synergy Limited
Tele. 01924 406016 Email audiosynergy@easynet.co.uk
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he more one learns about
Orelle, the more one ends up
being
surprised.
The
company has an enviable track
record producing better than
average sounding, well turned out
and attractively priced electronics,
not least the SA- 100 amplifier and
CD- 100 CD player, and is also the
design force behind another
prominent
manufacturer
of
considerable repute. But Orelle has
recently withdrawn from the hi-fi
electronics component market in
the UK, and relocated its main
manufacturing and distribution
base to Bremen in Germany,
though
R&D
and
some
manufacturing continue in this
country. Now Orelle has started to
design and produce loudspeakers,
headed by The Swing (£ 1200). Of
all aspects of this very capable
product, the name is the least
explicable, unless the idea was to
provide a handle that wouldn't be
forgotten in ahurry.

CONSTRUCTION
The Swing is intended to make an
aesthetic design statement as well
as a musical one. Although not
wildly novel in design, the Swing is
tall, slim and elegant, and should fit
in well in most surroundings —
though taking the abilities and
limitations of the design into
account, small to medium size
rooms will usually be best. The
most unusual feature are the bolton bars that act as a stabilising
base, and which are tapped for
carpet-piercing spikes. Never mind
that the bars are oriented in the
wrong direction to best stabilise the
speaker against reaction forces from
the bass driver, they still help
immeasurably!
This is a two-way, front ported
bass reflex design, using a 140mm
doped paper cone bass unit, and a
27mm silk dome ferrofluid cooled

tweeter. The main figures culled
from the spec sheet are the 8 ohms
nominal impedance and 87dB/watt
sensitivity, which implies the need
for a fairly beefy amplifier, and
power handling of 150 watts, which
is presumed to mean a music
programme figure. The system is
equipped for biwiring, and can be
supplied with natural cherry or
black finishes as standard, with
other finishes available to order.
The main enclosure measures
950 x 182 x 270 (hwd) mm, which
increases to 995mm and 300mm
(hw) when the stabilising feet are
taken
into
account.
It
is
constructed from a wood-veneered
hoop that forms the top, base and
sides, to which the contrasting
textured deep grey front and rear
panels, made from a composite of
Medite and resin, are attached.
The box is strengthened with two
internal shelf braces and a long
vertical brace running from the top
to the bottom shelf brace, the latter
forming an enclosed compartment
in the base that can be used for
mass loading with sand. The
vertical brace also demarcates part
of the rear section of the enclosure
so that the crossover can be housed
away from air pressure changes.
Unusually, the bracing system uses
tongue and groove joints rather
than the usual glue and crossed
fingers.
The Swing is a refreshing
loudspeaker, one that repays
repeated listening. My initial
impressions were that it is
unusually consistently balanced
through the greater part of the
audio band, with a strong sense of
projection and well articulated
dynamics. The only part of the
audio band that makes a separate
statement is the mid-bass, which is
little warm in balance and
exaggerated in level, though from
conversation with the designer it

seems this was adeliberate decision
to avoid the charge often made
against hi-fi speakers of being thin
or emasculated.
Emasculated is not a charge that
can be levelled at the Swing, which
has powerful, and at times even
explosive dynamics, pin- sharp
timing and a sense of forward
momentum
and
drive
with
appropriate material that perhaps
gives another layer of meaning to
the product name. There are other
loudspeakers like this, of course, but
few can also lay claim to the Swing's
accuracy and transparency through
the midband and treble, and indeed
much of the bass region.

CONCLUSION
The principal limitation of the
Swing is that it is not suitable for
high volume levels in large rooms.
The bass driver has a long-throw
magnet system and a largish
(38mm) diameter voice coil, but
the cone area is small, and
the
system
clearly
compresses when driven
hard, though the robust
motor system means that
its output stays pretty
clean even when this is
happening.
As a first loudspeaker
for this marque, the
Swing is well voiced, and
with the exception of the
bass, which could be
better integrated, is
unusually well balanced,
coherent and dynamic. If
you like, it just feels right.
It is alittle expensive, and
this will certainly limit its
acceptance, but as a
strong-minded
and
positive
speaker
of
considerable refinement,
with afull bass to match,
the Swing is certainly 'up
there'.

The Swing is
intended to
make an
aesthetic
design
statement as
well as a
musical one.
Although not
wildly novel in
design, the
Swing is tall,
slim and
elegant

Orelle Audio,
Orelle Ltd,
IMEX House,
6Wadsworth
Road,
Perivale,
Middlesex
UB6 79j.
Tel: 0181-931
1206

Orelle, until now best known for
electronics, comes up with a

¡ho

provocatively- named speaker

by

ALVIN GOLD

swing's
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WBT SPEAKER CONNECTION

...

APERFECT WAY

WBT Terminals &
Power Bridges for Bi Wiring

Wouldn't it

If banana plugs are your pre-

be nice if

ference the Safety pin banana

your loud-

WBT-0645 will be your best

speakers invite you with a set of Top

choice within WBT's range of

terminals to connect your speaker

speaker connectors. Besides the

cable in a perfect way? WBT

tremendous contact pressure and

Safety line terminals are

the bi-wiring option WBT Safety

designed to do this job.
A perfect match cer-

pin bananas are also CE conformable.
(You have certainly figured out why ...)

tainly will be achieved by using WBT Sandwich spa-

In 1999 WBT accomplishes its speaker termination

des on your cable. They are made out of pure cop-

system by the new Power Bridges WBT-0725. Like the

per ( or even fine silver) and have a patented anti-

Sandwich Spades the straps are made of pure copper

vibration system. So: Don't be surprised about their

(or fine silver) and also have a damping system to

superb sonic characteristics!

absorb vibrations.

UK Distribution: WBT GmbH • Germany
Hatzper Strut3e 125 • D-45149 Essen • Tel.: ++49-201-87102-0 • Fax: - 22
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Sooner than
we'd dared
hape, a real
DiAural
sneaker
arrives. This
is probably
the world's
fist handson report...

SUPPLIER
ii ÍA ural
Corporation,
2752 South 1900
West, Ogden,
Utah 84401,
USA.
Tel: + 1 (801)
334-5510
,Evett & Shaw's
:1K distributor is:
Russ Andrews
Accessories Ltd,
Edge Bank
House,
Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Cumbria
1A8 9AS.
Tel: 01539
823247

O

n the day before the
September issue hit the
stands — 5August, 199c) —
Ireceived an ` urgent' shipment via

UPS, four boxes containing two pairs
of speakers. The rush was imperative
to meet this issue's deadlines, the
products
themselves
the
first
manifestations of acurrently hot new
technology. Ten years from now, we
might look at them as defining one
of the pivotal moments in speaker
design, these first examples of
available
in
both
speakers
conventional and DiAural versions.
Hence, Iwas actually listening to
them while you might have been
reading my caution-riddled report on
DiAural in September's ` Headroom'
So here it is: aproduction speaker
with DiAural heard against its
conventional equivalent Igather that
we're the second or third journal to
enjoy the privilege; however, given the
indolence which taints the US press,
this is likely to see prim befem anyone
else's report. Believe me: rm aware
of the pressure this presents, doubly
so because even two pairs of &Pen &
Shaw Pesaros don't do anything to
reveal whether or not DiAural will
work in an identical manner with
other designs. Who's to say that some
licensee of DiAural might not produce
something worse... or better?
Although Ihave spent many joyous
minutes in Even & Shaw rooms at hifi shows over the past few years, Ifirst
had to `learn' the Pesaro. The model
in question is a compact three-way
with some novel features and serious
high-tech styling and finish. Its metalclad enclosure measures 8x/5.75x8in,
shaped as asloped-back affair at an
angle of 12°, reminiscent of others
which use the technique to improve
time-alignment. The solid 8in square
base is made of 6.5 min thick
aluminium plate, which is then
damped with solid bronze rods, filled
with epoxy bonded lead shot and
packed with 2kg of North American
black wool, to produce the lowest
resonance possible. The company
isn't forthcoming about driver types,
other than to say that all three are
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headroom
wall sound. In particular, Inoted two
immediate changes related to this
spatial modification: the first was that
the
stage
depth
increased
considerably. I'm lucky in that Iwas
able to position the Pesaros some 2m
from the back wall, and there were
no unpleasant rear reflections to mess
up the sound. The DiAural version
gave the impression that the rear wall
had moved back another metre or so.
DiAural's second spatial change
was the moving of the main, central
image closer to the listener by afoot
or so, in front of the speaker line.
This, added to the repositioning of
the sound at the back, made for one
very deep soundstage. A by-product
of this was better sound when sitting
off- axis, uncannily so and on apar
with inverting polarity to its correct
Instantly, the Pesaro emerged as a state. In fact, Ray Kimber stressed
the importance of correct polarity
rock-solid performer capable of doing
when assessing DiAural, and the
two things obscenely well: the bass
DiAural Pesaro sounded better
was quite solid and extended —
inverted, while the standard Pesaro
cabinet size be damned — and the
worked best with plus-to-plus.
scale of the image was positively huge.
Another area which benefited from
In these respects, it reminded me of
DiAural was an increase in upper
other
depth-defying
miniature
midband ' air'; Idon't know any other
masterpieces like the Sonus Faber
way to describe it. Not that the
Guarneri and the B&W Nautilus 805.
Pesaro
sounded
congested.
If
This speaker, with or without
DiAural, is a honey, something I anything, you'd think Iwas nuts if
you heard the standard Pesaro and I
could live with and not feel any
depravation whatsoever. Hell, at
told you that the midband could be
improved. In effect, the DiAural
under £ 2000 per pair without the
Pesaro
sounded
more
open,
dedicated pedestals, it's asteal.
something especially evident when
In other areas, the Pesaro can be
listening to massed voices; Big
characterised as warm-sounding but
highly detailed, especially when it
Daddy's ` With A Little Help From
comes to preserving utterly miniscule
My Friends' proved it conclusively.
Down below, bass had slightly
sounds: this speaker has no difficulty
more weight and certainly more
whatsoever in keeping multi-layered
extension. Overall attack was about
sounds separated from each other.
the same, but dynamic swings seemed
On small, close acoustic works, the
more pronounced. This, added to the
Pesaro is just the tool for extracting
slightly forward repositioning of
every nuance; it's one of those
vocalists and lead instrumental parts,
situations where a musician, for
makes
the
.
DiAural
example, could probably
version more energetic
detect which make of
and therefore less relaxing
strings a guitarist was
than the regular version.
using. What DiAural
It firmly joins the camp
does to the recipe is ice
of those components that
an already yummy cake.
grab rather than seduce
No, make it the sprinkle
you. All of which leads
of black truffle on top of
back personal taste.
the risotto.
For me, DiAural is an
Listen: Iwas already
undeniable success, but I
taken with the speaker in
suspect
that
some
non-DiAural form 30
products are intrinsically
seconds into Bonnie'
so good that they'll
Rain's The Glow. Voice,
benefit less from the
bass,
piano — no
improvements. What I'd
complaints whatsoever.
like to hear next is adirtWhat DiAural did, quite
cheap speaker with and
unmistakeably, was to
without. For the time
enhance three or four
being? DiAural's easily
key elements of the
and
audibly
more
sound. The first was to
beneficial than, say, biopen up the soundstage
wiring. Which it just so
even further, quite afeat
given that Iwas already Even & Shaw'sPesaro, with happens to preclude.
Ken Kessler
being treated to wall-to- Diaural networ

dome, protected by acurved metal
grille reminiscent of aMartin-Logan.
Pesaro's cabinet is finished with
acrylic top and bottom caps, the sides
in either Black Powder Coat or HandGrained Metal, costing respectively
$2,550 and $ 2,950 per pair (
circa
£1650-£1900). The company also
makes matching floors stands, which
weren't supplied for the listening
sessions due to the urgency; Iused
24in Partingtons, which placed the
speakers right at ear height.
Little specification is available,
beyond the stated bandwidth of
40Hz-20khz, sensitivity of 87dB for
1W/lm and an impedance of 8ohms
(nominal). I hooked up the nonDiAural version to the Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amp and
pre- amp and Marantz CD- 12.
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Advising our clients on the best quality
and value for their budget, is what makes
Music Mill special in Scotland.
Our position as the foremost quality
hi-fi outlet in Scotland, comes from

look at
the Music Mill.
The new

our reputation for friendly, approach-

Whether or not the Music Mill would

able and knowledgeable advice that

progress into the world of hi-fidelity video
equipment to compliment our superb range

aims toward customer- led solutions.
To illustrate the point, you'll notice
we've put together some high fidelity
combinations on the right of this ad
that we feel offer superb quality and

of audio equipment, was never in doubt.

We recommend ...
In this regular spot, we recommend equipment
configurations that will deliver quality and value
across arange of prices.
Here are three possible hi-fi equipment
combinations.
Rotel / JBL

Our problem was finding the manufacturer whose company philosophy not
only produced superb aesthetic design, but
was also responsible for matchless, easyto- use technology.

Rotel RC97 I
RoteIRD97 I

value for money.
In our opinion, for example,Audio

£225

Rotel RCD97 I

£400

JBLTi400

£550

System total

£1325

Research equipment and Pro Ac
Audio Research / Pro Ac

speakers were made for each other
(right now we've got ARC pre- power
Our search stopped with Loewe.

amps starting at £ 3400) and we invite
anyone with ARC or Pro Ac equipment to come in and let us prove it
in one of our comfortable new
listening rooms.

Please visit our showroom or check out
www.loewade to view this stunning range
of German designed and manufactured
video equipment and discuss how you
might best integrate it with your audio
system.

LOE WE.

ARC CD2

£3399

ARC LS25

£4999

ARC VT I
00 Mk11

£4950

Pro Ac Response 2.5

£2700

System total

£16048

Alchamist / Sonus Faber

Win a FREE Rotel RA93 I
amplifier by answering asimple
question and sending us the
answer by email, fax or phone.
Q: What was the " Record of the Month" in last
months Hi Fi News Record Review?
Send your answer along with your name, address and
postcode and phone number to advice@musicmill.co.uk

Alchamist Kraken
Alchemist Kraken CD

£1250

Sonus Faber GP's

£2200

System total

Phone: 0131-555 3963 Fax: 0131-555 3964.
Entries to be in by 2I
st September I
999.The winner
will be decided by aprize draw. Open to UK residents
only Judges decision is final.

Loewe AV / Pro Ac / Krell /ARC / Martin Logan / Primare / Sonus Faber / AVI / JBL
Marantz / DNM / Alchemist / Roksan / Copland / Project / TEAC / J.A. Michel / Theta

Jim

£600

£4050

All sytems available by mail order
Buy now pay later*.
Above prices do not include cable connections or stands.
Please contact for advice.

Music Mill

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG / Tel: 0131 555 3963 / Fax: 0131 555 3964 / www.musicmill.co.uk / advice@musicmill.co.uk
*Cash price £ 10000. Deposit £ 1000. No more to pay for 12 months.Then either settle the balance of £9000 before the first due date and incur no interest charges or make 36 monthly
payments of £462..78, 29.8% APR (fixed).Total amount payable £ 17660.08. Interest will be charged from the date of the agreement if the balance is not payed in full before the first payment
date. Credit is subject to status.A written quotation is available on request.

CONFERENCE REPORT
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temporal equivalent of 10m. Variation in
subjective preferences was related to
source material, with spoken voice found
to be more spatially confused when using
true physical separation for the rear
microphones.

sthe music industry stark raving mad?
That was the question posed by one
Barry Fox in the closing remarks of an
Audio
Engineering
Society
UK
conference in June. His enquiry was
inspired by the impending format war, as
two ' super CDs' start vying for public
acceptance, namely DVD-Audio and
SACD. Also acknowledged were such
counter- productive ideas as regional
coding of DVD-Video, and even the
industry's foisting of surround sound on
an unwilling public.
Combatting threats to audio quality was
the major subtext of the seminars given
over the two-day conference at Church
House, behind Westminster Abbey. Guest
speakers covered aspects of audio arising
in an increasingly multimedia age,
including Internet audio, lossy — and
lossless — coding, and audio in personal
computers and surround sound systems.

HOMOGENEITY FOR QUALITY

A DIGITAL FUTURE
Papers were presented by society members
and industry authorities on a host of
subjects relating to audio and its
technological — read: digital — future.
Subject matter spanned Surround Sound
(with seminars presented by Günther
Theile, Russell Mason, and Dave
Malham); Digital Sound Processing (from
Christopher Hicks, James Angus, Bob
Walker and George Kuriyama); and the
use of computers in audio ( from Marc
Yonge, Jean-Marc Verrier, Andy Bailey
and Steven Harris of Crystal/Cirrus
Logic).
Day two continued with the same
theme, with ample reference to lossy
digital data formats. A presentation by
Andrew Mason and Andrew McParland of
BBC R&D was followed by discussion of
lossless DSD compression, MPEG and
AAC coding, and Dolby E from,
respectively: Fons Breukers, Oliver Kunz
and Tony Spath.
The afternoon session focused on
delivery formats and hardware, with John
Couling, Francis Rumsey and Chris
Hollebone. Additionally the potential for
using codecs in loudspeaker design was
discussed by Richard Salter of Celtic
Audio.

ROUND AND SURROUND
An address by conference chairman Robin
Caine of Pro Bel opened the event,
followed by a session introduced by
Francis Rumsey of the University of
Surrey. Recording Surround covered the
guidelines being suggested for monitoring
and evaluating surround sound in practice:
in order to ensure that discrete multichannel is being heard as intended there
must be some standards set for
repeatability and consistency, argued
Gunther
of
the
Institut
Für
Rundfunktechnik. To this end, the 1996
Surround Sound Forum has published
two documents with suggested standards
for this purpose. German-speakers can see
this
at
www.tonmeister.delforenl
WM NMI & RECORD REVIEW
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the second century
Threats to audio quality were
on the agenda at an AES
conference looking toward
the 21st century

by ANDREW HARRISON

surroundIsurround.htm, with an English
translation
promised
soon.
The
presentation led tu discussion of the
purpose of the LFE channel ( je, nonessential LF effects, in contrast to the
common belief that it is a ' sub- bass'
channel for music). Standardisation of
channel ordering also raised the issue of
metadata, imbedded data in a digitstream
to provide data about the data.
Microphone technique, an art still
developing, even for stereo recordings, was
explored through multi-channel eyes in a
University of Surrey research project by
Russell Mason.
In a controlled subjective test using a
cross-section of audio (music, reportage,
ambient effects), different mic positions
were explored, resulting in a general
preference for a delayed mic technique,
where the rear-facing (but closely placed
behind) mics' output was delayed by the

Dave Malham from the University of York
followed, with his vision of a future filled
with Homogeneous Surround Sound.
Holophonics and ambisonics were briefly
resurrected to illustrate a talk of
homogeneous and non- homogeneous
surround systems. High fidelity being the
goal, the question was posed: what's the
limit imposed by the current paradigm of
five discrete sound sources spaced around
a listener, when the goal is after all a
homogeneous sound field to recreate
seamlessly a sonic event? Since the
technologies of today would appear so
alien to a visitor from the last century,
what does the next century offer in the way
of wave field synthesis?
CEDAR Audio in Cambridge produces
digital systems for restoring vintage audio
archives. Christopher Hicks spoke of the
choice facing digital audio designers
between general-purpose microprocessors
and dedicated DSP chip solutions. As well
as the treatment of simple audio
processing by a flexible and powerful
microprocessor — versus a rigid yet
efficient DSP — distinctions were drawn
between fixed and floating point
computation.
Following this background of theory was
a discussion of one-bit digital processing
from James Angus of the University of
York. This latest challenge facing
engineers (PCM processing techniques
having evolved to the current state of
ubiquity) shows sigma-delta encoded data
setting new problems which may be
addressed by general purpose DSPs, or
preferably an FPGA or custom LSI
architecture. These chips are used to
construct filters that can process one-bit
signals directly.

VIRTUAL SOUNDS
Television increasingly seems to rely upon
the virtual studio, where presenters and
actors move around an artifically-created
environment. The visual sense may be
fooled this way, but missing natural
ambience will betray the production lie.
Robert Walker from BBC R&D at
Tadworth spoke of an experimental unit to
simulate arealistic acoustic in real time as
aperformer moves around a ' blue screen'
set, using an IBM PC running Windows
3.11, with Lake DSP Huron processing.
This audio aspect of virtual production
seems to be in its early days, but its future
development must be inevitable.
To
conclude
the
first
day's
presentations,
the integration of
computers, audio and networks was
discussed. Mark Yonge of SSL, and
AESSC SC- 06-01 ( a working group
exploring the problem), explained the
81

Audia_9Lion,6
Introduces the

Mociedue 3A
Valve Preamplifier

Critically acclaimed for the past 18 years, these preamps have
become the benchmark of class Asingle-ended valve designs.

100% LINN

Stereophile, Feb 1996 - M. Fremer: "
All this adds up to what
is clearly one of the finest-sounding, best-built, full-function preamps
in the world and reviews from around the world reflect that."
Recommended Component - "Class A" - Tube Preamplifier
Audiophilia Online, June '98 - A. Chasin: "
With affordable
full-function preamps becoming as rare as a ' 57 Rothschild, Audible
Illusions should be applauded for continuing to develop and market
the Modulus3a, asuperbly musical and highly affordable device
capable of extracting the best from both analogue & digital sources."
Distributed exclusively by Sounds Transparent Ltd.

New Linn amplifier technology leaves your performance,
installation, air- con, mains supply, noise, weight and decor

94 Church Path

Deal

Kent CT 14 9T.1

Tel/Fax: 01304-382037
E-mall: soundsetransp.globalnet.co.uk

problems behind with better sound, more power, higher
efficiency, smaller size, lighter weight, cooler running and
hum and buzz free pitch accurate silent power.

THE

LINN

KLIMAX

Higher 11.Q.
The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft
For universal remote controls, higher
intelligence should mean higher performance.
With ' RIO, the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.
Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with IRIO.
oThe programmable, backlit touchscreen

LINN
the only sound °
The new Klimax with full Aktiv Keltik System can be heard at:
Audio Designs, East Grinstead, Tel: 01342 314569
The Audio File, Bishops Stortford, Tel: 01279 506576
Chris Brooks Audio, Warrington, Tel: 01925 261212
Cymbiosis. Leicester, Tel: 0115 262 3754
Grahams Hi -Fi, London, Tel. 0171 226 5500
Linn at Harrods, Tel: 0171 730 1234
Martin Kleiser, London: Tel: 0181 400 5555
Nottingham Hi -Fi, Tel: 0115 978 6919
Rococo Systems, London, Tel: 0171 870 0600
Peter Tyson, Carlisle, Tel: 01228 546756
Billy Vee, London, Tel: 0181 318 5755

or visit our website on www.linn.co.uk for reviews and information
on Linn whole home multi- channel total entertainment solutions.

shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
•Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.

II wad. • ••••••,•••
di tit.

• CO

Sift.. e• • ire<•ed

Aunntee•

•Choose from thousands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new
components through the learning port.
'The innovative new selector wheel
make IRIO the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
IRIO combines aPC- programmable
touch-screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.
Together, these controls help you simplify
the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.
For further details please contact Path Premier

Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premierepath.co.uk
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problems of audio data file interchange in
apost-analogue tape environment. This is
to address the incompatibility of tapes and
files from competing manufacturers, all
trying to optimise their own products at
the expense of universal interchangability.
Jean-Marc Verrier of Digigram followed
with some of the problems where audio
and video data must be synchronised. In
the professional broadcast environment
those challenges have mostly been met,
and that knowledge must now filter down
to PC users. Synchronisation is made
possible by the use of additional video and
audio hardware cards, an area where
French company Digigram is renowned in
the broadcast field.

Spath of Dolby explained the principles of
this system, which allows adiscrete multichannel signal (from 6to 8channels) to be
lossily compressed to fit through a twochannel studio's infrastructure. This will
allow use of a single AES/EBU digital
interface for multi-channel delivery.

LOW RES FOR GOOD SPEAKERS?

MUSIC THROUGH THE ' NET

20

Quality of Service is a moot point when
data is transferred over anetwork, like the
Internet. Andy Bailey of Gedas spoke of
some of the problems, and failures,
besetting the task of high quality audio
data transfer over acomputer network. As
background to the proposed new Internet
Audio standards, some of the options
under investigation, such as Packet
Switching, Circuit Switching and
IEEE1394 networks, were explained.
Since any worthwhile quality audio will
have high bandwidth requirements,
technologies like ATM Circuit Switching
and FireWire networks will become
increasingly vaunted if QoS is to be
established. And within the home PC
itself, good quality audio is only now being
appreciated, as Steven Harris of
Crystal/Cirrus Logic explained. Microsoft
and Intel, with their combined monopoly
of PCs running Windows software, publish
a" document every year which sets out
minimum requirements for performance
standards. This finally embraces standards
of audio quality, tested by inspecting the
integrity of analogue and digital audio
paths and circuitry, previously of mediocre
quality compared to Sun and Apple
computers which have long kept audio
codec ICs away from the PC bus. With
home PCs becoming increasingly multimedia capable, the need for improved
attention to audio quality here is long
overdue.

SQUASH
Compressed digital audio data is
commonplace, not just in domestic
delivery formats but in broadcast
environments such as ENG and postproduction transcoding. The ACTS
ATLANTIC project was aired, a
development of various techniques to
combat problems encountered in cascaded
bit- rate reduction. A BBC R&D team
showed a working solution in a ` mole'
signal that perpetuates through diverse
processes to maintain the integrity of the
original signal. A demonstration of the
effects of re-coding on an MPEG layer 2
music sample was given, showing the
potentially devastating effect — aswimmy
electronic babble that had all but
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Top: reference loudspeaker arrangement for surround
as proposed by Institut Für Rundfitnktechnik.
Above: PC audio testing, showing good and bad
grounding practice during test. Reproduced from
Crystal Audio Products Division, Cirrus Logic Inc

obliterated the semblance of music.
Oliver Kunz from the Fraunhofer
Institute stressed the potential of the
unfolding MPEG-4 multi-purpose codec.
This will be acomplete toolbox to take on
anything from low bit-rate speech coding
up to 'transparent audio quality', with data
rates from 2 to 300kbits/s. With avariety
of Digital Radio systems arriving
worldwide, MPEG-4 — derived from
MPEG-2 AAC — is a choice for both
terrestrial and satellite transmission.
At the higher end of the quality scale,
lossless coding, as employed in 1-bit DSD
recording, showed other problems to
overcome.
Simple low- complexity
prediction can be applied, as well as more
complex adaptive prediction, and a team
from Philips Research in Eindhoven
presented their experimental predictions.
Lossless coding of one-bit audio was
shown as aweapon in the combat against
threats to audio quality.
Multi- channel audio, touted as the
panacea to the industry, requires new
investment on everyone's behalf, from
production through broadcast to
consumer. In the broadcast arena the
infrastructure is set up for two-channel
audio, and any changeover necessarily
requires expensive reinvestment. Dolby
Laboratories has devised aworkaround in
the form of its new Dolby E codec. Tony

Lossy codecs are also being touted as a
means of evaluating
loudspeaker
resolution objectively. Richard Salter
proposed the use of codecs like MPEG
layers 2 and 3, or Dolby AC-2, to test a
speaker's resolving power — an
experimental variable bit-rate codec may
allow the revelation of apoint at which the
increasing codec artefacts are masked by
the limits of the speaker's resolution.
Other techniques tried included the
deliberate increase of jitter in aCD player,
through a modified clock circuit, again to
isolate the point at which a given speaker
can show faults in the replay chain.
Dolby doubled- up later with John
Couling, who pushed his company's
Dolby Digital as a multi-channel delivery
format. A demonstration was given of the
system's embedded data, the metadata
that allows following hardware to
configure itself to the material. Metadata is
a useful means to ' fool- proof' the
technology for an ordinary user.
Francis Rumsey later gave an impartial
resumé of the technology behind the
DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD ` super
formats'. It served as atimely reminder of
the potential capabilities of both rival
systems, and some of the intrinsic
complexity that consumers will have to
overcome to make best use of whichever
format hits the market. Chris Hollebone of
DTS presented the company's audio
format, reminding us that DTS audio
coding, with its variable bit allocation, has
the capability of outperforming other lossy
multi-channel codecs.

MADNESS
Barry Fox closed the conference with his
concerns about the consumer electronics
industry. Citing the cases of other highminded technologies that failed dismally
through poor understanding of market needs,
or after pointless battles with competing (and
incompatible) systems, Barry's rhetorical
presentation was alight-hearted yet thoughtprovoking 'outsider's' view of the progress of
recent developments, particularly with
reference to the inevitable DVD/SACD
battle. He finished his warnings with an
incitement to all present to find DVD Region
Code hacks and spread them far and wide!
Audio: the Second Century was a diverse
conference; nevertheless a core of ideas
revolved around the future path of audio in
the next century (that's afew months, as if
you needed reminding), and ways in which
to ensure its quality and integrity is not
instantly undermined in the relentless
scramble for afaster and cheaper world. .4AES UK section 01628 663725
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WILSON AND KRELL - THE CLASSICS
The high end is not always the most comfortable

There are still some purists who are frightened of

place to be: the more you invest in your system,

incorporating home cinema into their music sys-

the more you demand of it — and the more it

tems because they feel it is sure to compromise

demands of you. Get it wrong, and it will surely be

the performance. Well, it can, but it needn't — and

asoul-destroying and costly experience.

it certainly won't if you choose KRELL. With its
theatre throughput on all preamp sections, Krell

It needn't be that way. Brian Rivas has been around

has been designed to work without compromise in

long enough to know what really cuts it at the

cinema installations. And it does. Why else would

height of the high end — often by going through

Pinewood have it?

that kind of pain himself.

As well as being a great music lover, Dan

There are certain systems that have stood and will

D'Agostino is also amovie buff — after all, the very

continue to stand the test of time — and one of the
classics is speakers from WILSON AUDIO, amplification from KRELL and cable from TRANSPARENT.

name ' Krell' comes from the 'fifties sci-fi classic
'Forbidden Planet' ( which also seemed to predate

This has been Pinewood's reference point for ten

the miniskirt by some years).

years, culminating in the magnificent X-1 Grand

A good home theatre installation is always

SLAMM Series 2, KRELL KPS-25s, KRELL FPB-

satisfying, but we have heard nothing that can hold

650M and TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL.

acandle to a KRELL and WILSON system. Some

This system delivers in amonumental way, with an

films contain some potentially frightening effects,

immense feeling of the power and majesty of live

but with Krell and Wilson they are not potentially

music, but with wonderfully subtle shadings and

frightening any longer — they ARE frightening.

devastating dynamics.

Explosions, earthquakes, car chases, shoot-outs —

Asystem at any level with Wilson loudspeakers is
a large investment for anyone. You need to get
things right — and you need them installed profes-

Pinewood's grand-SLAMM based system is the
ultimate in entertainment, underpinned by the
oh- so-elegant WHOW subwoofer.

sionally by someone who understands and loves

If you're serious about home cinema, book your

them. That someone is Brian Rivas. Telephone him.

ticket with Pinewood.

FUTURE PRODUCT NEWS: WILSON DEDICATED CENTRE SPEAKER
(Er, Ithink we'll need anew hole in the wall soon, Darling. OK...?)
PINEWOOD MUSIC IS AN EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
KRELL • WILSON AUDIO • SONUS FABER • SILTECH • TRANSPARENT

Yie

Au/4(i tonyerme

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telepholie

blackbox

This month,
31:1 hands
over to
some well
known
characters,
on some
accelerating
dangers
around
and ahead
for hi-fi,
musk and
humanity
at large

I

earlier years of this

.twas the last of the grand, Open
Garden days of the 20th century.
The grounds of Toad Hall (by
Wyatt, 1791) were tilled with
humans, admiring the abundant
borders, powerfully scented roses, and
huge,
insect-flavoured,
organic
vegetables. Thousands more were
enjoying a low toxicity weekend in
the 3000-acre parkland where three
of the Toad's loudest presenter
friends — Zifee B, Claudia W and
Graham N — were compiring roots
music. Later, after conducting a
complex choral performance, and
having the security take away aFood
Agency official who was caught
snooping for the illegal growing of
nonEU registered plants, the Toad
makes a long, yet cogent speech on
the terraced lawn, to 660 guests from
across
the world, about the
surprisingly healthy state of the
music's path, yet where it could all
be heading — if one were not careful.
For full earthly contact, everyone is
left to seat themselves on the grass...

century, some time
after his infamous

TRACING THE THREAD

The Toad (
Bufo
Sapiens Sapiens)
had beeome
incurably bold in the

teenage adventures 1_,
and breakdowns and
later Terovay 2.
The change arose
ever since being
made aware of a
passage in one of
Carl Gustav Jung's
master works, in
which lung clearly
asserted 'More than
any other animal,
the toad anticipates
humankind'.
References
1. K Grahame,
The Wind in the
Willows originally
published by
Methuen, London,
1908. Grahame was
secretary of the
Bank of England.
L R de Board,
Counselling for
Toad — a
psychological
adventure,
Fowler:1re, 199 7.
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After playing some loud outtakes from
the dance musics of the '20s and the
'90s, The Toad (who was far older,
yet also far more energetic than any
of his guests) began by recollecting
the thread of what he called ` The
music', the revolutionary forms that
had been — lest anyone doubt it —
one of the forces at the leading edge
of the development of human
consciousness. At the start of the
century that was about to end, the
music's libertarian thread had been
carried through from the previous
century by the music hall, the
beginnings of jazz, mass ownership of
pianos, and fledgling recordings.
The Toad reminded his guests
how by the mid- 1930s, the poor
Delta Bluesmen were beginning to
get themselves recorded, as the
wealthy man's technology had filtered
down. While this slow fuse had been
lit, emergent be-bop had carried the
thread. For most a the ' inter-war'
years, the Toad recalled, Germany
had been aleader of the new music,
OCTOBER 1999

and jazz had become the anti-node
of Nazism.
After 1939, the thread escaped
from mainland Europe — it has yet
to return — and became centred very
largely on jazz in the USA. For a
long time the world had been told
that the next development in music
had grown from the Rock'n'Roll of
black America. But the Toad
recounted to his audience how it was
at aJazz club in aprovincial English
town in 1961, that the late Alexis
Korner had talked with one Brian
Jones about his plan to create the first
and best white R&B band in the
world — based on the music of
Muddy Waters. 'Also in the early
'60s,' recalled the Toad, whose
memory of many events was
peculiarly clear, ' the thread was
carried briefly by mainly white folk
players. But thinking back over the
past hundred years, the, er... Rolling
Stones are definitely the co-root, for
what has followed since, as much as
Jerry Lee, Elvis, and the er, Beatles.
After all, the outfit concerned is still
alive and, pouting!' The Toad went
on to say how in the intervening years
the thread had been carried forward
in a mostly haphazard way by the
various 'genre-divisions' of what has
so far remained curiously mostly
dominated
by
very
specific
geopolitical areas, mainly the British
Isles, the USA and Jamaica.
Other than its leadership in
breaking down outmoded human
barriers, the healthiest thing about
the musical thread was that it had
repeatedly rebirthed itself, and
rebelled against the sterility of overcommercialisation. The Toad then
explained that the humans had need
to worry about far more things than
the music thread's state or direction.

ILL-CONDITIONED
TECHNO-ACCELERATION
The Professor then took over to
explain to the audience the steeply
rising curves that had characterised
the 20th century more than any
other. Even based on afair paced rate
of change, the human perception of
time had taken on a logarithmic
quality. Excited by this, the Toad
interrupted 'Even young humans now
feel that each week and month and
year is rushing by faster and faster.
In this tumultuously accelerative
century there has been not just one,
but multiple revolutions, increasing
human speed, ease or capability by
factors of ten or amillion!'.
As the Toad lubricated his vocal
chords with vintage port, the
Professor continued, ' Of course for
awhile the better technological steps
have created improvements. But
many of the notionally astute fellow
humans have routinely proved

incapable of computing the path that
each change would take — most
particularly when in interaction with
other changes'.
Again the Toad interrupted: `In the
better instances, this drives more
change, intensifying the time- race
effect. In the more contorted
instances, supposedly protective
authorities have proclaimed one after
another unnaturally isolated chemical
safe
for the
convenience
of
manufacturing the artificial foods that
humans are increasingly eating,
without admitting that real humans
do eat other things. And what effects
may be triggered within humans'
bodies — and brains — by the
cocktail of natural food chemicals and
the thousands of er, " approved"
adulterants? Amazingly, when these
illnesses then turn up — likely
including a reduced ability to
appreciate or enjoy music —
supposedly " scientific"
human
medicine is obsessed with using solely
isolated
chemicals
known
euphemistically as pharmaceuticals to
solve all such problems!'

CORPORATE DANGERISM
The Toad then warned of the
dangers of Corporate Stupidity
Viruses ( CSV), and the humans'
increasing total disconnection from
the natural world. ' Some of your kind
continue to live in afantasy, believing
they are not made of the same genes
as other animals, that they do not
need to eat any natural foods, or
breath real air with pollens and dust,
or even bathe in rivers, and further,
really think that they live healthily in
apermanently sterile, hermetically
sealed environment filled with just
plastics and metals, where most
attention is paid to dancing dots on
screens. Bah!'
At this, the Toad's 'voltages' began
to rise, and the humans nearest began
to feel astrange tingling sensation. 'I
am dismayed to hear that bounders
with no connection with the music
thread — bounders from the
nightmare world of computers and
the narrow commercialism of
"Hollyworld" — have been busy
sowing false seeds of discontent by
making incompatible, and barely
enhanced music formats that the
humans had no real need of.'
'And despite the fact' (the
professor manages a pinpoint
interjection) ' that disk capacity and
data transmission speeds keep rising.'
'These
disconnected,
mad
technologists' the Toad thundered
`are developing music destroying
compression techniques that will be
laughably obsolete by the time
ordinary people start to use them a
lot. Are you awake?!' [
to be continued]
Ben Duncan
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tmight seem surprising that a
medium-sized British company,
rather than a Japanese giant,
should be the first to produce ahome
hi-fi tuner to receive Digital Audio
Broadcasting. But early this year, by
the time Arcam got its digital tuner
on the market, managing director
John Dawson was already the hi-fi
scene's ' Mr DAB', a fount of
knowledge as well as akeen advocate
of the system.
As surely as CD replaced the LP,
Digital Audio Broadcasting ( Digital
Radio for short) will replace FM
radio within the next few years. Noone knows when national FM
broadcasts might finally be 'switched
off', as it will be several years before
the authorities start to consider this
step. But it must happen eventually.

DAB MECHNOLOGY
The technology which has made
mobile phones universal is also
behind Digital Radio. Instead of
attempting to convey an analogue of
the audio waveform, the radio wave
carries the signal as digital code,
which can be interpreted correctly by
the receiver even in the presence of a
lot of interference and noise, and
reconstructed as a noise-free audio
signal.
Several stations or programmes can
be carried in one transmission, by the
process of multiplexing: the various
digitised audio signals are combined
by packaging and identifying 'chunks'
of digital code from each of the
programmes and sending these
sequentially, so that they can be
separated, decoded and reassmbled
by the receiver. The audio is
subjected to MPEG-type datareduction to keep the overall data rate
within the limits available. But the
system promises big practical
advantages, especially for in-car users.
For the UK, seven multiplexes
have been allocated in the frequency
range 217.5-230MHz (VHF Band
III). There is one for BBC national
radio; one for commercial national
radio; and four for local radio, both
BBC and commercial. In July ' 98,

In this interview,John Dawson
explains the background to Digital
Radio and how Arcam came to launch
the world's first hi-fi digital tuner
by STEVE HARRIS
with a display of
support from in- car
audio manufacturers
Blaupunkt, Clarion,
Grundig, Kenwood and
Pioneer,
the BBC
announced that the first
Digital Radio in- car
receivers were now
available. The end of
this year should see
many
commercial
stations starting digital
broadcasts alongside the
BBC,
and
more
hardware to receive them on. The
national commercial multiplex,
Digital
One,
started
test
transmissions in April, and the Radio
Authority has now begun the process
of granting licenses for operators to
broadcast on the local multiplexes;
announcements of these new services
are expected to come thick and fast
this autumn. There will also be hi-fi
receivers or tuners from Technics and
others.
So the time has come, perhaps for
Digital Radio, and Arcam will be able
to capitalise on its foresight. Ifirst
asked John Dawson how the
company picked up on DAB in the
first place.
'I'd been on the British Federation
of Audio Committee ( for ever, it
seems) and during the early to mid1990s we had anumber of technical
presentations telling our group that
there was work being done that 400r would result in Digital Radio
„ Ç
.
receivers. The resources
X
needed to develop the very s4')
complex chipsets needed to g
decode DAB at the receiver

tw
.
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John Dawson of
Arcam: The great
prize was to be first...

The end of this
year should
see many
commercial
stations
starting digital
broadcasts
alongside the
BBC, and more
hardware to
receive them

In-car DAB receivers
preceded it, but
Arcam's was the
world's first hi-fi
Digital Radio tuner
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end were beyond the capablilities of
companies the kind of size we are;
most hi-fi electronics companies in
this country are between afew million
and about £ 10 million in turnover.
But some British companies were
at the forefront of research on the
receiver end. One was Ensigma,
doing a lot of the software work;
another was Roke Manor Research,
RF and Systems Integration experts.
Their job, in the long run, would be
to exploit the proprietary technology
they'd developed and sell it to people
who would bring it to the
marketplace. Arcam, which was a
well-distributed and well-known hi-fi
brand in the UK and elsewhere, was
apretty interesting vehicle for them;
and what they were doing was pretty
interesting to me. So we kept in
touch. About two years ago now, they
were finally getting close to producing
an evaluation kit. Iplaced an order
for one of these (it was about £ 1500),
basically aboard about the size of a
large postcard and power supplies
and sockets and interfaces and aport
for alaptop computer so you could
drive it.
'One of the advantages Arcam has
is that I'm technically trained, and
although Ispend most of my time in
administration of one kind or
another, Ihave some idea of what
goes on at chip level ( Icouldn't
possibly design it, Ican tell you!). As
a director of a company, that gives
me aslightly unusual position in that,
if Ithink the technology is sensible, I
have ahope of understanding it and
promoting
it
within
the
company.That was clearly necessary
with DAB.
'Several things were coming
together at the right time. The BBC
was running pilot broadcasts. There
were no receivers except a few
handbuilt ones from Philips and
others costing many thousands of
pounds each, but Roke and others
were bringing together the enabling
technology. It was also interesting to
go to the IFA ( Funkausstellung)
show in Berlin, in August '97. Roke
had a stand and was displaying
prototypes of the electronic modules
it wanted to produce. But — with the
possible honourable exception of
some of the in-car guys, who were
getting fairly close — nobody there
had finished receivers, despite the fact
that the show was touted as the
launch of DAB. And that gave us an
MOSER IWO
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extra impetus, because what was
beginning to emerge was that we
would have the chance to be first.
Given the infrastructure of the
broadcasting industry in the UK
already running, there would be
initial demand for receivers from
broadcasters, and a lot of attendant
publicity. We would catch more of
the public eye than we could ever
hope to do as a specialist hi-fi
company under other circumstances.
EVALUATION
`So we evaluated the " evaluation"
receiver, and Iwon't say it was
flawless; but the thing was fairly easy
to use, even via the PC interface, and
it did work. The sound was OK, at its
best, very good; at its worst, pretty
unpleasant. But there were enough
good occasions that we thought " it
had promise"?
Could
you
separate
the
performance of the receiver from the
performance of the broadcast system?
'You have no hope. You are part of
a long chain, from the beginning to
the end, and we didn't have the
resource to go and buy our own
encoders. Actually, it's probably a
good thing we didn't. Because firstly,
the encoder is as only as good as the
engineers that built it at that time,
and secondly, in terms of sonic
performance and other software
enhancements, it can be updated
from time to time. The state-of-theart is moving forward all the time. We
took acalculated risk that the system
had sufficient promise that in due
course it could be developed — to
give the kind of results we are now
achieving, which are very good.
'We had quite a lot of issues to
address, because even with Roke
providing a "turnkey" solution to the
core technology, there is still an awful
lot to do to turn it into acommercial,
saleable receiver. You have to provide
abox, and ahalf-decent DAC (which
isn't trivial), provide the necessary
interfaces to the outside world, and
develop the human interface, what
Roke calls the MMI, the Man/
Machine Interface. You want to make
this thing easy to use.
`As far as the user is concerned, noone need ever know a frequency
again. All you have to know is the
name of the station you want listen
to. And since the system allows for
the names of all the stations to be
sent out all the time, then provided
you've got some kind of display to
show that information, all you have to
do is get the receiver to display it in
some kind of useful order. Whether
there is one multiplex (a multiplex,
you'll recall, contains typically six or
eight stations) or several multiplexes,
as there will be as the system builds
up, you've just got to list those
8141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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stations and find away of addressing
them easily. As luck would have it, we
had an interface already mostly
developed to do that.
'The year before we got involved
with DAB, we'd spotted Audiolab
and others making avery good job of
successfully selling quite expensive
integrated amplifiers, for more money
than we'd been used to getting. And I
felt that we'd like a piece of that
action. To do it successfully, we'd not
only have to produce a greatsounding product, which is pretty
much de ngeur in the business we're
in, but we'd actually have to have an
interface on it that was easy to use
and had expansion capabilities for the
future. This turned into the Alpha 10
amplifier project — a stand-alone
two-channel amplifier which also can
be expanded by the addition of
modules (rather as you can plug a
card into a PC) to do home cinema
and now multi-room.
`My initial idea for DAB was to
take the Alpha 10 amplifier and
produce another module for it that
did the tuner function. We already
had most of the MMI there, on the
front panel of the Alpha 10. Unlike
an ordinary amplifier, it's got atwoline display with 20 characters on it
(enough to handle home cinema
requirements) and it has full
electronic input selection and the like,
it's completely controlled in software
if you will.
'So my idea was to do the tuner as
acard for the Alpha 10, and that's the
way Iproposed it to my colleagues.
But after abit of thinking, they told
me not to be so stupid: we'd always
have to sell it with an amplifier, and it
would still be expensive. It was going
to cost just too much money to be
worth it for the return, we thought.
`But once it became obvious that
we wouldn't do it as acard, but as a
standalone tuner, it wasn't abig leap
to say, OK, we'll keep the whole
interface from the front of the
amplifier, and re-screen it to have the
tuner legend on it. We could take the
lid from the 9C pre-amp, aregular
chassis and back panel, and the Alpha
10 front. As Isaid to my engineering
crew, "Well, it's pretty easy. Just put
the thing in abox and do it." They
went abit white, and told me that
wasn't quite correct. They were right;
nonetheless, with agreat deal of skill
and hard work, they did it. '
SOFTWARE
And the software development side?
'It was the major part of the work.
We had to put an awful lot of time in
in conjunction with some clever
people, at Roke and elsewhere, to get
that interface you see today on the
tuner up and running. Ihave only
observed other people's tuners (for

Bach in 1987, the
BBC had been one of
the original parties to
the agreements on the
transmission and
broacasting,
speceing the system,
which were all part of
Eureka 147, ¡he
European-funded
initiative w get DAB
off the ground. This
map shows UK
transmitter coverage
in May 1998, when
the BBC said that
DAB could now
reach (e.4. of the UK
population

'My initial idea
for DAB was to
take tie Alpha
10 amplifier
and produce
another
module for it
that did the
turer function.
We already
had most cf
the NIMI tbere,
on tie frept
panel of ths. ,
Alpha 10.
Unlike an
ordinary
amplifier, it's
got atwo-line
display with 20
characters'

cars) but
ieve we've got one of
the best interfaces, if not the best.
That's because we put alot of work
into making the tuner easy to use.
And it is one of the central tenets of
Digital Radio that the darned thing
should be easy to use! We had
enough display, although we needed
bigger microprocessors. Luckily, we
could simply transfer a lot of the
Alpha 10 work to the new project.
But Iwould say that probably twothirds of the development work was
in getting that software.'
When Ilistened to the tunes at
Grahams Hi-Fi [' Comment', Feb
'99] there were still some last-minute
changes happening just before it went
into production...
`Oh, for sure. We'd built apilot
batch of about 20 and they
unquestionably had small warts on
here and there. In computer jargon >
they were beta test units. But we were
able to put those out in the field and
identify residual software ( and
hardware) issues before starting
production early this year. We started
shipping at the end of February, or
early March.
'There's no question but that you
have to revisit your software on a
fairly regular basis, because you find
all sorts of unusual conditions where
it can fall down; DAB is a very
complicated system. There is avast
choice of data rates, error protection
systems and so on, built into the
specification. It's very flexible from
the broacaster's point of view, but
that requires quite alot of "thinking"
at the receiver end. There are literally
millions of transistors (in the form of
large-scale integrated circuits of
course) in the receiver. It's not trivial.
I'm fond of saying it has the power of
asmall Pentium.'
Coming back to the user, one of
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'DAB is avery
complicated
system. There
is avast
choice of data
rates, error
protection
systems and
so on, built
into the
specification.
lit's very
flexible
from the
broacaster's
point of view,
but that
requires quite
alot of
'thinking"
at the receiver

things that has been abit confusing in
some demonstrations is the numerical
error-rate display.
`These are still early days; we are
learning, our dealers are learning and
our early-adoptor users are learning;
so we felt it appropriate to have a
number of engineering functions on
the tuner that would be useful to
broadcasters, ourselves and our
dealers when setting up. One of the
things you can measure is the factors
associated with error rates. DAB
broadcasts in digital code. If the
signal strength is not infinite, then
that code can of course be corrupted
by interference and noise. And like
any modern digital system, the
designers have built in asubstantial
amount of error-correction, and alot
of that goes on automatically, so you
never see it. When you play amodern
CD, there are most likely no
uncorrected errors. Something similar
goes on in the broadcasting system,
though it's not quite the same.

ERROR CORRECTION
•

'Some are predictive error systems,
using clever algorithms to help
predict errors when signals are close
to noise, and help predict the real
signal. And quite a lot of these
complex mathematical techniques are
adopted in the DAB system in order
--......,ty present you, the listener,
---, with a flawless signal.
We chose to monitor
what's called the
Viterbi error rate on the fast
information channel transmitted
with DAB (which is the datastream
that actually tells the receiver what
to do all the time; it's aconsistent
channel, and never changes its data
(rate) in order to find out how good a
signal we're getting down the aerial.
Because DAB transmitters are lowpowered, and because we're all
learning about what aerials you
need and what you don't, we
thought it was worthwhile to
include these readouts, and in fact
it is important to have them.
'In practice, if you have a
relatively modest number of these
errors per second, the chances
are the receiver corrects them.
When that bit error rate on the
fast information channel goes
into the hundreds per second,
the receiver is running out of
math power to cope with
the predictions, and is

,

likely to start distorting
the sound. When it goes
nik into the high hundreds,
• basically it's unusable
and we shut the
machine down; it
goes into mute
mode. So this is
not unlike the

I.."'

DAB on the move
in aclassic BBC
fantasy promo shot.
But personal DAB
receivers have yet to
reach the market
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mobile phone, where you have afairly
fast threshold between aperfect signal
and acompletely unusable signal, and
you get the same kind of result.
'All that we would suggest is that
the error display gives people avery
good idea of when they've got agood
enough aerial position. Bit error rates
in single figures or low double figures
are basically inaudible, and are fine.
You'll see that rate change from time
to time in the day, if your signal isn't
huge; but the receiver will correct it as
long as it doesn't get too big.
'You can also tell which
transmitter you're receiving, which
in these early days is interesting. The
system will constructively add up the
signals
from
several
local
transmitters, something FM cannot
do, provided the transmitters are
within 80km or so of each other.
That way, you can get away with
even less transmitter power.
'All of that is terribly green, and
terribly good from the transmitting
point of view. Ithink if you do the
sums, you will find that the coverage
the BBC has at the moment for its six
to eight stations on the multiplex is
done on a total power of about
200kW across the country. Which is
staggering! That's the equivalent of
just a couple of the larger FM
transmitters for Radio 4.
`So it's quite an efficient system,
but it doesn't disobey the laws of
physics. When you run out of signal,
you need to know how to handle it,
and all the tuner's engineering
functions support that.'
In the early days the BBC did go a
bit overboard in promoting the idea
that you'd be able to receive Digital
Radio in places that you couldn't
receive FM; the portable in the
shower and so forth...
'They have over-egged that
particular cake. The first point is that
Digital Radio receivers, like
everything else on our planet as far as
Iknow, do not disobey the laws of
physics. So if there isn't enough
signal, you won't get anything out of
the end, no matter how clever all the
work is in between. Having said that,
something like 10-1511V up the aerial
of your DAB receiver, and you should
get flawless reception. On FM, even
on the very best receivers, you would
need to have at least amillivolt or so
to do that in stereo, which is one
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reason
they
can
run
DAB
transmitters at lower power. But if
you're inside abuilding, particularly if
it has alot of steel framework in it,
then that acts like aFaraday cage and
starts screening out radio signals. And
that is no different from any other
system.
'On the other hand, the FM
bugbear of multipath reception is
pretty much eliminated by DAB,
even on the weakest of [ usable]
signals, because it's Spread Spectrum
technology; the signal doesn't come
out at any one frequency, it's spread
over a 1.5MHz bandwidth. With the
computing power inside the receiver,
if parts of that signal fail, as they will
when you get multipath reception,
other parts are working well, and if
there's enough signal around you can
reconstruct the original perfectly.
'So to all intents and purposes,
DAB is immune to multipath, which
chews up FM at two levels: at the
most crude, with awful noises, fading
and spluttering; and Isuspect, even
with a very good FM system, it
doesn't help the stereo decoder
circuitry, so there's probably acertain
amount of distortion at high
frequencies (including strange effects
such as 'birdies'), which wouldn't be
present on aDAB signal. And that is
what strikes alot of people when they
first hear aDigital Radio receiver.
'I suspect if you have perfect FM
— areally good receiver and one of
those Ron Smith arrays on your roof
— then the differences aren't going to
be terribly pronounced between DAB
and FM. But since that doesn't apply
to nearly all people, DAB offers the
promise of a big leap forward in
clean, clear reception under most
conditions. But abit of wet string in
the shower on the fringe of a
reception area, no.'

FUTURE OF THE SYSTEM
As a side issue, what do you think
might be the future for other sources
of digital audio, digital satellite radio?
'I don't know, and Iwouldn't wish
to speculate. But what Ican say
positively is that, as far as Europe,
Canada, Australia and quite alot of
the Far East are concerned, is that
DAB, as the Eureka 147 system, is
the preferred system of choice. And at
that level it's an international
standard. It's clearly not an
OCT011011N
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international standard for the United
States, which has for whatetever
reason different broadcasting
requirements. It's a much bigger
land- mass and there is a lot of
concern about carrying multiplexes
outside defined local boundaries, so
they are trying to exploring other
ways of doing DAB, which are not
compatible with what we have here.'
So what about the sound quality?
'This is of course the subject of
much controversy, and of course
people will disagree about it until the
day they die, and I'm quite happy
about it if that's what they want to
do. But for home use, sound quality
is one of the big advantages of DAB.
Our own experience is that from the
earliest receivers, the sound quality at
its best has clearly been very good.
Listening to drama on an early
prototype, for example: very low
noise floor; images pretty solidly
locked in space; you could hear what
the actors were doing; the best music,
particularly live, sounded great.
'But some material sounded
indifferent, some sounded positively
unpleasant. Some writers have laid
these audible limitations, when they
are heard, at the door of the MPEG 1
Layer 2data reduction system, which
clearly does throw away alot of the
signal. Iwould be the first to agree
that this isn't as good as asignal that
doesn't throw away any data. But the
question is, is it good enough? And
the secondary question is, is that
more often than not better than good
FM, or just different, or what?
'My personal opinion is that DAB
done properly throws apretty ruthless
window open on all the studio
production techniques that are used,
and you can hear what's going on.
'That
includes
indifferent
microphones, poor microphone
technique, possibly seriously grotty
cables, overloading equipment, all
sorts of things. Added to that is the
MPEG algorithm itself, how good it
is, and how good is the system at the
receiving end at recovering it.
'I believe that inside the BBC,
which has been living with this stuff
for some time, internal edicts have
been issued reminding producers that
they need to have good techniques in
making programmes, because
otherwise they are going to get
exposed all the way down the line.
Slowly but surely those improvements
are coming through the system.
'But Ican't tell you how much is
purely a matter of practice, how
much is better or properly-aligned
equipment, how much is down to
better algorithm encoding: because as
you know, the Beeb put in better
algorithms, from their supplier of
1V1PEG encoders, in February of this
year. We didn't in fact know that
HIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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these were coming, they
just dropped it into
the conversation
one day; we
didn't quite go
and hug them,
but we'd been
asking them
for this for
months. The
old software was
four years old. All
those things together make for a
better result today than perhaps six
months or ayear ago.
'What Ican say is that the 192k
bits/second that the BBC has adopted
seems fit for purpose; I'm not
defending it as perfect, but we've
listened to alot of music on it, alot of
speech presentations, and in general I
am not hearing unpleasant artefacts.
It may well not be the same as the
original signal, but that doesn't
matter too much; no loudspeaker is
the same as any other loudspeaker.
'The question is, does it present
the end result benignly and
coherently, so you can enjoy listening
to the programme? And it's actually
pretty good. As an audiophile, I'm
pleasantly surprised! And I'm
pleasantly relieved, because obviously
from our point of view it was abit of
agamble producing the system, but
the results have been very satisfactory.
'There have been tests of Radio 2at
160kb/s, and Ihave listened to that; I
would simply use the space here to
argue for staying at 192kb/s, because I
think Ican hear the difference. You
can't pin it down, but my opinion is
that it's abit more cardboardy and
artificial at 160k b/s, though not
unpleasant. It's better at 192kb/s.

Another
early DAB
vision, this a
design for a
family receiver

MORE OR LESS COMPRESSION
Can you elucidate the whole issue of
compression? We know that Digital
Radio gives you the chance to have a
wider (uncompressed) dynamic range
on your hi-fi, if you want to, and
suitable compression in the car.
'First we have to distinguish two
terms. Data reduction, which is often
(confusingly)
referred
to
as
compression, is what goes on in
MPEG, or ATRAC or any of these
systems
for squeezing more
information down adigital 'pipe' than
you might think it can take.
'The other form of compression,
routinely used in radio programmes,
record production and so on is
probably best referred to as dynamic
range control'. That form of
compression has been applied to
broadcasting for a long time, and of
course for listening in a car where
there is a lot of noise in the
background, this is not an
unreasonable thing to do; if you're
seriously listening to your music in

Tuttlebee of Roke
Manor Research,
with the credit-cardsized DAB circuit
board
Above: Quentin
Howard of Classic
FM, which earlier
this year began

putting out digital
broadcasts alongside
its FM transmissions

the home, then it's perhaps less
of a good thing. And I've
observed that people have
tended to adopt the
American model if I
can call it that,
applying more and
more compression,
on the principle that
if your station is
compressed to hell,
it's sounds louder than
the other guy's. Whilst
I'm not averse to tinkering
with dynamic range control abit on
awide-range piece of music, Ihave to
deplore the extreme amount of
compression that a lot of stations
carry these days.
'What the DAB people have done
is to take out the transmission
compression systems that are present
in the FM signal chain. If the
producer puts compression on at the
desk, than that's still there.
'I am assured that Radios 3 and 4
are not compressed at all on DAB,
whereas to some degree they are in
FM. It means you have to be ever so
careful when comparing a Digital
Radio with an FM tuner, because you
can't actually equalise the levels. That
will lead to artefacts on FM that
aren't on Digital Radio; some of the
"warmth" and other things associated
with FM are in my opinion artefacts
associated with the way the
programmes have been produced.
You might like it; that's a valid
judgement; but they have tried to
strip this out and be pure in the
Digital Radio chain.
'Radio 1for me is more listenable
on DAB most of the time, and Radio
2very much so, when compared with
FM. But there are people who will
hear that presentation on a widerange hi-fi system and say "It doesn't
sound like radio!". We can at least
partly fix that by getting into the
menu that puts on dynamic range
control at the receiver end, in
accordance with flags sent out with
the broadcast, and restore to some
degree that "special Radio 1sound".
Your co-operation with the BBC
has been pretty close?
'That's been pretty important.
They, internally, have an enormous
amount of knowledge about the
system, much more than we have of
course. But that doesn't mean that we
can't add to the pool of knowledge,
and I'm pleased to say that we have
been able to so from time to time.
The BBC has been helpful and cooperative from the beginning, not
least perhaps because it has apublic
mandate to bring broadcasts to the
people; that's what its license fee is
paid for. And without digital receivers
in the field, a digital broadcasting
system would be pretty useless.'
4
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For the second episode of our
millennial Best Ever celebration, the
spotlight turns to Japan...
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D-ErlOrl DLIO3 movinGCOIL GU -FRIDGE
IT'S fitting that one of Japan's oldest manufacturers
begins this list, alphabetical order being mere
coincidence. Denon was manufacturing single- sided

•••

discs and gramophones back in 1910, a clue provided
by the company's full name: Nippon Columbia.
In the post-war period, Denon became amajor supplier to
NHK, Japan's equivalent of the BBC, sourcing among other things,
moving-coil cartridges. The public was first treated to the legendary
DL- 103 moving coil in 1963, an instant classic which spawned variations in compliance,
stylus profile and cantilever materials, as well as inspiring nearly every other Denon m-crange.
The conical-stylus DL- 103 is the purists' choice, noted for asmooth, rich, big sound, while
modernist paranoids opt for the superior tracking of the elliptical DL- 103D. As AR did for the
American speaker manufacturing community, so did Denon spawn talented cartridge crafters,
its former employees being the brains behind most of the rival m-es which followed. Add the

JUST as last month's 'All-Time 10
Best' showed that the Continental
manufacturers excelled in the
production of source components
whicl- required superior engineering,
so does the Japanese listing reveal
two specific fields of expertise. In this
instance, they are the country's
supremacy in manufacturing
populist, affordable wares with long
and/or large production runs, and in
the production of moving-coil
cartridges. Most of the former items
enjoyed unit sales in tens or even
hundreds of thousands, in stark
contrast to the piddling,
embarrassing numbers considered to
be ' healthy' by UK and even US
firms, while the m- ccartridges'
domination was challenged only by
Denmark's Ortofon.
As such, the items below may be
the most truly influential of all those
in our four-part survey.

DL- 103 to the list of longest-running products of all-time: it's still in production.

GUICE TOrlEflUll MID
SUPEX CflIMIDGE
WHILE the Denon D1103 and the
Ortofon SPU were in continuous
production throughout the 1960s and
'70s, moving-coils in general were
strictly obscure cult items prior to the
efforts of two men: David Fletcher of
Sumiko in the USA end Ivor
Tiefenbrun of Linn in the UK.
Alerted to the Grace G707 and
Supex 900 during 1973-4 by exOrtofon employee Hagen Oleson (then
a consultant to Supex and Grace), the
Iwo imported the combination into
their respective markets and slowly but
surely decimated the supremacy ( if not
the unit sales) of the dominant moving magnet designs of the day.
Amusingly, the Grace G707 and the

Supex 900 were not an ideal match,
the pair's system resonance being
unacceptable, but this is what makes
them worthy of this month's honour:
they drove the LP playback market to
new heights. Ivor himself said that he
was inspired to produce amass ring
for the Grace's counterweight and to
decouple it from the arm, while the
low output led him to ask Naim's
Julian Vereker to develop the Linnk,
an m-cphono stage superior to the
step-ups of the era. The Grace/Seex
package worked well enough to
seduce ageneration of audiophiles,
to captivate the world's hi-fi press and
to inspire an entire industry. The rest
is history.
OCTOBER 1995
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TRIO 01500, 02000, 02001,
03300 IrlTEGUITED iIMPS _
MANY would cite the NAD 3020 as the most important
integrated amplifier of all time, and few could challenge it,
selling in huge numbers and enabling ageneration of
would-be high- enders to enjoy decent sound for minimal
outlay. But the NAD merely exploited an opportunity
created by aprevious generation of Trio (now Kenwood)
integrated amplifiers.
If we seem vague by listing numerous models, it's only because
no individual model created the genre; it was down to Trio's
consistent approach with its budget range and its respect for
audiophile concerns. (Trio, with its LO series, was one of the first
Japanese mass-market brands to sell high-end gear with any
success.) Whatever the model, it was Trio which bridged the gap

orrn
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between the costlier UK-made integrateds of the era and the
NAD 3020 and its spawn: myriad Sansuis, Pioneers and
Marantzes. What this first wave of Japanese mass-market
amplifiers offered were decent sound, afull complement of
facilities, solid build quality (unlike the ' 3020) and supreme value
for money. In other words, they created the blueprint still
adhered to today: medium power and good sound for afair price.

KOETSU ROSEWOOD UM-RIDGE
WHILE the Denons, Supexes and Ortofons
were just about affordable, it was clear that
the growth in popularity of moving-coil
cartridges would lead to cost- no- object
designs which would change forever the way
we budgeted for high-end LP playback.
Some would credit the first moving-coil from
Mark Levinson, others would point to Ortofon's
SPU. But the first ' Super MC' — and according to
some, still the supreme brand — was the original Koetsu
rosewood-bodied cartridge. It was the stuff of legend, complete
with aromantic mythology to enhance its otherwise impossible-

[1{11(flMICHI 1000ZXL
C-F1SSETTE DECK

CYNICS would argue that excelling in the manufacture of cassette
decks is akin to specialising in the conversion of sows' ears into silk
purses. But it was Nakamichi which went even further than Advent in
proving that the lowly form of dictating machine developed by Philips
was capable of serving as ahigh-end source component.
From its first top- loading machine through the sloped 600- series and
on to the cutting edge 580 range, Nakamichi always extracted more
from that 1/8in tape in its cruddy plastic shell. It pioneered the concept
of making machines which could be easily fine-tuned and adjusted by
the user, it optimised tape handling, it made off-tape monitoring viable

and it made cassettes sound good enough to withstand even the
criticism of high-end snobs. 1980's 1000ZXL was the culmination of all
the expertise the firm had acquired, amassive beast built to laboratory
standards. Featuring computerised auto-calibration of azimuth, bias,
level and equalization, three heads for off-tape-monitoring and a
frequency response of 18-25kHz, it was the Ferrari of cassette decks
Even that gilded limited edition.
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to-quantify value: hand-crafted by an artisan named
Sugano, sold in small numbers and obscenely
expensive — some £500 in 1979 money. The
original Rosewood grabbed us all by the ears
because it possessed warmth, verisimilitude and
finesse in equal measure. It elevated LP
playback by ashockingly discernible measure of
improvement. And to this day, it has outlasted
all of those who damned it because of price.
While the Urushi may be the best Koetsu
cartridge of them all, the Rosewood is the one
which paved the way.

PIOREEI2 PL-I2D TUI2r11-flBLE
WHATEVER we must attribute to Rega and other record
decks aimed at Linn wannabees, the real saviour for
impoverished audiophiles of the most important era in
audio development was Japanese.
The late 1960s to the late 1970s was the period when hi-fi
ceased to be the preserve of the wealthy, when students rather
than doctors and lawyers could aspire to sonic bliss. Alongside
the growth in high-end (Levinson, et al), there was aboom in
decent affordable equipment like the aforementioned Trio amps,
some all-time great British budget speakers and the like. But
there was abig gap between costly, pedigreed turntables with
names like Thorens, and plastic, rumbling dreck like Garrard
SP25s and BSRs. Enter Pioneer's revolutionary PL- 12D, a
slimmed-down version of the bigger, boxier PL- 12 of 1967-8.
Made between 1972 and 1975, it offered floating suspension, a
decent arm
reminiscent of L
an Acos Lustre,
awood-look
plinth and a
spring-loaded
lid, cueing, proper
belt-drive and a
price ex-cartridge of
£9.95 — not
cheap at 33%
more than an
SP25, but a
thousand times
better-sounding.
Before the Dual
505, this was the
one to own.
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LISTEN TO SOME VALVES
At the Listening Rooms we won't giveyou across-examination on how deerent bits of kit
sound - we'd much ratheryou listen to music... while we listen toyou.
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SOC1U Wf1LKMfirl PRO
WM-D6C PERSOMIL
CfiSSETTE RECORDER
IS it perverse to number among the all-time greats
apersonallportable cassette recorder? While your
instinct is to say, ` Yes!', experience shows that this
particular milestone is such an undeniable fluke that
you have to shake your head and wonder at both its
performance and its longevity.
Born in the early 1980s, by which time the personal cassette
player had settled into its role of essential accessory for
trendies/kids/joggers, the Walkman Pro seemed illogical because
it was ( 1) expensive at nearly £300, (2) it was built to last and
therefore heavier than apersonal hi-fi should be, and (3) it ate
batteries. As such, it defied every design criterion for apersonal
hi-fi; even its size mitigated against true portability. Then two
things happened: the pros at which it was aimed found that its
recording quality was good enough to make tapes for actual

release, and
audiophiles learned that its
playback sound quality was up in Nakamichi
territory. According to legend, anumber of big names have
released recordings off the Pro, intended only for demo use.
According to fact, the Walkman Pro is still in production, even in
the era of MiniDisc. This beauty rates alongside the Zippo
lighter, the original VW Beetle, the Rolex Oyster and the Parker
DuoFold pen as an all-time design masterpiece.

STK ELECTROSTATIC HERDPH011ES
IT'S impossible to pick just one from
this range because, at any given time
since the company launched the SR- 1
in 1959, the current flagship Stax
model has held the honour of World's
Best Electrostatic Headphone. And if
you ask most critics, they'll say Best
Headphone Regardless of Driver
Type.
Founder Naotake Hayashi, possibly
inspired by the Quad electrostatic
loudspeaker, converted the technology to
headphone usage; his application turned
out to be afar more suitable home for the

driver format than serving as aloudspeaker
which invariably lacked useable maximum
output or adequate bass. With
headphones, the maximum output was
negligible and correct design would take
care of the bass. Over the years, the firm
developing reliable, safe, compact
energisers, it lowered the mass of the
membrane to increase speed and improve
driveability while increasing the bass
output, it exploited the latest materials —
all to create the most transparent, neutral
sound available from any transducer. Just
as Nagra reigns supreme in the

TECHICS SLIO ` JfACKETSIZE MUTABLE
BY 1979, we were all told that turntables had to be belt-driven,
supported by three springs and bearing apivoted arm. So what did
Technics do?
It put adirect-drive turntable into adie-cast chassis with the same
footprint as an LP sleeve. It added atiny parallel-tracking arm fitted
with adedicated moving-coil cartridge and aproprietary mounting
arrangement called P-Mount. It made the lid so flush and snug afit that
it's almost air- tight. And then, to add aproper gimmick, it made the
thing so damned stable
that you could hang it
vertically on the wall —
the greatest 'party trick'
any turntable ever
played. Better still, in utter
defiance of the status quo,
it sounded wonderful.
Along with the rare Trio LO7D turntable, this piece of
sculpture is one of the most
highly-sought-after audio
collectibles of them all.
Why? Because it was a
perfect marriage of
sonics, style and
ergonomics. A gem.
IISFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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manufacture of portable pro tape decks, so
does Stax virtually own the electrostatic
headphone market. From the SR- 1
through the Sigmas, Lambdas and the
current Omegas. Stax has never, ever had
any rivals.

rls1000MS-1000(11
LOUDSPHIK-E12
LIKE the Nagra and Revox
open- reels, the Yamaha NS1000 is aproduct which didn't
respect the schism between
domestic and studio usage and ended up a classic
because of it.
It was about as far removed from the BBC-dominated thought
processes of British speaker designers, and — because it was
Japanese — it didn't enjoy any of the innate respect afforded to
JBL and other US designs with professional tendencies. But this
three-way, made at atime when speakers were deemed to be the
one area where the Japanese couldn't succeed, brake every rule
and still won friends even among audiophiles.
It was massive at 311% for the wooden NS- 1000M and 39kg
for the ebony NS- 1000., it was sensitive at 90dB/1W, it was
technically advanced with its ribbon-wound voice coils and
Beryllium dome tweeter and it was detailed enough for studio
denizens yet musical enough for audiophiles. Born in 1974, the
'1000 stayed in production until 1997, its longevity the same as
the LS3/5A. The difference is, Yamaha sold nearly 250,000 pairs
of the ' 1000.
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Ivelevant
and
intrusive
music on
TV and
radio
contrasted
wie a
Lakaland
idyll

Tarn Hows:
inspiration for
composer Maurice
Johnstone
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Dis in the pop field who habitually
chatter across the music before fading
it up fully? Or perhaps
an
unconscious import of style from the
inane material which so often fills the
advertising slots on commercial
channels? The practice of letting
music play behind speech has on
occasion even infiltrated Desert Island
Discs, presumably as an aspect of
Radio 4's notorious dumbing-down
process but hopefully imposed against
Sue Lawley's better judgement. Even
aserious radio talk about amedical
subject which I heard just before
setting down these thoughts managed
to give one passage a musical
accompaniment for no reason that I
yplea of March ' 98, that
music used to set the
could deduce, while the same sort of
mood
in
films
and
madness is now frequently found in
television programmes should always
serious TV programmes.
be detailed in the credits, was
But
whatever
the
context,
concerned to help those attracted by
whenever musical themes evoke
a piece but unable to name it and
moods
unconnected
with
or
wishing to hear it again. This
antithetical to the subject (as happens
assumed that the music was both apt
so often in American B-films) the
for the task and appealing in its own
effect is either wearying or alien,
ight, although assiduous readers may
while if music remains audible behind
have noticed my caustic reference a spoken episodes it can irritate,
kw months earlier to the other side
distract, or reduce comprehension —
of the coin: ' the frequent use of
sometimes all three together. Songs,
irrelevant and intrusive background
Opera, Musicals, etc, bring words
music'.
and music into aproperly conceived
The latter has continued to
unitary format, but the arbitrary
proliferate in both TV and radio,
intermingling of the two which now
where it is becoming increasingly
so often afflicts what are essentially
difficult to find programmes where
verbal events strikes me as afetishistic
plain old-fashioned silence is allowed
perversion.
to hold sway between spoken
However, this view — which Ifind
passages. It seems that not only must
is shared by friends whenever the
every production which could
topic comes up — should not be seen
conceivably be regarded as coming
as an objection to the use of music
under the 'entertainment' heading be
to set moods or provide psychological
equipped with a signature-tune
backgrounds to notionally silent
(whose style is nevertheless frequently
scenes. Iwouldn't otherwise have
at odds with the ensuing material),
written that earlier piece regretting
but any pause of more than asecond
the absence of acknowledgements to
or two has to be filled with music —
a Schubert quartet in the•credits of
which is often also allowed to play
two TV documentaries. And of
cal at a reduced but still irritating
course there's an honourable tradition
level behind the speech. So persistent
of specially composed film music,
has this sort of thing become that I which plays a vital part in the
now actually find myself switching off
medium and much of which is
programmes whose subject- matter
expressive enough to survive in purely
would otherwise have appealed.
aural terms as concert works. Ballet,
Why one earth do they do it? Is it
too, provides a whole detachable
aspecies of aural disease caught from
musical literature conceived to
accompany avisual
art, while countless
orchestral and piano
works endeavour to
suggest
visual
images via tonepainting.
This reminds me
that in the 1977
HFNIRR Annual I
offered a lengthy
survey of Musical
Landscapes,
comprising adiscussion of orchestral
music which in one

M
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way or another depicts or evokes
scenery. One work included was
Maurice Johnstone's Tarn Hows,
which Ideclared 'would surely soon
become very popular if only there
were arecording to supplement the
rare broadcast performances'.
Lasting
around
14m,
this
eponymous ' Cumbrian Rhapsody'
conjures-up a day in the Lake
District, ascending from the hushed
murmur of dawn, passing via a
splendid blaze of high peaks and wide
vistas, through various moods and
impressions back to the silence of
evening. Over the years I've made
several attempts to persuade record
companies to include the work in
their schedules, without success. But
recently, out of the blue it has
appeared as the most substantial item
on Brian Kay's British Light Music
Discoveries [
ASV CD WHL 2113],
featuring the Royal Ballet Sinfonia
under Gavin Sutherland.
Not long after Maurice Johnstone's
death in 1976 his widow told me that
he once referred ruefully to Tarn
Hows as his ` stillborn masterpiece',
but now at last, just 50 years after its
composition, that sad judgement can
be overruled as the work becomes
accessible to awide public. Irecently
visited Tarn Hows, a small lake
between Coniston and Hawkshead,
and while there are now far more
people around than the composer
would have found in 1949, one can
understand how it became his
favourite Lakeland haunt and
provided the focus for a very fine
piece of musical landscape painting.
It's not my role to detail here the
works by Alwyn, Arnold, Bennett,
Jacob, Langford, Langley, Lyon,
Parker and Sargent which accompany
the Johnstone, but because of an
ongoing interest in arrangements and
adaptations ( and to serve the loyal
band of readers who share this
enthusiasm) Imust at least mention
Gordon Jacob's The Barber of Seville
Goes to the Devil. This is an ever-sofriendly send-up of the overture to
Rossini's opera, always fun, and in
places hilarious

A QUESTION OF BALANCE
Finally, less hilarious but nicely filling
my remaining space, here's the
answer to aquery prompted by my
August grouse about balance controls.
Assuming low source and high load
impedances, resistors of value x
connected between UR feeds and the
ends of apotentiometer of twice that
value (whose slider is grounded), with
outputs taken from the junctions, will
impose an insertion-loss of 6dB at
centre setting and keep the total
power of a mono signal within a
0.5dB band as it is moved across the
soundstage.
John Crabbe
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Leaving
Roland and
the other
rats aside,
let us
welcome
the BBC's
new Director
General

O

ne would not wish to rattle the
bones of Roland Rat, but it is
difficult initially to see the new
Director General of the BBC as other
than arank populist, with more interest
in audience figures than in programme
quality. h is also more than a little
difficult to divine his orientation, plans
and intentions in respect of radio, with
which his professional career has not
so far been concerned.
But let us at any raze extend a
qualified welcome to ` Sir' John Bin's
replacement, and hope to see an exodus
of upper-management nonentities,
'consultants' and other jobsworths from
the Corporation at arate which would
make the exodus of the rats from the
proverbial sinking ship look dilatory.
Can we also hope that resources
which went into the creation and
maintenance of Birtist functions such

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail John_nelson@
compuserve.com
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as the risible ` Directorate of Policy and
Planning' re-allocated into programme
making? Mr Dyke is said to have a
horror of what are usually referred to
as ` suits'. Let us hope that he sees fit
to send some of them to the cleaners.
On which subject let as salute the
departure of Mr Petroc Trelawney from
the ranks of mainstream Radio 3
presenters. He will apparently 'continue
to present outside broadcasts for the
network and is one of Radio 3's group
of Proms presenters this =rimer', but
will no longer be irritating the living
daylights out of alarge proportion of
Radio 3's early-morning listeners. The
appointment of Mr Trelawney was one
of Master Kenyon's least explicable
moves, and displayed an extraordinary
ignorance of the function of the
presenter in aradio network devoted
to serious music. Perhaps afew other
Radio 3voices will be despatched to
the oubliette by Mr Roger Wright,
whose recent changes to the structure
(and indeed the staffing) of the network
seem wholly beneficial.
Several recent correspondents have
asked whether present-day BBC radio
transmissions lacked bass or otherwise
were given agreater degree of roll-off
at low frequencies nowadays than
hitherto. Ihaven't noticed any such
phenomenon myself, and given the
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wide geographical spacing of the
correspondents
concerned,
no
commonality of transmitter sites seemed
to be involved. In my BBC days the
low-frequency -3dB point in the studios
was generally considered to be at about
30Hz, with afairly steep roll-off below
that to deal with basso profundo artefacts
such as rumbling from the Bakerloo
Line beneath Broadcasting House and
assorted
noises
from
the
air
conditioning. It's not clear what the 3dB points of the main PCM
distribution system, the transmitter
modulators, sundry satellite uplinks and
other RF links used for OB purposes
might be, and Idoubt whether they are
especially well defined or specified.
On arelated subject, there has also
been a wide-ranging debate on the
Internet recently about the LF
characteristics of DAB. As anyone
familiar with Internet newsgroups and
reflectors is well aware, such debates
tend to generate much more heat than
light, and Idon't propose to comment
in depth. Suffice it to say that the
debate about DAB quality is proceeding
with the usual acrimony, and does not
look likely to be resolved this side of
the Second Coming. Personally, Iam
still to read any 'review' of aDAB tuner
which appears to conform with any of
the minimum requirements for a
product review to be taken seriously.
Another correspondent with whom
I have been having an interesting
exchange of e-mails has asked about
the factors which might go to make the
'sound' of one tuner differ from
another. The answer is that there are
several first-order issues which in
principle could affect sonic quality, most
of which are associated with the type
and quality of demodulator used and
the design approach adopted in the
voltage amplifiers downstream of it. But
the propensity of the tuner to crossmodulation and intermodulation effects
will also have abearing on the ultimate
quality of sound it produces. This rather
counter-intuitive point arises because
RF intermodulation — be it at never
such low level — must inevitably have
the effect of degrading the ultimate
signal-to-noise ratio, or superimposing
extraneous modulation (usually in the
form of whistles, burbles or other
assorted noises) on to the wanted audio.
Both things happen in severe cases, and
the results are tiresome and irritating.
In essence, present-day tuners generally
display quite poor front-end design and
a dynamic range which may be
adequate for general use but will almost
certainly not be adequate under certain
foreseeable circumstances involving
urban areas, high antennas, high sites
and proximity to other transmitters.
Ifind it very surprising that many
manufacturers continue to design and
implement front ends which by any
conventionally accepted measure of

strong-signal performance — third-order
intermodulation
intercept,
ldB
compression point, overall SFDR —
are woefully lacking. Can it be that even
those with the most illustrious names
do not fully understand the issues
involved? Poor synthesiser design
resulting in poor reciprocal-mixing
performance is another issue, although
perhaps a less important one for
wideband terrestrial FM broadcast
reception than in other areas of radio.
But can the type and quality of
coaxial cable linking the antenna to the
tuner make a difference to sound
quality? The answer is aresounding
`no', unless one of the two cables
displays much higher attenuation than
the other and drastically degrades the
signal-to-noise ratio by leaving the tuner
operating short of its limiting threshold.
Can the type, price and number of
elements of the antenna make a
difference? Only if multipath or signal
strength are positively identified as
limiting factors in reception quality;
otherwise, no. Can the quality, cost and
brand of antenna input connector make
a difference? Not unless something
simple is drastically amiss.
Apart from asoldering iron, Ifind
that the tool which is of greatest utility
in my daily work is Occam's Razor.
And for those who wish to understand
why the answers to the above questions
are as they are, Ioffer the following:
'Psychoanalysis can never say more than
language does; and no language can be
the key to any other language. Just as
we may take flight into inner superiority
in moments of fear, we are, by the same
token, prone to using authoritative,
often technical, languages — like
psychoanalysis — in moments of
awkwardness. Nothing (other than
sexuality) makes people more nervous
than their claims to knowledge. Special
languages, like sexual techniques, are
cover-ups' [Adam Phillips, Terrors and
Experts, 1997].
And: When broadcasting started, the
best loudspeaker we knew of was a
trumpet affair with achinky snarl. A
new type was later developed with a
`ziz' and aboom which, in spite of these
defects, was better, we thought, than
its predecessor. We asked Mr Reith if
he would like a new and better
loudspeaker. Naturally he said he
would. Directly he heard it he disliked
it. "Persist for aweek" Isuggested. He
did: at the end of the week he had the
old one put back. " Extraordinary", he
said. " Did Iever like that?". His ears
resented the first and then the second
change. They had grown accustomed
to each in turn. But he agreed, by
making comparisons with aswitch, to
change over rapidly from one to the
other, that the new one was on the
whole better.' [PP Eckersley, The Power
Behind the Microphone, 1931].
John Nelson
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review ratings
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performance
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separately graded at the end of each
review. In ' rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master- tape
denotes

outstanding quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; • mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown

s

with first UK publication date.

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H:H Historical

Very Good

B:2 Good
C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

ALAST
opportunity
JUST BEFORE CLOSING this issue,
we received details of a
photographic exhibition at the
Royal Festival Hall (adjacent to
Farringdon's CD shop): an archive
of material purchased by Decca
and put on display there to
coincide with its launch of the
'Legends' reissue series. The
collection is the work of Elfriede
Hanak, now 77 but still busy with
her camera. She began her
freelance work, entirely self-taught,
in 1951, then, eight years later,
she married Professor Hans
Hanak, oboist with the Vienna
Philharmonic. Thereafter she had
unique access to orchestral
rehearsals, concerts, tours, etc,
and her work in Vienna and
Salzburg documents soloists and
conductors appearing with the VP0
and other visiting orchestras.
Unfortunately, readers have only
a few days left, as the exhibition
closes on September 8. HFN/RR
plans to reproduce some of Mrs
Hanak 's photographs in a
Legendary performances feature.

anguard Classics

copies ( as stated). An additional ' star'

ikolai Lugansky's performance
style is somewhat hard to put into
words accurately, yet Iformed a
firm opinion of his mastery at his
Wigmore Hall recital some two years or so
ago. There, sitting with upright posture
and hands in constant contact with the
keys, was anatural player — it was a
change to hear such poetry, with lovely
inner colours coming through the textures.
Iwondered which particular composers
held the greatest appeal for him?
`Rachmaninov first, as amusician,
person, pianist and composer. All together,
they make him avery great man.'
And what about his close friend Nikolai
Medmer? ` Probably in style and Russian
tradition he is near to Rachmaninov, and
in this sense Ibegin to compare them. It's
my mistake, of course. There are no two
composers the same, but in each big piece
you reach apoint to which the music is
going, culminating usually in afortissimo or
pianissimo. We performers are "living" and
"making" the music in asense, and in
Rachmaninov this becomes the greatest
moment — yet in Medtner sometimes I
don't hear it!'
Perhaps because of his introspective,
picturesque style of composition —

Nikolai Lugansky
Winner of the 1994
Tchaikovsky Competition
Interview by Bill Newman

qualities also to found in the piano music
of Robert Schumann, which the pianistteacher Dmitri Bashltirov advocates for his
pupils and which Iknow you also like
performing.
'Interesting! I, too, study and perform
his [very] different output; but it is all a
question ataste. No one composer is more
important than another, but if Iwere
asked to test the abilities of apianist I
would give him Chopin to play, as he
wrote most of his music for the piano. A
pianist has to be open to all music: Bach,
Mozart, Beethoven, Chopin, Schumann,
and so on.'
Some pianists play Bach only in their
living rooms, yet Tatiana Nikolayeva gave
whole recitals of his music, phrasing in a
romantic manner. Where do your
preferences lie?
'A very good question! Iplayed amixed
programme with Bach [
at the Wigmore Hall
recital], and it was abig problem because
of the line between Bach and other music.
Not only the movement of the music, but
the sound and feeling in the piano.'
The contrapuntal writing, and the way
he develops and builds on his motifs?
`Yes, and for Nikolayeva it was natural
for her to play Bach, Rachmaninov and
Chopin — but Icannot say that she was
1141 NEWS Ai RECORD REVIEW
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one of the romantic interpreters in Bach.
She was alone in this sense. and very
individual. For instance in Russia, where
there are many pianists in the romantic
tradition, her playing was described as
Classical.
'Very strange! Often, they call the
playing of Bach as performing " from
sight", but for her it always came from
inside: living for Bach. Fur all pianists it is
difficult: they can "live" very easily when
playing Chopin and Rachmaninov, but in
Bach one is always "looking at" the music.
Style and traditions change, but basic
ideas and feelings arc the same for all
composers.'
If aperformance doesn't conform to socalled ' accepted' styles of interpretation,
critics don't like it. Do you strive for
something that will have lasting value for
say, the next ten years, changing it subtly
all the time? And do you also look back to
other artists of the calibre of, say,
Sofronitzky, Yudina, to take and absorb
from them?
`Yes, we can try to borrow, but no, it's
like the Greek philosopher who said it's
impossible to go into the river two times.
It will be another river: it's the rule of life
and art, and we have know it and feel it.'
When applying your thinking to
different repertoire — Beethoven's
'Tempest' Sonata, Liszt's ` Feux follets',
Prokofiev's Sixth Sonata — to define the
musical style and content, how much
preparation is required?
`It is always better to study and live
with awork for along time before you
perform it. Then it becomes more
individual, not as some believe, more
99
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Music interview

POINT
of view

LORD MENUHIN EMBRACED both
jazz and Eastern Music — making
records with Stephane Grappelli and
Ravi Shankar. Would he perhaps
have drawn the line at Jimi Hendrix
(or simply commended yoga and
yoghurt to him?), for whose music
Menuhin 's'élève terrible', Nigel
Kennedy has almost an obsessive
fascination. That compulsion has led
to the Sony Classical CD, The
Kennedy Experience — which is also
the name of Kennedy's featured
group: seven skilled musicians
(flute, oboe, guitars and Dobro, two
cellos and bass) — a six-track
homage to Hendrix.
.with a 31-word
mission statement from Kennedy
which includes the f-word
[SK 61687, 55m 17s 11].
Kennedy's associated Festival Hall
concert was dismissed by Michael
White, Independent on Sunday July
18, as 'dismal'; Johnny Black (who
has just completed a book on
Hendrix) finds the CD loathsome!
Idisagree. Although Iregret the
inclusion of the last track, 'Purple
Haze' (crude pyschedelia, a
worthless trip), this tribute, a
sophisticated amalgam of acoustic
and electronically manipulated
sounds — very high- production
values, attributable in no small
degree to Kennedy's co-producer/
engineer Jacquie Turner — should
endear itself to all who have
followed the errant violinist since his
London Wasp Factory days. The
trademark spiralling up and off-thescale, the sawing to-and-fro of a
repeated interval, the frantic energy
and wide dynamic contrasts
(embryonic in his Vivaldi 'Seasons')
are still there, but the musical
material has advanced significantly.
The expansive opening track,
'Third Stone From rhe Sun', has
stereophonically spaced guitars later
drawn into a 'triologue' with Kennedy
in the last of its three sections;
there's a ghostly cadenza, distantly
set in a haze of echoes, that links
track 4 (the best on the disc),
'Drifting', a lyrical effusion with
something of a gaelic flavour — that
too has a scratchy, ghostly cadenza
and some of Kennedy's
characteristic wailing, downward
slides. (For contras, hear 'Fire', with
its vibrant energy.)
The group often provides a
grounding for Kennedy's more manic
excursions, but the pieces are really
well structured. Do investigate!
Christopher Breunig
I'd be interested in readers reactions. pease write to
'Views' on this and other musical topics.
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automatic. Play it for some weeks only and
it becomes alittle abstract; play it for a
longer period and it will become quite
separate from other works by the same
composer — and in terms of tempo and
sound quite different from works by other
composers. It is always so for me.
'Also, it is interesting to know all about
the lives of composers, and their friends.
But you can always find all you want from
the notes in the score. Although you
always try, there is so much still to
discover.'
Fresh ideas, new phrasings, nuances and
other expressive details, occur all the
while? 'They come continuously through
the intellect. In the Amsterdam
Concertgebouw, during aSchumann
recital played by Radu Lupu, Ithought
that Kinderscenen did not have enough
sound, then in Humoreske Ithrew all such
thoughts and feelings away. When you
listen, you are in aroom where you do
not have to think, but when you play
yourself, you " live" the music. In that
sense Iam like Lupu and all other
pianists.'
Yet in your recital programme, after you
played Beethoven's 'Tempest' Sonata with
its natural span of phrase and controlled
dramatic line, there had to be acontrast
with the cool vehemence and freedom of
expression of Prokofiev's Sixth Sonata.
'They cannot be the same, but when I
play Imust be sure Iam right.., although
something unexpected can always happen
during arecital. It happened to all pianists
of all styles — Sofronitzky, Richter,
Cherkassky — the only exception being
Michelangeli, where the concert and the
recording were the same. Like mind and
realization: the one " Iam thinking", the
other " Iam doing". With Mozart,
Pushkin, Goethe or Shakespeare — there
may be no difference as they are [all] near
to God... But to like the music is to
believe.'

The early years
Lugansky took part in the Young
Musicians Competition in Tiblisi aged 14,
followed by Bach competitions in Leipzig
and Rachmaninov in Moscow, and then in
1994 he won the Tchaikovsky
Competition.
Apart from Bach, Rachmaninov's music
(the Études Tableaux and Second Sonata)
took up much study time, but the Russian
educational tradition in the Central Music
School disciplined pupils to play
compositions in all styles. Teachers from
the Moscow Conservatoire officiated, and
Lugansky enjoyed nine years study with
Nikolayeva.
'Working with her, it was lessons,
concerts, talking with her; travels; chamber
music (two pianos, four hands); and many
more hours listening to her teach others. I
wonder how an artist like that who lived
for her playing could also find time to live
with so much emotion.
'She liked the playing of Glenn Gould,
which Ifound very strange. Inever met
another person so full of, or so open to
music all their life. Sometimes I
remember: " she told me this", but Ionly
now begin to understand it.'
Apart from her, the pianist today he

most admires is Grigori Sokolov, whom he
describes as: '
avery interesting person, a
little bit crazy, but with an incredible
sound that is so fantastic. Like Sviatoslav
Richter he could play awhole movement
legato and it would sound as one line.
Often he would divide the line, but it
would still sound continuous'.
After acertain number of performances
the music can become ' taken over' by an
artist and ceases to be the composer's sole
property — Iinstance Prokofiev's First
Violin Concerto when Szigeti refused to
let the composer ' sit in' during his
recording of it.
'I think this has to be so, and an artist
must feel this about music he performs
often. My own arrogance purely relates to
the sound Imake during the concert, and
Ihave to be very sure of myself. The
interpretation can never be one hundred
per cent ideal, but one has to completely
enter the groove of the unattainable during
performance!'
Lugansky lives in Moscow but plays
frequently in Amsterdam, where some
time ago he performed with Kissin, Repin,
Vengerow and Mardoyan in aseries of
concerts. He gave his first concert in the
Rachmaninov Hall at 14 (the recording
then came out on two Melodiya LPs). He
gave aconcert for Midem in France at 16,
and since then has frequently performed
abroad. Now in his late-20s, he still feels
he is learning.
'In ten years Iwill play my recordings*
and think: "No, it is all wrong". How I
will play then, Idon't know; but a life in
music is so intimate and individual. A
concert or recital takes so much from me
personally that Icannot even talk about it
two days later. Itry to forget it completely
for awhile, until Ibegin to remember
each note Iplayed!'
From the listener's point of view, it
comes across very well indeed, with
nothing too loud or too fast!
'One problem is if the artist is young.
Technically and physically he has to reach
the highest pulse, and [so he] plays very
loud and very, very fast. To play slow is
much more difficult, and you have to hold
the line from the start.
'If Idon't play awork that often, Istart
by playing it fast; then after awhile it gets
slower! But an interpreter has to be open
to all styles of playing and " loyal" to what
other composers want from them.
'Normally Ihave to be aware of Urtext
editions, but creators are mostly subjective
about their music, and it is sometimes
very funny to read what they write about
other composers!
'In chamber music it is important for
performers to be near each other both
personally and musically. There are two
things Ilive for: music and my personal
life. Often they are completely different,
and Iknow of great musicians who have
no feeling for life, but live for a life in
music. Ihave my family and friends.
Nikolayeva was good in both. Iwould like
to be such aperson.'
*Schumann solo works, Chopin. Rachmaninov,
including Concertos 3 and 4 — all on Vanguard
Classics; also Britten on a new Erato CD with
Nagano and the Hallé Orchestra
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ClassicalliPvie*
JC BACK:
Fortepiano Concerti Op.13:1-3,
C62-4
Fortepiano Concerto in
E-flat, C75
Anthony Halstead (f-pno/dir)/Hanover
Band

of the Month

CPO 999 601-2

SHOSTAKOVICN:
24 Preludes and Fugues 0p.87
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca 466 066-2

(
2CDs, 141m 43s)

The monumental series of 24 Preludes and Fugues was designed by Shostakovich as a
20th- century counterpart to Bach's 48', and its demands an the performer are taxing
in both physical and spiritual terms. Stylistically it remains one of the most subtly
elusive of the composer's works, its expressive qualities tempered by an essential
introversion that bestows acertain coolness on the writing.
This is territory where virtuoso
command is of limited avail: rather,
the pianist is faced with awide range
of textures and sonorities within
which to convey amessage that is
often expansively laid-out and where
conventional expectations of climax
and resolution are constantly
sidestepped.
Ashkenazy approaches the task with
his hallmark honesty of purpose,
responding to the text with aclear
sense of melodic and harmonic
direction and of the overall structure
of the cycle. His conception is highly
unified, perhaps mindful of
Shostakovich's exhortation that the
work should only be performed as a
whole — aprecept, however, which
the composer broke in his own
concerts — although the aural variety
achieved between the movements is
notable. [
In fact, these recordings were
made over a two-year period, May
1986—April '88, and at different venues
in London and Berlin.] Throughout, the
clarity of Ashkenazy's contrapuntal
playing is ahighlight of his approach,
and prompts one to wonder at the
qualities that he might bring to Bach.
In aquicksilver movement such as
Prelude 2 the fleetness of his
fingerwork emphasises the linear
characteristics of the writing,
reinforcing his perception of the
Preludes as well as the Fugues as
primarily polyphonic works.
In Prelude 3 the metronome
marking is observed at the expense of
making the unwieldy left-hand
octaves sound rather uncomfortable.
But the overall impression is of
technical finesse placed unreservedly
at the service of the music, within a
style that eschews Romantic gestures
in favour of agenuinely neo-classical
approach. Ashkenazy's fmgerwork
often sounds cleaner than that of the
venerable Tatiana Nikolayeva
[Hyperion] although this is partly the
result of aless resonant recording
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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quality. The complex Fugue 10, a
case in point, emerges as alyrical
study in half-tones, its voicing aided
by Ashkenazy's highly distinctive
piano timbre. He also responds to
Shostakovich's slightly edgy sense of
fun: Prelude & Fugue 11 has the
requisite lightness and dance-like
rhythmic acuity. The second disc
(13-24) struck me as even more
impressive; as the music grows deeper
and darker, so the playing takes on a
greater richness and sense of
reflection (Prelude 18, Prelude &
Fugue 20). The tempi sound
inevitable, flowing yet unhurried, and
by the end one is conscious of having
undergone an artistic journey of
considerable significance.
Given the relatively small number
of competing versions in the current
catalogue (with distinguished readings
by John Ogdon and Roger Woodward
unavailable at present) Ashkenazy's
set demands to be taken seriously.
More than this, it is aremarkable
interpretative achievement that
reinforces his stature among the
pianists of his generation.
John Kersey

A-10:1*

(
60m 30s)

For Anthony Halstead's previous disc
in this series, the Op.7 set, published
1770 [
HFN/RR Aug ' 99] the wind
parts described by the London Bach
as ' optional' were not used, thus
preserving the music's chamber
character. Seven years later, for the
publication of Op.13, Bach had put
more substance and weight into his
concerti and, even though still
`optional', the wind parts now found
acomfortable place in music suitable
equally for concert hall and for an
18th-century drawing-room. Oboes or
flutes and horns are therefore
included on this disc. They have no
independent contributions in Op.13;
rather, they add sonority. The
Broadwood grand pianoforte used
here possesses a 'period' tone but
lacks the ` leathery' or 'tinny' effects
some listeners find off-potting — it
would be better to think of it as a
fortepiano (as the label has it)
because it also lacks the oppressive,
all-conquering power of modem
instruments. This power might find a
place in Brahms or Busoni but is
quite wrong for the youngest Bach.
Halstead plays with subtle gentility,
coaxing this sunny music into
charming life, though there is ample
incisiveness where needed, as in the
opening tuttis, to which he correctly
contributes keyboard support. This is
playing of high stylish awareness.
Comparison with Ingrid Haebler's
quarter-century-old set (available on
Philips ' Duo' 456 064-2) shows that
hers was atinny variety of fortepiano,
closer to harpsichord tone, and her
performances were generally brisker,
more 'central European' than
provincial London. They still sound
very well, but Halstead is, Ifind,
closer to the true nature of the music,
and his recording is immeasurably
richer.
The present disc includes a
concerto which is areworking — or is
it the other way around? — of a
Symphonie Concertante already
recorded in this series [CPO 999
348-2], amuch bolder, 'public' work
with more prominent wind writing,
and good to have in this first-ever
recording. Its finale is one of those
singing, swinging minuets one
encounters again and again in English
music of the period. Incidentally, the
catalogue numbers quoted in our
heading (and appearing in this series
for the first time) are presumably
from Ernest Warburton's forthcoming
— imminent? — thematic catalogue,
which will at long last show in detail
the huge extent of JC Bach's work,
just as Halstead is bringing it to
audible life so successfully.
Robert Dearling
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BRITTEN:
Overture — The Building of the
House/BRIDGE: The Sea' J Enter
Spring2/HOLST: A Fugal Concerto'
Egdon Heath 3
'ECO/2NP0/3LSO/BrittentECO/Holst
IMG no 8007-2

(70m) rec live, 'mono

HANDEL:
Ode for St Cecilia's Day/BRITTEN:
Choral Dances from 'Gloriana'
Heather Harper (sop)/Peter Pears (ten)/
ECO/Britten
IMG NCB 8009-2

(
68m 32s) rec live

By all accounts Britten was ahighly
musical and often inspirational
performer — notwithstanding the
acute anxiety he suffered before
playing or conducting in public. He
was ambivalent about recordings, yet
made asurprising number for Decca
— of his own and other composers'
music. Valuable as those are,
inevitably they give alimited view of
his musical sympathies; two more
releases in this intriguing ¡MG series
feature works he never recorded in
the studio.
Quite what Britten himself would
have felt about these live
performances being resurrected is a
moot point. Inevitably there are flaws
and limitations in the playing, and
the sound varies abit — though it's
always acceptable. Perhaps the most
questionable item is Handel's Ode
(recorded June 1967 in The Makings
Snape), given an enjoyable if
somewhat inflated performance — the
dated style of singing and playing are
far removed from what we'd expect
today from authentic forces. The
Gloriana excerpts thankfully sound

BRITTEN:
String Quartets in F ( 19281 J in D
(19311 1 2 in C
Sorrel Quartet
Chandos CHAN 9664

The second disc
in the Sorrel
Quartet's Britten
series on
Chandos shows
the sculpture by
Hepworth,
'Family of Man'
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(74m)

The main event in the Sorrel
Quartet's second Britten disc for
Chandos has to be the C-major work,
one of this century's greatest quartets
as the latest in aline of fine Britishbased interpreters confirms. Yet in
eschewing the more usual and
satisfying pairing with the endgame of
the Third Quartet (already to be
heard on CHAN 9469), the Sorrels
have taken the good counsel of the
Britten Estate and resurrected a
characteristically exuberant piece by
the teenaged composer. Placing the
rhythms and contours of the classical
quartet alongside harmonies and
unexpected turns of phrase which
make it very much of its time ( 1928),
this F-major work is in many ways
more likeable than its probing but
uncertain successor of 1931 (already
published and previously recorded).
Only the first student work's overall
eclecticism betrays its juvenile status;
though it comes as ahealthy surprise,

much more idiomatic.
It's well known that Bridge's The
Sea made an enormous impression on
Britten the schoolboy, and this 1971
performance with an expanded ECO
impresses with its passionate
intensity. It's almost worth buying the
disc just for this one item. Also very
good is Imogen Holst's perky account
of her father's Fugal Concerto. Britten
conducts Holst's austere masterpiece
Egdon Heath [
mono], which
demonstrates how much double-bass
playing techniques have improved
since 1961: intonation is sketchy, to
say the least! An interesting couple of
CDs for musical voyeurs, and the
plain curious.
James M Hughes
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SCHUMANN:
Liederkreis, Op.39 _Isongs and
arrangements by Fauré, Purcell,
Schubert & Britten
Peter Pears (
ten)/Benjamin Britten (pno)
IMG BUB 8006-2

(74m 58s) mono

Recorded live in the Jubilee Hall,
Aldeburgh during the early summers
of 1958 and 1959, this well recorded
and transferred mono collection is a
vital reminder of one of the most
famous musical partnerships of
modern times. The arguments still
rage on regarding Pears's undoubted
impact on Britten's extraordinary
creative gift: avital catalyst or the
unintentional limiter of his partner's
visionary scope? What remains
indisputable is the series of inspired
scores that resulted and the special
magic that invariably informed their
recitals and recordings together.
Whatever one's personal reactions to

amid the youthful homages to
Beethoven and Schubert, to
encounter the viola's pulsing seconds
and the Ravelian turns of phrase in
the short, haunting second
movement. There are strong ideas in
the D-major Quartet, not least the
long viola theme in (i), but the
Sorrels didn't convince me that this is
apiece which knows where it's going.
The one passage which Britten
substantially revised shortly before his
death, the transition from aquirky
pizzicato fugue back to the main
business of the finale, certainly stands
out as the most fluent gesture in the
work.
No false moves occur in the
Second Quartet, and the Sorrels have
total command of its opening movt's
breadth of reference. There's aslight
reluctance to vocalise to quite the
same degree as the passionate Britten
Quartet [Collins, nia], and since you
can never go too far in the songs and
recitatives of the astonishing Chacony,
these players can leave you wanting
even more — the forked lightning
behind Hepworth's Family of Man in
the stunning Aldeburgh image on the
Chandos cover never quite strikes in

Pears's distinctive timbre, his
Schubert Winterreise and Schumann
Dichterliebe cycles [Decca], for
example, remain object lessons in the
art of accompanied Lieder.
In the great Op.39 Liederkreis Pears
emerges as the complete antithesis of
adetailed word-painter like Dietrich
Fischer-Dieskau. He establishes the
general mood of each song through
the subtle coloration of voice, but '
otherwise relies principally on long
arching, legato phrases to hoist each
song aloft. It is left to Britten to
articulate with enviable deftness and a
creator's intuitiveness, myriad details
of harmonic and rhythmic inflection.
In this way the two complement one
another to perfection — there is never
for amoment any feeling of musical
imbalance, or interpretative friction.
If anything, the magic is even more
pronounced in adreamy account of
Fauré's enchanting La Bonne Chanson
cycle. Here Pears's liquid phrasing
and Britten's enviably supple pianism
(despite Fauré's occasionally awkward
writing) combine to captivating effect.
In an ideal world one might have
wished for greater nasal inflection
from Pears in order to give the sound
amore authentic flavour, but this is
to quibble in the face of the finest
performance Ican recall hearing on
disc.
Four of Britten's folksong
arrangements, five of his of Purcell,
and three Schubert Lieder (including
asurpassingly lovely Nachtviolen)
round off aoutstanding recital.
Audiences are virtually silent
throughout: hardly surprising given
the engrossing artistry on display.
Julian Haylock

B:1 0

the performance. Still, the tension is
well sustained, the collective
intonation never flinches under the
recording's almost mercilessly close
scrutiny, and the carefully-gauged
dynamic range of the playing
underlines the rigour of the
argument.
David Nice

A/B:1

COPLAND:
Four Piano Blues J Piano Sonata
The Cat and the Mouse/GERSHWIN:
Three Preludes J Songs J
An American in Paris
Mark Anderson ( pool
Nimbus NI 5585

(74m 03s) rec. live

A live recital from Nimbus's Concert
Hall; the programme is an exciting
one, made up of music by two
leading American composers. Aaron
Copland's Four Piano Blues is a
product of his earlier years, pieced
together between 1924 and 1937
from discarded material, each bearing
adedication to the composer's
champions during the period: ' For
Leo Smit — freely poetic'; ' For
Andor Foldes — soft and languid';
'For William Kapell — muted and
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sensuous'; ` For John Fitzpatrick —
with bounce'. Copland knew the
potential and personalities of his
musical friends only too well, and the
character of the pieces bears their
trademarks.
The Piano Sonata ( 1939-41) ,
became Leonard Bernstein's favourite
piece, and he, of course, recorded it
[FoIdes also made aDG recording of it].
Copland had his old teacher Rubin
Goldmark very much in mind: ' He
thought of sonata form as music's
highest goal'.
Shortly before its completion he
was commissioned to compose the
film music Of Mice and Men, which is
perhaps why Ihear so clearly astrong
element of strife and consternation (if
three-part chords) that interrupts the
bustling of labourers at their daily
chores (to amotto bass line) during
the second-movt, Vivace. Two-thirds
in, Copland adds the direction `with
suppressed excitement' to increase his
listeners' concentration.
The opening movement is a
personal portrait of Copland the
pianist and his ' glassy' style of
playing. The music is aseries of
mirror images and fleeting visions,
3/4 vying with 5/8, asustained Moho
moderato battling for supremacy over
arhythmic Allegro. Goldmark would
not have been surprised, perhaps, had
he lived to hear it, yet he failed to
understand his pupil's earlier Scherzo
humoristique: The Cat and the Mouse,
which is as entertaining as Tom and
Jerry cartoons. Anderson doesn't miss
atrick, obeying all the score
directions to the letter.
His Gershwin Three Preludes
emulate Oscar Levant at his very
finest: rolling four-note turns in the
first, the sultriest of Blues motifs in

photo: Malcolm Crow:hers

the second, and atear-away final
flourish for the last. The real 'hit'
here is An American in Paris in
William Daly's solo piano
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Aaron Copland:
a frequent visitor
to the UK in the
1970s when he
recorded his
orchestral works
for CBS

arrangement (plus afew Anderson
embellishments). It was reputed that
Daly knew the score better than the
composer himself. The performance
is aknockout!
Bill Newman

'Review

RECOMMENDATION
André Previn's
Gershwin
programme with
the LSO —
Rhapsody in Blue,
An American in
Paris and Concerto
in F — is now in
EMI's 'Great
Recordings of the
Century' series

Earl Wild,
whose early
recording of
Gershwin's
Rhapsody
in Blue with
Paul
Whiteman's
Orchestra is
reissued on
Music & Arts
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GERSHWIN:
Rhapsody in Blue' ,2 (
two versions)
J Second Rhapsody' J An
American in Paris' J Cuban
Overture 1-7.1 Various songs and
medleys
1Roy Bargy (pno)/2Earl Wild (pno)/
various artists and chorus/
Paul Whiteman and his Orchestra
Music and Arts CD 1042
(78m 57s) mono, rec. live 1934-48
This generously-filled disc contains
recordings that are of crucial
importance to the Gershwin legacy.
Paul Whiteman was responsible for
givng the first performances of
Rhapsody in Blue and the Concerto in
F with the composer at the piano,
and his band was acclaimed as one of
the most successful of the 1920s.
These live performances derive
from radio broadcasts, the most
important of which is of the 1938
concert given to mark the first
anniversary of Gershwin's death.
Whiteman was in the last years of his
touring career by then, and his band
had become something of an
anachronism at the height of the
Swing Era. Nevertheless, his style had
lost none of its verve and energy, still
retaining that slightly hard-driven,
intensely vhythmic quality that may
also be observed in Gershwin's own
recordings. All the longer works on
this disc are slightly cut.
Roy Bargy, the soloist in the first of
the two recordings of Rhapsody in
Blue, was a noted and versatile player
whose ragtime improvisations had
enjoyed aconsiderable vogue during
the Twenties. He is not an out-andout virtuoso by any means, but a
sensitive artist whose embellishments
give an idea of the performing style of
his time, and whose slightly
understated approach proves effective
in emphasising the ' classical'
discipline of Gershwin's writing. To
me, Oscar Levant's readings of both
works from the mid- 1940s [CBS, Ma]
are more satisfying because of his
greater reserves of pianistic technique
and imagination, but Bargy's versions
are convincing and deserve to be
better known.

An American in Paris is taken at a
faster tempo than in Shilkret's 1929
version featuring Gershwin on celeste
[Past Perfect], and positively swaggers
with Hollywood bravado, motorhorns very much in evidence.
Whiteman takes the unusual step of
swinging the central slow section, and
even allows Roy Bargy ashort solo
cadenza on its material before the
return of the opening. The Cuban
Overture is thoroughly exhilarating,
played with an utterly idiomatic
panache that lends the maximum
impact to its infectious Latin dancerhythms.
Interspersed with the longer works
are some effective versions of the
songs, from popular medleys of
orchestral arrangements to
comparative rarities such as ' Dawn of
aNew Day', eventually used as the
theme song for the 1939-40 World
Fair, and the charming ' Russian' song
`Mischa, Jascha, Toscha, Sascha'
performed by close-harmony group
The Modernaires.
The highlight of the disc, however,
is surely the second recording of
Rhapsody In Blue with Earl Wild as
soloist. Here Whiteman adds ahighly
effective Hollywoodesque wordless
chorus which discreetly augments the
drama. Wild is exactly the sort of
risk-taking extrovert that this piece
needs; and in Whiteman he finds a
partner who is prepared to match him
for excitement. There are other firstrate recordings of the work, but none
in my opinion that have quite the
atmosphere of this one: one minute
grandiose and supremely relaxed, the
next alive with scintillating virtuosity.
Most of these recordings have
appeared before on the Ivory and
Past Perfect labels, but the good
transfer quality on this issue (affected
in afew places by minor distortion
and surface noise) together with its
wide selection of repertoire merits a
strong recommendation.
John Kersey
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GROFE:
Suites — Mississippi j Grand
Canyon J Niagara
Bournemouth SO/Stromberg
Naxos 8.559007

(
67m 45s)

Read any book about the Jazz Greats
and you will find an appreciative
reference to Ferde Grofé. The
original arranger and improviser was
speedily grabbed by Paul Whiteman
and in 1915 he became his
orchestra's pianist, assistant
conductor, orchestrator and librarian,
going on European tours in 1923/4.
He had his first big break when he
orchestrated Gershwin's Rhapsody in
Blue, but compositions also flowed
from his pen at the rate of knots:
Broadway at Night; Blue Fantasy in Ella; Metropolis; Three Shades of Blue;
the ( 1926) Mississippi Suite's virile,
then topical musical 'descriptions' of
the feats of Paul Bunyan and
adventures of Tom Sawyer and
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leader of
Quatuor
Mosaïques;
Josef Haydn;
Richard Hickox

Robert Dearling

'The slightly
operatic
style of the
performOunce
results in
the
powerful

ASV CD DCA 1057

powering

Outstanding recordings of these three
works have been made by the Aeolian
Quartet (part of the Decca 22CD
complete set) and the Medici Quartet
(part of their 2CD set of Op.20).
Those recordings had in common a
forthrightness that was entirely suited
to these works, which strike me as
being both academic and bucolic at
the same time. Both groups gave the
rustic elements full measure, but kept
firm tempi and avoided romanticising
the gorgeous slow movements. The
Medicis were notable for an especially
strong cello line. The Aeolians' older
recording still sounds superb, and as
with the Medici version the sound
engineers let only amodest amount
of surrounding acoustic reach the ear.
With ASV there is more of the
surrounding acoustic (and agood
thing too — Holy Trinity Wentworth
adds awonderful `bloom'). As a
result, the Lindsays have aslightly
softer quality with bright violins
which never over-impose. Many of
106

choral lines
often overHaydn's
almost
military
writing'

their speeds are identical to those of
the Aeolian quartet and their sense of
structure is excellent. They make
minuets light and very dance-like
(though not always faster) and sustain
attention in the long first-movts
where, like the Medicis, they repeat
both halves. The Aeolians, in their
rugged approach, shape their
interpretations in such away that
their omission of second-part repeats
in each first-movt seems to have been
logically thought out (on reissue, a
quarter-century after recording them,
their leader said that he was still
satisfied with his choice of repeats).
It so happens that every finale in
these three works is fugal. ' Earnest
and tough' is agood way to portray
them (the Medici do that splendidly)
but the Lindsays are light and full of
sparkle. In other words, there are
many ways of playing these works
successfully, and the Lindsays join my
top recommendations; but because of
the beautiful acoustic Imight return
to them more often than to their
rivals
Antony Hodgson
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HAYDN:
String Quartets Op.33:2, 3 & 5
Quatuor Mosaïques
&midis AS 128569

(
61m .04s)

Erich FRibarth, first violin of the QM,
has the lion's share of the thematic
material and musical argument in
most of the music here. Ilike his
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HAYDN:
Mass in d ' Nelson' _IAve Regina J
Missa Brevis in F
Susan Gritton (sop)/Pamela Helen
Stephen (mez-sop)/Mark Padmore (ten)/
Stephen Varcoe (bar)/Collegium
Musicum 90/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 0640

(
63m 15s)

The recent Harnoncourt version of
the Nelson Mass had many excellent
qualities, but it used the later
arrangement with woodwind
elaborating the fully written-out organ
parts. The original score, as played
here by Collegium Musicum 90, is
more lucid, and Hickox again shows
his skill as achoral conductor. There
is thrilling fullness of vocal tone in
the Gloria and the fiery Agnus Dei,
indeed the performance is something
of atour-de-force by chorus and
soloists. This is not all to the benefit
of period style, however. Soprano and
mezzo in particular sing in afullblooded, theatrical manner. Iwent
back to Mario Rossi's marvellous old
version [Amadeo, nia] and found that
his soloists, huge stars of the operatic
stage — Stich-Randall/Hóngen/
Dermota/Guthrie — sang in afar
more modest ' liturgical' style.
Ihave passingly questioned the use
of soloistic vibrato in previous Hickox
recordings, but here it seems more
noticeable. The chorus largely avoids
this indulgence but the slightly
operatic style of the performance
results in the powerful choral lines
often overpowering Haydn's almost
military writing. The fierce eruption
of three trumpets with drums at the
end of the Benedictus is so forceful
OCTOBER 1999
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HAYDN:
String Quartets Op.20:2, 5 & 6
The Lindsays
(
66m 27s)

playing, with its spontaneous
phrasing, pure tone, and apparent
ease in high-lying passages, and on
the whole he leads good
performances. But sometimes Ifeel
he takes spontaneity too far. This is
noticeable particularly in 3(i), where
two simple quavers are taken as
acciaccature-and-crotchet — but not
consistently! It happens also in (ii)
and (iii), though Ididn't notice it in
the other two works. There is also
too often amannered stress on downbeats.
Throughout, all repeats are
observed except, inexplicably, the
second in 5(i), another inconsistency.
In my score the direction ' ad lib'
does not appear over this or any
other repeat mark. What is consistent,
however, is the decision to regard
scherzos and trios as distinct entities,
each with its own tempo, and
separated rhythmically. Those for
whom such essential details are
unimportant will find these to be
well-played performances: the finale
of 3 with its gypsy rhythms is most
exciting. Since the first violin has so
much to say in this music Iwould
have liked to hear more of the cello
to balance things — it is too
backward here.

Ain.. Nigel LuckhurstIChandos

Huckleberry Finn, to fuel the
imaginations of Mark Twain readers.
Challenged by acolleague suggesting
that he could even write music about
abicycle pump, Grofé came up with
Variations on Noises from a Garage
(1926), and Free Air (1929). Grand
Canyon Suite (1931), was inspired by
early roams of the desert and
mountain country, and it made his
fortune with its five evocative
movements, ' Sunrise', 'The Painted
Desert', ' On the Trail', ' Sunset' and
'Cloudburst'. Toscanini called this
last 'the most vivid and terrifying of
musical pictures'.
Later on, Grofé became staff
conductor of the NBC, then
conducted the New York
Philharmonic, joined the faculty at
Juilliard and wrote many film scores.
The local State Power Authority
commissioned Niagara Falls Suite
(Thunder of the Waters', ` Devil's
Hole Massacre', ' Honeymooners',
'Power of Niagara') which the
composer premiered with the Buffalo
Philharmonic in 1961. Grofé
celebrates abygone age of Indian
ambushes and wagon trains, and
brings us up to date (the beauty spot
a favourite site for lovers), in ascore
which never betrays his inventiveness,
fine craftsmanship and natural ability
to write wonderful melodies and
orchestrate with the genius of one
who really understood music's overall
appeal.
William T Stromberg and the
Bournemouth Symphony not only do
it the full honours, eclipsing both
Hanson [Mercury] and Felix Slatkin
[EMI-Capitol], but the recording is
the best yet from Naxos at the start
of its new American Classics series.

Classical Reviews
that, despite the slightly set-back
orchestral balance, Haydn's daring
scoring comes across; however, the
many similar flourishes in the
amazingly militaristic ' Dona nobis
pacem' seem underplayed. ` Missa in
Angustiis' is how Haydn described
this work in his catalogue: Collegium
Musicum 90 makes it surprisingly
comforting.
The soloists' tendency towards an
operatic approach continues in the
other two works, although Susan
Gritton produces glorious golden tone
in the first and last movts of the Ave
Regina. The two female soloists are
the main protagonists in the Missa
Brevis, but again the accompaniment
(this time strings and organ only) is
subjugated, especially in duets. The
superb style and vocal purity of
Hedda Heusser and Anni Berger in
Gillesberger's premiere recording
[1952 Nixa, nia] is simply not
approached and Ieven prefer Nixa's
more restrained solo balancing.
Antony Hodgson
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STRING QUARTETS 3.4.5
The Vanbrugh Quartet

MeCABE:
String Quartets 3-5
Vanburgh Quartet
Hyperion OA 67078

(
68m 15s)

A timely release in celebration of
John McCabe's 60th birthday,
reminding us just how good a
composer he can be in the major
forms, and how he has consistently
and logically developed in his
maturity. These three quartets were
composed over the decade 1979-89:
all are impressive, and all are
dominated in different ways by the
idea of variation (indeed the variation
principle seems to fascinate McCabe),
yet each emerges with astrong,
distinct profile of its own, and each is
also an advance on its predecessor.
No.3 ( 1979) is agenerouslyproportioned, eventful, but
predominantly lyrical work, five
movts divided into three parts, the
first aset of 'Variants' on contrasted
slow and fast ideas, the last a
passacaglia; these enclose a
symmetrical stucture of two scherzos
and aRomanza. It's asubstantial,
eloquent work, but 4 ( 1982), in a
single movt, immediately strikes
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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JOACHIM:
Two Marches J Overture to a
Comedy by Gozzi Op.8 J Elegiac
Overture in memory of Heinrich von
Kleist Op.13 J Hamlet Overture
Op.4 J Overture in C
Maastricht PO/Bader
Koch Schwann 3-1514-2

(
60m 22s)

The relatively low rating below
should not be taken as areflection on
the intrinsic musical interest of this
release. If not amajor master, Joseph
Joachim was not only one of the
greatest violinists in history but a
gifted and original composer. Brahms
— who was biased, of course —
considered he was amajor master; yet
it was Brahms's arrival, and yet more
evident mastery, that decided Joachim
virtually to give up composing after
the early 1860s.
His music would remain worth
hearing if only for its direct and
indirect influences on Brahms. Not
much (though abit) can be called
proto-Brahmsian, and very little is

deeper in its economy and quality of
thought: here the whole work is aset
of variations on two interrelated
subjects, growing organically and with
mounting intensity to an ardent,
cello-dominated Lento conclusion.
However it's the sheer fantasy and
poetry of 5 ( 1989) which takes the
palm: 14 sections making up asingle
tone-poem-like structure, inspired by
Graham Sutherland aquatints of bees.
Surely not since Stravinsky's Scherzo
fantastique (
inspired by Maeterlinck's
`The Life of the Bee') has apian
existence received such imaginative
musical treatment. On one level the
quartet is completely comprehensible
as acontinuously-evolving musical
structure: yet its substance is entirely
spun of onomatopoeic effects, evoking
the sounds, motions and activities of
the swarm, which at the same time
are memorable motifs, rhythmic and
textural effects in their own right.
The members of the Vanburgh
Quartet acquit themselves
impressively in these often challenging
works, especially in 5, which is areal
test of colouristic range and virtuosic
ensemble playing. Hyperion's
recording is of astandard at least as
high as their Robert Simpson Quartet
series with the Delmé — which is to
say very good indeed.
For those who believe in such
things, acase of sympathetic magic:
the evening I'd listened to McCabe's
Fifth Quartet for the first time I
walked down the garden, became
aware of buzzing as Ipassed under an
arch of roses and clematis, and
discovered aswarm of bees hanging
from the frame, inches above my
head. It stayed there, apulsing heart
of bees, overnight and vanished about
mid-morning. Had they been
attracted by their musical analogues?
Calum MacDonald
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'Joseph
Joachim was
not only one
of the
greatest
violinists in
history but
a gifted and
original
composer.
Brahms who was
biased, of
course considered
he was a
major
master'

Schumannesque. Instead, as Brahms's
great favourite, the Hamlet overture,
shows, the overwhelming influence is
Beethoven, and Joachim extends the
programmatic implications of Egmont
and Coriolan in the direction of
Lisztian tone-poem (at the very same
time as he was recoiling from Lisztian
style). In the 1854 Overture to a
Comedy by Gozzi, he draws fruitfully
upon Haydn and Mendelssohn to
produce an almost 'neo-classic' work,
which clearly influenced Brahms's
Serenades and whose direct successor
must be the Comedy Overture of
Busoni. The greatest work here is
probably the Elegiac Overture, ataut
and sombre score that can challenge
comparison with Brahms's Tragic
(which it pre-dates by aquarter of a
century). After he became head of the
Berlin Conservatoire, Joachim the
composer retreated into the
background, but the other pieces here
show he wasn't entirely dormant. If
the Marches are mere occasional
music, the late C-major Overture of
1896 shows its creator had deftly
spanned the generations: the general
impression is Parryesque, even
Elgarian, casting new light on his
famous Anglophilia.
Bader and his Maastricht players
fare best in the Kleist and Hamlet
Overtures: the tension in Hamlet is
effectively sustained so that doesn't
seem slow, yet they add 3m to the
timing of the only rival version:
LPO/Botstein on Carlton Classics,
which usefully couples the Henry IV
overture and the Hungarian Concerto,
probably Joachim's most important
work. However, the Gozzi overture
seems sadly lacking in sparkle (and is
played, Irather suspect, at halfspeed). The other performances are
adequate, but the general impression
is lacklustre and would hardly
persuade the merely curious that
Joachim was asignificant creative
figure in his own right.
Calum MacDonald
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LISZT:
Faust Symphony
Domingo/Char der Deutschen
Staatsoper/BPO/Barenboim
Teldec 3984 22948 2

(71m 42s)

This is awell-shaped, superbly played
and safely recommendable version of
asometimes problematic symphony.
Barenboim, rightly, views it very
much as asymphonic unity, not three
tone poems with aconcluding chorus.
This is especially true of the ' Faust'
first movement, which is treated with
all due breadth and weight as a
genuine, expansive, and indeed protoMahlerian symphonic sonata-allegro.
In fact the more one listens to this
performance the more clearly one
begins to understand the extent to
which Liszt, no less than Bruckner,
was Mahler's symphonic forebear —
this is equally true of the Dante
Symphony, of course. 'Gretchen', less
weighty and cathedral-like than in
107
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'Barenboim
was never
one for
bringing a
breathless
hush to
slow movts,
and his firm
hold on
tempo
suggests
that
progress is
valued more
highly than
dreamy
reflectiveness'
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MOZART:
Piano Concertos in D, 1(175 J in
B-flat, 1(238 J in C, 1(246
Daniel Barenboim (pno/dir)/BP0
Teldec 3984 21483 2
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Antony Hodgson

(
63m 57s)

It is intriguing to hear Barenboim
return to these works so many years
after his EMI series with the ECO.
Naturally there are differences, but he
retains the same view of the overall
shape of the music. Barenboim never
had any difficulty in achieving good
ensemble with the ECO for EMI and
much the same can be said of his
partnership with the BPO.
Today's approach is alittle less
rugged. Inote that Barenboim is not
strongly influenced by the poco adagio
modifications to the Andante
instructions in K175(ii) and K238(ii),
but was surprised to find that in the
plain Andante of K246 the tempo had
aslower feel to it.
A few familiar characteristics
remain: for example, Barenboim was
never one for bringing abreathless
hush to slow movts, and his firm hold
on tempo suggests that progress is
valued more highly than dreamy
reflectiveness. In K238(i) and
K246(i) each piano entry of the first

theme is underlined by aslight
forward push in tempo. This makes a
musical point but gives an unsettled
feeling. There is steadiness of tempo
in K246(iii) — aRondeau/Minuet in
which Barenboim makes his very
broad approach convincing.
The Berlin Philharmonic seems to
be playing with suitably reduced
strings but this does not help the
front-of-orchestra dominated sound.
The balance has piano slightly
forward of strings (an acceptable
recording convention) but the
woodwind is far less ' present' and the
remaining instruments struggle to be
heard. 'A minimum number of
carefully selected microphones...' say
the notes. What apity that none of
these few microphones seems able to
pick up more than afaint suggestion
of the trumpets and drums in K175.
Generally Ifind Barenboim's new,
lighter view of Mozart attractive.
Certainly the music-making is
sensitive and polished, but the
balance does not help the pianist to
achieve any positive repartee between
soloist and orchestra. Imiss this
because it was afeature of his
previous concerto recordings.

0111,
•-4r,
Keith Jarrett

*Re-view

RECOMMENDATION
Mozart Concertos
K27I & K453 are
played by Andreas
Staier with
Concerto Köln on
Teldec (full price)

Matthias Bamert:
symphonies by
Pichi with the
London Mozart
Players
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MOZART:
Piano Concertos in E-flat, 1(271 J
in G, 1(453 J in d, 1(466 J Adagio
& Fugue, 1(546
Keith Jarrett (pno)/Stuttgart CO/Davies
ECM Records ECM1624/25
(2CDs, 102m 42s)
Kin te Kanawa tried to record jazz
and didn't succeed in conveying the
message. Jarrett goes the other way
and doesn't succeed either. He
should have been able to offer a
keenly inflected sense of rhythm, the
hallmark of agood jazz musician —
which Jarrett is. But he seems to have
taken fright and suppressed his
instincts. Not that the pianism is
inadequate. Technically, Jarrett is
most accomplished and his
fingerwork and pedalling are as clean
as awhistle. Moreover, he plays an
excellent instrument. But all this is of
no avail because the performances are
mostly ploddingly four-square. Just
once — in Varn.3 of K453(iii) —
Jarrett comes to life and lifts the
music. Otherwise, he
indulges in asameness
of emphasis and
monotony of
articulation, not much
different from aspeaker
droning through a
lecture. Puzzlingly
lacking is that elusive
combination of
accentuation, tonal
gradation within phrases,
pulse and timing,
necessary whether the
music is by Elgar or
Ellington, Morton or
Mozart. Dennis Russell
Davies's contributions

Michael Gielen: Ravel on Arte Nova
are anything but inspiring, though in ,
fairness, the orchestra isn't exactly in
the front of the picture.
Hans-Klaus Jungheinrich's
accompanying essay incorporates a
nauseating panegyric on Jarrett.
Annotator has turned groupie. It is
yet another example of apractice that
is creeping insidiously into booklet
notes. Is this sort of drivel meant to
influence critics?
Nalen Anthoni
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MUSSORGSKY:
Pictures at an Exhibition J A Tear
J Meditation J Night on the Bare
Mountain J Sorochinsky Fair Hopak
¡vo Varbanov (pno)
Gega New GD 117
(57m 28s) disi. Red Hedgehog Music
A debut CD from the 27-year-old
Bulgarian pianist who moved to Italy
at the age of nine. His performance
of Pictures has awonderful sense of
atmosphere in numbers like
'Turneries', ` Bydlo', ' Ballet of the
Unhatched Chicks', ` Catacombae',
'The Hut on Fowl's Legs', and 'The
Great Gate of Kiev', and admirable
pacing and sonorous keyboard
balancing throughout. He uses
Rimsky-Korsakov's corrected edition
of Mussorgsky's ' often erratic,
written-out piano original' which the
pianist Lazar Berman showed to
Verbanov and other students (as
published by Wiener Urtext). My
only slight disappointment is that the
piano goes slightly out of tune in the
middle register during the final
number.
The shorter fillers have real lilting
rhythms and passionate ardour; for
Night on the Bare Mountain Varbanov
prefers the version by Vladimir
Tchernov, commenting that
Mussorgslcy's own piano arrangement
was advised by its composer as not
suitable for pianists! Ihave two small
queries about Varbanov's very clear
rendering: first, aslight slowing of the
running figuration at 2m 47s that
leads to the modulation, and second,
what appears to be awrong note at
9m 28s. This occurs at the beginning
of the coda, and is aturning phrase
that is subsequently repeated. The
pianist assures me that this is in
Tchernov's facsimile.
Bill Newman
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some recent versions (Inbal's, or
Rattle's) emerges here as alyric
intermezzo of heavenly length; while
'Mephistopheles' is not interpreted as
the barnstorming finale — Barenboim
makes it more lightweight and airy, a
hugely extended scherzo. The Chorus
Mysticus thus becomes not merely an
epilogue but the true (if short) finale:
its raised profile justifies the expense
of Placido Domingo to expound its
brief, eloquent solo with ardent
gravity.
What Imiss, overall, is the sense of
reckless existential risk which some
classic performances (Horenstein's,
for one) have brought to the outer
movements — which do, after all,
contain much of Liszt's most original
orchestral writing. But perhaps this
helps one appreciate the sheer
strength and imposing proportions of
the architecture: despite the slightly
lowered emotional temperature, this
is one of the finest available versions
of Liszt's symphonic masterpiece.

Classical iteviews
NIELSEN:
String Quartets: Op.14 in E-flat
Op.44 in F
Oslo Quartet
Naxos 8.553907

(
57m Ois)

Even without the hindsight provided
by his later works, one can sense
greatness in early Nielsen. In Op.14
there is arefreshing freedom of
tonality — adesire to move away
from conventional harmonies, a
'wrong-note' habit worlds removed
from Prokofiev's — and an equally
appealing originality of instrumental
colour. Some turns of phrase could
have been written by no-one else.
One hopes that the volumes
following this first of the series will
continue to be recorded by the Oslo

Vdditt ,

- Pichl

.shaaa
,
Matthias Ramer, -41tke'

PICHL:
Symphonies: Z16, 21-24
LMP/Barnert
Chandos CHAN 9740

(
68m 07s)

Another in Chandos's invaluable
`Contemporaries of Mozart' series.
All are equally contemporaries of
Haydn, but, as several recording
organisations have discovered to their
cost, old Franz Joseph's name still
does not pull the punters nearly as
efficiently as does that of the overhyped Wolfgang Amadeus. Pichl's
music and life have more affinity with
Haydn's than Mozart's. Mozartean
'perfection' is replaced by
Haydnesque excitement and aspirit
of formal and instrumental discovery,
though Václav Pichl ( 1741-1805)
possesses an attractive melodiousness
which at times approaches that of
Mozart.
Of these five symphonies, only one,
Z23 (Anita Zakin's numbering) has
been recorded before, by Romeo
Rimbu on Olympia OCD 434: with
three more Pichl Symphonies. Ifear
that Rimbu's orchestra, the Oradea
PO, yields in vitality, neatness of
ensemble and particularly style to
Bamert's London Mozart Players. To
use basso horns in aB-flat orchestral
work of c.1770, for instance, is clearly
unstylish; and, of course, Bamert's
horns play alto. In Z23 (iii), however,
I'm not convinced by Bamert's short
grace-notes: they destroy the hymnlike nature of the theme.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Quartet, which has an excellent grasp
of the composer's originality. In the
slow movt of Op.14 ( 1898) there is a
deceptively innocent handling of the
dotted central section which gives
added point to the following stressed
passage; and the cello's release of
tension afterwards is truly hearteasing. Quicker movts, too, are
perceptively played, notably the
delicious Pastorale with its challenging
Presto core.
The String Quartet in F, Op.44,
began life much earlier than this
number suggests. In 1906 Nielsen
composed his Piacevolezza for string
quartet but revised it 13 years later,
and it was not published until 1923,
ayear after the Fifth Symphony.
Being based on arelatively early

All the works here date from this
same period, is, near the start of
Haydn's Sturm und Drang crisis, and
when the 14-year-old Mozart was
feeling his way with the Serenade
K100 and the early Cassations. Pichl's
orchestral writing is assured and
secure, with considerable reliance
placed on wind instruments, and with
some delightful imaginative touches.
Yes, in 1770 Pichl was much closer
to Haydn, though he never embraced
the Sturm und Drang craze for minor
keys, at least in any of his 36
authentic symphonies.
Amongst the joys of this very wellplayed disc are the unpredictable byways of Z22(i) and the Larghetto of
the same work in which Michael Cox
in fluent form plays solo in a
movement apparently misplaced from
aflute concerto. Did Pichl know
Haydn's No.41 of about this period,
which does much the same? Another
joy is the impulsive drive of many fast
movements, that in Z21(i) assisted by
the obbligato timpani part (rather
thick in tone); yet another the brisk
tempo of the only Minuet on this disc
(in Z16); and finally the quasireligious slow introduction (again, the
only one here) to Z23.
Of course, the usual crop of crossattributions arises, none of which
holds much water. Z16 has been
ludicrously credited to JStamitz; Z22
to Haydn and to Wenzeslaus'
(merely aversion of Pichl's first
name); Z23 to Antonio MoreI1(i), an
otherwise unknown composer; and
Z24 to Bühl or GUM (which may
have been an alternative name for
Pichl) and Rosetti.
The full-toned LMP and resonant
recording make this one that
authenticists may wish to avoid
despite Bamert's use of harpsichord
continuo. The keyboard player rather
slavishly follows the bass strings and
some may find this aspect of the
performances intrusive. But on the
whole this is amost recommendable
disc of finely-played rarities,
satisfyingly recorded.
Robert Dearling

A: 1-2 0

'One hopes
that the
volumes
following
this first of
the series
will continue
to be
recorded
by the Oslo
Quartet,
which has
an excellent
grasp of the
composer's
originality'

work, the quartet may lack the fierce
concentration of the symphony but its
'wrong-note' chromaticism is
pronounced, and the essential nature
of quartet writing is strong. This
feature is well realised in this
performance: each instrument has its
own definite nature yet each
contributes positively to the whole.
Again, the Oslo players bring out the
powerful contrasts in all four movts
naturally, without exaggeration. This
is not the case with the Zapolski
Quartet on Chandos, where Opp.13
and 44 with the Little Suite for Strings
is the first disc of their series, at more
than twice the price [
1-1FNIRR Dec
'98]. There, ' interpretation' is present
at every opportunity, with rubati,
over-stressed accents, and, for me, an
unacceptable Romanticism — Nielsen
composed more compelling music, so
the early stuff needs help, does it?
The Oslo Quartet, at acool opposite
extreme, lets it play itself, and Ithink
their analytical approach is far more
pleasing.
Recorded in the Ris Parish Church,
Norway, in April 1997, Naxos's
sound is immediate, well detailed and
free from oppressive closeness. But
check your copy: mine tended to
'skip' towards the end.
Robert Dearling

A(?): 1 L.

RAVEL:
Daphnis et Chloé
EuropaChorAkademie/South-West
German RSO/Gielen
Arte Nova 74321 63641 2

(
57m 56s)

Arte Nova's total lack of subdividing
— yes, we get just one track, lasting
nearly 58m! — brought back
memories of one of my first CD
purchases, namely Dutoit's
ravishingly engineered (but now, I
feel, musically somewhat overrated)
Montreal account of this very same
work on Decca, where the same thing
occurred. Fortunately, Michael
Gielen's overall conception is so
gripping in its abundant character
and masterful concentration that the
woeful presentation matters not ajot.
It's aperformance which marries
keen intelligence to achaste,
Apollonian purity that Ifor one find
very appealing. Time and again, the
riveting harmonic and textural clarity
Gielen habitually achieves helps to
bring out the startling modernity of
Ravel's vision. Above all, he quarries,
as rarely before, the music's
incredibly subtle thematic
development and slumbering organic
power (not for nothing did Ravel
append the subtitle ' Symphonic
choréographique' to his masterpiece).
Gielen's assembled forces respond
with unflagging spirit and
commendable alertness. Sonics, too,
are really very good indeed. However,
there is one significant flaw: between
46m 12s and 46m 16s [Figs.170 and
171 in the Durand study score], what
sounds like an extraordinary postproduction gaffe interpolates into the
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Classical Reviews
final mix abrief snatch of asoft,
descending choral phrase heard
earlier at the start of Scene 2'. The
effect is disconcerting in the extreme,
and you have been warned!
Otherwise, abargain.
Andrew Achenbach

*After four
hearings, this
flaw begins to
sound quite
convincing! Mus Ed

(
61m 10s)

Scheherazade is so often painted in
bright, gaudy colours, but not here.
Alexander Lazarev's direction is
flexible yet naturally paced. His
control of the orchestra ensures that
the music never sounds brash, untidy,
or coarse — for example, the difficult
passage for unison strings towards the
end of (ii) is played very cleanly,
where so many performances sound
ragged. It's adisciplined performance
yet there's no lack of excitement (the
finale is thrilling); and the playing has
passion and warmth. Joakim
Svenhenden is excellent in the solo
violin part.
That other great orchestral
showpiece Capriccio Espagnol is played
for all it is worth, too. Again,
Lazarev's control and care over detail
prevent the music from sounding
vulgar and coarse. The recording
(Watford Colosseum) is spacious and
smooth, with the orchestra set back

James M Hughes

A:1 0

SCHUBERT:
Mass in A-flat, D678 Li Hymnus an
den heiligen Geist, D948 J Psalm
92, D953 J Stabat Mater, D175
York/Payne/Archer/George/Monteverdi
Ch/ORR/Gardiner

A:1 A

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Scheherazade _1Capriccio Espagnol
LPO/Lazarev
Classic FM 75605 57055 2

in awarm acoustic. A closer balance
would have revealed even more detail,
but the basic sound is clean and
natural.

Philips 456 578-2

'Wolfgang
Holzmair's
interpretation
has matured
into a
reading of
rapt intensity
and aching
beauty'

(73m 28$)

This is afascinating issue, as well as
agenerous one: we are given not only
the splendid Mass in A-flat in its final
version (the ' Cum sancto spiritu'
fugue is here taken from the first
version), there is also in an appendix
arepeat of the Credo with Schubert's
first attempt at the ' Et incarnatus est';
we also hear the early Stabat Mater,
and two of the last choral works, the
Hymn to the Holy Ghost and the
Hebrew setting of Psalm 92 that
Schubert composed for Salomon
Sulzer and the Vienna synagogue (it
is here sung in Moses Mendelssohn's
translation). The performances are all
that one could ask for: vivid yet
intimate, detailed yet with aproud
sweep. All four soloists are excellent
both individually and in consort, the
Monteverdi Choir is in sterling form,
and Sir John Eliot Gardiner and his
Orchestre Révolutionnaire et

'Popular Variations. The resulting composition
song and represents amajor leap forward in
jazz became Rzewski's style, hitherto much
concerned with individual and
key elements
collective improvisation, and with the
within this
electronic performance group Musica
language,
Elettronica Viva.
and their
At the time of the The People
influences United, democratic and socialist ideals
may be felt were prompting Rzewski to search for
within amore accessible means of conveying
The People complex ideas, aprocess that was to
United in lead to arediscovery of tonality
together with the expression of an
both melodic
increasingly overt political message
and harmonic
within his compositions. Popular song
terms' and jazz became key elements within
this language, and whilst Rzewski
himself approached these elements
from adeterminedly classical
standpoint, their influences may be
felt within The People United in both
melodic and harmonic terms. There
are fascinating parallels to be drawn
between this work and the Thälmann
RZEWSKI:
Variations by Rzewski's British
The People United Will Never Be
contemporary Cornelius Cardew,
Defeated! J Down by the Riverside
where the populist nature of the
J Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues
stylistic realignment is even more
Marc-Andre Hamelin (pno)
explicit.
Hyperion CDA 67077
(73m 33s)
MarcAndré Hamelin approaches
such amonumental structure with his
Rzewski's 36 variations on the
customary zest and virtuosity. He
Chilean antiPinochet protest song
achieves transparency of texture and
The People United were composed
continuity of line under the most
during just two months of 1975, in
taxing of circumstances; his reading
response to Ursula Oppens's
of the 'fourth cycle' of the work
commission for awork that she could
(Varns.19-24) reveals an approach of
programme with Beethoven's Diabelli
HI-F1 NEWS /IRECORD REVIEW
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Romantique relish the challenges of
music ranging from the deceptively
simple to the full-blooded. The
recording (made in Athens in
February 1997) is exemplary in
quality, though the dynamic range is
unusually broad. Care has been taken
to ensure true balance between voices
and instruments — Schubert makes
telling use of three trombones in
several of the pieces.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 0

SCHUBERT:
Die schilne Müllerin
Wolfgang Holzmair (bar)/Imogen Cooper
(pno)
Philips 456 581-2

(
66m 22s)

Wolfgang Holzmair first recorded this
wonderful cycle some years ago
[1984, with Jiirg Demus]; his
interpretation has matured into a
reading of rapt intensity and aching
beauty, and in Imogen Cooper he has
apartner who accompanies with great
sensitivity, but who can also produce
ringing tone and defiant gestures in
passages where the pianoforte is no
mere accompanist. For some listeners
the almost staccato vocal delivery in
some of the early songs may be
distracting, but this is the kind of
baritone performance that long before
the end of ameticulously integrated
reading will have won over many
listeners who automatically look for a

fearless bravura whilst he can also
summon up the requisite poetry for
the more introspective sections. He
ties together the disparate elements of
Rzewski's rather diffuse structure in a
way that is cogent and effective, and
in interpolating (as directed) his own
improvised cadenza before the closing
return of the theme [track 38]
provides his own personal synopsis of
the argument without altogether
eschewing Rzewski's language —
although in its thunderous close there
is perhaps a tongue-in-cheek allusion
to the virtuosity of abygone era.
The two shorter works are both
taken from the cycle North American
Ballads (1979) which treats American
popular songs in amanner inspired
by the chorale preludes of Bach. The
intricacy of ` Down By The Riverside'
recalls the Ives of The Alcons, whilst
the fiercely dissonant 'Winnsboro
Cotton Mill Blues' evokes the harsh
drumming of ariveting machine in a
textile factory, countering this
hyperactivity with lyrical blues
interludes.
Hamelin is more than amatch for
this music; his art lifts it off the page
and releases its intense communicative
power. If he sometimes appears to
treat Rzewski as along-lost cousin of
Liszt, that is in itself amajor part of
his ebullient appeal. A considerable
achievement, and afine recording to
complement it.
John Kersey
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tenor voice for Müller's and
Schubert's mill lad. It is avery
rewarding account, with just the right
balance between touching detail and
broad line. Holzmair brings asoft
legato to the middle section of 'Der
Neugierige' and astark inwardness
to ' Die liebe Farbe', as well as searing
intensity to the angry outbursts of
'Der Jágger' and Tifersucht und
Stolz'. But this is above all areading
that rises above individual
distinctions. The booklet, apart from
some fussy typographical touches
[again? Mus Ed], is all that is needed;
the recording is clear, detailed yet not
obtrusive. In the host of available
versions of Die schline Müllerin this
new one immediately claims aplace
among the best.

more intimate and conversational.
Here, Williams plays avintage guitar
made by Gaetano Giudagnini dating
from 1814 — apparently the same
sort of instrument the composer
himself would have played. Moreover,
Williams plays the complete original
version of the score — the first movt
alone is over 5m longer than on his
earlier recording.
Full, clear, warm-toned but incisive
sound makes for athoroughly
enjoyable experience. Not earthshattering music, but well crafted and
civilised.

Peter Branscombe

Meridian CDE 84371

James M Hughes
SCHUBERT:
16 songs trans. Liszt
Antony Peebles (pno)

A:1 C

SCHUBERT:
Octet/R STRAUSS: Till Eulenspiegel
(arr.)
London Mozart Players Cham Ens
London Mozart Players LMP 102 (
68m 07s)
There have been some fine recordings
of Schubert's Octet recently and this
is no exception. This interpretation is
surprisingly similar to that of
Mozzafiato & L'Archibudelli [Sony].
Mild differences include the LMP's
slightly faster (i) and their fractionally
more forward wind balance, but both
groups are pleasingly straightforward
in their approach. Ithought the
LMP's (y) — alanguid Menuetto —
to be the epitome of relaxed grace.
Where others might point the dance
elements with rhythmic emphasis, the
LMP lilt their way from one episode
to the next. Similarly, the two
Andantes, (
ii) and (iv), flow with a
subdued dance-like pulse beneath
them, and (iii), ascherzo in all but
name, is ideally light and lively.
Alternatives to the above include
the Berlin Philharmonic Octet on
Nimbus: relaxed and alittle more
flexible in tempo but never wilfully
so. Then there is the slightly
weightier performance by the Gaudier
ensemble on ASV. Here is admirable
directness and strong impulse within
unhurried tempi. Movements (i) to
(y) are a touch more measured, the
finale is amazingly slower, yet its very
deliberation is excitingly convincing.
Every performance mentioned
above is recommendable. Ihave
minor reservations about instrumental
placement in the Nimbus, although
its acoustic is the most spacious of
all. By contrast, the new LMP has a
simple, neutral ambience which
allows every instrumental strand
excellent clarity. The Sony is of
similar delicacy, the ASV is bolder
but no less clear.
To be subjective, Ifind something
arresting about the bucolic Gaudier
version but the new LMP is
delightful! Try sipping Pimm's to it
on the garden hammock during ahot
summer's day [
hedonist! - Mus Ed],
then let it run on to the brilliant
RIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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John Williams:
Schubert's
Arpeggione
sonata
transcribed
as a guitar
concerto

transcription of Till Eulenspiegel for
violin, double-bass, clarinet, bassoon
and horn. This instrumental tour-deforce contracts the music to about
half the original length but retains its
wit and avoids the nastiness of the
hanging scene. It also leaves one
wondering about the identity of the
arranger `Hâsenorl' by name. This is
clearly apseudonym since no such
composer exists, but no matter, it is
an inspired and entertaining fill-up,
brilliantlly played.
Antony Hodgson

'Did you

A*-A:1*- 1

of Smetana's;

SCHUBERT:
Arpeggione sonata (arr. guitar and
orchl/GRIJANI: Guiar Concerto 1
John Williams (gtr)/Australian CO

entire output

Sony Classical SI( 63385

know that
two-thirds

of nearly

(
52m 16s)

The arpeggione is an obsolete musical
instrument — asort of fretted sixcomposions
string cello — that would be totally
was written forgotten had Schubert not written a
for the delightful sonata for it. Nowadays the
piano?' work is nearly always heard in an
arrangement for cello. But the guitar
is agood alternative, having six
strings and being tuned similarly. In
this recording things are taken astage
further, the piano part being arranged
for small orchestra. It works well, to
give us an enjoyable Schubert 'guitar
concerto' — and the appeal is
This CD is
heightened when played as beautifully
available direct
as here.
Giuliani' First Guitar Concerto is
from the London
apiece Jahn Williams originally
Mozart Players,
recorded over 25 years ago; in the
92 Chatsworth
booklet note he modestly says the
Road, Croydon
work is one he's played many times,
CRO 1HB. Price
yet perhaps not fully understood until
is £ 10.00 plus
recently. Certainly the new
50p packing/
performance is much warmer and
mellower than the old CBS — far
postage
300

(70m 40s)

Not so many years ago, John
Bingham was delighting our ears with
praiseworthy accounts of song
transcriptions on Meridian, and here
is Antony Peebles doing exactly the
same thing.
Russian keyboard wizard Dmitri
Bashltirov, in his selection for the last
Dulwich Music Festival, hardly
performed them better than here,
except that Peebles strictly adheres to
Liszt's markings where Bashicirov
superbly set his sights on bringing out
not only the full gamut of their
transcriber/arranger's range of
emotions, but also pulverised his
listeners with his own, amazing
performing skills. Antony Peebles has
examined the song texts (he writes
excellent notes), then set about
realizing the musical picture in
pianistic terms, which is ultimately
more satisfying to the senses.
The Erlking shudders in feverish
fashion then bursts through in
frightening shock-waves, while Restless
Love and Resting Place conjure the
emotions through ` happiness without
peace' to an overflow of ` surging
river, roaring forest, immovable rock
my resting place', with realism and
inevitability that permeate equally the
remainder of the programme.
Bill Newman

B: 1 *

SMETANA:
Polkas
Andras Schiff (pno)
Teldec 3984 21261 2

(56m 33s)

How refreshing to see apianist of
Andras Schiff's stature shedding
revelatory light on such a
comparatively unknown corner of the
repertoire — did you know (Ididn't)
that two-thirds of this figure's entire
output of nearly 300 compositions
was written for the piano? The
Hungarian's playing, at once deftly
poetic and outstandingly affectionate,
reveals astrong affinity with
Smetana's idiomatically colourful
muse, and anyone who has ever
yielded to the irresistible charms of,
say, the Czech Dances, will surely have
afield day.
113

Robert Deeding

diptych, Souvenirs of Bohemia in the
Form of Polkas (
some four examples
in all, dating from 1859-60), he had
settled in Gothenburg and remarried:
his first wife, Katerina, had
succumbed to tuberculosis, and three
of their four daughters had also died.
As the opening Molto moderato of
Op.12 immediately demonstrates, the
composer's harmonic language is now
more probing, the expressive range
wider and often tinged with wistful
regret. Schiff conveys the mingling of
pain and joy with acute perception
and bracing pianistic finesse.
The recording, from Teldec's own
Berlin studios, is good rather than
outstanding, being just a trifle
clangorous and hard-edged. A
delightful collection all the same.
Andrew Achenbach

(
67m 45s)

These two pianists have parallel
histories which well equip them for
interpreting this music. Both were
born in Prague (respectively 1971,
1969) and both attended the
Conservatory there. After further
study in their home country, both
won important piano prizes in the
UK and have subsequently performed
throughout Europe. They returned to
Prague to make this recording,
Wiesner playing the four Polkas of
Set I, Jirikovsky the 10 mainly songinspired dances of Set H. They join
114

Manze ( left)
with Paul
Goodwin
and
Christopher
Hogwood

B:1* C

SMETANA:
Czech Dances `,_1Vftava ( arr pno
duet)
Petr Jirikovsky (pno)/Daniel Wiesner
(pno)
Studio Matous MK 0014-2

Andrew

Toscanini: a 1941
NBC concert on
Naxos

B:1 0

R STRAUSS:
Ein Heldenleben/MOZART: Magic
Flute Overture J rehearsal
fragment/HAYDN: Symphony 99/
NBC SO/Toscanini
Naxos Historical 8.110820
(78m 35s) mono rec.1941
The dry acoustics speak of Studio
8-H (before ashell was installed in
late 1942), the despair of Toscanini
aficionados but apparently not the
maestro himself. And there is
something odd about the included
commentaries. With one exception,
which sounds its age, they could have
been recorded yesterday. Ignore
them, if you wish, but you cannot
ignore this disc, the material
transferred using AAD rather than
the more common ADD techniques.
The Magic Flute overture may raise
misgivings; or worse, add to the flak
fired at Toscanini in the last decade
or so. Objectively, the percussive
attack aggravated by astringent sound
will find few sympathetic listeners.
But Mozart wasn't Toscanini's
composer: he confessed as much. Yet
the introduction is majestic, with
much attention paid to inner string
lines. There is avocal thrust to this
Adagio that finds its fullest expression
in (ii) of Haydn's symphony, where
the melody unfolds in along line,
where dynamic intensity is expressed
through aflexible pulse, and where a
lustrous timbre to the strings isn't
difficult to discern — unsurprising
perhaps, since the section included
such luminaries as Josef Gingold,
Oscar Shumsky and William
Primrose.
In fact, the NBC SO of 1941 was
avery good band, its corporate
virtuosity clearly evident in Ein
Heldenleben. It is the pièce de resistance

of this disc, aperformance of
explosive power (the battle, lean and
cleanly textured, must have been
overwhelming ' live' in the studio),
swaggering jubilance without
bombast, tender ardour and a
mellow, touching retreat from the
world. It was also Toscanini's retreat
from the work, being the 14th and
last occasion he conducted it during
his American career. Cherish this
interpretation for its magnificence
(and wonder if most of the flak is
justified).
Na/en Anthoni

H:1*- 3

UCCELLINI:
Sonatas from Opp.5, 7, 9 J.1 Dances
from Op.4
Romanesca
Hannonia Mardi HMU 907196

(
65m 13s)

If acomposer today writes asonata,
the listener must be willing to expect
almost anything. Limits were more
severe in the 19th-century and even
more so in the 18th. When Marco
Uccellini was composing in the mid17th, the sonata was still developing
and formulating its rules, so the
listener, like today's, had to expect all
kinds of fantasy. And Uccellini was
the man to provide it. Born in 1603,
two decades before Salomone Rossi's
own ground-breaking sonatas
appeared, Uccellini seized the spirit of
violin-plus-continuo and produced
music as varied and entertaining as it
can be puzzling. Obviously he had
stories and pictures in mind for such
extraordinary chromatic descents as
are found in Op.7:3 ( 1660), the dying
away of Op.9:1 ( 1667), and the
lamenting of Op.5:12 ( 1649). But he
left scant clues to help us to
understand him, and as the
outstandingly stylish soloist here,
Andrew Manze, points out in his
exemplary booklet note, the
restrictions of music printing gave
only the bare outline of composers'
intentions.
Manze has let his own imagination
loose on this music. It is probably fair
to say that another violinist-scholar
would give substantially different
accounts of these 16 items, but
personally Itrust Manze to give as
reliable an account as possible. His
phrasing and endlessly varied tone,
together with subtlety of touch and
brilliant dexterity, bring this
mysterious music to life with an
endless succession of delightful
surprises. Not least surprising is his
accompaniment, varying from work to
work between guitar, theorbo and
archlute (Nigel North), and
harpsichord and organ (John Toll).
An intimate recording separates
and positions the instruments well.
Andrew Manze's violin is of course
the dominant voice: he chooses to
add rare vibrato occasionally as he
recreates this fascinating programme
from the uncommunicative printed
pages.
Robert Deeding
OCTOBER 1999
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for Smetana's own 4hand
arrangement of Vltava.
The Polkas are charming enough,
Wiesner grading their dynamics and
rubati most naturally, but Set II is far
more varied and open to picturesque
interpretation. Slepicka' (the Hen)
pecks with immaculate rhythmic
precision, 'Medved' (the Bear) growls
as he dances to arhythm reminiscent
of the Scherzo of Dvorak's Symphony
6, and ' Hulifm' (Young Soldier)
seems apprehensive of his fate, boldly
marching off to war only to succumb
to homesickness. Even these two
pianists can't make the twin springs
of Vltava's source bubble as
convincingly as an orchestra can, nor
may the water-nymphs dance so
gracefully, but from then on the
music struts magnificently to its final
(always rather superfluous, Ifeel) two
final chords.
A close recording rather
exaggerates the rhythmic left-hand
emphasis in some of the dances but is
otherwise acceptable, and the
performances benefit from the
authentic background of the players.

photo: Robert HupkaIRCA

Of the 14 Polkas assembled here,
the earliest four date from 1852-4,
though the A-major was only finally
completed in 1883 (Smetana's
penultimate year). The E-major is an
especially felicitous, sparky specimen,
while the altogether more intimate Gminor was subsequently reworked as
the second of the Three Poetic Polkas
(composed, like the companion set of
Three Salon Polkas, in 1854). The first
of these forms adelectable curtainraiser and is as good asampling track
as any. By the time Smetana
composed his Opp.12 and 13

Classical Reviews
ZEMLINSKY:
Psalms 13, 23 & 83 J Three Ballet
Pieces
Berlin RSO & Ch/Rickenbacher

'A modern
listener is

not being
unduly
Koch Schwann 3-1488-2
(
56m 01s) imaginative
in sensing in
Of the three impressive Psalms which
much of the
virtually span Zemlinsky's entire
music a
creative career, the earliest, asturdy,
tight-lipped
yet noble setting of 83 from 1900,
has only belatedly begun to receive
resoluteness
the attention it merits. Both it and its and dignity
two successors (the radiant Psalm 23
rather than
from 1910 and powerfully emotive 13
high spirits'
of 1935) can be heard in alternative
readings from Chailly, available on
two different full-price Decca CDs,
and James Conlon, whose recent
EMI anthology usefully houses
Zemlinsky's entire choral oeuvre. In
terms of pecking order, I'd be
inclined to place Rickenbacher's
honourable, characteristically clearheaded realisations somewhere
between the two. If, interpretatively,
Conlon is alittle plainer than either
of his colleagues (and his Düsseldorf
choir lacks the fervour and presence
of its rivals), his couplings are rather

MERCURY

reissues
ALTHOUGH IGENERALLY
admired his opinions, Irecall a
contretemps Ihad with the late
Trevor Harvey, critic of The
Gramophone, when in the 1960s he
dismissed Paul Paray's Schumann
symphony cycle with the Detroit
Orchestra (recorded 1953-58 in the
old Detroit Hall and Ford
Auditorium), declaring it straightlaced and overdriven. There is
nothing of the great German tradition
in Paray's realisations. His approach
was based on clarity of line, rhythmic
vitality and subtle instrumental
interplay; and as in his marvellous
interpretation on Mercury of
Mendelssolm's Reformation Symphony
(the two composers having much in
common) there is the keenest
understanding of how to build from
the bass register upwards — akey to
Schumann's symphonic scoring
(winds and brass colouring the string
lines) — whilst reserving the main
emphasis for tutti climaxes.
The Spring Symphony is full of the
joy of fresh discovery, while the
Rhenish has asweep and power that
throw the music's message right into
your lap. Instead of drooling through
the majestic Second Symphony
(Bernstein is the obvious culprit
here), the phrase-spans possess
seriousness and poignancy that place
HTF1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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more durable than the 16m triptych
from 1902 that Zemlinsky extracted
from an on-going ballet to ascenario
by Hugo von Hofmannsthal, The
Triumph of Time (
pre-echoes here of
the orchestral fantasy, The Mermaid).
The 1994 recording is good, but no
more than that. A likeable release,
then, for which Koch Schwann
unpardonably provides no texts.
Andrew Achenbach
B: 1
-2 0
MUSICA BALTICA
Music by Albrici, Anon, Baltzar,
Becker, .1Fischer, N Hasse,
Kirchoff, Luetkeman, Meder and
Vierdanck
Musica antiqueIn/Goebel
Archly 459 619-2

(
80m 48s)

The title will hardly attract the casual
CD purchaser to the treasures it
conceals. None of these composers
will be familiar to anyone other than
aspecialist in North German music
of the baroque period; Ifor one am
delighted by this introduction, and
grateful to Reinhard Goebel and his
ever-excellent musicians for over 80

it right alongside the best of Brahms,
and the best-known Fourth
Symphony' combines pointed
accenting with poetry and pathos.
Paray's Manfred Overture is aserious
rival to Fürtwanglees full-blooded
reading. In terms of tempi, this is
how present-day conductors interpret
Schumann, but they lack Paray's
wonderful balancing of
dynamics. [
Philips 462
MERCURY
955-2, 2CDs, 132m 23s,
LIVING PRESENCE
'mono]. B- D: 1'
1
'II
Few remember that
4
Frederick Fennell was
training Eastman
students how to master
the best of British
music for wind
ensemble in the mid1950s, while inviting
them to display their
prowess in works by
their American counterparts. Hoist's
The Mercury
Suites 1 & 2, Vaughan Williams's
stereo
Folk Song Suite and Toccata Marziale
recordings are
pair with Mennin's Canzona,
marred by
Persichetti's Psalm and H Owen
disagreeable
Reed's magnificent La Fiesta
tape overload,
Mexicana. The clever programme
but musically
sequence (two original LPs recoupled
this set is
as one CD) has the English folk-song
tradition with great tunes galore
of very
followed by avigorous piece by the
considerable
so-called 'American RVW', then an
interest intriguingly scored work by an
Mus Ed
admired composer-teacher followed
by athree-movt display, replete with
bells and percussion, subtitled ` Folk
Song Symphony for Band'. Those
who still veer away from mono
recording should hear this, it's as
good as modern stereo at its finest!
[460 960-2, 71m 114. B: 1 * fl
Rafael Puyana, Landowska's

c2:›

1

.e

minutes of very interesting music.
Few of the items are actually exciting
— Johann Valentin Meder, the
youngest of these composers (born
1649) brings awelcome infusion of
Baltic breeze late on in the
programme (though the title of this
sonata implies abeggar from the
Polish corridor). Earlier there is a
lively Sonata a5by the emigrant
Roman, Vincenzo Albrici, with two
soaring trompets; most of the items
are scored simply for strings and
continuo. The recital ends with
Meder's Sonata di battaglia, anice if
hardly bloody example of afamiliar
genre. Most of the composers
represented lived through the horrors
of the Thirty Years' War, and a
modern listener is not being unduly
imaginative in sensing in much of the
music atight-lipped resoluteness and
dignity rather than high spirits. As
usual with the Archiv series, details of
the MS sources are given, as well as
the scoring of each piece. And the
recording is fine: both intimate and
incisive.
Peter Branscombe
A: 1 0

favourite harpsichord pupil, Ihave
already labelled aperfectionist (in the
best musical sense), and ' Baroque
Masterpieces for the Harpsichord' —
works by Picchi, Frescobaldi,
Telemann, CPE Bach, D Scarlatti,
Fischer — is across-section of
instrumental music for the dance.
Turn the volume down slightly and
you hear the wonderful instrumental
timbre that so thrilled Stokowski, who
remarked ' Ithink that you have
explored every possibility.., revealing
potentialities which no other
performer Iknow has discovered until
now' [
462 959-2, 73m 58s,
rec.1972/3]. A: 1 E
The last Mercury session I
attended at Watford Town Hall was
with Antal Beret' and the LSO in
Beethoven's Symphony 7 — when
producer Harold Lawrence
commented on the composer's ` lack
of invention' in (iü)'s trio section!
Dorati's mentor in Beethoven was
always Toscanini — compare the
Naxos Historic reissue on 8.110814
— but to Dorati's credit he observed
all the repeats. This was the LSO at
their peak, and far finer than the
conductor's RPO remake (now gone
from the catalogue). Especially
interesting are the three overture
fillers — Leonore 3, Egmont, The
Consecration of the House — where
dynamism is in full throttle, albeit
with the richness of bass-line that
became Dorati's forte. The lastnamed is far removed from
Klemperer's ultra-slow performance,
making far more constructive sense in
its linking of extended introduction to
main subject [
462 958-2, 73m 19s,
rec.1962/63]. A:1 *
Bill Newman
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Chance — required for Improv
proper. When ' avant' isn't pushed to
the edge, it sounds like agag: clever
but soulless. A:1 0

mewling. Tedious piano and bass
solos — fill-ins performed to a
crabbed notion of ` jazz legitimacy'
— don't help. Airless. A:2 0

EDDIE 'LOCKJAW' DAVIS
THE HEAVY HITTER

THE GEORG GRAEWE
QUINTET
CONCERT IN BERLIN 1996

artwork:
Blues The
Most

Reviews by Ben Watson
STRING TRIO OF NEW YORK
FAZE PHOAR: A TWENTY YEAR
RETROSPECTIVE
BLACK SAINT 120168

(
56m 05s)

A ` twenty year retrospective' looks
daunting, but this trio have a knack
of keeping things adazzle and
entertaining even when they're
burning up into the technical ether.
James Emery (guitar) and John
Lindberg (bass) are now backing
their fourth violinist, Diane Monroe
t
STONY has previously featured
Billy Bang, Charles Burnham and
Regina Carter — hence ' phase
four'). The playing is so taut and
gleaming, it recalls gypsy-style cafe
music, but these musicians are hip:
Lindberg has played with Anthony
Braxton, Emery can sound like
Derek Bailey, while Monroe has the
true jazz-violinist's ability to fly
between infectious swing and
classical sweetness in a single stroke
of the bow. Engineer Aldo Borelli
makes the sound so present, the
strings zing like sherbert lemons.
Weird textures (or ' extended
instrumental technique') snap into
boisterous runs and infectious jigs:
jaw-dropping virtuosity fuels feisty
group interaction. Bravo STONY!
Here's to another 20... A:1' 0

'This trio
have a
knack of
keeping
things
adazzle and
entertaining
even when
they're
burning up
into the
technical
ether'
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A late but very special studio date
— New York, 18 January 1979 —
from Eddie ' Lockjaw' Davis. His
dark, ripping style is the very
definition of the tenor, and here he
was in particularly fine company:
Albert Dailey on piano, Victor Lewis
on drums and the superb George
Duvivier on bass. Engineer Elvin
Campbell achieved a truly great
sound, spacious and rich. The
saxophonist's nickname derived from
an early hit, drawn from an album
where all the tunes were named after
diseases. It was later abbreviated to
an appropriately toothsome 'Jaws'.
Snap it up! A*:1*
VIC FELDMAN
THE ARRIVAL OF
ORIGINAL JAll CLASSICS/CONTEMPORARY
01C 268
(
42m 10s) ®
The cover shot on this West Coast
release from 1958 promises a fun
time: drummer Stan Levey and
bassist Scott La Faro are fooling
about in sailor hats, beaching the
dinghy of British vibist Vic Feldman;
he's in Old World toff gear and
flashing a 'V' for victory. The trio —
a fixture at The Lighthouse at this
date — play fizzy, hip versions of
tunes by Duke, Dizzy and Chopin.
What saves it from triviality is the
vocal phrasing of the players; Scott
La Faro is so supple and articulate,
it's awonder. Wow! A:1 D

ARABESQUE JAZZ Al 0124

(
70m 32s)

Solo flautist Carlos Bechegas straps
a mie to his forehead, catching halfblown effects, eerie post-Tuvan
harmonics, pitches sounded by
shutting the stops, plus sung
notes. words and gargles.
Flautistry is adiscipline of lips,
tongue and puff, and Bechegas is
as impressive as Eberhard Blum
in his work for Hat Hut. He can
create ahavoc of bat-notes in
one part of his instrument while
puffing low notes on another.
However, despite the namechecks
(Evan, Derek, Lacy), this is not
so much Free Improvisation as a
one-man band: his harmonic and
rhythmic concept is not as
developed as his dexterity.
Bechegas's playing lacks the
intimation of crisis — the lesson
of Serialism, Harmolodics and

(
37m Ois)

FRANK FOSTER
LEO RISING

CARLOS BECHEGAS
FLUTE LANDSCAPES:
ACOUSTIC SOLOS
RUDEO 0298

mu 32057

The String Trio
of New York:
20 year
retrospective

(62m 40s)

In 1996, Count Basic's principal
tenor sax ( 1953 to 1964) recorded a
date with Marsalis alumni. The
riffing blues of ` You're Only As Old
As You Look' makes a promising
start, but the band is too prim to
make Foster sound good, reducing
his exertions to a kind of grey

WOBBLY RAIL WOB 007

(
46m 46s)

Operating from Cologne, pianist/
composer Georg Graewe is one of
the livelier denizens of European
music, gnawing an authentic tunnel
into jazz via an ear greedy for new
sonorities. This concert was
recorded for radio broadcast, using
four heroes of Free Improvisation:
Mats Gustafsson (tenor), Sebi
Tramontana (trombone), Marcio
Mattos (cello) and Mark Sanders
(drums). Once you accept the
bizarre noises these musicians make
(okay, call it ' extended instrumental
technique'), this could almost be
regular quintet jazz, full of group
ebullience and charm. Perhaps a
little cool — there's precious little
step-forward testifying — but
definitely a quality report on the
philosophically-charged question:
can musicians who know nearly
everything get it together? Maybe.
A:1 0
HAMPTON HAWES
BLUES THE MOST
PRESTIGE PRO 11015

(74m 58s) ®

A collection of the bluesier material
by West Coast pianist Hampton
Hawes. Apart from two tracks from
1976, this was all recorded in the
'50s for the Contemporary label
with musicians of the calibre of Jim
Hall and Barney Kessel (guitars),
Scott La Faro (bass) and Chuck
Thompson (drums). Hawes favours
chiming harmonies and has a
delicate touch, keeping his bop
bouyant and bright. A:1 0
SUSIE IBARRA/DENIS
CHARLES
DRUM TALK
WOBBLY RAIL WOB 005

(
51m 06s)

In his lifetime, drummer Denis
Charles was the guarantee of agreat
record. This posthumous release was
a duet with drummer Susie Ibarra,
recorded one week before he died.
Ibarra no doubt learned from the
experience, but it makes somewhat
aimless listening for non-drummers.
One suspects extra-musical reasons
for its release. A:2 0
JOE MAHER.
TENDERLY
HAT HUT HATOLOGY 525

(
61m 55s)

Saxophonist Joe Manen ihas been
much-recorded lately. Yet each time
he tips you into his quartet's weird
and wonderful world of halting
interactions you're intensely grateful.
Recording is lush and spacious: you
OCTOBER 1919
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Jazz
can really feel drummer Randy
Peterson's funky responses to
Maneri's sax and his son Mat's
violin. Bassist Ed Schuller's
sonorous pluckings are majestically
timed. This quartet drop notes into
places you'd forgotten existed: the
electric tension of blindman's buff.
Inevitably for a music where
everything is improvised to the
leader's melodies, there are moments
of confusion, but most of this is
superb. The standard `Tenderly', a
dedication to Maneri's wife Sonja,
closes the set. A:1 0

rhythm (Dafydd Lewis on bass and
Federico Ughi on drums) keeps the
trio xeroed in on gruff punk virtues.
Many moons ago, Tommy Smith
made a similarly arresting debut —
raw and honest — so one's intrigued
to know where Morris will go next.
Paying tribute to the greats has its
limits. A:1 0
TONY OXLEY
BAPTISED TRAVELLER
COLUMBIA 494438

(
38m 51s) le

Matthew F Morris plays the
baritone sax with grit and gusto,
filling its elephantine tubing with
sufficient breath to make it sound as
rich as cooking chocolate. The
opening implies he's listened to East
Broadway Rundown by Sonny
Rollins, and there are echoes of
Albert Ayler, but tight and bouncing

Unavailable for 30 years, this
legendary album was cut in 1969.
Tony Oxley had established himself
as Britain's top drummer at Ronnie
Scott's. Bill Evans wanted him for
his piano trio. Oxley refused. He
wanted to ' do his own thing'.
Hearing this, you understand why.
On ' Crossing', Jeff Clyne lays down
a tough and groovy bass for
gorgeous solos by Evan Parker
(excruciated tenor) and Kenny
Wheeler (elegant trumpet). ' Stone
Garden' is acomposition by altoist
Charlie Mariano, aZen reference

BORN IN POZNAN, Poland in
1931, practising medic Dr Trzcinski
used the alias ' Christopher Komeda'
to lead a double life as a jazz pianist.
Like Joe Harriott and Derek Bailey
in England, Komeda was aware of
developments in late- 50s jazz,
specifically the experimental multitempi introduced by cool arrangers
like John Carisi, and turned into an
ensemble style by Bill Evans and the
original Miles Davis Quintet with
John Coltrane. Komeda scored films
by Henning Carlsen and Roman
Polanski, dying in Hollywood in
1969 aged 37, having worked on
Rosemary's Baby. His widow Zofia
has kept his legacy alive with an
extensive reissue programme
(interviews with her are included as
CD-ROM extras).
Sophia's Tune [Power Bros PB
00167, 43m 02s] is alive recording
in Copenhagen's Montmartre Club
from 1963, with Michel Urbaniak
on tenor and Tomasz Stanko on
trumpet. The assertive elan of the
quintet is striking. Although
Urbaniak tends towards mediocre
Traneism, Stanko (later an ECM
recording star) is ear-catching:
polished and soulful. The tune
Svantetic' is abeautiful example of
Komeda's Polish melancholy:
ritualistic emotionalism always has a
hint of sarcasm in ajazz context, but
the playing is sincere. However,
bootleg audio-quality and tape dropouts will discourage all but
committed Komedians. B:1 0
Roman Two [
PB 00169, 53m 42s]
is the same band at the same venue
two years later. On ' Crazy Girl',
Komeda builds up tension using
emphatic chords and silence, an

unusual, abstract effect which is
carried into the broken-yet-funky
rhythms of wonderful solos by Bo
Stief (bass) and Simon Kopel
(drums). The title track has as much
Bartok as jazz; the musicians play
obliquely off a driving ostinato,
recalling the contemporary work of
the Mothers Of Invention (no
wonder Zappa was so popular in
Eastern Europe). Sound is better
than Sophia's Tune, but no great
shakes. B:1
What's Up Mr Basie [
PB 00171,
43m 15s] was recorded live in
Warsaw in 1963 with the same front
line. Sound is greatly improved, and
there are versions of ' Knife In The
Water', written for Polanski's film of
that name, and ' Roman Two', which
Komeda wrote for the Polish
copyright union. Komeda's ear for a
dramatic, emotion-drenched tune
combines with Stanko's confessional,
singing trumpet to great effect. A:1
Asigmatic ( In Concert) [
PB 00173,
62m 19s] is the suite that made up
Komeda's 1965 classic, here
recorded live in Warsaw and
Copenhagen, another fascinating
addition to the Komeda story.
A:1
Here was ayoung Polish
composer using the freedom and
actuality of the modern-jazz combo
to realise music imbued with the
acheing soul of his own country's
folk and classical tradition.
Throughout, angular, modernist
rhythms fend off the nostalgic
langour that characterised more
saleable jazz-folk hybrids in the
1970s. Zofia Komeda should be
congratulated for making this
material public.

MATTHEW F MORRIS
UNSPECIFICATIONS
SLAM CD233

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
72m 08s)
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Oxley was hip to. (On the original
LP release, the name of the album
was written around the lichencovered stone on the cover, recalling
the rocks John Cage outlined for
one of his Zen-inspired chance
compositions; to make it readable,
the title is now emblazoned across
the stone itself.) It is ahaunting
melody, Derek Bailey's guitar notes
beaming in like communications
from a flying-saucer. Oxley's own
'Preparation' showed where he was
headed: stunning music, inexorable
and scintillating. A:1 • H
MEL RHYNE
REMEMBERING WES
SAVANT SAVCO 2018

(41m 56s)

Between 1959 and 1964,
Hammond-organist Mel Rhyne
accompanied Wes Montgomery's
gently thumbed guitar. This set
looks back to those days of subdued
blues and sultry ballads. Guitarist
Royce Campbell plays naturally in
the Wes style, and drummer Ray
Appleton keeps things happening
(dig those traded fours on
Mel Rhyne
'Yesterdays'!). This is comfort-zone
fare, but there's a sturdy bop
intelligence throughout. The Savant
label has touched down in aland
where classic jazz virtues were ne'er
forgot — and so require no
pretentious ' revival'. Solid. A:1 0
HORACE TAPSCOTT
THOUGHTS OF DAR ES SALAAM
ARABESQUE JAZZ A10128

(
59n1 40s)

Born in 1934, Horace Tapscott
attended high school with Eric
Dolphy and Don Cherry. Since the
60s, he has been involved in
bringing jazz to the community,
which is why he is little known
internationally. He improvises tangy
melodic lines, and in the best pieces
— ' Bibi Mkuu', Wiletta's Walk',
`Oleo' — he strikes fire from
accompanists Ray Drummond (bass)
and Billy Hart (drums). However,
despite these names, the piano trio
format doesn't present him at his
most creative, which is in the midst
of UMGAA (Union of God's
Musicians & Artists Ascension), his
LA-based co-op. A:1 0
CHICK WEBB
STRICTLY JIVE
HEP CE11063

(75m I3s) e

Chick Webb was one of the great
drummers. Not only does he power
a terrific swing band on these
recordings for Decca (June 1935 to
March 1940), but his extended kit
— an array of woodblocks and
cowbells, even a Chinese splash
cymbal — allowed him to add
timbrai fireworks to the show. Louis
Jordan (alto), Taft Jordan (trumpet)
and Edgar Sampson (alto)
contribute tough solos. Ella
Fitzgerald sings. A corker. H:1 o
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Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
Epos
•Widest choice in the area
Harrnan-Kardon
•Independent advice
JBL
.Qualified staff
KEF
•Comfortable dem rooms
Kenwood
Superb showrooms
Krell
•Main road location
Marantz
Major car parks netrby
Martin-Logan
Mendian
•Insurance estimates
Michell
•Over 30yrs experience.
Mission
•Service Dept
Monitor Audio
•Delivery & installation
Musical-Fidelety
•Part Exchange
Pickering
.Open M30- 5i30 6 days
Pink mangle
Pioneer
Quad
REL
Rogers
SME
Sonus-Faber
Spender
450054 only 20% of
Tannoy
£5000 for 12 months
TDL
£15000 for 24 months
Thorens
£30000 for 36 months
subject lo status
Yamaha
& lots more
PS if you're making aspecial Ina.
it's best to book, weekdays

a

e.. t

X Dem. Sale...
nia
fa

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Up to 3yrs.
Interest Free
Credit

MartinLogan
6)) PIONCCR
,11 ,
11T

Krell

Monitor-

Audio

24 Gillygate, York
Tel.. 01904 629659

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

Acoustic Energy AEI II r/w
AE2 II r/wood inc stands
Audiolab 8000C
8000LX
8000CDM+DAC
8000DAC
8000MX pair
B&W CDM2 r/wood
Copland CDA288
Cyrus Illi
Commander remote
PSX-R
Power
SL integrated amp
JBL Aquarius S119 LSs
KEF LS3/5a piano bk. LE
Krell 250 Pre+power
ICAV300 cd
Marantz CD 17 bk.
PM17 gold
Meridian A500 r/wood
M60 r/wood
566.20
500 CDT +566.20 DAC
Michell Argo pre.+Hera
ISO phono stage
Mission
753f oak
754f oak
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
r/wood piano laq.
Studio 12 r/wood
Pink Triangle Litaural CD
Tarantella+RB+XLZ
Pioneer CLD-D925
A300 Precision
PDS505 Precision
Quad 77 Power amp
77 Pre-Amp
77 Remote
77 CD bus (all carbon)
REL Q100E bk.
Yamaha DSP-A3090

Was
Now
£995 £745
£2090 £ 1400
£580 £475
£470 £395
£2300 £ 1725
£900 £650
£1800 £ 1495
£400 £320
£1999 £ 1599
£598 £475
£100 £50
£328 £275
£498 £395
£398 £325
£1250 £625
£1800 £895
£5195 £4650
£3550 £3195
£800 £650
£900 £695
£875 £650
£2500 £ 1875
£1095 £750
£2420 £ 1795
£885 £595
£420 £320
£898 £750
£1498 £ 1125
£5000 £2995
£1100 £825
£2099 £ 1675
£1054 £750
£800 £595
£400 £300
£460 £350
£600 £450
£700 £525
£300 £ 150
£700 £595
£495 £395
£1500 £ 1125

Classic second-hand...
Acoustic Energy AEI r/w £495
Audiolab 8000C pre-amp £375
8000A integrated amp £350
Audio Innovations Series 1000
monoblox (were £ 1799) £750
2nd Audio (was £3000) £ 1000
Gale 401 chrome/black £250
1-1K Citation 11/12 pre/power
& 15 tuner the very first models,
in walnut cases £300
KEF 104/2 r/w (£2000) £850
Marantz CD63 II KI-S £275
CD85 (built like atank) £250
Mission 776/777 batt pre amp &
2x 100w power amp £950
Argonaut bk., big, twin bass £325
Quad 22 pre & powers £600
ESL57 pair bk latest spec. £750
34 pre-amp
£ 150
44 pre (din)
£ 185
405 power amp £200
FM4 tuner (din) £ 150
Revox t336 1/2 track 10" £ 195
B77 reel-reel 1/4 track, 7.5ips
pro-nabs, op cover £850
Rogers LS6 teak
£ 175
Ruark Sabre bk.
£250
SME original 3012
£ 175
3009 nik 1 original box £75
Tandberg 1D20A
1/4 tiack 7.5ips 10"reel £650
Tammy Cheviot 10"
Dual Concentrics , walnut £350
609 marble effect inc. stands £ 195
Thorens TD124 mk2 + 3012 £ 150
TD125 mk2 +3009 £200
TDI50+3012 in SME plinth £300
Vortexion Series 4 recorder £ 100

ANALOGUE...
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Rock/pop Reviews
thing that, if Scott Walker had put
his name to it, would result in
queues to touch his hand in
admiration. Those seeking anew
Nick Drake to weave dreams about
should start here. But go carefully,
the record might easily disintegrate
before your very ears.

Album in focus
SHELBY LYNNE
IAM SHELBY LYNNE
Mercury tba

(
36m 38s)

Fred De/lar

The only thing wrong with this album is that
there isn't enough of it. Lynne is, to all intents
and purposes, afailed Nashville brat who has,
against the odds, suddenly gone right. She was
pushed into singing country by her parents,
both country artists themselves and, although
she collected some favourable reviews for her
five albums, the career never quite gelled, and
Lynne wasn't satisfied by her own work. This
time, she's confronted the problem by reaching
back to the soul and r'n'b she's always loved
but was never allowed to sing. Her new songs
are immediately singable and seem powered by
the emotional turmoil of her traumatic life ( her
father shot her mother, then himself). Vocally,
she's an evocative blend of Dusty, Aretha and
Patsy (Cline, not the one from Eastenders).
Whether her band is kicking rock'n'roll butt on
'Life Is Bad', or slithering along alazy Texas-ish
groove on ' Easier', producer Bill Bottrell astutely
marries the best elements of early Stax and Hi
classics with atouch of Spector and ahint of
radio- friendly sheen. George Del Barrio's
gorgeous string arrangements complete the
picture, making this essential for anyone who
loves classic soul. Second opinion, Ken?
Johnny Black

MARY CHAPIN CARPENTER
PARTY DOLL
Columbia 488659-2

A*:1"

Given the evidence here, Shelby Lynne is bestapproached as an earthier, harder, less show-bizzy Shania Twain. And whatever this set is
supposed to represent in terms of an alleged breakaway from Lynne's Nashville heritage, it
quite clearly belongs in the C&W section. As for Twain-like crossover potential? Her delivery is
so aching and the production so glossy that her more likely rivals will be the vastly inferior
Whitney or Celine. Then you hit atrack like 'Where I'm From', and you know she's never
gonna escape her cracker status. Ah, what the hell: it worked for Shania, Crystal Gayle, Nanci
Griffiths...
A:I

Ken Kessler

BLACKMORE'S NIGHT
UNDER A VIOLET MOON
Minstrel Hall Music PCCY 01377

Yardbirde get in touch with its
feminine/Brit-roots side. This is a
Chapin primarily tinkly concoction blending
Carpenter the Celtic, the folky, the medieval —
you know the drill: Tolkien meetsEnya. It's nice stuff, beautifully
played, mainly acoustic but with the
Ritchie
odd burst of electricity. But let's be
fair to Blackmore, because there are
Blackmore and
other HMto-mystical-folk-music
Candice Night:
precedents beyond Renaissance: Led
tinkly
Zep and... Spinal Tap.
Right: Mary

(
58m 50s)

Aah, to be afly on the wall when
some hairy headbanger returns with
acopy of this disc, having expected
an hour's worth of wailing,
thumping heavy metal axemanship.
Ritchie Blackmore and his fiancée,
Candice Night, have done for the
Deep Purple/Rainbow family trees
what Renaissance did for the

concoction

Ken Kessler

A:1-2 0

TIM BOWNESS/SAMUEL
SMILES
WORLD OF BRIGHT FUTURES
Hidden Art Hi-Art 3

(
41m 08s)

Whatever happened to ambient
heroes No-Man? Good question.
The answer, in part, is that
helmsman Tim Bowness is still
around, and still with the help of
Cambridge trio Samuel Smiles,
making jazz-tinged whispers that
make senses tingle. Everything is
delicate, frail, likely to fall to the
ground if touched. It's the stuff that
swoons are made of. The kind of
II NE1VS & RECORD RENEW
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A:1 0

(72m 54s)

It's sort of aGreatest Hits. Sarta.
Except that Carpenter doesn't really
go in for things like that. The result
is amixture of obscure old cuts
from films, live projects, soundtracks
and previously unreleased versions of
actual hits, along with some new
stuff. The latter includes arelaxed,
intimately interpreted, acoustic
version of the title track, not the
Buddy Knox hit, but asuperior
Mick Jagger song from his Primitive
Cool album. Also featured is a
version of ' Stones In The Road',
recorded at aLondon gig in 1994; a
gritty retread of ' The Hard Way',
recorded for aPBS Special; an
adroitly strummed live version of
'I Take My Chances', the song
Carpenter wrote with Don Schlitz;
along with aRyman Auditorium
rendition of the tender ` Quittin'
Time', plus clips from aLetterman
show and aNew Orleans Superbowl
gig. Scrap albums rarely come better
dressed.
Fred DeIlar

A:1 0

CATIE CURTIS
A CRASH COURSE IN ROSES
Rykodisc 10478

(
55m 47s)

The New Yorker has called her a
'folk rock goddess', and while Catie
Curtis's third album may not be
exactly touched by divinity it's
certainly an engaging piece of work,
full of achy love songs you'll be
singing to yourself after just acouple
of listens, and recommending to
your friends (or at least the ones
who watch Dawson's Creek) by the
end of aweek in their company.
Curtis started out in the

coffeehouses of Saco, Maine, during
the early 1990s, and with her third
album she's honed her songwriting
skills without losing any of her early
vitality. The tracks are nicely underproduced, sounding like abunch of
mates who got together in the barn
for a sing-song, except that the
quality of the playing, singing and
songwriting is on a level that most
bunches of mates would kill to
achieve. At times Curtis can be
reminiscent of Edie Brickell, but as
Edie's dropped out of sight lately,
that's no bad thing.
Johnny Black

Only this time the project is
overseen by the genuine article,
none other than Steve Earle having
taken Kennedy under his wing. The
result is a joyous acoustic adventure,
embracing all manner of American
roots styles, but with the spirits of
Slim Chance-period Ronnie Lane
and post-Burritos Gram hovering
above. Sheer bliss.
Ken Kessler

A:1* 0

JETHRO TULL
1-TULLCOM
Virgin CD-R (ea)

(
58m 81s)

A:1 0

GRAND DRIVE
ROAD MUSIC
Loose V1CD 108

(
46m 55s)

They're from the South. South
London that is. But they might well
have stemmed from below that
legendary Mason-Dixon line, if the
sounds on this album are anything
to go by. Formed by abrace of
Wilson brothers, Danny and Julian,
who play just about anything that's
left hangin' around, plus bassist/
guitarist Ed Balch and various
refugees from the drum centre,
Grand Drive don't have the most
distinctive line in songs. But those
swirling organ fills and the harmony
vocals have away of turning the
Jethro Tull:
really living
in the past'

Is Jethro Tull the first group to use
its web site address as an album
title? Clever touch to denote up-tothe-minute-ness, eh? Actually, it's
the only thing that's clever about
this rather
turgid
reaffirmation of
one of
their
earlier
titles:
living in
the past. It
plods
along, it
flirts with
standard
Tullish
themes, it nods at environmental
concerns like El Nino (and, of
course, the internet) — this is pure,
past-its-sell-by Glastonburyware,
aimed at long-haired, probably
overweight, certainly over-aged fans.
But they will not be disappointed, as
with Blaclunore's followers (see
above) — j-tulLcom is as heavy, as
sharp and as dynamic as anything
else post-Aqualung. Plus ça change...
Ken Kessler

A:2-3 0

HAL KETCHUM
AWAITING REDEMPTION
Catie Curtis:

Curb CURCD 079

'folk rock

Record companies often leave a lot
to be desired. And Hal Ketchum has
every right to share that belief. In
1997 he recorded an album called
Hal Yes which was promptly shelved
and replaced by the supposedly
more commercial ISaw The Light.
Now that misplaced fifth album has

goddess',
says the
New Yorker
mundane into the memorable. A
neat trick if you can do it. And
Grand Drive obviously can.
Fred Deliar

A:1 C

BAP KENNEDY
DOMESTIC BLUES
Lonely Street Dises/BMG LSD710

(
74m 41s)

Fabulous! This UK edition of the
1998 US-only release adds two
bonus tracks to an album good
enough to have rocketed this
Irishman to America's Top 10. On
the surface, it's a throwback to
Albert Lee solo albums, pub rock or
much of the stuff which appeared in
the late, lamented Making Waves
label: British or Irish artists who
think they're reincarnated hillbillies.
120

been given a change of name, and
appears as the singer-songwriter's
seventh offering. The surprising
thing is that it's the most powerful
record the New York-born singersongwriter has ever made, the
rugged title track, the Creedence-like
'Long Way Down' and the moody,
Anson Funderburgh-bedecked
flashback that is `When Blue Was

Grand Drive

(
49m 51s)

just A Colour' being among the
stand-outs on an album that would
grace any end-of-the-year listing.
Guitarist (and producer) Stephen
Bruton is superb throughout,
Delbert McClinton contributes great
harmonica and even the sleeve-notes
are in good hands — those of
Jimmie Dale Gilmore. Whoever
delayed this issue has problems of a
serious kind.
Fred Dollar

A:1* 0

THE LANTERNS
LUMINATE YER REID
Columbia 494 836-2

(
49m 33s)

Anybody who makes musical use of
locust pods, electric wave drums
and cittem is OK by me, and head
Lantern Jim Sutherland does all of
these and more. This is an
electronic pop-dance trio from
Edinburgh who get right everything
that Rico and Somatic [
see reviews
below] get so hideously wrong. The
gorgeous harmony vocals of sisters
Sylvia and Gina Rae shine shafts of
light into Sutherland's dark and
mysterious songs about depressing
housing conditions, loneliness and,
er, sensible shoes. Where Somatic
allow ploddy beats to tie them
down, The Lanterns use them as
solid foundations over which to skip
and soar. Where Rico allows his
surroundings to destroy him, The
Lanterns look beyond them for
inspiration. Sutherland's
background in composing for film
and TV has given him not just a
grounding in harmony, melody,
ambience and arrangement, but also
a different perspective than most
contemporary songwriters, while the
girls' roots in a jazz-obsessed family
mean that they really know how to
sing.
Johnny Black
OCTOBER 1999
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Live stuff

BECAUSE THERE ARE more sales to be
gained from the vaults by releasing neverbefore- issued live stuff than recycling the
SOS, and because live sessions are ' instant
albums', the labels are finally getting hip
and the scope is widening. From the
1970/80s punk/pop scene, there's Blondie
Live [
Chrysalis 521 2332 r, US gigs from
1978-80 timed to sell in the wake of their
reunion CD. For the jazz-rock faithful,
Danny Thompson's Live 1967 [
What Disc
WHAT3CD lb] comes from a set at a ' long forgotten venue', but present are John
McLaughlin and Tony Roberts. Quasipolitical rock? Try the Alarm at the peak of
their career, Live On The King Biscuit Flower
Hour [
KBFHCD 028 •], 14 tracks plus an
interview from the mid- 1980s. For recent

RICO
SANCTUARY MEDICINES
Chrysalis 4990632

(
45m 32s)

Hello record industry. Here's abit
of free advice. Giving contracts to
people whose perception of the
world is corrupted and blighted
because they're afflicted with severe
mental problems is awaste of time.
It's also dangerous. It's also antisocial. Oh, and it doesn't make for
interesting music. Paisley man Rico
actually roars on the first track that
'Music is dead' and, on the evidence
of the catatonic industrial sludge he
purveys, it's certainly dead in him.
Soon after, he's apologising to his
mother because he's 'stuck in this
sick perverted groove'. Before long
he reveals, ' I'm drinking all my cash'
and then that ' everyone Iknow is
just as f***d as me.' If he's serious,
and Isuspect he is, then he doesn't
need arecord deal, he needs help.
Or alengthy all-expenses paid
holiday in Bermuda. The world, as
we all know, isn't always a
wonderful place, but the selfloathing, self-destructive alternative
Rico offers is infinitely worse.
Making aprofit by packaging and
marketing that alternative may not
be acrime, but anybody who does it
is sicker and sadder than Rico.
Johnny Black

B:4 0

Johnny Black

A':2

Johnny Black

'Taj set out
to explore

According to the record company
hand-out, this London/Brightonbased trio have produced ' aglorious
affair blending roaring beats with
soaring melodies'. According to me,
they've produced ` aperfunctory shag
blending plodding beats with (very
occasional) soaring melodies
courtesy of string arrangements done
by other people'. But that wouldn't
look too good in the hand-out,
would it? Somatic is one of those
currently fashionable combos where
acouple of blokes who fancy

OCTOBER 1999

Hannibal HNCD 1444

(
59m 02s)

Carlos Santana:

Taj Mahal has kept the restless spirit
of adventure alive in the blues ever
since his first recordings in the mid1960s, but here he's gone further
than ever. Joining forces with Malian
kora virtuoso Toumani Diabate and
his group on the porch of a
clapboard house in Athens, Georgia,
Taj set out to explore the common
ground between blues and
traditional African music. The
results are stunning. If you buy the
CD, start by
ignoring the
academic sleeve
note which
explains the sociocultural worth of
this music, and just
turn the volume
up. Nothing quite
like Tanta Sacko',
where Lasana
Diabate's cartwheeling balafon
melody is unexpectedly underpinned
by Taj's jerky New Orleans piano
bass-line, has ever been recorded;
the transformation that Diabate's
continually astonishing musicians
work on the old railroad song 'Take
This Hammer' has to be heard to be
believed; and the closing ' Sahara' is
one of the happiest marriages
between avocal melody and a
sparkling instrumental
accompaniment that I've ever heard.
Live with the music for afew days,
let it soak in, and then read the
sleeve note.

fluid axemeister

Johnny Black

the common
ground
between
traditional

(49m 03s)

B:4 0

TAJ MAHAL/TOUMANI
DIABATE
KULANJAN

blues and

SOMATIC
THE BOP APOCALYPSE
Universal MCD 60068

themselves as producers or DJs
knock up some turgid grooves then
rope in agirl with aflat,
expressionless voice to sing some
lyrics over the top. A more dreary
collection of aural beta-blockers I
haven't heard in along time...

African
music. The
results are
stunning'

(75m)

While there's nothing glaringly
wrong with this star-studded five
millionth album from Carlos
Santana, it's tempting to wonder
why the combined talents of Lauryn
Hill, Eric Clapton, Everlast, EagleEye Cherry, Dave Mathhews and
Wyclef Jean add up to so little of
any significance. Despite the massed
ranks of these superstar guests, what
you get for your money is no more
than areasonably serviceable
Santana album that would have
NSW NEWS L RECORD REVIEW

sounded quite cutting edge if he'd
released it in 1972. Carlos remains a
fluid, if limited, axemeister, and his
battery of latin percussionists still
pound out the poly-rhythms with
merry abandon, but the feeling of
déjà-vu is everywhere. When half the
tracks start to remind you of Chris
Rea album fillers, you know there's
something seriously amiss. Even the
much-touted guitar duel with Eric
Clapton that closes the album is
more of awhimper than abang.
Can't fault the production values
though, so if you can listen to how
it sounds rather than what's being
played, you'll love it.

Capo/RCA CAP0701 6], 22 tracks From
1971-79. This month's collectors"find'? For
Canterbury rock fans, a recently- discovered
live Caravan set from the 1970s, Surprise
Supplies [
HID HTCD96 41].
Ken Kessler

Taj Mahal

SANTANA
SUPERNATURAL
Arista 07822 19080 2

performances, the progressive crowd gets
King Crimson's John Wetton at an acoustic
performance recorded last year on Live In
Milan [
Blueprint BP314CD 14] while folkies
can groove to Kevin Burke's solo fiddling In
Concert [
Green Linnet GLCD1196
The Flower Hour Series is also responsible
this month for a terrific, kick- ass Dave
Edmunds set culled from a number of
appearances [
KFBHCD 027] and some
blues- based HM from Foghat, circa 1974-6
[KFBHCD 029]. The BBC mustn't be
forgotten, so this month the indie crowd gets
Inspira! Carpets: The Radio 1Sessions
[Strange Fruit SFRCD 082 •] from 198984, while a perfect accompaniment for the
recently overhauled Rory Gallagher
catalogue is the superb BBC Sessions

A:1* 0
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Co- ax digital interconnect range
Trico-ID c/w PPX phonos
EFF-ID c/w PPSL phonos
DAC-XLR AES/EBU 110 ohm XLR/XLR

Video interconnect range
Trico-ID c/w PPX phono's
EFF-IV c/w PPX phonos

SUPRA

e

In Tune with Nature

For bi-wiring, Quattro 4 is a cable of
exceptional quality, based on the Classic
4mm and using >5N OFC conductors in
star quad configuration

NEW for 1999:
Home cinema cable range
The NEW Supra AV6 home cinema cable is
available in many different configurations,
such as: scart to s-video, s-video to s-video,
scart to scart, scart to 2 phono, scart to 3
phono, scart to 4 phono, scart to 6 phono,
DB25M to 01325F, DB25M to 6 phono,
3 phono to 3 phono, 4 phono to 4 phono,
5 phono to 5 phono and 6 phono to 6
phono.
(Co-ax digital, video and AV6 cables
normally supplied in 1metre lengths, others
connectors and/or lengths to order)

Speaker cables
The Classic Series range features
>5N OFC, multi-stranded, tin-plated
conductors, to reduce oxidation effects
and available in 2.5mm, 4mm and 6mm
diameters

Analogue Interconnects
EFF-ISL
EFF-IXLR
c/w locking phonos
c/w XLR's
("Best Buy HiFi Choie) ( balanced)
Also available: DAC-X c/w PPX phonos
(Analogue cables are supplied in 0.75 metre
pairs, other lengths available to order)

Fibre optics
The Supra ZAC cable has been purpose
designed for DVD and CD players/transports
and is available in 1m, 2m, 4m, 5m and 10m
lengths fitted with TosLink connectors

Featuring all the latest technology, the
Ply Series uses tin-plated, >99.999%
purity OFC conductors in a low resistance,
low inductance design. Available now in
three versions: Ply 2.0, the HiFi Choice
"Recommended' Ply 3.4 and the
NEW Ply 3.4/S shielded version
LINC Series of shielded cables using 2
cores OFC + outer screen/drain wire. Two
versions for hi-fi comprising the Linc
2.5mm Flex and Linc 4mm Flex as well as
two versions suitable for installation work.

Connector range
Supra also make a range of high quality gold-plated terminations, such as banana plugs, spades,
lockable phono plugs, Swift XLR connectors, s-video, scan plugs and DB25M/F connectors.

For more information on the award- winning Supra range of speaker cables, hi-fi and home cinema interconnects, please
clip the coupon and send to: Glaive Limited, Unit 7, Wren Industrial Estate, Coldred Road, Maidstone, ME15 9YT.
Or phone/fax us on: 01622 66 40 70
or by email: supra@glaive.co.uk
or visit our website: www.glaive.co.uk/supra
¡Please send me a copy of the Supra colour catalogue, prices and retailer list

'Name:
'Address:

'Post

code:

1

For details of Supra distributors world-wide, please contact:
Jenving Technology AB,
Backamo Grinnerod 12800, S-459 91 Ljunskile, Sweden
Tel: +46 ( 0)522 23460
Fax: + 46 ( 0)522 23131
Email: supra@jenving.se
Website: www.jenving.se
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audiophileusa.com
Addictive web site for LP CD Accessory & DAD fans. We
email superb monthly lists of new and used jazz, rock.

folk, audiophile, blues and much more. Knowledgeable,
friendly staff. Great service, unbeatable prices. Free
monthly flyers that keep you up to date with new releases
as well as outstanding condition used 1ps,
special offers! Here's a tiny selection of what we
carry.
Bookmark our web site NOW!
JOE SATRIANI: SURFING W/THE ALBUM ( MO Fl GOLD CD) ...$23.00
TOM WATTS: MULE VARIATIONS ( US 2LP)
$ 16.00
IIENDRIX: WOODSTOCK ( MCA 3LP 180GM)
RACHEL'S: MUSIC FOR EGON SCIELE ( US LP)

$38.00
$ 12.00

l'INK FLOYD: DARK SIDE ( EMI 180) DOUG SAX!
JACINTHA: HERE'S TO BEN (WC XRCD)

$22.00
$28.00

LP #9 STYLUS CLEANER - INDISPENSIBLE
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS: CALIFORNICATION 2X 180GM
'NAGAOKA' STYLE INNER SLEEVES ( PACK OF 100)
KING SUPER ANALOGUE 180GM HQ LPS
DCC LPs & CDs
BYRDS: ALL TITLES ON 180GM + BONUS CUTS
MOBILE FIDELITY 24KT GOLD CDs
ALLSOP ORBITRAC
CARDAS SWEEP RECORD ( NEW VERSION)

$24.99
$27.00
$25.00
$26.90
$21.90
$ 16.99

$23.00
$33.00
$ 18.99

LOWEST PRICES ON ALL AUDIOPHILE LABELS

EXPERT PACKAGING, WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

aUdiOphideinternational
I 11355A PYRITES WAY # 1, GOLD RIVER, CALIF. 95670.USA
TEL: ( 916) 858 8383 FAX: ( 916) 858 8385.
TOLL FREE ORDERS ( 877) SPIN LPS-US ONLY

VISA/MC/AMEX/DINERS

P.O. Box 383 Brentwood Essex CM14 4G8
Tel: 01277 227355 Far 01277 224103

erna,1 Int0@stneXitdernO0tOok

Rock/pop Reissues
from James Taylor and sound
as muted as the vinyl.
A- B:1 • rl

TN! BEACH BOYS
PET SOUNDS

JERRY McCAIN
GOOD STUFF!

Capitol 72435 21241 2
(76m 54s)
There are two ways of looking
at this umpteenth reissue of an
LP which aiway.s figures in the
Top 10 of all-time greatest
rock LP lists: either it's milking
collectors yet again, or it's the
ultimate single- disc version of
Brian Wilson's visionary
masterpiece. Many felt that the
earlier multi- disc box set
version of what was originally
a mere 13- track album
stretched it to the anal limits,
but fans knew otherwise. And
yet there was a need for
something in-between: the
original album in mono and

BOBBY BLAND
GET ON DOWN/REFLECTIONS
IN BLUE
BG0 BGOCD 449

(
70m 14s)

Two of his mid- 1970s LPs on
one CD, a blues/funk mix
mellow and uptown enough to
blur the line between BB King
and Brook Benton. Lounge
sophistication in a juke-joint
suit, so Bland's music should
enjoy extra exposure because of
the revival enjoyed by his pale
surrogates. A-B:1-1•
PETULA CLARK
DOWNTOWN: THE PYE
ANTHOLOGY
Sequel NEECD316

(
2CDs, 146m I4s)

Sneer not: this 2CD, 50-track
collection does more than
enough to portray Petula for
what she it: a British
institution. Absolutely
magnificent pop from the
1960s-70s, with new resonance
now that she's recognised as a
prime component of the easy
listening/lounge revival.
Remastered and nicely
annotated, all the Pet you'll
ever need. A-A*: 1 0
BOBBY DARIN
ULTRA LOUNGE ARTISTS
SERIES VOL 2
EMI 520 3332

eminently suitable for the
Copa... and for modern Rat
Pack wannabees. A-A•:1
THE IMPRESSIONS
11.3C RARITIES
Kent-Ace CDKEND170

(
73m 09s)

Tidying up the reissue series of
their whole albums, astudious
coda filled with 26 obscure
collectables, including the
whole of the Versatile
Impressions LP, seven
previously unreleased and two
from the rare East Of Java
soundtrack. Luscious soul
harmonies liberated from the
vaults. A- B:1-2 0
JAN & DEAN
SURF CITY
EMI 521 0182

(49m 46s)

A long-overdue, comprehensive
and affordable J&D best of,
representing the tongue-incheek element of surf music.
Twenty prime examples,
including all their hits, from
the duo which was to the
Beach Boys what Peter 8z
Gordon were to the Fabs.
A-B:1-2 A

Ode-Epic-Legacy 493180 2

(45m 34s)

(
49m 33s)

And the flood of Darin
continues: EMI's 20 tracks
(four previously unreleased!)
date from 1962-5, while Varèse
offers 18 tracks from his return
to Atlantic, circa 1966-7. No
rockers here; just material
1141 NEWS a RECORD REVIEW

stereo ( because they do
differ), plus a killer booklet
and, say, a suitable bonus
track. Which is precisely what
you get here. Then again, you
could just go for original vinyl
and call it a day.
A- A':1 8 0

CAROLE KING
TAPESTRY

SWINGIN' THE STANDARDS
Varèse Vintage VSEI-6004

Varese Vintage VSD-6022

(5Om 51s)
From 1971, the damned near
perfect, peak achievement by
the post-feminist female singersongwriter: almost every track
qualifies as a standard, sonic
comfort food for countless
miserable university-age
wimmin. This remastered
edition contains two previously
unreleased bonus tracks, a note

OCTOBER 1m

(
49m 09s)

Sixteen soulful, funky blues
treasures from 1960-1986 by
the harpist responsible for
'She's Tough', later
immortalised by the Fabulous
Thunderbirds. Though a
disciple of Little Walter,
McCain juggles genres with
ease, so this material is easily
digested if you're wary of
Chicago. A-C:1-2 0
THE MYSTERY TREND
SO GLAD IFOUND YOU
Big Beat CDWIKD 190

(
57m 59s)

A grail for collector's of preAirplane/Dead San Francisco
rock: along with the
Charlatans, this legendary band
presaged the genre. This aptlynamed set features all their
known, rumoured recordings,
all previously unissued.
Another masterpiece in the
Nuggets From The Golden States
series. B:1-2
JOHNNIE RAY
'TIL MORNING/A SINNER AM I
Columbia 493048

(
72m 46s)

How odd to find a Ray CD
without ' Cry'; but this disc
does the decent thing and pairs
two whole LPs. OK, so it also
shows the cracks, and why the
Nabob of Sob never sustained
his manic fame, but this
deserves renewed interest as
much as any of the reissued
'Fifties balladeering.
A':1-2
JOHNNY RIVERS
SLIM SLO SLIDER/HOME
GROWN
BG0 BGOCD453

(2CDs, 81m 08s)

A pair of Rivers1970/71 LPs
with the man well into the
beard 'n' beads period, but still
managing to infuse material
with the swampy rock
inflections which marked his
earlier work. Again, he
recorded originals and —
presciently — songs by future
'greats': Gram Parsons, Jackson
Browne and the like. Sublime.
A:1-2/1
THE SIEGEL-SCHWALL
BAND
THE VERY BEST OF: THE
WOODEN NICKEL YEARS
Varese Vintage

(
70m 21s)

Long-desired compilation
covering the 1960s US blues

act always overshadowed by
Canned Heat, Geils and
Butterfield. Superlative harpbased blues from1971-4, an
ideal companion to the
Vanguard set covering
1966-70. A- B: 1 - 2
VARIOUS
JUMP JIVE & SWING
Ace CDCHK 721

(66m 06s)

Swing revival? No, make that
Swing Revival II, because
British artists — Ray Gelato,
Dana Gillespie, the Chevalier
Brothers and others —
recorded these tracks in the
decade prior to Setzer & Co
co-opting the Louis Prima
attitude. Oddly enough, the
Brits ooze authenticity, despite
being closer to Las Palmas
than Las Vegas. Ace Records,
say it loud: 'We told you so!'.
A:1 7
VARIOUS
MUSIC OF THE 20TH CENTURY
EMI 520 7902/12/22/32
(74m 08s/73m 13s/64m 48s178m 28s)
Rather pointless millenniana
given the series title, when its
four, 20-track volumes
(1900-39, 1940-59, 1960-79,
1980-99) lack Elvis, the
Beatles, Miles, Sinatra and too
many other key voices of the
century... most of whom
recorded for EMI labels! From
Florie Ford to the Supernaturals, but why bother?
Unrateable. ?:? A
VARIOUS
MUSIC TO WATCH GIRLS BY
Columbia SONYTV 67CD
(2CDs, 109m 34s)
How timely: a 2CD, 38-track
set full of easy listeners, just in
case the profusion of Sinatraites above seems too confusing.
This collection, familiar even
to under-tens because of the
TV advertising, is abox of allsorts: Day to Tormé, Dino to
Martino, bracketed by Andy
Williams. What next? A revival
in roll-neck pullovers?
A-A•:1-1* 0
VARIOUS
OLD TOWN DOO-WOP VOL 5
Ace CDCHD 571

(
74m 16s)

Another 28 exquisite 1950s
doo-wop harmony tracks —
half previously unreleased —
including a few female
moments. The Solitaires, the
Five Crowns, the Earls and
others with voices which go
down wa-a-ay low. If it was
good enough for Zappa...
A-C: 1 -2 0
Ken Kessler
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 II
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber D /steel El mounting £ 10.50 E
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00 E
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£14.00 O
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00 D
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d)
£99.00
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut H: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 E
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00 LI
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £12.0011
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 E
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 E
per 100 £ 19.00 E per 500 £90.00 E
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x150 x3mm
£13.00 0
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.00 [11

VARIOUS

DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 D
Jumbo £65.00 E
DH Squares: set of three £25.00 E
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.000
large(three) DOM El
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 E
Big Feet 63mm dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £60.00 171
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.00
Michell 4min plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small ( 6mm dia) pair £ 12.00
large ( 12mm) pair £14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.0011
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 E
Kontak: contact cleaner
£15.00 D
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 D
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 0
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 III
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 In Ready built unit £95.00 II

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00 E Ready built £370.00 E
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £15.000
five litres£35.00
Ringmat: 3mm XLR 'Universal' £47.50 D
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.000 per 100 £38.00
per 500 £180.00 D
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 £5.00 II
per 100 £9.00 CI per 500 £40.00 ID
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 0
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £47.00 II
(
chrome) £85.00 III
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00
124

EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multiinput phono pre-amp kit £299.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00 III
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme
£20.00 El

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50
slim double
pack of 5£6.50 El Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £. 50 D
RATA 'Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet £10.00
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 15.000
Densen DeMagic: demagnetising CD
£10.000
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 III
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00 ID
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00
X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 30.00 III
VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.00 E EL34WXT £8.00
5881/KT66 £7.000 6550/KT88 £ 15.50
ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £3.50
EL84M £7.00 E EF86 £8.00 E
GZ34 (China) £ 12.50 E PCC88 £6.00 D
EL509/519 £ 8.50 0
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes OM
pre-amp tubes OM D
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 II
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 O
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00 E
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00 O
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00 III
(h-bk), signed £45.00 CI
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.000
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set C each £17.00
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
DOM El
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 E
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00 CI
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 O
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£30.00 D
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander
£25.00
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 E (h-bk) £50.00 II
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£70.00

HO
+374
4.40
TLINE
(
NUMB
1
ER: 52
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00 II
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £30.00 E
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00 0
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 D
Mini Disc Jan Macs, Sony (s-bk) £15.00 D
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 E
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 D
Radio Designers Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F LangfordSmith
£35.00 D
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00 O
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles £8.00
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition)
£17.00
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £ 17.00 111

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club full review catalogue ID
Book, technical CD and software catalogue
D Audiophile LPs/CDs

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 E
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre O
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 III
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 E
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 D ready built
£75.00 CI
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 0
Built unit
£295.00 D
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 El per two-pair £110.00
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 D
Built unit
£399.00 II
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details
£TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
In-line or switched output use.
230/230V Euro/UK
£400.00. H
110/110V USA/etc
£450.00. r1
110/240V or 240V/110V £450.00. E

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £198.00 D 2-way £99.00 0
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur
£99.00 D
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)

MONTH'S
'R 'R 'R FEATURED
FEATURED ITEM - - Zerostat 3:
pistol neutralises static charges DOM O
OCTOBER LBW
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IN THE FIRING LINE
THE ACCESSORY featured this

made to clean avinyl record
month will be most useful (and
by wiping or brushing the
probably familiar) to readers
surface. Even withdrawing a
still getting pleasure from their
new LP from its inner sleeve
vinyl record collections. Now
may charge it sufficently to
in its Mk 3form, the Zerostat
hold particles (although these
pistol is atried and tested item
will not impede the stylus).
marketed by Milty Products
Carbon fibre bristles frequently
which enables
leave adust
line: zap this
one to
neutralise the
with a
electrostatic
Zerostat and
charge held
the dust
relinquishes
by any
conductive
its hold.
material. The
Because
THE PISTOL THAT NEUTRALISES STATIC
LP is the prime
there's
MILTY
candidate,
nothing to
then Perspex
see, some
covers, lenses,
purchasers
record-sleeves.., and so on.
might imagine there's no effect
A development of the piezoeither, so the latest version has
electric pistol, the Zerostat
acap with aneon indicator.
works by firing astream of
Don't touch this when
negative and positive ions from squeezing the trigger, or a
the tip of arecessed pin at the
nasty shock will result. (Milty
end of the barrel. It reciLires no suggests earthing the indicator
battery or other power supply,
tip against aradiator pipe.)
and should last for more than
The Zerostat costs just
50,000 trigger operations. The £30.00. Incidentally, hi-fi
enthusiasts may find the pistol
user merely holds the charged
has migrated to the family
item some 300mm away from
the Zerostat then slowly
bathroom: it comes in handy
releases the sprung trigger.
when trying to part one's hair
The most obvious application
if the comb has become
is when attempts have been
charged!

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 11.99 each
al MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE
below

as listed

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical — Britten ( IMG/BBC)
£10.95
Jazz — Carlos Bechegas £ 14.50;
String Trio of New York,
Joe Manen i£ 12.75;
Eddie ' Lockjaw' Davis £9.99
Krzysztof Komeda, all £ 12.75
Rock/pop — Shelby Lynne, Mary
Chapin Carpenter, Hal Ketchum,
The Lanterns, Jethro Tull £ 12.75;
Rico, Somatic £9.99
Live Stuff - KFBHCD prefix £9.99
Rock reissues — The Beach Boys
£12.75; Petula Clark £ 9.99
Music To Watch Girls By £14.50;

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied foi titles where this format is available. Telephone
+44 ( 011234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Chub & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number delete a:. appropriate

f1- 1

Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear-out sheets or photocopy) to
HEN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: +44 ( 0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: +44 ( 0) ' 234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

+postage and packing (see text): £
Total price: £
UK Sales all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales. EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.
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MVL: INTEGRAL A2

An excellent performer with

FEATURES

any music. At present, it
would be liard to imagine
the A2 being beaten at the

• GREATER CLARITY AND REALISM achieved through patented circuitry and extremely low distortion.
All instruments and voices sound real and whatever warmth or coldness was originally recorded is revealed.

HI- F1 WORLD MAY 1999}

• 3 DIMENSIONAL SOUND STAGE brings every performance into the room.

• CONSISTENT SOUND QUALITY regardless of volume quality remains constant, whether at 0.5 Watt or at max im um ra t
edou tp ut.
• CONSTANT CONTROL ',pedkei -drivers are both pushed and pulled, never allowed to float, minimising back EMF effect.
• EASY COMPONENT MATCHING due to high tolerance to source components, leads, speaker impedence and sensitivity.
• NO ' BURN IN' OR WARM UP REQUIRED sound is correct from first turn on, with no degradation of sound for the life of the unil •
• 5YEAR WARRANTY provided free of charge.

INTEGRAL A2+

• 100 Watts per channel RMS (
8ohms, both channels driven).

"If you're after agenuinely

• SS 2 FREQUENCY CONTROL. Improves speaker performance
by adjustable matching of frequency response.

effortless performer, the

• SS 3 PHONO STAGE. Improves sound quality, from Vinyl whilst

CD

of the pile."

1...... .1Fr.,.

CD 2

open, the A2+ sets the pace
at the price.

JON MARKS, HI-F1 WORLD

• NINE LINE INPUTS. Five record outputs. (All switchable)

,,,ONO

Seamless, natural and very

A2+ is currently at the top

I
educing surface noise and rumble.

I
VIVL TSCIINOLMIT LTD

WORLD VER DICT

transparent, natural and

HI-FiVVORLD JUNE 1999}
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CE
PLUS A RANGE OF OPTIONAL FEATURES NOT AVAILABLE ON ANY OTHER AMPLIFIER
OPTION PACK
• SS ITAPE Eliminates tape hiss on analogue cassette/tape whilst
increasing frequency range.

• SS 7 MINIDISC Improves quality of record / playback on MD
from all sources.

• WS CD Enhances playback quality of CD by removing 'digital
edge' yet retaining original attack

• SS 8 FM Improves quality of FM / AM receivers.
• SS I
0 DAB improves quality of Digital Radio.

• Se6 CD Enhances playback from and recording to CD. Improves
recordings, particularly from vinyl records.

• SS 13 NICAM Improves quality of NICAM receivers.
• SS 15 DAT improves quality of record

playback on DAT

MVL A2: £ 895 inc. VAT Option Pack: £ 354 inc. VAT. For more information ring 01 953 850800

NIVL:

MIL Technology Limited, Northfield Mill, Wymondham, Norfolk NR18 ODF
Tel: +44 (0) 1953 850800 Fax: +44 (0) 1953 851022
Sound Sentinel- manufactured under licence from Sound Sentinel System& Sound Sentinel' is aregistered trade mark

SOUND. SENTINEL
SYSTEMS
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CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-503 0588/9
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-519 3695
E-MAIL: LinkBack@aol.com

7113A.. issues
Missing a vital back number? Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles lor you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992-1998; simply cut
out or photocopy the coupon, or write to:Back Issues Dept, John Denton
Services, Unit 6, Heron Industrial
Estate, Cooks Road, Stratford, London
EIS 2PW, England. Make sure that your
remittance (sterling cheque or postal
order/ international bank draft) is payable
to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and can take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-686
2599, ext 211, or fax (24 hours) on
+44 (0)181-781 0550.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFNIRR
article«
.The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and title as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.

IORDER FORM

IPlease send me back issues as indicated below:
(Note that the following issues are NOT available
1992, Apr, May, June, Aug, Sept, Oct;
1993, Jan, Feb, Mar, May, June, July, Aug, Sept, Dec;
I 1994, Jan, Feb, May, June;
I1995, May, June, Nov;
•1996, Feb;
•1997 Jan Mar, April May, Aug)Oct.)

May '98 alook ahead ta
Super Audio CD, Sumire
amp, Pioneer CD-R, jrdian
Lloyd Webber interviewed

June ' 98 Musical Fsdclity
X-A 1, Tanric home theatre,
hi-fi on the rub, Barry Fox on
recordable disc formais

July ' 98
DVD,
Class Sage/en,7ohn
Crabbe 's DIY tone control,
Biret and Pahud interviews

Aug ' 98 Super Aa.lic CD
vs «24196', Pioneer-DM
combi, Transparent caldes,
Frankfun show

Sept '98 Arcam Alpha 9
CD, six floorssanding speakers, Assemblage DIA, Graaf
GM20, Rosy Music

Oct '98 Pioneer's Wrguar
cassette, Dave Beriman's
DBS8 kit, Garrard
1,
Musical Firieety X-Ray CD

Nov '
98 Natm CD3.5, Ben
Dune:yes Super Speer,
Crimean amps, Marantz
CD netonier, Frank Zappa

Dec '
98 Audio Spectrum
and Thiel speakers: Talk
amp. Reon turntable,
Georg rntner interoiec

Jan '
99 Names CDSII,
and budget CD players, Stax
SR-001 'phones; DAC
Magic mods, '98 index

Feb '
99 Beauhont
Virtuoso speakers, Lease 1400
table, Seismie Sink stand,
24196 explained

March '99 Vat/isV15
amp, A TC's surnmucl system, Philips CDR 765
recorder, Tokyo show repon

April ' 99 Las Vegas CES
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Postcode

IPrices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
1Please tick postal service required.
KINGDOM
EUROPE AIRMAIL
OVERSEAS SURFACE
• OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£4.75 per copy
£5.50 per copy ID
£.50 per copyl:11
£8.00 per copy Li

IPlease send me ij binder(s) @ £7.50 or £11.00 (overseas)

Ill-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

RECORD . VIEW

•Issues required:

I UNITED

OCTOBER 1999

show Part 1, Arcam
Alpha 10 amp, Catfrae
horns, TOS enhancer

Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling)
made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Mastercard
Card No
Signature

Issue No:

1

Expires

Date:

All orders will be dispatched pi ompdy but some vurface mail deiverks may take 'mace than
28 days. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Dataprotection: occasionally we may make name,
and addresses available to carefully vetted companies who sell goods and services hy ma:I that we
believe mci be of int.erest to OA matters. If you would prefer not to receive such mailings please tick
this box
E&OE
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XA RAN GE .
M ACHINED, MIL- SPE C AL UMINIUM
FR ONT PANEL.

M ILLED METAL KNOBS.

RUGG ED, NON- RESONANT
METAL CASEWORK.

JUST IMAGINE HOW GOO D
THE ELECTR ONI CS MUST BE.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, AND CD PLAYER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 0181 900 2866.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY FOR
ONLY £ 14.88!
spre-;a,e,:e. ipe e
Fe,

Just fill in the form, put it in an

*aeon

esivirooe
or the
401j0111171,4111 niai,.

envelope, and you can save yourself
£11.22 in less than 2minutes - and

eefil

you don't even need astamp!

THERE'S NO CATCH AND NO
HIDDEN EXTRAS.
efER4telle

You'll receive the next SIX issues Oat ,
".• hrbod
''''''''''-. 803'.
of Hi Fi News for the special
ik,.... ,„,,,,,,, '"'...re
•
ti.,WC-D_
price of only £ 14.88 - Saving
you £3.72 (usual price £ 18.60)... and we'll
deliver them to your door absolutely FREE!
AND... you'll receive a FREE Hi Fi News binder
worth £7.50.
That's atotal saving of £11.22
This tremendous offer is open to everyone, even if
you are already a subscriber. So come on, get that
pen out and start saving.
e.

CO
geta
dew,
..rnong

YOU, ow.

FREE
binder
worth
£7.50

SAVE £11.22
Send no money now.
Simply complete this form, detach and send it in an
envelope (no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305, BRISTOL BS32 OZZ

_

SAVE £ 11.22
Send no money now. Simply complete
this form, detach and send it is an
envelope ( no stamp required) to:
LINK HOUSE, FREEPOST BS9305,
BRISTOL BS32 OZZ. Do it now!

Instruction to your Bank or Building 3
/ DIRECt
Society to pay Direst Debits
Debit
Name and full postal address of your
°",'""""""`"""'"''
0 10 141 5
8 1
3
Bank or Building Society branch
Ta: Tbe Manager

Branch sort code
(top right comer
of cheque)

Account number I

Li

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society

Bank / Building Society
Address

Please pay Link House Magazines Ltd. Direct Debits from
the account detailed on this instruction subject to the
safeguards assurea by The Direct Debit Guarantee

Mr/Mes/Ms

Postcode
Name) of account holder(s)

Address

Signature
Date
Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit

Link House Magazines reference number

instruction for some types of account

Office use only

Postcode

Tel Na.

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE

D yes. Iwould like to subscribe by Direct Debit to
HiFi News at the specially discounted rate of just
£14.88 ( please tick)
HIFI0910/DD

This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme. The efficiency and security of the
Scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or Building Society. Hthe amounts to be paid or the payment dates change you will be
told of this in advance by at least 14 days as agreed.lf an error is made by Link House Magazines Limited or your Bank or Building Society
you am guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by writing to
your Bank or Building Society. Please also send acopy of the letter to us. Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through a bank or building society.

don's premier international Hi Fi and Home Cinema Show
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pf products at
4

T
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25-26 September 1999

Novotel, London Hammersmith, 1 Shortlands,
London W6 8DR ENGLAND
23-24 September (Trade Only)

PUBLIC OPENING HOURS

le:

Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th September 1999, lm-6pm. Public admission: £5.00, or
£3.00 if booked in advance via the ticket hotline, but FREE to visitors who have the
FREE- ENTRY coupon carried in the October issue
News & Record Review.
(on sale Friday 3rd September)

r

HOW '10 GET TO THE SHOW

lb

The Novotel is served by Hammersmith tube Station ( District, Piccadilly, Hammersmith & City lines).
Buses serve Hammersmith from in and around Central London.

Advanced Ticket Hotline 0181-774 0790
Admission £5.00 on the door or £3.00 in advance

For further information contact: Janet Belton, Exhibitions Manager, Link House Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA ENGLAND. Tel: + 44 ( 0) 181-774 0847. Fax: +44 ( 0) 181-781 1158
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DEVON & CORNWALL

Featuring.

organised by

*Worlds leading
HiFi brands
*Dolby digital surround
sound demos
*Live Music
Special show offers!

the dublin hi fi show
november 6th & 7th

CLON

4111

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 288 9449
/288 8477. Fax: 283 4887.

burlington hotel

Visit our website www.coneyaudio corn
for full list of exhibitors plus up to date show info.

rn £3.00

E-mail: info@cloneyoudio.com
www.cleneyoudio.corn

GREATER MANCHESTER
CHESHIRE
'
SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- FI
•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

Rega • Q.Jad • Arcam .• Epos

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc

Warrington, WA1 3NU

AUDIO COUNSEL

Fax: ( 01925) 825773

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

CHEADLE
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AtallOriSed Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Acoustk Signature • Audio Analogue
•Audemera •Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • elf • Boulder • Surmonter
•Cohosse • Corry Audio • Crenrad-lohnson • Croft • Dab • Denon • Diapason • DPA
•RR. •Ilettrocomponiel • Fond • Fujitsu Plasma Screens • Golden Tube • Grad
• Harman4adon • Helios • Horning • Infinity • .111L • Klipsch • Living Voice
•Lowther Vogl • Tyro • Mogovirt • Musical Fidelity • HAD • ()rode • Onofod
•PhRops Proiertors • Fmk Triangle • Pioneer • Rotel • Runro . Sto, • Sumko • Iod Audio
• Tex • Technics • Thule Audio • Triangle • Trkhord Research • Totem
•Unort Reseerdi • Bak • V.P1. • ITC • 'lineman] Churdill and others
tin 'Lint, , naafi-Anon • Pan' ry
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01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

HULL
MIDDLESEX

7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
8170 1AR N. IRELAND
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
Email. David@Kronostli-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http:/Navw.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co uk

THE

LINN
MUSICAL FIDELITY
OPERA
TALK ELECTRONICS
LAVARDIN
CLASSE
AUDIO VECTOR
QUAD
CR DEVELOPMENTS
HELIOS
JAMO (CONCERT ONLY)
B&W... AND MORE...

AUDIO
ROOM

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

•HI-FI

AUDIO COUNSEL

14 Stockport Road,

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5. 30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

NORTHERN IRELAND

Choose from the ,
finest e_.) I /\ I )/\

I

12-14 Shaw Road,

OLDHAM

Tel: ( 01925) 828009

SOUTH COAST

er

TDL • Mksion • Copland • ..,.•

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell Nottingham Analogue. Roksan, Rockport,
VPI. Wils in Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Nott Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Hotel. Marantz, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord.
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland. Krell, BOW Technology, YBA,
Meracus.DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Maretz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fdelity, LED, Roksan Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW.
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Re .earch KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN. Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio JUL. Ruark, Wilson Benesch. Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Lcoan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice. Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Hotel. Harman Kardon, Proceed. Krell.
Stalin ibob Carver). JBL, Triangle. Ruant. Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio. Flatline, Kimber. Silver Sounds
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks, Partington, Base,
Understaiids.

,)

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

AM

4i 0 V -efr\tte
gespoke Aelio Vist4A1 Cor‘sm1tà.ves

SPECIALIST

HI-FI

101482)

Once is lot enough

891375

We at Audio Venue are not inter-

Aedon, Hull, HU12 8JH

2 George Street

ested in making the quick,one time
sale.Rather,we want you as a long

•HOME CINEMA

term repeat customer5o whether

•TV & VIDEO

SURREY

you are buyin, selling, exchanging

•MULTI- ROOM

or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Au.511.9, Visual please call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000
EASTBOURNE GREEN sr 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

OCTOBER 1999

Tel / Fax
mobile
email ;

0181 707 4849
0973 471 426

audiovenue@vosenet.co.uk
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n iaeiihi-fityY
indecently good

9 Her Street, Hamo,.. Wick. Kirepren upon
'flume, Surrey KTI 4. Tab 081-943 MO
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10,01. 6pm

I3I

specialist guide
LONDON

dee O'Brien Hi-Fiee

D
Al 100 ANAIA

Eel. 1966

•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
•CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON
Clearance /Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

COPELAND

0% Instant Finance Available
Virasen & tail. tin request

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5miss walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mino Waterloo • 5miss from A3 Illaynes Park B2132 exit) • 25 mins M25 June 10
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9-5.30 TuesSat
Fax: ( 0181) 946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

KRELL

Tel: ( 0181) 946 1528

le

SOUTH EAST LONDON

«MUIR LONDON

rl

Front End Problems?

ie

FINANCE
AVAILABLE

i

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

then contact:

ORANGES
& LEMONS

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock.
E.A.R. and others.

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

0181-688 6565

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

Tel: 01582 764246

Our fifth flamboyant year

NOTNNONANISSURE

studio
Chantry Audio
No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

Bang & ° lateen Centre
A,

CAM, B&W speokers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Wilson Audio, Mortin Logan,
Sonus Faber, Jomo inn Concert Series), Epos, Myryod, Creek,

C.R0.1..,

SME , Rd, Rceel, Denon, Rose, llaneros Kordon, 0.T Products,
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE

New

Lumley

£3,3100....£1,650

120s

Copeland

block/mint (inc all new calves) .(S/H)

288

CD player

0171-924 2040

[7;)

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copsland, Meridian, Audio Research, Audion, Pink

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street

8

Now

ARCAM, ATACAMA, A1/1,
BANG & OLUFSEN, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
JBL, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, PANASONIC,
QED, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUNDSTYLE,
TANNOY TARGET AUDIO, TOSHIBA, TDL, TEAC

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

(Ex Dem)...£2,030....£1,595

for PROFESSIONAL MONITOR CO. TRICHORD. MICHELL
II ‘ RAUDIO. VPL NORDOSTLAVERDIN. BRYSTON. TARGET. STANDS
UNIQUE PLINIUS. GRYPHON ETC

Rowland Model 1pwr amp (solid state) . (S/H) £3,000 £1,395
ATC SCM 20 speakers in Walnut inc stands .(S/H)
Audion

Premier pre snip ( inc

phono)

Anal0g Audio

£1,600....£850

(
Ex dem)....£1,500....£995

Jame Concert 8speakers rain) condition

(Ex deml..£610 £399

Slot lost of full range ot speakers and

electronics for all major manufacturers.

First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
INIEREST FREE FINANCE

Telephone 101777) 870372

Facsimile

Please phone for details.

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, mustard, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22

Tel/fas 0181 363 4963 7days 10am-lOpm
E- Mail doceaudiojny.demon.comk
www.audirojoy.deinon.comk

ROHL, ', AVI \HA AND MARANTZ

--- -, t
, e****

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
EASY ACCESS

For equipment that sounds natural and musical. Ring for friendly
«drier.. demos and prier quotes.

LEADINC TOUISTSOF

esM Lx Dent We se co new, unmarked cold boxed cnd include the fat roorododures
"mooed Offering aorient of 2years and tee le 5yews, depending upon e. product.
*************.t Moil Order Available

Specialist audio consultants for North London

849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

£l,400 ....e995

.lomo Concert 11 speakers (cherry Finish/mint) (S/H) £2,300 £ 1495
N.V.A. AP50 In) amp

AUDIOJOY LTD. S

(HiFi Specialists)

Meridian 506 20 bit CD full guarantee (Ex cleml....£1,195....£925

INSTANT 0%

SUFFOLK

0(31

(
01777) 870437

studio

atc

NORFOLK

audio physic
chord company
densen

The Old School
1

.4 nr

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

Near Norwich, Norfolk

Basically Sound of Norfolk

132

si!

nordost
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hi-fifor

grown-ups

lyra

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

Tel: (01508) 570829

Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others

miche))

harbeth

School Road, Bracon Ash

nva
royd
sumiko
sugden

BADA BONDED DEALER

r

totem

8IFAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAC1E IA./NOON NW(, 40V

rEi. 0171

624 8/455

t
-55 0171624511

,

I

0
fa

x

A 73 622866
01473 631588
enq@signals.uk.com
signals.uk.com

trichord

email
w w w

and more

martle ham heath Ipswich IP5 3UA
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PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

.
— e-lf-hr,,ting

Dr ,crld,

f

PREMIER AUDIO

ha friend') ads ice or to arraritte rour demonstranon of some of
the World's Ouest :Indio equipMent contact JOHN BLEAKLEY
on LEEDS ( 01131 252 8850 (
es ening calls welcome). Generous
part exchange allow unce :du a>. auailabie. Agencies include ATC
•AV I • Bryston. • Castle • Chario • Chord • Harbeth • HNE •
!Umber Kahle • Marantz • Primare Svstems • Spendor • Sumo
•Tue • The Professional Monitor Cc; • %ilia and man) more.

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL
TEL: 01482 587397

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company, Classe,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora, Harbeth, Myryad, CPA.,
Crete. Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique.
XTC & many Others.

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation.
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

CHOltD44)

§E
ACOUS

C ! N.M. PIS

a

AVI
IIIMAINEE MI ELECTION.

WEST SUSSEX

VA

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850
E-Mail: infoeaudioreflections.co.uk

THE HI-FI

epowerleie

STUDIOS
Musical Fdelity, TAG McLaren, Electrocompaniet, ProAc, Roark, Castle, TEAC, Unison
Research, T & A, Impulse Horns, Monitor AuMo, Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios, Blueprint, Audio Analogue, ExposLre, living Voice, Densen,
Celestion (ASenes only), Opera, Audio Physic, Thchord Research Nordost, Stands Unique,
Stay Electrostatics, Ortolan. Golding, Yamaha AV, Proceed DigitarCinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations, Home Trial, Free Del-very and Installation.
2years guarantee, Access, Visa, Finance available.

W ould

TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-8pm TueFri, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

45

SRI

you like to hear more)

veiieteexece
P'RCDJ ECTS

NIEAPIN01,..E.V

0 1 1 3

BADA & CEDIA

456

2 3 0

S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Raga,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

IMP

Telephone 01273 775978

4 5 6 5

WEST MIDLANDS

Nai
ni...eridian...Arcam_.Tag
Nl
Maclaren...
.ylle
Tem...Mission...Stands Unique..

152a High Street, (
Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxnich. waisaii

and much, much more. ........---

01922 493499

inn 96

0121 321 2445

3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre
In House Service Department Mail order available
Interest Free Credit avoilabl

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

10e Sekeed hem,, subject to A
" % deposit. Written derods on request)

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and honte cinema front Arcam, Audioyest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dyrraudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro- Ac. Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credo Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH -AMES • DINERS

CEDIA

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD.

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX 0121 354 1933

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH TEL: 0181 686 2599 EXT 318
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
One matching pair Transparent Music Link cradle
(rrp £208) £ 100, 1Audio Research LS7 pre amp
as new £850, 1Audio Research SP9 Mk Il £750,
Krell KSA 80, black, mint £ 1450, Krell KSA 50
Mk II immaculate £ 1250, tel: 01792 280061.
(H11073)
Copland CTA 401 integrated valve amp 7months
old, sales receipt £800, Rogers LS3/5A 15 ohm
speakers, stands and LSB subwoofer, excellent
working order, good condition £275 all ono, tel:
0171 257 1134.
( H11076)
Levinson Proceed DAp £765, Golden Tube SE
pre-amp pair Golden Tube SE80 power amps
£545 each, all as new, tel: 0181 397 4978.
(H11077)
Quad 44/405 pre/power amp, boxed £400, Rega
Planar 3 £ 120, Arcam Alpha 5 CD £250,
Heybrook speakers HB I £ 120, tel: 0121 353
6800.
( H11080)
Rotel RCD97 ICD player £299, DNM 610/630
pre/power amp, brand new £850, (guaranteed),
DNM speaker cable, any length £5.00 per metre,
Quadraspire Rack £ 199.00, SME V tonearm, new
£1400, tel: 01582 724414. ( H11082)
Quad 34, 405-2, fully serviced, boxed, one owner,
excellent £375, also Quad 34, 306 boxed excellent
£375, tel: 01904 488266. ( H11036)
Jadis JD CD player, own volume control, reference sound quality £3000 (£3700), manufacturers
warranty, Gryphon S100 power amplifier 100
watts per channel, superb sound £2400 (£7000),
Professional Monitor Company AB1 speakers,
transmission line, excellent sound £800 (£ 1900),
Audio Research BL1 Balanced line converter,
wired with Transparent mains cable £500, tel:
01923 462309 eves.
( H11090)
Krell KRS six-box pre amp Dual mono Reference
(£15,000) £3000, Krell KSA 200B power amp
(£6000) £2600, Audio Mecca Mephisto CD
Transport (£2300) £ 1100, Audio Synthesis Dax
(£2200) £800, tel: Rob 01789 415765. (H11093)
Acoustic Energy AEI s and stands, bi-wirable
model, black £275, tel: 01934 512440. (H11096)
Quad 34/405 Mk2 amplifier £390, Quad FM4
tuner £ 150, both recently serviced by Quad,
Spender SP2/2 speakers with stands £300, tel:
01883 652426.
(H11097
Unison Research Simply 4P, 24 watt valve amp,
2years old, excellent condition, boxed with manual, re- valved with Groove Tubes £795 ono
(£1595), tel: 0114 2582096. (H11104)
Krell KSA-II power amp £ 1600, Sonic Frontiers
DAC £2480, Z-Systems Digital pre-amp £3500,
Theta Universal Transport 2 DAC £ 1600, Lapis
£200, Emerald £ 150, Midnight £250, tel: 0181
699 2446, 0956 805572. ( H11106)
Pro-Ac Studio two speakers, black ash, stand
mounted ( includes Target stands) two-way, approx
75x30x30cm, vgc and at £350 ono better than
anything at twice the price, call 0171 715 8374
w/days.
(HIII122)
Quad 99 System brand new and still boxed
unwanted present, pre/power amps tuner, CD,
with Quad IOL speakers, never been used £2300
ono, or would split, tel: 01491 579434.
(H 111123)
KEF Reference Four speakers, 8 months old,
immaculate condition black finish £2100, tel:
0589 654400.
Sugden A48 amplifier 40wpc, Sugden R21 tuner
£150 pair, Luxman L3 42 wpc, Luxman T4 Tuner
£150 pair, Ariston RDI 1turntable inc SME 3009
II arm £ 100, tel: 01704 576378. ( H111128)
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Musical Fidelity E100 £425, Rega radio £ 130,
Henley HMC50 phono stage £ 120, Thorens
TDI60 £45, Shure M75 unused £ 15, tel: Malcolm
01274 582266 x2321 d/time, 0161 6336130
eve.
Linn LP12, Lingo, recent Cirkus, Trampolin,
Wok LVII, almost new Ortofon MC30 Supreme,
all mint boxed one owner from new, absolute gift
£1000 no offers, tel: 01638 668299. (H111132)
Spendor 3/1 speakers, rosewood, as new condition, boxed, superb sound £525 (£895), Target R2
stands £ 175 (£340 together £650 Mana sound
frames £ 135, reason for sale upgrading, tel: 0181
205 6778.
Wanted Quad ESL 63s and Chord CPA
2800/SPM800 (or Quad 66/66FM/606 or AVI or
Meridian equivalent) and REL sub-woofer, tel:
01243 576073.
(H1999)
Conrad Johnson MF2300 power amp 250 wpc
£1500, Conrad Johnson PUI1 pre amp £950, MIT
Terminator 24 speaker cables 2m £75, MIT
Terminator 2 Interconnects £40, tel: 01582
581113.
(H11023)
ATC 50ASL, black, latest spec with stands £3900
ono boxed manuals, optional dedicated Mana
stands available £250, also van den Hul The
Second carbon fibre 2m balanced XLR interconnects £270 ono, tel: 0171 5845784 or 0171
5894840.
(H11058)
Krell KRC HR with reference phone module as
new. Stereophile Class A superb dynamics,
Resolution transparency £5000. Roy Davis
(002731) 5692329. Time 8:00 am to 3:00 pm.
(HI11149)
Wadia CD16 3years old, boxed, manual £2950.
Audio Research SP9 MKII immaculate £ 1,200
ono. Quad 405 MKII £ 170. Denon DRS 810 cassette deck ( RRP new £300) £ 130. Pioneer CT 443
cassette deck bargain, black HX Pro etc £ 150. BW
DTU110 speakers £60. Tara Labs Immaculate
£1,200 ono.
Arcam Alpha 6amp, Arcam Alpha 5CD, Acram
Alpha 7Tuner £550. 01792 280061. (H111150)
Wadia 21 Integrated CD player, digital volume
control remote, £ 1795 (£5500 new), Jeff Rowland
model 5 (MK3 latest spec) poweramp, 150wpc
£1995 all mint, boxed, may p/ex (01449) 676335.
(HI I1152)
ATC SCA2 preamp with remote control £ 1550
David 01733-233516. (H111153.
B&W CDM ISE loudspeakers mint 3months old
£385.00 also Quad 34 preamp 405 power amp
£200.00, tel: 01443 434529. (H111154)
Epos ES IIloudspeakers with stands prefect condition, sale due to upgrade £200, tel: (eves), tel:
01494 563504.
(H111156)
Meridian 501.2 preamp little used as new £395.
Heybrook sextets (walnut) excellent £490 west
Kent, tel: 01892 536919.
SME IV £450, Pink Triangle Export (upgraded
psu) £295, Audio Technica ART Icartridge £250;
all light use, superb sound. Record collection by email only, tel: 01705 487511 (01705 261585 eve
and w/ends) (Portsmouth). (H 111158)
Croft series 4SA and super micro 2( RATA Mods
on Pre) SD Acoustics SD3R Latest 2 way with
Ribbon Tweeter Resin cabinets and dedicated
stands, high gloss black finish, superb sound for
only £595 (cost new £ 1000) call Alan 0181 763
0424 (1/time.
(H111159)
Meridian 602 CD transport, mint condition,
excellent sound quality can demonstrate. 01959
524258 eve/w-ends. (H111160)
Linto Linn's top of the line phono stage, perfect
condition original packing and documentation
£475, tel: 0171 435 0178. (H111161)

Naim Cd3 original box owners manual excellent
condition £500 (£ 1000), tel: 01685 871753.
(H111162)
Zarathustra (Simon Yorke) series 3 tone arm
SME mount hardly used cost £800 £200 ono call
0802 457073.
(H111163)
Leak stereo 50 with 2pre-amps and trough line 2
stereo serviced almost mint £495. Tannoy 639
Mint £200 KW200B amateur TX/RX £ 180, call
after 7pm 019723 251917. ( HI11164)
Marantz PM17 KI integrated amplifier remote
Sept ' 98 mint £899 pair. Heybrook Quartet SP
KRS matching walnut stands 20 months old £399
pair neat critiques SPKS cherry 4months old half
price £249 0115 952 1820. (H I1165)
Stereo receivers, Armstrong 626 and Pioneer SX 434 good offers invited, 01235 529039.
(H111167)
KEF Reference Four speakers, black finish, nine
months, old absolutely immaculate. £2000 no
offers, tel: Akis 0589 654400 or 01438 237817.
(Hl I1168)
Pair of IMF TLS 80 II. transmission line speakers
in excellent condition for sale. Offers invited.
0191 427 1636 (H111169)
Quad FM turner 405 amplifier 33 preamp all with
original; instruction booklets little used £500 will
consider split Garrard Lab 80 turntable original
instruction £50 Croydon 0181 657 0206.
(H11170)
Quad 66 pre-amp, 66 tuner, 606 II power amp for
sale £ 1200 ono. All in mint condition and boxed,
tel: 01344 726382 (daytime) 01256 767264.
(evening)
Linn LP12 black ash, Basik Plus arm, K18, boxed
£375. Target wall mounted turntable shelf £25.
Target 5 shelf separates unit £35 any reasonable
offers, tel: 0113 2822521. ( H11173)
Martin Logan Aerius speakers light oak mint
condition £ 1150 Apogee Duetta Signature speakers very good condition £ 1500. Musical Fidelity
MC-4speakers good condition £ 100 ono Marantiz
CD- 10 CD player with Trichord clock 3 £650.
Audio Synthesis Passion 8M passive preamp mint
condition £800„ tel: 0467 247258 anytime or
0121 686 100 (ask for Jon) daytime. (H111174)
Air Tangent air-bearing arm £ 1100. Burmester
838 phono stage with volume control own PSU
£550„ tel: 01923 826830. (H111175)
Kimber 'Select' 1030 interconnects, two pairs 0.5
metre, Black Pearl silver conductor with instrument grade containers, each pair £400. Sennheiser
electrostatic headphone system HE60/Hev70,
£698, tel: 01624 822074. (H111176)
Boxed unopened prizes, NAD S300 integrated
amp Silverline, RRP £ 1900 will accept £ 1500;
Celestion C2 speakers, latest floor standing, RRP
£700, will accept £500. Tel 0141 573 3840.
(H111177)
NAD Silverline S300 integrated amplifier unused
brand new and boxed competition prize. Retail
price £ 1900, realistic offers please 01723 360863
evenings after 4pm (not on Thurs). (H111178)
Shahinian Obelisk speakers.£1600 Meridian 500
transport £750; Meridian 563 DAC £450 all in
excellent condition and boxed, tel: 01222 691993.
(H11179)
Revox B series 760 Tuner 750 amplifier 710 cassette all for £850. Also G36 reel £ 120, tel: 01932
821563.
(H111180)
Rotel RCD971 CD player £299 DNH 610/630
pre/pwr amp brand new guaranteed DNM speaker
cable £5 per metre Quadraspire rack £ 199 o/c
SME u tone arm new £ 1400 Monolith 40/40
speaker cable £32, per meter 01582 724414.
(H11181)
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reader sales and wants
Sonus Faber Concertos plus Ironwood fixed stands
10 his use max, mint condition four weeks old, walnut, save over £300 Transferable guarantee £9200
ono. Musical Fidelity A2 CD player 9 months old,
mint £300 ono 01932 841361. ( HI11183)
Pink Triangle PT export with record clamp, SME
IV £980 EAR 834p phono stage m-m/m-c with
volume control £260, Target RI speaker stands
£130, tel: 01582 704682. (H111184)
Linn LP 12, black Ittok Asaka little use, immaculate condition £500 ono, move forces sale. Audio
Vois pre power amp, pure class A, superb sound
imcaulate condition, £200, tel: 01245 250584.
(H 111186)
Ruark Talisman II speakers, light oak, 2yrs old,
cherished, cost £750 sell £415. Subwoofer M&K
VX- II stupendous bass cost £450 sell £220 move
forces sale, tel: 01404 822193. ( H111187)
Quadraspire Q4 Hi Fi rack 5tier each tier removable cost £275 sell £ 115 also Qavac AV table 2tier
cost £325 sell £ 160 all cherry, tel: 01404 822193.
(HI11188)
Sound Style W100 Rosedale finish shelves or
complete unit 01509 890039.
AI 800 MC Transformer £50 Wilson Benesch WB
Turntable, ACT two arm, Triptych stand (£4000),
£1500. Marantz DA12 DAC (£ 1250, half of KK's
'Reference' Marantz CD12), £300, Tannoy
Mayfair 10in dual concentric speakers £ 100 0181
672 4319.
( HI11190)
Michell Gyodec RB 300 arm Goldring I022gx
cartridge mint. Hardly used £700 would take a
pair of Sonab 0A6 SPKS in part payment or
would purchase same.
Audiolab 8000 DAC £400, Arcam Delta 250
Transport/Black Box 50 £595. Audio Crystal
2x3m £80 Nordust Flatline gold Biwire 2x2m
£40. Audioquest Video 20.5m £30 01202 381413.

Quad ESL 57 loudspeakers very good condition:

stereo 30WPC class A ( KI modified) bridgeable

moving house. £350 ono, tel: 01925 752585 or
01333 312447.
(G0007)
Acoustic Energy Studio monitors series 3311 as
new liquid cooled 12' polywoofers 125 watts

x2 £ 1000 each; Linn Sondek LP12 Valhalla/Ekos
£1000; Audiolab 8000C £350; Audiolab 8000p x2
£350 each; Audiolab 8000m x3 £350 each; Naim

black ash finished £ 1350 01763 230314.
Naim accessories - new ' flash' remote, boxed
£180 Narcom remotes £20 each Snoxo - supercap
interconnect (Snaic-17) £ 100 all items unused tel:
0131 538 4861.
((
30009)
ATC SCM50 active speakers rosewood finish,
with stands £3,500. Audio Research LS1 preamp
£800 if sold together £4000 an awesome sonic
combination. Nakamichi 582 cassette deck £250
tel: 01689 831070.
((
30010)
Mordaunt Short Signifer speakers large three
way new 12' Bass units fitted vgc very good
sound with stands £ 175 ono. ((
30011)
Audio Note Ankoru mono blocks 44 kg's each
very powerful world class product (£ 14,500)
£6995. Audio Note M7 silver pre-amp m-m phono
stage (£ 19,600) £6995. Audio Physic Virgo speakers walnut (£3800) £2200 the lot, £ 14,00 cables
KC Aualiasle, tel: 01992 621908 or 0378 181326.
((30012)
Arcam Black Box 2DAC boxed £85. Linn Basik
plus Arm £45, tel: Milton Keynes 01908 615305.
(G0013)
Quad 44, 405-2 and pair original ESL speakers.
Pioneer F656 and PD-M6. TEAC V800x and
25000. Garrard 401 cabinet plus cables £750 ono
or will split, tel: 01291 436027 day, 01275 474270
evenings.
(G0014)
ATC SCM 20SL Tower speakers walnut (Nov
'98) £ 1650, Tube Technology Seer preamp and
Genesis mono block amps £2150. All boxed if
required 01423 866370. (G0015)
Bryston BP pre-amp ( m-c) pair Bryston 7B

(H 111192)
Jadis JA80 valve mono blocks plus Jadis line pre
amplifier new quality valves superb condition and

monoblocks. As new, boxed £3000. Denon 790 R
cassette £400 ono. Tel 01295 780363/0831

sound £5750, Steve 01962 713832 home 0181
975 2311 work.
(H111194)
Meridian 605 monoblock amps pair in superb
condition, boxed, paperwork £750 01795 522224
N Kent.
( H111195)
Arcam Delta 290 amp remote control phono
board ex condition sale due to upgrading £220
ono, tel: 01482 881561. (H111196)
Apogee Stage speakers (£4000) £ 1300; Audiolab
8000 CD 8000c 2 pairs 8000ms (£4,900) £3100
(may split). Quad system ; 77 CD 77 amp IOL

Mark Levinson pre-amplifiers ML7 (£5500)
£1500 mint condition with boxes and manuals
01493 856899.
(G0017)
Linn Karik CD player latest spec mint condition
boxed £898 ono, tel: 01256 3381138.
Quad ESL63 on Arcici lead-filled stands £ 1500;
Marantz CD94 KI Signiture £ 100; Marantz
CDA94 KI Signature £ 1000; Marantz SM 10

809346

(G0016)

NAC72 £400, tel: 0181 642 no later than lOpn
please.
Ensemble PA Iloud speakers £850, Quad 66 preamp £395. Quad 34 preamp £ 195. Quad 606
power amp £295, Arcam 170 CD transport £ 175,
Musical Fidelity Digiology DA converter £ 150,
tel: 01784 432629.
FOR SALE TRADE
Rogers Studio 9 £550, Studio 7 £350, Studio 3
£200 Epos ES30 £ 1500 Myryad T40 £200, Rogers
unique ProLogic receiver £200, others available,
also servicing and spares Mitcham speakers, tel:
0181 648 0743.
( HI1027)
The Precision SI Interconnect is fully insulated
directional cable employing twin sheath. Gold
plated plugs. Available at Precision Audio at £30
inc p&p 01206 853287. ( H 1111 71)
Krell KPS20i/1 CD player. Legendary buildquality, fine performance, excellent condition, 4
years old. Comes with one year guarantee. Credit
terms available subject to status. £4995.00,
te1.0181 943 3530.
WANTED
Wanted Quad ESL 63s and Chord CPA
2800/SPM800 (or Quad 66/66FM/606 or AVI or
Meridian equivalent) and REL sub-woofer, tel:
01243 576073.
( 111999)
Wanted NAB adapters and 103in metal reels and
tape please call 07801 704 870. ( H 111166)
Wanted Crayonne storage units for vinyls or cassettes
call Hillary 0161 485 3940 (evenings). ((
30004)
Wanted pair of KEF concertos please call 01937
834384.
((10002)
Wanted Audio Research 150 SE mono block
power amps 01797 253073 (east Sussex).
Early hi-fi: Quad, Leak, Radford, Tannony,
Garrad SME etc. Modern High end separates,
Professional sound equipment, quality record collection, Musical instruments and amplification
cash waiting 0171 625 8966. ( HIIII51)
Wanted Sage Audio Supernos 2 or 500 power
amp modules, tel: 0114 2460340 evenings, fax
0114 275 2496 daytime Bob Lewis. ( 11111185)

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER

speaker plus remote £ 1150 all equipment mint,

( HI11148)

FORM

boxed with receipts reason for sale upgrading buyers collect ( Midlands) 01926 314791. ( H 111197)
Magnum Dynalab FTI IFM Tuner £350. Rogers
L53/5A new £500. Copland CTV 401 mint £ 1000.

Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words

Copland CTa 505 mint £ 1500. Teac URD57 £ 150.
Linn tan II stands £50, tel: 0181 856 1047.
(H II1198)
Class A stereo mobile amp 200W peak x2 channel
0.0B% THD SNR > 90db never used £99. Mosfet
amp 300w into 4. Simon, tel: 01223 322588 eves,
w/e.
((
30001)

Note .telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( sip Pioneer A400

50p each ( per section). Box numbers £ 3.00 extra.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Revox A77 2-track tape recorder NAB adapters
£300. IMF Monitor transmission line, floorstanding speakers TRI- wired £250. Oscilloscopes telequipment 054 Hameg HM203 dual trace 20MHZ
£60 each. tel 0181 552 1712.

((
30003)

B&W P5 speakers mint condition £450 with
boxes, tel: 01903 533699 (West Sussex). ((30005)
Pass Labs Aleph Premote control pre-amp. Very
transparent only 14 months old and as new £2,500
(3895) . Rega RB300 arm., Tungsten c/w 6
months old unused £ 110, tel: 01457 820375 after
5pm.
WEI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The Trading Station

HURRY, CALL NO1111
WANTED, TOP QUALITY HI-FI CLASSIC OR MODERN - WE'LL SELL ON COMMISSION, YO

Previously owned quality Hl- Fi - Huge savings off
Linn LK2 Power Amp Upgraded to

Am • lifiers

Sonographe SCI Pre Amp

280 Spec

£650

Luxman 3600 Power
Adcom GTP 500 MK 2 + Pre 150wpc £ 1200 £599
Albarry 1008 Mk 2Mono Block's £999 £499
A RCambridge A60 Int Amp (Teak) £ 200

£79

Arcam Alpha 10 Amp S/H

Luxman 1X33 Int Valve Amp
Meridian 201 Pre-Amp

£760

£299

(
By Conrad Johnson)

£700
£699

Sugden Optima 140 lnt Amp£ 770
Sumo Athena - Andromida 3

£329

£ 2850 £1149

Meridian 605 Mono's ( 150wpc- Ba))
Metaaxs Charisma Pre-Amp +

(Current Model)

£800

£499

PSU ( Stunning)

Arcam Delta 110 Pre-Amp

£700

£129

Michelle Argo HR Pre Amp +

Arion Tycho Power Amp

£ 1800 £959

£1800 £599
£795

Audio Innovations 2nd

Hera PSU
£ 1340
Michell Argo Pre-Amp ( Marked) £730 £295

Audio Innovations Mono Blocks £3299 £1199

Muse Model 300 Mono's

Audiolab 8000A lnt Amp ( Black) £500

£299

(150 WPC - Bal Solid State Superb) £4400 £2199

Audiolab 8000C Pre Amp ( Black)

£299

Musical Fidelity 3aPre Amp

Audiolab 8000 MX - 1Pr (Mint) £ 1800 £ 1299

Musical Fidelity A100 Int Amp

Audiolab 8000 PPA Phono Stage £900

(Class A Classic)

£699

Audiolab 80000 Pre Amp £ 1200 £799

£249

£375

£169

Musical Fidelity A370 Power Amp

£ 1000 £589

Audio Note M2 Valve Pre

£379

Musical Fidelity MVX Pre + PSU

£ 2500 £1399

£2200 £999

£399
£449

Pre/Power

£3000 £ 1499

Sumo Athena Pre-Amp ( Lowest ever)

£649

£249

Technics SU A800 Mk 255wpc

£350

£ 179

Thuel PR200 - PA200 Pre/Power

£2700 £1199

YBA Pre-Amp ( Insane Price)
Unison Research Simply 4P kt Amp

£1700 £499

Vestax PMC05 Pro DJ Mixer

£550

£379

£500

£289

£1595 £999

Tuners
Braun 301 Tuner

£99

Magnum Dynalabs FT11 Tuner
Sansui TU 710 Tuner ( Black)

£149
£99

Audio Note Meishu Line Int Valve Amp £2750 £1299
Audio Note OTIO SE Int Valve Amp £ 1200 £869

Musical Fidelity E100 Int Amp

£700

£379

Sony STE 500 RDS-EON
Tecnics ST1OL Tuner

Audio Synthesis Passion Passive

Musical Fidelity El Int Amp

£300

£129

Trio KT815 Tuner - (Mint, Last Chance)

£199

Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner
Yamaha 180 Tuner

£579

Musical Fidelity P270 Mkl Power Amp £ 1300 £675

£49

Pre-Amp (VGC)

£800

£359

Aura VA50 Int Amp

£229

£129

(Mint)

£4000 £2699

AVI 52000 MI Int Amp

£999

£599

Musical Fidelity MVT Pre + PSU

£ 1299 £299

Beard BB 100 lnt Amp 100wpc

£599

NAD 115 Pre Amp

£99

Conrad Johnson PV11 Pre Amp

£1399

Nad 3240 35wpc (Classic British Amp)£199

£119

Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp £ 1495 £599

Nad 1000 Pre/2700 Power 120wpc

£359

Creek 4040 Int Amp

£99

Naim 32 Pre Amp

£199

Croft Series 3OIL Power Amp

£799

Naim 32.5 Pre Amp

£229

Digital Volume

£4700 £2399

Croft Series 5 Power Amp

£239

£389

Arcam 70.3 CD Player

Cyrus 2Int Amp

£159

Naim Hi Cap (Old Style) £740
Naim Nait 2Int Amp

£299

Arcam Delta Black Box DAC

£700
£449

£ 199

Musical Fidelity F19 Power Amp

CD Players ik DAC's
Acuphase DP65 CD Player +

£800

£599

Naim NAC 22 Pre-Amp

£250

£59

Audio Alchemy DAC in abox

£650

£299

Naim NAC 72 Pre Amp

£750

£489

Naim NAC 92 Pre-Amp

£499

£299

Audiolab 8000 CDM CD Trans
AVI 2000 Reference CD Player

(Gloss Black, Marked)

£325

£199

£199

DPA Enlightenment DAC

DNM Pre 2- PM Pre- Power

£2800 £ 1099

Naim NAP 140 Power Amp

DPA DSP200 A Pre-Amp

£495

(Old Style)

Cyrus ACA7 Latest Pre-Amp
Cyrus Pre-Amp
Cyrus PSX Signature

£279

EAR 509 Mk 2Mono's + 802 Pre
(One owner from new) vgc

£7000 £3099

EAR 549 Mono Blocks
(Good cond, as used by Pink Floyd)

£6220 £3229

Exposure 10 Int Amp

£350

Exposure 15 Int Amp

£750

Fisher 440 Solid State Reciever
(1960's Classic)

Naim NAP 90 Power Amp (Old Style)

£379

£750

Naim NAP 180 Power Amp
Naim NAP 250 Power Amp

£ 1080 £799

(Old Style)

£ 1705 £849
£700

£399

£169

Nakamichi 620 Power Amp

£ 159

£399

Nakamichi IA3 Int Amp

£300

£ 129

NVA A70 Mono's + Hard Wired Cables

Grant G100 Valve Pre Power 100 w.p.c £ 1149

£349

£1300 £789
£800

DPA PDM1 DAC

£399
£69
£179

Kinshaw Overture DAC

£250

£99

Kenwood DP 7060 ( Inc Remote)

£360

£ 175

(Gold & Gloss Black)

£650

£445

Linn KARIK int cd
Linn Mimmick CD Player

£1850 £995
£800 £499

Linn Numerick Dac

£1500 £795

LFD Minstral CD Player

£99

Marantz CD 36 ( Inc Remote)

NY Tech CPA 602 + CP 122

£249
£ 149

£250 £ 159
£1400 £849

DPA Mains filter

Naim SBL X- Over (Old Style)

£159

£159

Pre/Power Amp

£300

Marantz CD 52

£250

£ 120

Honer DH101 Pre Amp

£149

Onix 0A30 Mk2 Int Amp

£239

Marantz CD 56

Hoffer DH200 Power Amp

£229

Ortofon T-3000 MC Transformer £900

£299

Marantz CD 65

Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor £2000 £459

Ortofon 130 MC Transformer £250

£99

Marantz CD 80 CD Player

Harmom Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp

£199

Pink Triangle PIP Pre-Amp ( Legendary) £2400 £1099

Marantz CD 95 DR Transport

£1500 £799

Heybrook Signature Pre + 2x Power - 2x PSU

£1099

Pioneer A300 Int Amp

£89

Meridian 206 CD Player

£999

£389

£149

Meridian 263 DAC

£650

£299

£549

£229

Meridian 606 DAC

£1500 £559

Micromega Stage 2CD Player

£700

Krell 300i Int Amp ( Lowest ever price) £2590 £1849

Pioneer MC/0X Int Amp

Krell KBL Pre-Amp + PSU - Bal

Pioneer C90a Pre-Amp

£4998 £999

£200

£55
£75
£229

Leak 1800 Reciever

£99

Pioneer VSP 200 Dolby Pro Logic

Leak Stereo 30 Int Amp

£79

AV Proc

£279

£129

Leak Delta 30 lnt Amp

£79

PS Audio PS4.6 Pre-Amp ( Ex Demo) £998

£599

(Totally solid, Musical too)

Leak Delta 70 lnt Amp

£99

PS Audio Elite Int Amp

£379

Mission DAD 7000

£399

Quad 34 Pre-Amps

£159!

(Quality CD + Remote)

£600

£199

Nad 5320 (Quality British CD Player)

£189

£75

Naim CDI CD Player 1996 model

£2000 £ 1099

Nakamichi OMS - 7E CD Player

£2500 £699

Lexicon CP2 AV-Proc
LFD LSB + PA2 Pre/Power
Linn Kairn Phono Pre
Linn LK1 Pre Amp

£3800 £ 1099
£ 1850 £999
£249

£999

from

Ratel 935 BX Open Agile Sound
50wpc Int Amp
Roksan LI Pre-Amp + PSU

£ 275

£ 139

£ 1100 £549

Note All previous prices as shown are either the former manufacturers list price when new Prices paid for thier equipment

01

£395

Micro Seiki CDM2 CD Player
£2800 £1159

the estimated price of comparable equipment/ models or todays value

WANTED, TOP QUALITY HI- Fl CLASSIC OR MODERN - WE'LL SELL ON CO

ISSION, YOU

•
WHILE STOCKS LAST
;ET THE BEST PRICE WITHOUT ANY HASSLE - MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS - FULL WARRANTY

mal retail values, all goods sold with full warranty!
Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC +

£800

1307 Chip

£1500 £599

Pink Triangle Digital Package
Cardinal Trans + Decapo DAC +
Battery PSU
QED Digit reference DAC ( chrome)
Quad 66 CD Player
Rotel RCD 865 CD Player
Rotel RCD 965BX CD Player
Sharp MD-X54 Mini Disc/CD System
(As New)
Sony CDP-XA3OES ( Gold)
Teac VRDS 10 CD Player
Technics SLP 200 CD Player
Technics SIP 400 A CD Player
Theta GEN3 DAC ( Silver)
Theta TIA + Upgraded PSU
Yamaha CD 400 CD Player
Yamaha CDX 3050

£479

£4500 £1999
£450 £199
£449
£229 £99
£250 £99
£399

£275

£600
£770

£459
£449
£99

£59
£4200 £2229
£400 £199
£59
£179

Cassette Decks
Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck
(With Dolby ' 5')
Nakamichi 682 ZX Discrete Head
Cassette Deck
Nakamichi 700ZXL Cassette deck
(Needs Attention)
£Offers
Revox A77 Reel to Reels (Call for Spec)
Revox G36 Valve Reel to Reel

£129
£259
invited
£269
£498

Revox PR99 Pro Tape Machine
£999
Rotel RD955 Cassette deck £300 £119
Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette deck
£ 199
Yamaha f0(580SE Cassette (Marked)
Current model
£250 £ 149

Loudspeakers
Apogee Stage
BW 2000 IFS Centre
B+W Silver Signature
Cambridge Audio R50
(Tranmission Line Classic)
Castle Durham Speakers + Stands
Castle Pembroke ( Black)
Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid
Celestion CS7

£2300 £659
£79
£6000 £2499
£299
£169
£199
£379
£169

DBX Pro Sub Tower System 4x15"
Bass - Various Mid- HF
DCM rime Windows (Marked)

£4000 £ 1999
£700 £229

Definitive fech BP2X Surround
£595
Diesis Solitare
£250
Epos ES25 (Walnut) VGC POA
Foundation Speaker Stands £200
Heybrook HB200 (Teak)
Heybrook Quartet Speakers + Stands £499
Horning Agathon Bronze Signature £3499
IMF TLS 80 (Tranmission Line Classic) £900
Jamo Concert 8
£1400
Jamo Surround 200 omni
£200
Kef 103-4 Walnut vgc
£900
Kef 104-2 Speakers (Teak)
Kef Mode( 90 Centre
£ 269

£349
£ 149
£59
£139
£1400
£399
£899
£109

£399
£599
£129
Kef Q 70 ( Black)
£750 £429
Kelly KT2 ( Black, Marked) £ 1200 £499
Leak 2060 (Teak)
£169

Leak Sandwich 250
Linn Isobarik (Walnut) £ 1300
Linn Kobe' + Kustone Stands ( Black) £ 2200
Linn Nexus (Grey)
£450
Linaeam LFX Ribbon Hybrid Bookshelf £600
Mango Planar MG.2.5
(Oatmeal, Ex Demo)
£2000
Meridian A500 ( Black)
£895
Meridian DSP 5000 ( Rosewood)
Meridian M10 Active ( Rosewood)
£2500
Mission 770 + Stands
Monitor Audio Monitor 9
Musical Fidelity Ref 2Mini Monitors
Naim SBL Various,
Pro-ac Response 2 ( Black)
Pro-ac Response 3.5 ( Cherry)
Rogers 1.533 + Sub- Units ( Black)
Royd Minerel ( Black)
Sony 176E 90 Watt BI - Wireable
Spendor Prelude

£99
£699
£799
£279
£299
£1199
£499
£2499
£1399
£169
£149

Turntables
Fonz CQ30 F Sme 3009 + AT Cart
£189
Garrard 401-Sme 3009 Inc Plynth + Lid
£249
Goldring Lenco 85 T/Table (White)
£89
Linn LP12 + Basic Plus
£1600 £499
Linn LP12 Ittak LVII + ATOC9
£2500 £849
Linn LP12 Ittak LVII + Sumac°
£2250 £849
Linn LP12 Lingo K9 Basic ( Black) £2100 £849
Linn Sondek's Stock changing weekly, please call
for latest arrivals
Luxman PD 300 T/Table
£469
Lyra Parnasus
£2000 £599
Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black)
£499
Pink Triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz +
High spec PSU
£ 1500 £699
Oracle Delphi II/Linn 'flock II
Pink Triangle PT2 ( SME cul)
Roksan Radius + Tabriz

Roksan Xerzes + Air Tangent 16 £3500 £1599
Roksan Xerzes + Artemiz 4 AT 005 £ 1700 £699
Roksan Xerves RB300 ( black)
£529
Rotel RP830 T/Table ( No Cart)
£129

New/ Ex Demo Hi Fi Genuine savings!

£149
Please call £---£1700 £759
£4250 £2299
£600 £299
£240 £ 169
£300 £ 149

(Teak, Needs Some Attention) £650
Spendor SP 2/2 ( Black) £999
Spendor SP2/3 ( Rosewood) £ 1195
Tangent RS4 (Teak)
Tannoy 638 Plus ( Rosewood) £750
TDL Rn 3 ( Black)
£400
Triangle Graphite ( Black) £800
Veladine Sub Woofer + Remote

£ 199
£499
£499
£179
£499
£259
£499

(Huge Deep Bass 15" response) £ 1500 £699
Thomas Transducers Vituoso Gold vgc
(Lowther Driven Ham)
£3200 £ 1999
Wharfdale Harewood ( Black) £ 1000 £ 398

£800

£1399
£299
£449

Amplifiers
Arcam AV-50 Prologic Amp
Arcam Zeta One Int Av Amp
Audiolab 8000 LX lnt Amp
Audio Research BL1 - SE to
Bal Convertor
Audio Research D200 Power Amp
(Ex Demo)
Audio Research LS8 Pre-Amp
Audio Research 155 Mk 1Pre-Amp

£3248 £ 1899
£1450 £1249
£5995 £2999

etri

£700
£999

£599
£499

£469

£329

£799

£549

Est 1974

045}14K440.1

Trading Station

>» MORE GREAT STOCK OVERLEAF >»
Sales/Expert Advice

(01733) 555514
•

V

TV

Amplifiers Cont . . .
Copland CSA8 Int Amp

£899

£749

Copland CTA301 Pre- Amp ( Ex Demo)
Copland CTA401 Int Amp ( Ex Demo)

£1249 £779

Unison Simply Phono

£510

Unison Simply 4Int Amp

£1595 £ 1299

Unison Research Simply 845

£3095 £2399

CD Player Trans •St DAC's

(Ex Demo)
Copland CTA504 Power Amp

£1420 £899

Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player

(Ex Demo)
Cyrus 31 Int Amp

£1999 £ 1299
£600

£479

Cyrus Power Amp

£500

£399

Audiolab DAC 20 bit
Copland CDA - 288 CD Player
Cyrus DAD3 CD Player

Cyrus Pre-Amp

£650

£529

Cyrus PSX-R PSU

£330

£269

Meridian 501 Pre-Amp

£740

£599

Meridian 502 Pre-Amp

£1385 £ 1149

Meridian 556 Power Amp

£950

£799

Musical Fidelity A220 Int Amp

£699

£549

Musical Fidelity X Pre

£199

£ 149

Musical Fidelity XA50 Mono Blocks

£499

£399

Nad 208 THX Power Amp - Bal

£1100 £799

Naim Nait 3R Int Amp

£800

Pass Aleph 5Power Amp

£3150 £2499

PS Audio P55.6 Pre-Amp ( Ex Demo)
PS Audio PS5 Pre-Amp
PS Audio PS6.1 Pre-Amp ( Ex Demo)

£998

PS Audio PS6.2 Pre-Amp ( Ex Demo)

£799
£899

£699
£599
£298
£449
£549

PS Audio Delta Power ( Ex Demo)
Quad 77 Amp & Remote Console

£1499 £899

(Carbon)

£850
£599

Thorens TTA 2000 Power Amp

Kef Model 30B Subwoofer

(Sealed Box)

Marantz CD17 KI Signature
Micromega Stage 5CD Player
Musical Fidelity E61 CD Player

£499
£899

£399
£499

£1999 £ 1599
£600

£479

£1100 £849
£750 £549

Pink Triangle Literal CD Player

£299 £229
£2200 £ 1499

Quad 77 CD Player (Mains) Carbon

£900

£479

Meridian DSP 6000

Castle Avon Speakers

£8995 £5795
£729 £549

Castle Seven 2 ( Black)

£579

Epso E522 (Cherry)

£1385 £949

Epos E530 ( Rosewood)

£2550 £ 1699

Kef Model 1 ( Black)
Kef Model 1 (Santos Rosewood)

£1200 £849
£1399 £999

Kef Model 2 ( Rosewood)

£1850 £ 1449
£2250 £ 1699

£299
£499

Kef Model 3Speakers ( Black)

£3885 £2999

Mission 750 ( Black)
£250 £ 199
Monitor Audio Studio 20 SE (Cherry) £2500 £ 1749
Note Perfect Virtuoso
£ 1399
Opera Duetto (Cherry) £400 £319
Opera Platea (Cherry) £800 £639
Pro-Ac Response 2.5 (Cherry) £2700 £2199
Pro-Ac Response 3.8 (Rosewood) £4390 £3299
Pro-Ac Response 5 ( Rosewood) £9995 £6999
Pro-Ac Studio 100
Pro-Ac Tablet ( Cherry)
Quad ESL63

£699

£549

£599

£479

£3500 £ 1999

Sonus Faber Electa Anotar 2

£2849 £2349
£8888 £6199

Wilson Benesch Orator

ARS Reference Monitors
(A High- End Steal, Marked)

£399

£9950 £7999

Wilson Audio Witt Mk 1

Speakers

£500

M KMX150 THX Subwoofer £ 1500 £ 1199
Martin Logan Request (Mint) £5875 £4869
Meridian DSP 5000 (Black)

£1698 £ 1069

Copland CTA501 Power Amp

£419

(Cherry, Graded)

£2900 £ 1899

Wilson Benesch Actor
(Cherry, Graded)

£4000 £2499

£429

Est 1974

'Reliniceufetim,
Trading Station

Sales/Expert Advice

(01733) 555514
Business Hours: Tues - Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm, Closed Modays. Visitors & Demonstrations by appointment
The Hi -Fi Company Trading Station, 35 Cowgate, Peterborough, PEI 111
VISA
All major Credit Cards accepted

Ultimate Sonics

Synergistic Research Cables
YOUR CABLE FOR LIFE
(The one you have been waiting for)

DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI

Circes new from
Alon, the much
talked about
speakers.

Fax: 0208 6994232.
E-mail: infogultimate-sonics.com.
Web: www.ultimate-sonics.com
Call for details, nearest dealer and l'rice List
(U.S.MRRP)
HOTLINE 07956 805 572.
For literature call: 0207 431 9133 ( London)

Hear the synergy in this system at the Novotel Show.

"One of the best sounding speaker cables I have heard - This

US prices in the UK with an introductory 10%
discount on all products from now till the 30 1hof
September 1999.

interconnect is " wideband - ultradynamic, colourful. detailed, lots
of air in a huge soundstage, deepest bass, bemiring, de midrange
resolution and texture, highs as sweet as your equipment can dish
out -.IS (Stereoplaie IW. 22. no 4)

The superb sounding Transport and Dac

OFFERS - LIMITED PERIOD
60% trade in allowance on MIT &
Transparent cables.
Alou Circes

Find out why they are
class ' A' rated Amplifiers

1311

Now available - Moon series ( Class A rated) Amplifiers and
CD players - featured in Ken Kessler's Las Vegas Shoe ,report.

OCTOBER 1999

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

AV IN CABLE
CO

0

CI

LIMIT

MAIL ORDER HOT LINE

07971- 782595
DVD PLAYERS:- ALL MAKES
WITH 2YEARS P&L GUARANTEES
Inc. of National ( mainland UK) delivery

SAMSUNG DVD 907
WAS £,Set7fNOW £460
Dolby Digital Decoder built in

SAMSUNG DVD 709
WAS £4erNOW £350

SALE!! SALE!! SALE!!
NOW ON!!
SONIC FRONTIER LINE 3
WAS £5.900" NOW £3500
Valve Amp ( Pre) Seperate PSU

ALR/JORDAN ENTRY 3
SPEAKERS
WAS £2,0o-NOW £200
Floor Stand 2Way

ALR/JORDAN NUMBER 4
WAS 5.1-20
30-NOW £900
Floor Stand 3Way Speakers

SALE!! SALE!! SALE!!
NOW ON!!
Rent a DVD Player from £ 10 per night!!
Rent DVD Titles from £ 1.50 per night!!
NEW SHOP OPENING MID AUGUST
IN HARROW
In Shops, Unit 12, High Street,
Harrow, Wealdstone.

87 Reynolds Drive
Edgeware

•

Middlesex

ED

HA8 5PX

OPEN FROM
7.00am - 12.00pm
7 DAYS A WEEK

SALE!!
NOW!!
ON!!

LOWEST
PRICES

CABLES AN

BEST
DEALS

PRECIOUS METALS
INTERCONNECTS 55025 CD, MD,
TAPE AND TUNER
INTERCONNECT 2 PHONES
-2 PHONES OFC CABLE 1M/3 FEET

14 DAY
MCNEY
BACK
GUARANTEE
WITH 2
YEARS
GUARANTEES
BEST
VALUE
FOR
MONEY
NATION
WIDE
EXPRESS
DELIVERY
48 HOUR
DELIVERY
OPEN 7
DAYS
FROM
9.00AM
-12
MIDNIGHT
ALL
PRICES
INC. OF
VAT
ALL PRICE
INC. OF
DELIVERY
IN
MAINLAND
LK

WAS £35-NOW £ 25
NEW GAMMA INTERCONNECT FOR
HI- END HI-FI OFC CABLE 1M/3 FEET
WAS f-65-NOW £ 30
NUMERO CO- AXLE DIGITAL
CABLE, OFC
WAS £35-NOW £25

DVD PLAYERS ALL MAKES
DVD 907 SAMSUNG
WAS £.5811 NOW £ 460
DOLBY DIGITAL YAMAHA
DSPA592 6CH AMP
WAS £2150 NOW £250
MORDAUNT SHORT T1000
CENTRE SPEAKER
WAS £2ea NOW £200
MISSION 773
SPEAKERS ( FRONT)
WAS £4430 NOW £ 300
JBL CONTROL 1G
SPEAKERS ( REAR)
WAS £200 NOW £ 150

Send fax orders on

ALL COME WITH
2YEARS GUARANTEES

FAX HOTLINE

MAIL ORDER HOT LINE

020 8930 0443

07971 782595

OPEN 24 HOURS AND 7 DAYS A WEEK

Lintone Audio
SELECTED ISEDEOLIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Asian, Delta 110 Pre•Amphfier
Asians % eta 5Channel Dolhs Pro So,
Aream Della 170 Tranwhlac£ S.. DAIS
Arearn Alpha 5CD Player
Artam Alpha sCD Player
Area,, Alpha 7CL> Mayer
Aream Della 2.1 Power Amp ire
i
Ausho Alchemy DTI V/2 PS D11
Ausholah LX Amplifier .
Ausholah MOOS Amphfier
Aushostalw Of ILoudspeakers
Castle Mon Loudspeakers
Castle Ins Loudspeaker
Cyrus Strarght LmerXPA Am,
Cyrus DAD6S1 CD Male ,
Cyrus Power Amplifrer
Cyrus Pre.Amplifrer
Cyrus 1M7 Tuner
Exposure CD Player
HassOsom Orotund Val, eIA Sm ollfier
lamo ("omen Cenlre Speaker
lanai Onel Loudspeakers
641 104,2 Loudspeakers
I
mn Kahn. Londspeaken
Linn leek Amplifier
1.inn Powerlek Power Amphlrer
Lumley PP70 Passrve Pre Arnold'',
Mendran 541 Pro Lope 16,1rophlier
Meridian 200/20 Trar,kr,
1.1.,cr
Meridian 551 Arnold rer
Meridian 506CD Player
Menthan DSP50011Aeuse SpesSers Hossiorsidi
Mend's., 501V Pre•Arnphfier
klenchan 561 DAC Convener
Nficromega Stage LCD Player
Mremmega Stage 1CO Player.
Mus bd NIVT Pre-A.PrXtudro Ifuser Son
Mus FRI El Amphfiers...
Nam MAC 42,90 Amplifier
Ninns CDS CD Flayer
Nam, MAC 92 Pre-Amphher
Nakamechr OXON. Cowes. Desk
NakamIchr BXSOOli C.o.s.'s. Desk
11111, ( 11571 CI)
Se,en
Ke ge1-1.1 Iinorsocekers

1299.95
1699.00

1,10,

I

le% dell

le,

dern

owd
tà•ed
uv,
used
used
used

120000
£25019
11999
£2299
19999
1399 9
1,140
£170001
1549 IN
1179 Y
1495 IN
2600.0
£375 IN
£450 Ili
1300.0
xesni
I:495 Ili
£299 95
/5450 nt
15MI IX
£151101
£250 IN
£240111
£200111
£595 IN
.£600 IN
£495
17500
£2500 IN
14950
£1500
145001
£25111
19501
£1/10 I
1>951
122(a) IX
13xer
12101
.13201
£1951
£1201
£2001
£595 I
1.16111
£1501
£2001
LIND
£320.1
16291
1.191
£849 I
£1501
£1401
£1401

Rote, PC1/96,11 11/ Pleser
Runk Temple 1ourlspeiders
Ruarls Swordsmen Loudspeakers
Dunk Eplogue Speakers Igrosioissl
Tama, DON, Loudspeakers Y....,
,111
TAG 1110P Power Amphhe
TAG 60P Power Amplrfier
TAG T20 Tuner. .
10µ,
technics SLPS70 CD Player
0,ed
lechnns SLP990 CD Mayo
1114.
lechnus SUA700/1Amphfier
u.ctl
Dames SVADIO DAT Po:order
re% dem
nehord Pulsar One DAC Convenor
need
Yamaha DSP-A17170 Donn Amplifier
5TOCK1515 01 5Sm. MERIDIAN. TAG 5ICLAREN. CYRUS. KRELL, REARK
On R1 RI ( RI. 111R aN 117.. MICHELLE. CASTLE. TEAC. KEF, ARCM' ETC. ETC.
3hit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on. I-intone-audio@ virginmet

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
LIS.I
Alchemist Forsetti pre

power

SALE

£2398 . . P.O.A.

Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II

£599 . P.O.A.

Anthem CD player (5star What HiFi) (ex/d) ...£ 1699
Audiomeca Mephisto CD transport
Audio Research D240 Mk II

£1150

£2400 ....£1050
£3500 .£ 1195

Audion Black Shadows 845 valve monoblocks

£4000 .... P.O.A.

Audion Silvernight 300B monoblocks

£2250 . . P.O.A.

Beard P100 pwr. amp

£500

Charlo Academy 1solid walnut (ex/d)

£ 1299

£800

Chario Academy 2solid walnut (ex/d)

£ 1649

£1100

Conrad Johnson PVIO Al pre
Dynaudio - Contour 1.3 Mk II

£995

£550

£ 1198

£650

Genesis Gen 500 spks in Built Active Bass
(ex/d)21Pni

£ 1101:0 £6499

Krell Kay 3011

£2495 . P.O.A

Krell Kay 250A

£3149 .£2149

Naim 72 pre (MC Boards)
Nains 140 pwr.

£767

£425

£793

£450

Quad 77 int. carbon

£700

£450

Quad 66 pre & remote

£897

£450

Quad 66 tm

£350

Quad 606 pwr
Revox H1 caw

£350
£ 1150

Tube Tech. Unisis Sig. Int.
Musical Fidelity P270 pwr. amp

£650

£2300 .£ 1250
£ 1599

£595

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON DEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS • WITH CADENCE ES MK ll's
LISTEN ar BE PERSUADED.
On Dem - Alchernut. Anthem, Audemeco. Auden Valve Amps.
Cadence Spks . Chore. D P.A.. Monarchy, Orlofon. Pink Triangle.
Prophet T'T. Sone Frontiers. Triangle Sroks. Trilogy Valve Amps. Von der Hui

—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

7-11 Park lane. Gateheaci. l'une & Wear NE8 3,IW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

The best mains Pollution Eraser available for
HF and

€

180 only.

LF Filtering and Spike Protection.

LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS WHO ARE
Music Matters

MADISOUND

I fax + 31

70

KEEN

TO JOIN THE

HYPE

42 79 077

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.
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MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
.71
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 537444283 U.S.A.
TEL .608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
rer
into©maeisound.com
ST••`
Web Page htlp:/www.madisound corn

''I0

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

AUDIO M ATTERS

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
-database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

, 'COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
UBES
PT
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our website at:
htta://www.fatwyre.cow
email: fotwyre@fatwyre.com

gre commny
THE

CABLE

P.O. Box 579, Pool Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
LIST
Michel Orbe Turntable SME VArm Sever Wired
£2.I95 £3.795
Pere Lame J1 MO Turntable With SL5 Arm
£ 1,495 SM £3,900
Forsell CD Transport
Stunning. £3,995 SM £9,000
Lapis Lazuli Cartridge rare new & unused
£2,500 NEW £8.000
Cello Cartridge
f395 S/11 £ 1.000
Michel Gyrodec & SME IV Arm
£995 Sill £ 1.800
Cello Serafin Active Speakers. finished in Mahogany
rare. superb speakers. 128 DB
£4,995 SM £ 12,500
Audio Research SP II MO Silver Preamp
£ 1.995 SM £5,800
Audio Research SP 15 Rev ABlack Preamp
£2.395 SM £6.608
Audio Research V140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced
£3.995 SM £8.960
3M Par Transparent Ultra Speaker Cables
£995 SM £2,300
Audio Research BL1 Bal Converter
£495 SM £888
Burmester 828 Mk2 Mono Power Amps, superb.
these units are 200 wpc & very rare
£2.995 SM £9,200
Counter Point SA1000 Valve Preamp. black
£395 SM £900
Counter Point SA12 Power Amp, black
£595 SM £ 1,250
Wilson Waft 3Puppy 2with tads & paws.
Superb .£6,000 SM £ 13,700
Piano Black. very sought after. be quick
Cary 5500 Valve Preamp, black
f495 SM £ 1200
MANY SUMMER REDUCTIONS
Goldmund Studio T3F Arm. superb
Reduced £3.500 SM £ 10.600
Cello Audio Palette, absolutely brilliant
Reduced £6.995 SM £22.000
Jadis JA500 4Chassis Valve Mono Amps
Reduced £5,995 SM £20.980
Meromeca 2.1 co Transport
Reduced
f995 SM £2,500
Micromeca 3.1 CD Transpon
Reduced . £795 SM £ 15,000
Audio Physics Virgo Speakers Cherrywood
Reduced £ 1,995 SM £3,800
Krell Studio 2DAC AT & T. balanced etc
Reduced . £995 SM £3,198
Krell OSA 250 Power Amp
Reduced £2,700 SM £6.600
Krell ( SL Une Preamp MO Bal
Reduced . £995 SM £2298
Rovox HI Cassette Deck 3Head
Reduced . £ 595 SM £ 1.150
Cary 2A3 Valve Power Amp
Reduced £695 SM £ 1,495
Audio Research 070 Valve Amp
Reduced £ 1.495 SM £4,400
Alon 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced . £995 SM £3.850
Burmester 850 Mono Power Amps
Reduced £ 1.495 SM £5.350
Silverado Speakers Piano Black & Stands
Reduced . £995 SM £2,350
Revox 13261 Tuner. Superb
Reduced . £550 SM £ 1,145
Revox H6 ADS Tuner, Piano Black
Reduced . £495 SM £ 1,084)
Threshold FET 10 Line Preamp
Reduced . f895 SM £2,530
Threshold FET 10 Phono Stage
Reduced . £595 SM £ 1.800
IBA 2Power Amp. latest
Reduced . £795 SM £2.150
Equation 2Speakers, Piano Black
Reduced . £995 SM £3.500
Audio Sythesis Modified Sony CDX 303, ex AT & T
with DSM Ultra analogue 20 bit & supply. excellent. Reduced . £895 SM £2,515
Trio Loll Tuner Classic Sequrra Beater
Reduced . £ 795 SM Loads
Theta DS Pro Baso, 2DAC
Reduced . £795 SM £
2,299
Krell MOIS CO Transport superb
Reduced £ 1,995 SM £7.990
Cello 8.1 DAC 20 bit & supply. stunning
Reduced £ 1.995 SM £6.000
Stax Ouattro 2CO Player. excellent
Reduced £995 SM £3,000
Krell KPS 30i CD Player
Reduced £2,295 SM £5,490
Krell ( RC- 2Preamp Bal R/C
Reduced £ 1.795 SM £4,190
Gryphon Limited Edition Preamp. excellent
Reduced £2.750 SM £8,000
Cadence ES Electrostatic Speakers
Reduced £ 1,295 SM £4.500
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Piano Black
Reduced £ 1.295 SM £2.500
Monitor Audio Studio 50 Speakers. Cheriwrood .
Reduced £ 1,995 SM £5,000
Proac Response 3Speakers VDH Wired. Light Oak Reduced £ 1,495 £3,300
TEAC P30 CD Transport
£ 1495 SM £2500
Forsell DAC
£ 1995 £4500
Audio Lab 8000C Preamp
£ 195 SM £580
Cyrus Preamp Phono Balanced and Remote
£395 SM £650
Graff GM200 OTL Stereo Valve Amp
£3905 SM £7500
Electro Companiet Limited Anniversary Signature Power Amp £ 1295 SM £3000
WANTED Sony Esprit SE P900 Stereo Equaliser or BF Module
Oracle Delphi Kin Turntable Mission Arm.
just serviced and includes mod squad supply
£695 SM £2000.
Vecteur Bloc Source Class APreamp, 2Box Preamp
also includes MC Stage, bargain
Excellent.. £ 1495 SM £5000
Vecteur Ampli A35 Class APower Amps, choice of 2
also available
Also Excellent.. £ 1195 SM £4000
Musical Fidelity the Preamp 2A
£ 150 SM £300
Audio Research Classic 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
choice of 2pairs available & fully serviced
£4995 SM £ 12000
SD Acoustics CBS Speakers Walnut highly modified
£495 SM £ 1400
JM Labs Grande Utopia Speakers. Cherry & Porsche Black
rare chance for these superb Sonic beasts
£22995 SM £42000
Proac 3.5 Speakers. Li Oak
£2295 SM £4700
Arcarn 170.3 CO Transpon
£325 SM £750
Amans Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150 SM £450
Cyrus DAD30 CD Player and PSXR supply, 3months old
£895 SM £ 1229
Cyrus Power Amp, balanced with PSXR
3complete units available. 3months old
£600 SM £830
Mission 754 Freedom speakers. Primavera. 3months
£995 SM £ 1498
May do acompele deal on Mission Cyrus system above. Retail price is £6835
complete and is 3months old
Audio Research VT 50 Valve Amp, 1year old
£ 1595 SM £2950
Muse 18 Subwooler Rosewood
Brilliant.. £ 1995 SM £4000
Avante Garde Trio Hom Speakers, Ceramic White
£7500 SM £ 17995
Cello Audio Suite Pre Amp, premium outputs, premium CD,
premium aux, premium WC and premium MM,
plus 13200 inputs The Best'
£7995 SM £2(1,000
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bridgeable
Brilliant.. £4995 SM £ 10.200
Nakamichi 700 2XE Cassette Deck. classic
£695 SM £ 1600
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipset, black
£895 SM £ 1600
Mark Levinson 5039 CO player
Superb.. £3995 ED £4995
Lumley S170 Stereo Valve Amp Triode Swilchable
£995 ED £2225
Krell (BL/EFE Line Pre Amp. Phono Slage
£ 1995 SM £5326
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Latest
£ 795 SM £ 1795
Meridian 200/203 Trans/DAC Tricord
Reduced .. f695 SM £ 1660
Meridian 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote
Reduced .. £695 SM £ 1665
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduced.. £ 1995 SM £5500
Burmeister 838/846 Phono/Line Pre Amp Gold.
Reduced.. £ 1295 SM £3500
Goldmund !Wrens 3Power Amp
Stunning.. £ 1995 SM £5150
Snell A3 4Box Loudspeakers ( Ask PO)
£2995 SM £8995
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495 SM £995
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp. Supply
£450 SM £885
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Grande
£ 1395 SM £4400
Cambridge COI CO Player
£395 S/11 £ 1500
Cal Tempest 2CD Player
£ 1000 SM £3900
Arcam Deka 1100 Pre Amp/DAC Black Box 50
£250 SOH £750
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200 SM £450
£295 SM £600
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers . .
£350 Sal £ 1095
Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers Black

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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SUPERCLOCK ( S- Clock)
The Definitive CD Upgrade
Operates from awide range of
If your CD Player relies on a standard clock, then it
supply voltages,+9v to + 24v
is limited by inherent problems like jitter, slow
rise time wh ch means timing errors, and
interference with the DAC conversion
----,..—
Is compact, measuring
G eater dynamics.and detail
process. Low level information is
47mm by 47mm
r .áf all frequencies.
lost and irretrievable.

r
1

These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion, they just
produce awaveform similar in shape
to a sawtooth.

]Ioll

,
(
3jr;!.L.il&
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1
' .• 1811

Natural t
instrumen

®Ircultry does
1
not 4 efeedback
generate

ue sine wave
soily four

Can be fitted to
TransportsVini

Gonnections

Thi
resentation

• High accuracy oscillator +/- 2ppm master clock.

ith solid

• Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.

esence

• Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of phase noise.
• Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieval.
For further information on S- Clock, other components and upgrades: Tel. 01834 842803 Fax. 01834 842804 E-Mail: auidiocom@scotnet.co.uk
Most Major Credit/Debit Cards Accepted

LUMLEY LOUDSPEAKERS
LM2 AND LM2.5 BARGAINS
To make way for the fantastic new Lumley LIOS range ( 150, 250, 500 and 1000),
we have afew ex-works LM2 and LM2.5's at over 50% off.
This is direct factory prices and will not be repeated.
All fully guaranteed. Some ex-dem. Some new. All mint.
eg LM2 Mk3.£3ete£1,595

LUMLEY LOUDSPEAKERS LTD
Tel: 01892 616383 Fax: 616517

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound

New: Big Air Cure Inductor. - 1.25mm aire
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL &

seas.

and a pick of the Isest from other manulacturers
1110+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS:-

DBS AUDIO SELF-BUILD LOUDSPEAKERS
Looking for superior sound from your hi-fi and not afraid of abit of woodwork?

to

-"

CONIPONENTS

Polyester and Polycarhonate Film Capacitors. trImFd. to 10mFd.

If the answer's yes, you could save LUC and enjoy your music more

ALCAP Res ersible Electrolytic Capacitor ,. Non Polark

by making apair of our self-build loudspeakers ( as featured in HiFi
New.,and Reenal Review and designed by David Berriman).

PLUS ALL THE OTHER BITS YOU SF:F:D EXCEPT THE WOOD!
FALCON Custom-ssound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard. lirgh Power. Super Power. Super Super Poster

with novel technologies, high-quality drive units. crossover
components and cables of the type found m the most expensive and
competent commercial models.

NI:V1- Vats., for Audio Frequency Amplifiers, plus lob ro P L.

STOP PRESS
Hear these remarkable loudspeakers (by prior
arrangement) at our new Bury HiFi Listening Room.
DBS Audio, P.O. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds. Suffolk
1P28 6RD
Phone 01284 811891

51h. 100s & Loa Loss 2mEd to Mooed

DES? and DBS8 and DBS8-S, are designed to the highes: standards

So why wait? Just ring, fax or E-Mail us ( including your postal
address) for further information. Overseas customers welcome,
VISA/ACCESS accepted.

CLIO

Au:a: 8,t Passive. Components. A ••• rtes.
501.15 Nadi., Polypropylene capacitor, 0 lenFd. to IllOmFri.

Fax 01284 811791

E- Mail DBSaudio@AOL.COM

•L265 DRS7 compares art nith weaker. at£1.600 and this would be around their
normal retail prier-

as ailahle hand- built to order al k999 per natl.

+ AIRCORF:D 0 56 - 1.25mm aire
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS

Bat

k > car set. ol Speaker Hodder. Audio Amateur

Glass Audio.

plus the Audio Anthology Set
Altogether 50+ books and 50+ Audio Amateur', magazine year sets.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Iarge selection of Programs asadable lour the sets , omprehensIve Liberty
AudioSuIte lest program sill AIRR. laudSpeaker Vera. Mesita,: 5.1.
to the basic Bullock/White Ilmiresponse.
Ike IMP FTT Test Kit : the Miley Mie Kit and Mic/Preamp kit for AIRR

Siso acomprehensive range of Focal Kits from an even wider
range of High-Tech Loudspeaker units.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
tier1.1 for our FREE pnet ha PL21 lust rend alatee SA E Iran stamp or
Europe USS1 bill in

International Rets Coupons

bill owned..

r ¡ Dept NM: Tat. Home.

Norwich Road. MULBARTON. Norarch. Nodolk NR14 opt rel MINH, 57a272
111-F1 JEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Previously Cherished Items, Or something
e
new from
ç) Pre

Clearance
Items
Choice
Price

Descnption

295.00
895.00'
895.00'
295.00
250.00
19500

Exposure VActive xover (3Way)
EAD 7000 Transport
Magnum P200 pre- amp
Alon PW1 Subwoofer ¡ Passive)
Gale 401
Kinshaw Overture Phono

eNew

Amplifiers

Original
Retail Price
£ 995.00
£2406.00
1895.00
750.00
£ £ 395.00

••Prices reduced this month

in
This Month

Jeff Rowland Consumate oPhono (3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Audio Research LS7
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
Krell KRC2
Meridian 501.2 (New)
Quad 34
EAR 802 (Inc phono)
Musical Fidelity F25
CAT. SLI Signature mk Ill
Conrad Johnson prem 7B
,Prices

sawn

£8000.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1620.03
£17030.00
£4193.00
£ 703.00
£ £2000.00
£ 1500.00
£6900 00
£11000,00

reduced thu month

Speakers

POWER AMPLIFIERS

Conrad Johnson Prom 11 a
Mark Levinson 331
Jett Rowland Synergic External power supply

2495.00
2995.00
3200.00

£
£3500.00

895.00

£ 1300.00

2495.00
£ 1150.00
1095.00
£ 1895.00
£
£ 4300.00
1595.00
4500.00
£ 399500

£3300.00
£ 1750.00
£ 1600.03
£3600.00
£6000.03
£2703.00
£7000.00
£6500.00

£ 1995.00
550.00

£2850.00
£ 950.00

£ 695.00
£ 1795.00
1495.00
1695.00
£ 700.00
£ 1495.00
£ 79500
£ 495.00
1995.00

£ £ 1245.00
£2500.00
£2200.00
£1048.03
£2200.00
£ 1200.03
£ 950.00
£3600.03

5000.00
£5000.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Conrad Johnson PV10A

SPEAKERS
Mendian DSP 5000
Meridian DSP 5CCO C ( centre)
Meridian M 2500 Sub
Clued ESL 63
Meridian DSP 5500
Thiel CS1.5
A.T.C. SCM 100051. Active Speaker
Sonos Faber Extrema uStands

AV COMPONENTS
Meridian 565 ( 4C3, THX, Dolby, Protonic)
Meridian 518 Digital Audio Processor

C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Maranta CD 94 mk II Transport 8DAC
Meridian 500 CD Transport
Meridian 565 (111X, Dolby, Protonic)
Meridian 508 24 bit player
Pink Triangle Numeral 24 bit DAC
Pink Triangle Literal transport
Audiolab 8000 CDM transport
Meridian 563 DAC 20 bit
Wadia 6CD Player

Wilson 3/2 ( Black)
Thiel CS1.5
B & W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Sonos Faber Guarneri
Roksan ROK 1
Wilson System V.1 (Black)
Rogers LS3/5A Black (New)
Rogers AB1 Sub (New)
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
(Black Laquer)
Linn Khelids (Oak)
Rogers LS55 ( New)
Aliante Spazio
Kef C95
Martin Logan Stylos
Monitor Audio Studio 50SE
AE 2 (Piano Black)
B W C.D.M. 1
Roger LS35A
Alon Adriana (New)
Alon Vmk Ill
,Prices

Linn LP12/Akito/Avondale £ 695.00
Counterpoint 549 Phone Stage
1750.00
Zeta V.D.H. Silver wired tone arm
£ 395.00

e 1303.00
£3500.00
£ 795.00

Power
Amplifiers
Copeland CSA 14 Integrated (Silver)
Restek Extract Monoblocks ( 180 watt)
Mark Levinson 331
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Michell Alecto Stereo
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Boulder 500 AE
Audio Note PI SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell OSA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
Micromega amp
Micromega Tempo P
FM Acoustics 6110 Resolution Power
Audio Research M300
Lamm MI Monoblocks (100W)
Clued 77 Integrated ( Ouadlink)
EAR 519
VU 225 Monoblocks
Audio Note Kassi
Audio Note Kagon
Exposure Dual Reg IV
Krell 50S
Exposure XV integrated
Aura Evolution 4100
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity F19
Krell OSA 80B
Krell OSA 50 mk II
OSA 200B
Audio Research D130
Electrocompaniet ECI-2 Integrated
Denon 4400 Monoblocks (New)
Conrad Johnson Prom 11A (Stereo)
Meridian 556 Power amp
Prices reduced this month

Ç0iCe
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£ 795.00
£ 1995.00
£ 3395.00
9995.00
995.00
£ 7995.00
2650.00
2995.00'
£
500.00'
4995.00
£ 1995.00'
3250.00
550.00'
8995.00
£ 2750.00
8500.00
£ 695.00'
695.00'
£14995.00
£4995.00
£ P.O.A.
£ 495.03
£ 2695.00
£ 2250.00
£12995.00
£29500.00
£ 895.00
£ 2250.00
£ 350.00
£ 195.00
£ 495.00
£ 2250.00
£ 1850.00
£ 995.03
£ 2495.00
£ 1395.00
£ 695.00
£ 595.00
£ 2250.00
£ 850.00

£ 1195.00
£3500.00
£5000.00
£18000.00
0 1500.00
£21003.00
£3400.03
£5003.00
£ 950.00
£10000.00
£4000.00
£4790.00
£ 900.00
£12903.1:0
£67C0.00
£14500.00
£ 1295.00
£ 1250.00
£22003.03
£12000.00
POA.
£ 700.00
£4699.00
£5000.03
£30000.00
£80000.00
£ 1800.00
£3690.00
£ 750.00
£ 350.00
£4000.03
£4000.00
£3000.00
£6000.00
£ 1850.00
£ 1000.00
£ £35130.00

950.00

5995.00
015000.00
£ 1595.00' £ 2700.00
£ 1895.00 £ 4000.00
£ 995.00 £ 3000.00
£ 4500.00 £ 6500.00
295.00 £ 600.00
£12000.00 £ 18030.00
£ 575.00 £ 798.00
395.00 £ 598.00
3500.00 £ 4799.00
£ 395.00
0 750.00
£ 330.00 £ 430.00
£ 250.03 £ 500.00
£ 250.00 £
£ 2200.00 £ 2900.00
£ 2495.00 £ 4000.00
£ 795.00
01495.00
£ 375.00 £ 600.00
£ 295.00 £ 798.00
£ Special £ 10000.00
£ Special £ 5500.00

reduced this month

Cambridge Dac Magic
Mark Levinson No 39
McCormack DAC-1
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
DPA PDM 1mk It
Naim CD2
Krell KPS 25s
Krell K.AV 300 CD
Quad 77 CD Player (Ouadlink)
Genesis Digital Lens
Meridian 203 duc
Pink 'Mangle de Capo/Cardinal
Arcam Alpha plus
Nains CD 3.5 , Lat Cap
Norm CDI

£ 150.00 £ £ 4250.00 £ 500).00
£ 450.00
£ 995.00
£ 4995.00 £ 8000.00
£ 2995.00 £ 5803.00
£11500.00 £24000.00
£ 895.00 £ 1095.00
£ 550.00 £ 1000.00
£ 1695.00 £ 2200.00
£13995.00 £ 19995.00
£2500.00 £ 3500.00
495.00 £ 700.00
1095.00 £ 1903.00
£ 225.00 £ 500.00
1495.00 £ 2331.00
£ 195.00 £ 503.05
O 995.00 £ 1500.00
O 1195.00 £ 2000.00

Acoustic Energy,

Pass

Alon,

Rockport,

ATC,

SME,

Audible illusion

Soundstyle,

B.A.T.

Stand Unique

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hul,

Graham,

VP',

Helios,

XLCI,

Lavardin,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,

Michell,
Oracle analogue
and digital,

and many more.

1E) In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment

e Best prices paid for top

quality

equipment
-11E) Generous part exchange
11E) Show room/dem room

-10

Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

e All credit cards

inc. Amex

-IE) Mail order

1E) Finance arranged subject to status

Turntables

-IE) Widest range available

& Analogue
Voyd Reference/ Reference Power supply/
Helios Cyalene/Audio Note 10 limited + P/S £ 11500.00 £22000.09
Roksan Xerses/Linn Akito/PSIII/DSU
0 650.00 £ 1200.00
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
£ 1500.00' £ 4500.00
Forsell kir Force One
011995.00
025000.00
Linn Klyde
O 450.00 £ 600.00
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
£ 595.00' £ 950.00
Transparent Musiclink Reference
(RCA- RCA)
1000.00 £ 2200.00
Transparent Musicwave Ultra
Bi Wire 3.6mtr
£ 1600.00 £ 3300.00
Linn LP12JARO/Armegeddon/Prefix/
Hi Cap/17 DII
£ 2500.00 £ 4000.00
Lyra Parnasus (New)
£ 1220.20 £ 2000.00
Clear Audio Master Reference/Clear Audio
Inside Reference (Wood)
8995.00 £ 1600.00
Basis Debut Gold/Graham Model 2.0
(Ceramic)
£ 7500.00 £ 12500.00
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus 09
01005.50
E2000.00
Linn Sondeck PL12 Vallhala/Basic £ 295.00 £
Pink Triangle Export ( Ref bearing 8Platter) £ 850.00
0 ' 050.00
'-Prices reduced this month

fax 0181 392 1994

STOCKIST OF:

-le Export service

•'Prions reduced this month

el 0181

Choice

Musical Fidelity,

CD Players
& DACS

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS

N

£ 3995.00
650.00'
£ 1095.00
£10995.03
£ 2200.00
£ 595.00
£ 220.00
£ 650.00
£ 795.00
£4500.00

lei

Unbiased advice
Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice hifiemsn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

for sale trade
HEATHERDALE
PRE- OWNED
EQUIPMENT
KIMBER POWERKORDS

WITH GUARANTEE EXPORT
FACILITIES AVAILABLE
Visit our Website
http://www.hifi-stereo.com

"By far the most cost effective
upgrade ever, Iwish Ihad done
this years and thousands of
pounds sooner."
Mr JSeale

Southampton

Call now for your free brochure

Absolute Tune-ups
Akol ute Sound. qual if
engineers can now re-pair,
moditv or re- align any high-ond equirmont.
L
r
m
undortalo , rubuild. with .olocial Judroplule grad,.
componont.

otter

matching ..• r\

yal

1. \ pal only thy) host

Absolute Sounds
Tek 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-8797962

atv

• • Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers

• Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES

radios

LEATHERHEAD •

HiFi VCR's
Valves tested

01372

456921 .

www.SPEAKERPARTS.corn
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMniSPEAKER FOAM ROT
REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG ££ WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW
AUDIO MAGAZINE

JUNE 1996

FEBRUARY 1997

TIIIE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

NEWFOMA
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716)424-3680

PRE AMPS
ARAGON Aaiun Pre-amp
£895
AUDIONOTE M7 Line Pre-amp
£2495
AUDIO RESEARCH LS? Pre-amp
£1095
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp
£1995
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
£1495
ELECTROCOMPAIIIET EC4.5 balanced Pm-amp with remote
£795
EXPOSURE 17 Pre-amp
£495
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW (With remote)
£890
FINESTRA Pre-amp 8PSU
£
595
KRELL KRC2 Pre-amp with Remote
£1995
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp WITH PHONO
£
1495
MARK LEVINSON 380$ Pre-amp
£3995
PASSLABS ALEPH PPre-amp
£2799
ZSYSTEMS RDP1 Reference Pre-amp LATEST SPEC
£3395
AMPLIFIERS
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
AUDIONOTE ONGAKU
£34995
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp
£895
CHAMELEON RUBY AMPLIFIER
£795
EXPOSURE 18 STEREO AMP
£495
EXPOSURE 18 STEREO POWER AMP NEW
£720
HARMAN KARDON Integrated valve amp
£125
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp
£495
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 monoblocks mint/boxed
£4995
QUAD 77 lit amp with remote, brand new, sealed box
£495
MARK LEVINSON 334 amplifier ex demo full guarantee
£4695

MISCELLANEOUS
AUDIO RESEARCH 2.5 METRE Wink interconnect
£195
MIT 750 PIA speaker cable 6metre pair
£495
MIT Mit 2metre Interconnect
£200
MOBILE FIDELITY PINES OF ROME UHOR Sealed Box
£200
NAKAMICII 1000ZXL GOLD LTD Edition Mint/Boxed/Manual £3995
NAIM HMO Crossover
£250
REVOX PR99 MC Tapedeck (Trolley Mounted)
£1495
VANDEN HALL CS122 Hybrid Speaker Cable 2.5 Metre Sets
£50/SET
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
AUDIONOTE M7 Phono (Latest Model) MINT (£18500)
£4995
AUDIO TECHNICA 0C9 MC CARTRIDGE NEW/BOXED
£275
CONRAD JOHNSON MOTIF MP11 Phono Stage
£850
GOLDMUND Ref ence T/Table/T3F Arm
£8995
HELIUS SILVER WIRED TONE ARM
£995
KRELL KPE PHONO STAGE
£695
LINN LP12;ITTOK/TROIKMingo Late spec
£1495
VPI TNT T/Table/Grasshopper CART/SPJ Arm
£4995

Fax: (716) 427 9339
e-mail: hifiONEWFOAM.com
VISA
MC
AMEX DISC

This is a Free call tee the

Ea

Fax + 800 2329-3626
I II • e moo e . 1

he Ime, el

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Cois
Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire Horns
Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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1995

AMEX
AVI
MAIN
VISA
SWITCH
DEALERS
MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WELCOME

48, Bridgehousehill Road,

Kilmarnock, KA1 4GD.
Fax/Tel: 01563 524320
E-mail: jcarrick@btconnect.com
HTTP://www.carrick-marketing.uk.com

eTOWNSHEND
AUDIO

GOERTZ

Speaker and interconnect cables.

SEISMIC SINK

Air isolation stands and platforms for all source components and loudspeakers.
"2 o'clock in the morning sound all day"
http://ds.clIalpIpee.comItownshend.audlo/
7Bridge Rd, Hampton Court, Surrey, KT8 9EU.
Tel: 0181 979 2155 Fax 07070 721 385
townshend.audlo@dIal.plpex.com

GT AUDIO

THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST
GUARANTEED

ToP QUALITY REPAIRS

AND SERVICING UNDERTAKEN ON ALL VALVE AND

TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING. VINTAGE AMPLIFIER RESTORATION.
LEAK TROUGHLINE TUNER SERVICING AND ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIALITY
ERE-OWNER EQUIPMENT EOR SRI
ART Monolith Louddecaker Calak. 3meter demo pan
Audio Research SFR boxed and en excellent condole.
Asmdeprek ENO .,wheM funM. ceLdemo
A3anIgardel.1210 1smetallec red. es Lkmo
Aaanleprde OU(Ks white finoh. esokmo
Croft Chansma Lens pre.amp. IS mondo old
Leak 11.12.1 amplifier. ' BBC matched pane
Hon Wok hosed and en focel lent ceenduton
McIntosh AIR,' Val‘r Tuner. reorllent condom,.
Noleingharte Analogue • .... • Paragon arm
NMIialenem Aadogue N .... or a Mentor arm
I /Moron SP(' (laces: GM. 30 lamo
Pooch Alban-ass horn loaded louddmakers. 93dO cfficeenc3
Ql Al/ 11, en excellent condelton. GEC KUM,. eacepteonai amid
M harTedale Ilarconed loudspeakers en excellent condemn

Led
Lid
List
Lot
Lid
Lot

1650
12000
faISOO
LS300
WOO
L1300

Led IWO
Ltd
Led
Led
Led

f6100
LISIO
1500
12999

1-1.1 GOO

E.19S
E1150
l201/0
G1000
LSOOD
MO
11600
BOO
£1150
f2000
1200P
1350
L160D
£6S0
1200

'STAR BEY'
11,0fion LE S/9 Triode Amplifier, emend,. pane PPY250 Trunk.. 9 Sato of gloom.. Go
tacc owed • one and end, chem., en - ma one of the fared pan
ontage amplefien S1500
Our emerdies include:- Audio Analogue. A, anlgarde acutnlic. troll. Diapason. GATE.
110.5.5E. Leal. Troughline Tuner,. Nlatissr. Orinron. Plaint Nerdier
STkR-I)AC. TR()N. CED ()per.. Ini.on Ile.earch and amamura Churchill

VISA

Tel. ( o-44) 01895 833099 Fax: 4441 01895 832594
e-mail glaudio@teKo.nel Mtp://xwe.gtaudie.rom

Immaculate and Rarely Used...

CELLO
...Sound & Music System
This exceptional private sale includes Audio
Palette, Audio Suite, Encore No4 Amplifier,
and Stradivari Grand Master Speakers.
£55,000 (negotiable) includes Master Supply,
Cello Spring Cables and additional cabling.
Listed in 1996 at $ 145,000.
0171-538 0050

'Lockwood Audio

£95

THE
AUTHORISED TIMM SPECIALIST

WE NOW OFFER r. FINANCE
(subject to status)
PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN U.K. DEALERS OF
MARK LEVINSON, THIEL, ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
AND MARK LEVINSON REFERENCE PRODUCTS.

+800 4639-3626

For details, quote HFN and contact:
Carrick Marketing,

£3500
£3995

DACS
CALIFORNIAN AUDIOLABS DAC with AES/E8U & AT/T
£995
MARK MASON 35 DAC EX OEM
£5795
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
£195
VAC T22 1 (MOM
£895

TUNERS
ROTEL RTB50 AL Tuner

Excellent, unusual and varied classical repertoire plus
popular, jazz, country, etc. Also audiophile/collectors
LPs, plus cleaning and record/CD preservation products, alignment protractors, arm lifts, CO improvement
aids accessories etc.

PRICE

SPEAKERS
AE1 SIGNITJRE speakers
£995
ACCOUSTIC ENERGY AE1 with stands
£750
ATO TOWEP 7's
£795
AUDIONOTE ANE1SE (Rosewood) F. veneer
£3995
BUS 107 Mark It Speakers
f895
CELEST1ON Kingston speakers with stands 2years old
£1395
CASTLE HARLECHS Rosewood
£575
DITTON 15 Speakers
£195
IMPULSE 95 Speakers
£895
KEF 103/4
£750
MILLER 8MEISEL MX100 SUBWOOFER
£795
MIRAGE Mlai PIANO BLACK MINT/BOXED
£2995
MISSION 782 USPEAKERS
£250
MONITOR AUDIO SUB WOOFER Rosewood
£295
ORCHID PLI with stands 3years old ;£6000)
£1995
RUARK TALISMAN II (Mahogany) 4years old
f395
SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands
£495
THIEL 72 ( Birds Eye Maple) EX DEM
£10995

CD PLAYERS IL TRANSPORTS
ALTIS CDT WCD TRANSPORT EX OEM (£5000)
MARK LEVINSON 39 EX DEMO

Closing down sale of Far East distributor's stock.
Thousands of brand new, rare CDs. LPs & Cassettes.
Not to be missed, at very reasonable prices, while
stock last.

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED

EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

VISA

202 FINDON ROAD, FINDON VALLEY, WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288 FAX: 01903 872234 MOBILE: 0860 66001

Callers welcome by appointment
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 IWE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 =j
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283
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AUDIO NOTE SALON
Three years elapsed between The Music Room and the
Audio Note Salon. During which Ispent some time
wondering 1) why many expensive systems were
disappointing, and 2) why hi-fi is much less successful
than computers. Iassume the second to be a
consequence of the first.
Our industry thrives by the path of upgrading, ie
spending more money, and while it is certainly true that
there is a price/performance hierarchy, my essential
point is that at any level there should be a musicality or
rightness ... Usually there is not, and in fact the elusive
magic is even harder to achieve at the higher price
points.
Once you have selected your components and
achieved a degree of synergy, the two major sources of
contamination are structural and airborne. We have
found two recently revised products to be major steps
forward in mechanical isolation or vibration
management although their methods are very different.
The Townshend Seismic Sinks are equipment platforms
suspending turntables and CD Players on air cushion,
now effective in two planes and with minimal axial yaw.
Seriously, you can get 24- bit sound from your existing
16- bit CD Player today!! Price? £230. Refund if not
amazed!!
The other approach is by the RMS (
Reference Music
System) division of Stands Unique. Using carbon fibre
List
ANALOGUE
Systemdek IIX (walnut) with Linn LVX and
MM cartridge.
Perfect
Goldmund Studio turntable.
No box
Vibraplane active air support with Jun-air
pump, up to 275Ibs, itself weighs 147Ibs, the
most serious analogue platform conceived
for electron microscopes.
Unused
DIGITAL
Theta Data II CD Transport and Pro Gen Ill DAC
with fully bal and AT&T enhancements.
Along with ML 31/30 the Reference; review
reprints available. Priced to sell,
not by true worth.
Boxed, perfect
Audiolab (now TAG) CDM8000 transport
and latest 8000DAX significantly upgraded
by AudioCom (details and parts list
available).
Boxed, perfect
AMPLIFIERS
Chord SPM1200B Amp ( black) 250 wpc
as new, hardly run-in.
Mint, box
The Gryphon Limited 75/100, State of the Art
Pre-amp with phono stage, dual
monoblock construction, musically
just right.
Mint boxed

Now

£740
£4,757

£250
£1,150

£2,400

£1,500

£9,730

£3,750

£3,100 £ 1,350

£3,790

£8,500

£2,500

£3,000

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Bow Technologies, LFD,
Living Voice, Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, PT, Pass Labs,
psb, ProAc, Zingali

uprights and brass cone filters, they use the elegant
Stands Unique furniture but now they incorporate their
amazing " Big Feet" ... a six shelf stand costs £ 1,399 with
the full works ( lesser versions and stages to Nirvana
available on request) and at my request they have
developed a power amp platform. Using Big Feet
between two glass layers and another set between the
equipment itself, the cost is £599 but without it you are
listening to your floorboards!. And to the vibrations of
your Audio Research, Krell, Levinson or whatever!
Discover the purity of your power amplifier for the first
time. (And yes, we are trying to find a power cord that
improves, not degrades the mains).
On a similar quest to eliminate electrical contamination,
please see our related advert for Petros and Stratos
Series II cables made by our associates, Audio Source.
We are asked a lot about the new digital technologies.
The world has gone mad. Consumers and Press alike
are swallowing the industry's latest hype. Of all the ways
to upgrade your sound, why choose to enter a format
war? Just listen to a well- mastered 16- bit CD played on
a good system ... you will be amazed. Choose 24 bit in
ten years ... if it is there, it will be right, be cheaper, and
have some recorded music. If it is there!
People beat a path to our door for two reasons: Audio
Note and Mark Levinson. The BEST of valves and solidstate. When YOU are ready, give us a call. We can save
you a fortune.
Audio Note KEGON Hand- made pathfinding
amplifier, dual 300B, magisterial, priced
to sell not by value or
performance.
Perfect, crated
POA £18,500
Krell KAV 300i absolutely mint,
2years old.
Boxed £2,499 £1,599
Sonic Frontiers Line One remote
fully tube pre-amp, super company, very
distinguished product, sexy style!
Mint £ 2,499
£950
SPEAKERS
Audio Physic Virgo 2Birds Eye Maple,
one of the world's great speakers, unique
opportunity, may be auditioned in
London area.
Mint
ProAc Tablette, cherry wood, mint, the
ultimate mini speaker with a big sound,
an LS3/5a that breathes.
Mint, ex-dem
Dynaudio 1.8 Contour, superior Mk I (not
ported) in light oak,
Mint
ProAc Response Two, mahogany,
wonderful speaker!
Fine, s/h
PSB Stratus Mini - Stereophile award 1997
design, Piano Lacquer with stands,
first time in UK.
Mint, review pair
Wilson Watt/Puppy Tail cable by NBS
(Statement)
Perfect

£3,390 £ 1,990

£599

£399

£2,195

£995

£1,670

£799

£1,390 £690
£3,750

£1,500

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6- month
parts and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.
Export and home dems by arrangement.

The Audio Note Salon is four dem rooms at 5 Crown Terrace, Hynciland, Glasgow GI 2 9HA, or visit us online a www.aucliosourceco.uk
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX

(
0)141 339 9762

E MAIL

Jack@audiosourcaco.uk

FOR TH3 LOV
VV2 vlIve vinyl

ACTIVE CROSSOVER MODULES

Remor?.. perwee
Large energy to

mace fir other active crossovers.

Passive RJAAq
High quality
Ultra-glœ sp
40,000 custo
Star grau

• Individually calibrated in our workshop
your loudspeaker.
Analogue phase ¡meat

Excellent cyn
Stable imagiu

• User adjustments
-instructions supplied.

Verb tran ïpaeht
Very musical

0 Moir accurate tharrihe best
loudspeaker computer software.

Low noise

•
iP

Phone or fax

OLD le
steer
63 ,

)6

• Fully alterable .for future
loudspeakers.

16

Flo catalegue

Built using audiophik
components.

•Avadable for 2way. 3way,
satellite and subwasofer sys

PAULI-1111'4ES DESIGN
Performance audio amplifi. itionr

•

Specifications:

<0.000r4 Distortion
>110dB S/N Ratio
Time
Oliz to 450*Hz Bandwkdé.

<0.5us Rise

Iv

As ailable mclusively from

1

AUDI000LINKS
7 Fairmont Crescent. Scunthorpe. North Lincolnshire DNI6 IEL
TEL (+44) 01724 - 870432

IAN HARRISON HI-FI

TEL: 01283 702875

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

9am-9pm

CLIO LITE FROM AUDIOMATICA
Do you design rxir own IOUdSpiAlkollIC an amplifiers, 0 ai •
•
hut all, pee off hr the high ce4 of est cquipinen_' 1h,
just the thing for you

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UF' TO 45 OFF THE RRP
CASSETIT DECKS COMPACT DISC
TONEARMS
PIONEER
PIONEER
ROKSAN
TEAC
TEAC
SME
SONY
SONY
MOTH
DENON
DENON
r - ,
1 u
YAMAHA
YAMAHA
MAILANTZ
MARANTZ
SME
TASCAM
PHILIPS
TECHNICS
DAT
CREEK
MICHELL
PIONEER
TUNERS

CARTRIDGES & STYLI
DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOt DRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON ( DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
-& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA
'TEST CASSETTES
FST Cr'S
ST RECORD
MO CDS

HIFI
FURNITURE
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
PROJEKT
SOUND
ORGANISATION
CABLES

TEAC
TASCAM
SONY
FOSTEX
MINI DISC
SONY
DENON
CDR
PIONEER
REEL- REEL
STUDER
TASCAM

BLANK TAPES/

AN1PEX
JVC

PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL SCOTCH
I
BASF
FWI

eoc DETAILS

ACCESSORIES
OLSCWASHER MAXWELL'
MILTY
SONY
OED
ANTIFERENCE
GOLDRING
TBK

MAXVIEW
FIVOTELLT

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APFROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL H!LL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS
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(«h. ,Lite u,. MIS. Sine and pink iuo and
e.
measures trepurAcy response. inc. I /;
voltage/dB le; el,. impedance. 2nd and Ir.: hainionie
distortion and lhteleiSmall parameter, There's even
a2-channel oscdlosci.pe and en
inductance/capacitance
111Claid, anuc.
pr- amp and phantom pewering in the price Lnd can te
um/Jaded ofull Cho later

DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA
ivtARANT7
PHILIPS
AMPLIFIERS
DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHILIPS & OTHERS

DISCS
TDK
SONY

Clio Lite is ba.ei.: on the Clio Electr,Acoustic
Meamirement System hy Audiomatica Sonic
of the full Laboratory ytraliiit efunctions
have Mimi omitted. hut vriais lull is still a
von a
liar sLite of PC-ba.sed a,floal est
ic aknock-down ph. o

SONY

SONIC UNE
AUDIOOUEST
AUDIO-TECHNICA I
'
ALL GOODS APE BRAND NEW & BOXED
VAN DEN HUL
I
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTE ES .
NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
GOLDRING
NO GREY IMPORTS
OED

FAX (+44) 01724 - 875340

bes1 bit? Clio Loe costs just f...116 inc. VAT and carriage in the
VAT and UK came,

yr..

With one Clio Lae inu,rophone the

rmation on Clin Lite plus adeniadzse and details of other loudspeaker des*. software
land . pe.drei kite) contact,

S Audio,

P.O. Box 91,

Bun St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP28 6RD

&HOME

CINEMA

HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 872931 FAX 01403 251587.
hi-fiepaynterdeiron.co.uk.,111111111011111ipaynter.dmilto.uk„Alkm,
REVEL LOUDS , ;
1,NLr ,S
• LLR/JORDAN LOUDSPEAKERS
BSW • HUBROOK
• CCS ELGAR 248117192KHZ DAC
MICHELL • TEAC • dCS PURCEL UPSAMPLER
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA !IPEAKERS
•ACCUPI-ASE • AUDIO ANALOGLE
VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
•GRAAF • PIONER
MAGNEPAN F,B8ON SPEAKERS
•TARGET • SENNHEISER
MARK LEVINSON
•PATH PREM ER PRODUCTS
NAGRA PL-I' FRE/MPA E VPA PPOWER AMP
•PROCEE) AMPLIFICATION
SONY. RCF Si LECO PROJECTORS

2B OUEENSWAY

HEY1BROOK 4311.1-71 SPEAKERSI2701 X0
£ 150
•;YFIINX DAC PIRYSTAL C/51(5001)0
f250
'ON YWI-WA]) (Sel UM PRZUECTOR 155031 SC f3995
ONY VPLR5OD SVGA PROJECTOR 155001 SC _ f3995
BASS 2CX1D TJRNITABLE/R6300 ton (
19953 9.0 f1495
KRE I. KPS 2C CD PLAYER
_ f6500
GUA3 77 IN1E3RA1113 E.
95) XD
C395
IVECNISPLANAR110G2.7 aRSE SPEAKERS I2995I
f1995
MGEK TRIOCE VALVE PRE4%4P19951 X13 £495
1411..X TROZEYALVE/MCeET POWER AMP ( 13,
,
D f795
CASTLE SRERN NEI ) 58C, X0
£395
•41....41 FEEL'Y XA50 955'S 2W) X0
£ 35C
cosas 930 snow SUM100FERI22031 X.7

ZIE

93NUS FABER ELECIA itAt&TCRSI2BECISH
AURA va 100 WO 2511)91
lEAC ABX7R BALANCE: KIEGRA110 AMP 16191 X0
(5501St CD RPM ( 4.495) SH
ACCUMMSE OP711 CD PLAYER ISDaCI( 91
MAGNEPLANAR
',AMARA iuW TUNER
9441P XV315P P4
--ak rc
BASS OVATON/9.1 .Vawe) NEW
APOGIE CUETTA HL3LOSPEAXERS SH
93 ACOUSTICS SD' 1.011135EAXERS I950IS-I
VAMAHL CSAJC30.11 AC-3AV AMP 116001 Sht
7 AV *P111001)13

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
CEIMOMTMATIONS BY APPOINTMENT OPEN MON SAT 1OMI TO 7Mil.

f1495
C2C0
£399
f1995
f2495
f395
£495
£495
£3995
f995
£495
f895
£495

1511
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THE
EMPORIUM

SELECT AUDIO
(LonDon)

28 ST NICHOIAS ST. MSS. NORFOLK IP22 31.16

A VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO MANA ACOUSTICS FOR THEIR SUPPORTS

Tel/Fax +-14(1111379 650744

OVER THE YEARS ( SIMPLY THE BEST)

email: emporium(0 clircon.comk

A WARM THANKS TO ALL AT PEACH AT CAMDEN PALACE
Approximate Original

EVERY FRIDAY ( KEEP IT UP)

********** 0181 986 8788 **********
JEFF ROWLAND ML2 AND BPI BATTERY . . . .£3,750 . .£ 7,500
PHONO STAGE MK3, 3 BOX

£3,000 £ 10,000

JEFF ROWLAND CONSONANCE INC
PHONO BOARD AND REMOTE

ALTIS top loading transport and two box
dac, best cd midrange rye ever heard

5500

CYRUS DISCMASTER/DACMASTER transport/das

1750

1500
.800

£ 1,300 £3,500
£800 £ 3,000

APOGEE DUETTA SIGH AND X/O

£3,000 .£ 10,000

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI

£300 . . . .£900

COUNTERPOINT SA220, 220 WPC

£ 1,200 . £3,000

PASS LABS DIGITAL ONE DAC
BAT VK5, VALVE PRE REMOTE

£ 2,700 £5,000
£ 2,400 . .£4,400

EQUINOX BATTERY PHONO STAGE
NAIM IBL BLACK

£450 . . .£850
£ 350 .. £ 850

NAIM 62, HI CAP, 250 NEW STYLE

£ 1,300 . £2,700

ACCUPHASE D450 POWER AMP 200 WPC £ 2,000 . .£ 3,750
AUDIOLAB 8000C AND 8000P
MUSICAL FIDELITY Al EX DEM

£550 . .£ 1,250
£ 300

MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 VALVE, PRE REMOTE .
MORDAUNT SHORT M581 7, CHERRY

reveals new layers of information

.£500

£400 . . . .£900
£400 . .. .£900
****

2500

ATC S0110 ex dem

1080 . 700

ATC S0120 51 TOWER ex dem
ATC S0150A SL active Sb sex dem

2655
5875

digital equalizer

3500 . 1350

hybnd in pirana pine stunning looks & sound
2400

AUDIO NOTE M2 RIIA phonostage NEW . . . . 1050

700

LUMLEY M75 monoblocks 75 watts big
1000

MELOS 333 two box line pre

3000 . 1300

MORE FIDELITY 000E stereo power amp

2200 . 750

10,000

3000

2250

1000

KLIPSCH LA SCALAS, black, deluxe. boxed . 2500

1500

TANNOY 5100

2500

1300

UKD CARUSO ltd edition, four way floontanders 2500

1500

IMPULSE H2

MISCELLANEOUS
AVI 0200M12 FM TUNER

SOLID STATE AMPS
ATC PRE/POWER ex dem
AVI S2000MP preamp

5200 .3500

900

600

PIONEER C195 dolby s. approx 5years old mint 1000
QUAD AMI

SOO
200

950 . 600

REVUE 877 one owner from new with

CHORD SPM800 stereo power amp. boxed

2200 . 1350

lull sersice history high speed 2track

DENSER DM 10 integrated

1250 . 750

DENSER DM20/DM30 PRE POWER EX OEM

600

VINYL

2500 . 1500

DENSER D200/D300 pre/power " "

1850 . 1200

CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLE with parallelarm

LAVE RDIN IT

1200 .2400

beta cartridge

LINN NAIRN PRO

1500 . . 750

GARRARD 301 in Green marble plinth

1650

1000

001 500 power amp stereophile recommended components list

KOETSU ONYX SIGNATURE perfect, boxed . .3S00

1500

250 watts per channel

500

LINN LP 12 valhalla. linn arm board

300

PLINIUS SA 50 new class apower amp boxed 2800 .2000

ORACLE DELPHI MK Iwith NIX PSU

SOO

QUAD 34/306 grey

400

PINK TRIANGLE early pt too with helius arm

350

QUAD 44/405.2

400

ROKSAN XERXES

400

SOUTHER TRIQUART/ SLA3 arm boxed . . 1000+

350

QUAD 11(0/AMP &

REMOTE

QUAD 77 int no remote

2500 . . 1200

1500 .750
700 .300

ROTEL RB 991 power amp

400

SUGDEN AUDITION AMP/CD

1200 .800

THORENS TO 125 in sine 2000 plinth

ISO

VOYD MIDI with split phase psu and rega arm 1000

500

VPI TNT mk I
I
Iboxed

4000

WELL TEMPERED ARM

THRESHOLD S300 1
SO watts per channel
3600 . 1200

Petros and Stratos cables were designed for AudioSOURCE to
complement transparent components in awell- matched system: the
goal was neutrality, thus the musical flavour is transmitted as water
flows along asmooth pipe. If our cables sound bright or blurred, be
confident that it is the equipment that you are hearing! Petros and
Stratos cables have the greatest differentiation of all interconnects
we have compared, that is to say that different recordings and
different components just yield their own characters, transparently.
The design is complex, based on simple physics and extended
listening tests. We are now so far ahead of the game - and still
moving the goal posts - that we will disclose the basic principles.
The two major principles were conductivity and contamination.
Conductivity: low resistance, capacitance, etc, using the highest
purity copper ( silver content acid- free solder) in very fine but many
strands. In outer space, such cables would transmit Nothing But
Signal ( hence the esteemed American NBS brand! Incidentally, we
have some of their amazing cables for sale at half-price).
Contamination: since the invention of radio we are aware that your
wires act as aerials. Designers cannot eliminate this in the
equipment without serious degradation of the music signal. Planet
Earth is now contaminated with EMI, RFI, you name it fields from
cellular phones to AC mains. Coming from your neighbours,

500

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE
CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

factories, and your own hi-fi and non- hi-fi devices. Our cables use
twin axial ( quasi- balanced) plus and minus wires, inside a
triple- shielded braid earthed at source only and taken through to
the plugs. We also apply Kontak cleaner (£ 14.95) to greatly reduce
RF rectification and enhance surface conductivity. One lasts for
about six months. If you haven't tried it, you don't know what you
are missing.
Stratos Series II ( launched in August) is amajor leap forward in
interconnects which exceed the sonic performance of all but one
extremely expensive (
NBS) digital and stereo interconnects we have
tried in awide variety of equipment. Series two features our own
RCA state-of-the-art phono plugs which feature our tried materials
(phosphor bronze, machined not bent copper) but enhanced noise
rejection. They are available for £29.95 per set of four. Do not judge
the performance by the price ... customers are disposing of major
brands now shamed by Stratos II because our cables are sold direct
to end- users without marketing costs. This saves at least 75% when
you consider that packaging and promotion double the cost of cables
and dealer margins and vat double it again. One stereo metre of
Stratos II, RCA or XLR thus sells for £ 125. Stratos Digital cost £ 59.
We are currently working on mains cords, forgive the humour, but it
is very difficult to filter the nasties without contaminating the power
itself. We will have acheap product which is quite good most of the
time, and we may soon have avery simple but powerful cord without
passive electronics but it won't be inexpensive.

PHONE 0141-357 5700. FAX 0141-339 9762.
Email jack@audiosource.co.uk
The web is at www.audiosource.co.uk
I -16

2000

CLASSICAL LPS 100LPS FOR 1100 POST FREE

TRY AN £.800 INTERCONNECT IN YOUR SYSTEM
...AND KEEP IT FOR £ 125
Cables are designed with asonic signature or tonal character to
match specific components. In well- matched systems these cables
are often found to be harsh or dull.

1750
3250

CADENCE ARCA top of the range electrostatic

phono NEW with full manufacturers warranty .3250

black &beautiful

1300

4000 . . 1500

CADENCE ES mk 1
VALVE AMPS

power amp designed by Nelson Pass serious

CLOSED WED at sun

LOUDSPEAKERS
ALIANTE LINE/4 tonus lobee clonesl

AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPOS with Essex
6000 . 2000

AUDIO NOTE MEISHU 3008 integrated with

APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS

i0AM-7pM

price

DPA 1024 three box top rated das,

JEFF ROWLAND CONSUMATE AND

****

cost

CDS & DACS
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other services include
* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive units
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - lw/lm, Phase, Inpedance
* Vintage loudspeaker up- grades aspecialit .
),
Please call for your

loudspeaker information pack & price list.

cartridges
dom
goldring
tyro
ortof on
sumiko
cables
audioquest
cable talk
chord company
dam
heybrook
ixos
kontak
If d
nordost
ortof on
qed
sonic link
trichord
van clen hul
xlo
headphones
beyer
grado
sermheiser
stax
stands
frameworks
sound org'n
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
target
hardware
atc
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accessories,
cables, gadgets
and hi-fi by post
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STAXdramatic
SALE! reductions
on the entire lambda

nova ronge cell for
details.

phone, fax or write for the
price list / newsletter or
visit the website :
www.signals.uk.com
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hi-fi for grown-ups

ch ( 01473 ) 622866

fax ( 0147 ) 631588 email : eng@signals.uk.com
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PRESTIGE - £2250
Designed by Wilmslow Audio
Immitated by others.
Don't accept second best.
Phone today for your free catalogue giving details
of our full range of loudspeakers and accessories
50 Main Street Broughton Astley Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603 Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk
Additional Demonstration facilities available in Wigan, Lancs.
Phone to 01942 521771 to book you appointment.

Wilmslow
Audio
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SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
l'HE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral* (* One specific slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

14

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News RIB. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, HI-FI Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Coltoms, HiFi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand ifs the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: Manna Malcolm Stewart Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players. Offered complete or plinth system only.
THE REVIEWERS -The Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be. it's in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar. Audiophile. "Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree." Noel Keywood, HIFi World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HIFi News R/11. '
I
have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment.'
Dominic Baker, HI-FI World.
OUR CLIENTS "
The results Iget are really unbelievable and Ihave tried some of the best turntables around (Linn
LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for amarvellous piece of art." Mr Teilinger. 1am delighted with my State
Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic. Well worth all the detailed work that went into the design.'' R. Newham.
"When I
first put up the Slate Audio 301 I
must admit to having quite ashock Forever converted." K. Van Green,
Electric Eel Studios. "
Pm over the moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beaus'......
very highly recommend any of your customers to seriously consider this great combination J. Marsh.
must say Peter that you have done an incredible job, they really are quite fabulous Viscount David Linley.
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THE GLASSMAT ii
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE () 1 .
(,21.1A1/. REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POIVER SUPPLY. "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE & HANDSTROBE DEADLY ACCURAIE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GUNS, 111//I STROBE DIS(.'. PERFECTLY PITCHED?
QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELECTROSTATIC SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK TO LIFE.
STORMFORCE MY ULTIMATE S7ATEMENT ON THECLASSICTANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS. HOUSED IN SOLID . ILIRILI.E. THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YO! EARL) .SME 3009S2 TO 1999 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PI IONO SOCKET CON1ERSION LV,1.I DING OFC LEADS: BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN lPGRADE YOUR VI 5111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE S7YLIIS: INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @ FOR EMT. TD124, G188/GL99 ETC ALSO MARBLE MOTOR BOARD FOR SME2000.
BI- HEAVEN ADVANCED QUALITY OUTBOARD CROSSOVERS FOR ALL TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS IN MARBLE AS YOU WOULD EXPECT: BI-WIRED? OF COURSE!
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA R8300 FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 ( 1999 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V1511I BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. " STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

"ENHANCED CLASSICS, STILL LEADING THE WAY"
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
— ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601
E
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CT1 and CT2 Audio Attenuators / Volume Controls

CT100 Stereo Phono Stage Module

Many are not aware how large improvements in sound quality and in rel.ability
that are possible by repladng a normal audio potentiometer (any make and
any price) by one of our stepped Audio Attenuators. CT1 and CT2 offer more
effordess sound, more details. better dynamics, lower distortion and larger
bandwidth. At the same time they offer better tracking between channels,
better attenuation accuracy and better reliability (lifetime >25,000 rotation
cycles). CT1 obtained a fabulous full-page review in the British Hi Fi World
magazine. Some of the comments from the review were: '
One ability of this
attenuator that's very obvious is its truly crystal clarity' and '
The CT1 's
invisibility' was it finest asset' etc.
Our stepped attenuators are built on Swiss precision mechanics. They have
24 steps and uses low noise, low inductance SMD metal film resistors. Due to
the compact design and the use of SMD resistors, CT1 and CT2 have several
times shorter sgrel path than aconventional stepped attenuator using leaded
resistors.
All CT1 and CT2 contacts and conductors are gold plated. Examples of
specifications are: Bandwidth 50MHz, attenuation accuracy ±0.05dB, tracking

Are you still into vinyl? If yes, Dur CT100 Phono Stage
Module will be interesting for you. CT100 outperforms
nearly any known built-in or separate Phono Stage.
The ultimate way of using CT100 is to build it into the
cabinet of your turntable. In this way the wires carrying
the vulnerable low-voltage signal from the cartridge are
shortest possible. Alternatively, you may build CT100
into your amplifier enclosure or a separate enclosure.
CT100 has selectable input resistance and input
capaàtance and various gain settings. By selecting the
appropriate settings, CT100 wit fit nearly any MM or MCcartridge without requiring separate step-up transformer.
CT1O0 offers unique sound quality and specifications
that are hard to find elsewhere: RIAA equalization
accuracy ±0.05dB, S/N 98dB at 40dB gain, channel sep.
120dB, THD 0.0003%, outtmt impedance 0.1 0. The
module containing 2channels is only 63mm by 105rnm
and isay be operated in dual mono mode using two
power supplies. Balanced and iron-balanced outputs are
built-in.

to

CT100
Phono
Stage
Module
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E-mail: vifadact@loxinfo.co.th,

DACT

High quality audio parts
and services
DISTRIBUTORS
TAIWAN
Tang Hill International ltd.
TB::
(
02) 581 3805
Fax: (02) 564 29118
E-mail:
thlinfo@ms4.hinetnet
MALAYSIA
Hi Fidelity Enterprise
Te..:
(03) 987 0128
Fax: (03) 987 0129
UNITED KINGDOM
AuitoCom ( UK)
Te..:
(01834) 842 803
Fax: (01834) &42 804
Audiocom@
connect-waes.oauk

SINGAPORE
Zinn Audio Electronics
Te:.:
443 2473
Fa4:
443 2479
E-mail:
zenn@pactlic.neteg

AUDIO CONNECT LTD., Rm. 1501/3 Ban Chang Glas Flaus Bldg., 1Sulchumvit Road Soi 25, Bangkok 10110, Thailand

rel. (+ 66) 2 260 6070,

DANISH AUDIO CONNECT

JAPAN
Tridde Supply Japan Ltd.
Tel.: (489) 78 71109
Fax: (489) 78 7339
E-mail:
triode©
postofficestatco.jp

Made in Denmark
DANISH

023-814788221

:

AUDIOPHILE / PRO AUDIO COMPONENTS

between channels ±0.05dB, THD -: 0.0001%.
CT1 and CT2 audio attenuators are good choices for volume controls in
audiophile preamplifiers, in professional audio equipment and for audiophiles
who which to upgrade their existing amplifiers that use less ideal volume
controls.
Besides the CT1 and
CT2 audio attenuators
we are also offering the
CT3
audio
input
selector switch, which is
of the same built quality
as CT1 and CT2. CT3
switches between up to
5signal sources.
Photo:
CT1
Audio
Attesuators in mono,
stereo and balanced
stereo
versions.
Available in 10, 20, 50,
100 and 250 kOhin.

la..

'-movs

www.DACT.com

FRANCE
Next Audio
Te.:
(04) 90 56 '682
Fax: (04)90 56 '682

14,)

Enhance your listening pleasure
with an upgrade from

AU DIOCOM
)00
For Further Details Contact Audiocom
Tel. 01834 842803

e-mail: aucliocomescomet.co.uk

Fax. 01834 842804

a fresh
musical perspective

IIMMI111111111111111.
KEVIN

We've always been known for our select range of audio
products from leading manufacturers.

GALLOWAY

AUDIO

For those discriminating audiophiles who are searching
for the very best in sound, or for those who want good
gear, but are on a budget, Kevin Galloway Audio is your
best choice. Scotlands Leader in High Performance
Audio Systems and Installation.
AUDION

AUDIO PHYSI

ELECTROCOMPANIET
CA
TOTE

ELEMENTAL AUDIO
BORDER PATROL

..41116

TELEPHONE
01563 574185
FACSIMILE
01563 573207

NAGRA
TARA LABS
ORACLE
SIRIUS

Demonstration By Appointment
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RECORD STORAGE
Shoanne's front
elevation is here
compared with one of
IAN EDWARDS' larger
units, the 40" 5-tier
LP unit which is drawn
to the some scale &
which holds 1250 LPs.
This is our way of letting
readers know that IAN
STILL MAKES LP
RECORD HOUSING
in ALL SORTS of wood
finishes from pine to
rosewood, as well of
course as racks &
drawer-chests for CDs,
video tapes or
cassettes, Hi-fi units
& bookshelves, etc,
etc, etc & Specials,
For the BEES KNEES in
this type of furniture, in
Modern or Georgian
styles, ask for the
Brochure.

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road,
Harrogate North Yorkshire, HG1 3HB,
Telephone: 01423 500442

1979

20 YEARS

SALE
NOW ON

9 FINCHFIELD ROAD WEST,

FAX/TEL: ( 01902) 380083

FINCHFIELD, WOLVERHAMPTON,

V.A.T. Registration No. 333 9324 60

WEST MIDLANDS. WV311AY

SECOND HAND & EX DEM

SM
S/H
S/FI
S/H
(EX DEM)
(EX DEM)
(EX DEM)

LOUDSPEAKERS
MAGNEPLANAR M020 (£ I1.0001 BiampXo. el
CLEMENTS 600 Black (£995)
GALE 401C WALNUT ( Vintage) ( Boxed)
APOGEE CENTAURUS ( Boxed)
APOGEE CENTAUR MAJOR (£5.000+)
KLIPSCH LA SCALA (Originals) Black ( Current £2,600)
KLIPSCH HERESY
WILSON TOTS & PUPPIES Mk1 (£ 12,000 then)
MAGNEPLANAR 1.5 ( Black)
SEQUERRA MET 7 Walnut (£695)
CLEMENTS 300i Black (£695)

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H

TAPE/RADIO/VINTAGE
AVO ALL WAVE OSCILLATOR ( Boxed) c 1947
AVO VALVE TESTER c1947
REVOX 710 Mk2 CASSETTE
JVC XPA1000 DIGITAL ACOUSTICS PROCESSOR
TEAC TBX 10 RDS TUNER (£ 399)
LUXMAN T50A TUNER ( Rosewood) Excellent
MAGNUM DYNALAB SIGNAL SLEUTH 205 (£ 250)
AMPLIFICATION
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 PREAMPLIFIER
KRELL KRSI REFERENCE PREAMPLIFIER (£8,350)
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE Teak ( Boxed)
KRELL KMA 200 MONO BLOCK POWERAMPS (£ 8.500)
CAMBRIDGE PI 10 INT AMP
METAXAS MARQUIS PREAMP (£2.500)
QUAD 33 PREAMP
AUDIO RESEARCH L515 PREAMP
SLECTION OF QUAD VALVE PREAMPS + TUNERS
ALCHEMIST FORSETI Mk2 Integrated (£995)
OCM 55 PREAMP ( Line) ( f1.700)
(200 watt) OCM 500 POWER AMP ( Ex Dew) (£ 2,800)
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN Mk2 PRE ( New Boxed) (£549)
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN Mk2 PWR ( New Boxed) (£ 549)
EXPOSURE 4 POWER AMPLIFIER ( Dual Power Supply)
9 PREAMP POWER SUPPLY
7 PREAMP
QUAD 33.303.FM3 (Teak Sleeved)
TF-AC ABXIO ( Remarkable) integrated (£999)
TURNTABLES AND STEP UPS
SYSTEMDECK + MISSION 774 Arm
WELL TEMPERED with PU Ann (£ 1.600)
FM 2I2A M/C Step Up (£ 850)
SONY HA 55 Step Up ( Sought after)

S/H
S/H
S/H
(EX DEM)
(EX DEM)
S/11

DIGITAL
DPA Little Bit
DPA PDM IMIt3 (£ 1.280)
DPA PDM 2 (£2.500)
VRDS9 TEAC CD PLAYER (£695)
DI TEAC DAC (£499)
PS CD PLAYER ( 695)

S/H
S/H
(EX DEM)
S/H
(EX DEM)
MINT
S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
(EX DEM)
(EX DEM)

S/H
S/H
(EX DEM)

the

Virtuoso

fully horn loaded speaker

and the

single-ended triode amplifier

HI-FI CONSULTANTS.

(EX DEM)
(EX DEM)
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"...the sense of being
there was so strong
that Ineeded to open
my eyes to convince
myself that Iwas still
in my living room."

Obliga to

1999

STUDIO

MID

ultimate listening pleasure

£8,0013
£625
£250
£1750
£3500
£1350
£595
£7500
£995
£425
£395
£100
£100
£295
£275
£295
£175
f165
£1495
£3,350
£75
£3.500
£95
£1050
£50
£2.500
(ASK)
£750
£1.250
£1.995
£450
£450
£1,450
£175
£775
£200
£950
£350
£125
£99
£425
£595
£575
£375
£125

...will take you right there
"Never befee have Ihad in my living room such an
immense feeiing of listening to the real thing. Never
before has ne,own system been able to communicate
what is in the music so clearly, directly and with such an
emotional response......how can it be that such aspeaker
manages te make the music real. Real in away that I
have not heard fi9m the latest, greatest and best hightech [speakers] ..." hear for yourself: HiFi Show '99,
Hammersmith Novotel, Room 3095, Sep. 23/26

BeauhornTM
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, 77435 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel: 01424 813888 Fax: 01424 812755
eMail: ThomTrans@beauhom.u-net.com
website: www.beauhorn.u-net.com

b

TRADE IN'S A SPECIALITY. MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE.
ASK WE MAY HAVE JUST WHAT YOU ARE SEARCHING FOR.
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to anew dimension

Introducing our brand new range of

MONOCRYSTAL
Interconnects

ANALOGUE- DIGITAL- VIDEO

MORE
5.1
LESS
£££

MONOCRYSTAL w
TECHNOLOGY

BEST IN
THE TEST
Ecosse Monocrystal

From only

20/m

Ihro's wilat Me press gay acid Rokramca eaddel
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Best Interconnect Test carried out
by Alvin Gold. ONLY 5star performer
Ecosse Reference Cable Monocrystal MA2
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(Audio RCA - RCA)

Now you
don't have
to pay
exorbitant

RECORD REVIEWS
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prices for top quality
analogue, digital and video

,

MR A. McCUE ( a geoid.. caat•m•r) ROY GREGORY

ACk MAGAZINE

cf us today for your free de- mystifying brochure on
cable theory.

Mafia Momocrystall
These hand-built Monocrystal' y Consequently our unique
based Analogue, Digital and Monocrystar conductor wire
Video interconnects(RGB,S- does not impede the extremely
Video, Sc.art, Phono, BNC) delicate audio and video
outperform similar/more signals.
expensive cables to better the In addition the purity I
•
30UND and PICTURE of your
99.9997% - of the conductor
materials we use is of a
system - or your money back "
magnitude beyond that used
Here's why
Monocrystal Copper and Silver elsewhere Our wire is sourced
wire has no grain boundary in in Japan, our cables are
the signal transmission direction manufactured in Britain
"NI

net,

.2..120•

nop.r

dedicated interconnects.
International enquiries welcome.

E
Cc.).S.SE MA C9 LIMITED
0 BOX 25070
tat (+44) 01563 550827
e-mail: Icarrickebtcenrlect.com
web: www.referencecables.com
Monocrat:I

tr,1rn Mgt.

•

a tradernafk of Ecosso Mol Co lta
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A free Nairn CD
Free with the November issue, will be a superb compact
disc, featuring reference- standard audiophile- quality
recordings from Sabina Sciubba, Antonio Forcione ( right),
and other great artists on the Naim recording label.
As you'd expect from this leading British hi-fi company,
the sound is simply state-ofthe-art. Also in the
November issue we'll be
focusing on home cinema
sound, with reviews on the
TAG McLaren AV32R
processor/controller,
Tannoy Saturn speakers,
one of M&K's beefiest
subwoofers and much
besides. For 'two- channel'
enthusiasts, major reviews
include the ATC SCM70
active speakers, ( left) with a
full technical review,
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Wadia's 860 CD player and the Cade Inversion 100
speakers. There'll be something special for LP lovers too.
Features include the third in our '
All-Time Greats' series,
looking across the Atlantic this time, while November's
Record Review section will be packed with new CD issues
for lovers of all kinds of music.
Don't miss Hi Fi News & Record Review, November
issue, on sale Friday, 1October.

finale
Another set
of Todd
Rundgren
reissues?
Here's why
Castle can
count on the
completists
to go for its
'Essential'
TR series

Todd, from 1974:
one of the I1solo
albums Rundgren
recorded for
Bearsville, and
reissued this time
by Castle
Communications

Todd

154

I

f you possess a copy of the
original Nuggets compilation (or
the recent CD box), you'll have
noted a hot track called ' Open My
Eyes' by Nazz. It's an exquisitely
cogent example of all that was/is
good about power pop, from its
fuzztones to its cascading primary riff
to its affected, mock- Brit vocals.
Nazz was alate- 1960s outfit which
— like so many other Yankee bands
in the wake of the Beatles — wanted
to be the Beatles.
What made Nazz different was the
presence of ayoung Todd Rundgren,
who seems to have been born fullyformed with total knowledge of
studio wizardry. When ' musical
differences' led to his departure, he
commenced a career as a genius
knob-twiddler, producing albums for
the Badfinger, Hall & Oates, Meat
Loaf, the New York Dolls, XTC and
others. Now he's being recognised
for trail-blazing the digital era — one
of the first artists to embrace the
World Wide Web, to exploit multimedia, to issue aCD of `bits' which
the listener could assemble into a
unique DIY album, and to offer
music via internet downloads long
before MP3. If there's any justice,
geeks and nerds ageneration hence
will worship at his altar.
Between Nazz and his latest, a
disappointing bossa nova album,
Rundgren developed two parallel
recording careers, and he changed
styles more often than Bowie. This
schizophrenia taxed the loyalty of his
hardcore followers. But they stick
with him through the changes, the
reissues and the effrontery of some
truly lame discs. The typical TR fan
is a Goldmine-reading obsessive who
also worships the Raspberries, the
Shoes and Dwight Twilley. In other
words, he sees Rundgren carrying the
Fab Four torch.
And now we find • Rundgren
reissued yet again, despite Rhino
having released the same stuff as

mid-price titles. Why should you
investigate this new batch? Nicer
packaging, extensive liner notes by
Uncut's Paul Lester ( including
interviews with Todd recalling his
memories of each album), and aset
of spines which form aportrait on
your shelf, might seem insufficient
incentives. But remember: the
`typical' Rundgren fan is a
completist, and Ihave no doubt that
Castle's Essential label realised this
when it commenced re-releasing the
Bearsville catalogue.
Surprising in the wake of Nazz, his
best songs are lush ballads or pop
gems like ' ISaw the Light', ` We
Gotta Get You A Woman', ' Hello,
It's Me' and ` Can We Still Be
Friends'. And yet, on occasion he'll
produce arocking stomper like 'Bang
on the Drum All Day', recently used
— appropriately — in trailers for the
CG! epic, Anta. At the very least,
Rundgren can be lumped together
with other pastiche-meisters like
Nick Lowe or Roy Wood.
Castle started with a mid-price
2CD anthology, Go Ahead, Ignore Me
[ESM CD650]: explore this before
plunging into the 18 CDs which
make up the catalogue. All 11 of the
Bearsville solo sets, the ones which
form the spinal portrait, are out
already, with the seven Utopia
releases to follow. If you get bitten by
the bug — the same bug which bit
Bjorn and Benny, Lennon and
McCartney, Carter and Lewis —
you'll then need, in chronological
order, to absorb the following.
Runt [
ESM CD659, 1970] was
issued when TR was only 22, an inhouse engineer/producer/ musician at
Bearsville. ' Runt' was both his
nickname and the working name of
his then-band, which featured future
Tin Machine members Hunt and
Tony Sales. TR wrote, produced and
arranged it, Runt yielding his first hit,
'We Gotta Get You A Woman'.
Runt: The Ballad Of Todd Rundgren
[ESM CD 660, 1971] was the
confusingly-named follow-up, balladfilled but not confined to soft-rock.
One observer wryly dubbed it ' the
best album Paul McCartney never
made'. Something/Anything? [
ESM
CD672, 1972] was his first double
LP, adjudged by some to be his
'White Album'. Todd wrote,
produced, arranged, engineered and
played every note including drums
on three-quarters of the record, Roy
Wood-style. Side 4 was awhole-side
concept employing guest musicians.
The opening track, ' I Saw The
Light', was aTop 20 hit in the US.
A Wizard, A True Star [
ESM
CD673, 1973], despite its patchier
nature, proved that the previous
release wasn't afluke. It's here we
find undeniable glimpses of TR's

future experiments, while cynics
could argue that its use of musical
snippets foreshadowed the dreaded
sampling. Yet one of its highlights is
amedley of soul classics.
Todd [
ESM CD674, 1974],
another double LP, was part-solo
and partly recorded with session
musicians ( some of whom would
form Utopia). More experimentation
marked Todd, electronic music and
prog-rock sitting beside soft ballads.
Ever hip to gimmicks, TR
produced aposter bearing thousands
of names sent in on postcards
provided with A Wizard, A True Star,
here it's the backdrop to the liner
notes. Initiation [
ESM CD701,
1975] had the honour, at 68
minutes, of being the longest single
album ever made at that time. Half a
dozen radio- friendly songs were
followed by the Side 2-filling, halfhour-plus instrumental, 'A Treatise
On Cosmic Fire': more innovation
from TR, this time with synthesizers.
Faithful [
ESM CD702, 1976]
contained six originals and cover
versions of six tracks by the Beach
Boys, the Beatles, Jimi Hendrix and
Bob Dylan; this was TR's Pin- Ups.
Unusual for what was by then an
established song-writer? Not really,
as he'd featured covers before, and
would later issue an album-length
Beatles hommage with Utopia.
Hermit Of Mink Hollow [
ESM
CD703, 1978] was, like Blur's latest,
apost-mortem of afailed romance.
Todd had asix-year relationship with
übergroupie Bebe Buell (Liv Tyler's
mum); the break-up fuelled this
purge, which contained the apt ' Can
We Still Be Friends', later covered by
serial break-upmeister Rod Stewart.
The live double LP Back To The Bars
[ESM CD704, 1979] trawled his
first eight solo albums, notable for a
host of wonderful guests including
Spencer Davis, Rick Derringer, Hall
& Oates and Stevie Nicks.
Like Hermit, Healing [
ESM
CD705, 1981] involved a period of
pain; TR had been held at gunpoint
in his Woodstock home and also
learned
that John Lennon's
murderer, Mark Chapman, was a
fan. As musical aromatherapy, it dips
into ambient music, but he knew
when to stop being Eno. The Ever
Popular Tortured Artist Effect [
ESM
CD705, 1982] was his last album for
Bearsville and included ' Bang The
Drum All Day'.
Rundgren's website, www.tr-i.com,
seems to be his primary form of
creativity and communication,
though he recently finished atour of
the USA and was even part of Ringo
Starr's troupe on his recent tour.
Having worshipped him for 30
years, Ishould, by now, be used to
the surprises.
Ken Kessler
OCTOBER 1999
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In the crowded selection of high- end loudspeaker
companies, aclear choice is illuminated by
Revel's unique development and manufacturing
process. No other company so rigorously explores
the way you hear, and how aloudspeaker will
interact with your room. Research has shown that
what you hear when listening to music at home is
the result of not just the direct sound from the
speaker, but also the sound from around the
loudspeaker that reaches the listener via
reflections off the ceiling, walls and floor.
Revel's psychoacoustic research has aprofound
impact on the way we build loudspeakers. Revel's
research and design process is so significant that
the Academy Advancing High Performance Audio
and Video selected it for the coveted " Golden
Note" award for " Most Innovative Technology".
Our revolutionary approach to loudspeaker design
means your better insured to enjoy your music
and movies in your home over awider range of
listening positions.
The new Revel Salon breaks new ground in both
transducer technology and loudspeaker design.
From the inert cabinet designed using laser
interferometry, to the durable, high gloss paint
finish, to real wood veneer or aluminium side
panels, to the proprietary transducers designed
and built in house, no other loudspeaker can be
placed on an equal plane with the Revel Salon .
Visit your authorised Revel dealer to audition
them for yourself, to see and hear the most
technically advanced and musically accurate
loudspeaker systems available.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier

REVEL

Unit 2, Desborough Induerial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441136 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk
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"In my opinion, there is no need to even audition
these speakers. Just buy them! Trust me, you won't
be disappointed. Aesthetically, it's hard to get any
better than these speakers.
Available in black oak, rose mahogany or cherry, the
whole Silver Series line features craftsmanship second
to none.
Iwould encourage everyone to take the grilles off
these beauties - nothing will make your friends drool
with envy more than those gorgeous silver drivers
staring back at them.
Everything Ilistened to through the Silver Series
speakers sounded just about as good as I've ever
heard it sound. Why are you still reading this?
Go buy these speakers!"
Joe Hagemen, Home Theater Magazine, June 1999
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Monitor Audio Ltd.

34 Clifton Road, Cambridge C131 4ZN
Tel:
01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
MONITOR AUDIO
http://www.monitoraudio.com

